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PREFACE.

i

The teacher of Rhetoric has a double office. First and chieflf.

he mu.t make writer. ; secondly, he must so exhibit the law. o hu.

art a. to promote mental discipline. In other words, he must be

practical, without being a mere empiricist; he must be rational,

without for an Instant losing sight of skill in composition.

With these views in mind. I have tried to fill what seemed to me

an empty place among books on Rhetoric. None of them, I

thought, aimed at practical results, without sacrificing too far the

principles of the art; none of them taught these principles in their

fullness, without sacrificing in part or in whole the practical side

of the work. I have aimed to strike the happy medium.-tc» make

a book that shall teach composition while it forces the student to

think, and shall exhibit the principles of the art at the same time

that it keeps uppermost the problem How to Write. I have adopted

Dr. Shedd's words quoted on my title-page, accepting fully the

doctrine that Thought is more than Style, and modifying this doc-

trine by only one other truth-a truth to which Dr. Shedd would

doubtless equally assent—that worthy thought deserves, as it pro-

motes, an excellent form. In other words, while, with Herbert

Spencer, I extol prar'" *, I also accept, with him, the doctrine

that "some practical >< .ult may be expected from a familiarity

with the principles of style. ... If In no other way, yet, as facili-

tating revision, a knowledge of the thing to be achieved-a clear

idea of what constitutes a beauty, an»* what a blemish—can not fail

to be of service."
,

I have also tried to exhibit the laws of Rhetoric In their entirety,

—not the laws of Style alone, but also those of Invention. How-

ever we may quibble about that word Invention in its rhetorical

sense. Rhetoric does teach other laws than those of Form; and

these laws must be exhibited, if the art Is to be taught fully. I

admit freely that. In a book whose chief aim Is skill in composition,

Invention will occupy a considerably less number of pages than

». . J u . .<v— .„..;>.n ,..ka» T hav* sairl nfthesuoerior
oiyic ; anu, hciivc, even att;:i nrtj.-.s "—
importance of Invention [? 32], I have given by far the greater

portion of ray whole space to Style. The questions discussed under

3
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PREFACE. 5

• work so unlike his as Is mine : yt I hold to my confesition. I

believe there is nothing extant even purporting to have been
written by Timothy ; but, if there were, it would doubtless be as
little Pauline as ore the epistles of James '>r Peter. Yet Timothy
was "son in the faith "to Paul, and evident. y his particular disciple.
Many friends—more than I could readily mention here—have

helped me in my work. Besides the names that appear in several
foot-notes, the names of my colleaKues, Professor Albert S. Bollks
and Mr. Louis Dv Pont Svle, must be specially recorded. To Pro-
fessor Bolles I owe what is worth more than help,—continual and
hearty encouragement, even when I was most discouraged. Mr.
Syle kindly made the Index.

J. G. R. McE.
University of Pennsylvania,

February 26, iSS^.

8UOQE8TION.
The author's own experience with his book leads him to suggest

to his fellow teachers that the best results with it may be obtained
by omitting until review nearly all paragraphs in the smaller
type. Then these paragraphs, whic'

, as a rule, are theoretical
rather than practical, will be the more easily understood. Of course,
examples and illustrative extracts must be excepted ; but these are
not commonly numbered as separate paragraphs. The iudicioua
teacher, however, will modify this plan at his discretion.

The Appendix is intended almost exclusively for the teacher.
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THE

STRUCTURE OF ENGLISH PROSE. ^

INTRODUCTION.

I.

RHETORIC DEFINED.
I. Rhetoric is the Art of Discourse \—the Art

of CommunuaHng Thought in Language.

2 In no proper sense, is Rhetoric a science; nor should it bedefined as the art of effecHve discourse. It discovers nothing

Ifin.
.'**^";"'^ •" "'•"'"« ^* efficient work; andTt^ Julidefinition, therefore, is that just given. The discuiion of Aesequestions, however, belongs elsewhere.'

3. A more familiar word for Discourse is Composi-TiON.-a synonym that will be used freely in these pages.The more technical term seems necessary in the definition,
however, if only for clearness' sake; since Compositio^t

of theTt*''
"'^ ^^^""^ ^ ''PP°'^'^ '° ^^ Theory

4. Thought* is here ktended in its widest significa-
Hon. In a certain sense, the mind thinks whenever it
acts;^ and m this sense, Thought is the product of any
men^u. acuon. Hence, Dr. CampbeU speaks of Rhetoric

;
H. N. Day. Tke Art of Ducourse. U. ., ,„, ,,;^.

.
'Appendix, pp. 3^ ff.

^^^^^^^^
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lO INTRODUCTION.

as"iAg grand art of communication, not of ideas only,
but of sentiments, passions, dispositions, and purposes^,''
—in a word, the art of covcivci\xnic.i!C\n% anyproduct of the
mentalfaculties. Exactly how much is intended by the
term will appear from the following analysis.

5- The human mind acts in three ways ;—it -6«oa/f, it feels,
it units. Hence, three modes of mental activity, or (as they
are otherwise called) mental faculties,—i. Intellect, or
Cognition; 2. Sensibility, or Feeling; 3. Will. The
Intellectual, or Cognitive Faculties may (for present purposes)
be distinguished as (i) Presentative, (2) Representative, (3)
Elaborative. The Presentative Faculties include (a) Intuition,
or Self-consciousness, the power of knowing what is going on in
one's own mind; {b)^ Perception, the power of knowing through
the senses. The Re-presentative Faculties are (a) Memory,
which re-presents objects as real; {b) Imagination, which re-
presents them as ideal. The Elaborative Faculties are (a) Con-
ception, or Generalization, the power of forming class-ideas;
(*) fudgment, the power of comparing conceptions (or one con-
ception with an intuition or a perception) and affirming their
agreement or disagreement; {c) Reasoning, the power of com-
paring judgments.

6. Words that either present or re-present intuitions, percep-
tions, or conceptions, are called Terms. Hence, Judgment is
the power of comparing terms.

7. Language* primarily and chiefly means articulate
speech or alphabetic writing ; but many principles of
Rhetoric apply equally well to the communication of
thought by other means. Signs, symbols, pictures,
statues,—all express thought, and in so far are amenable
to the laws of Rhetoric. Indeed, both picture-writing
and symbolism are older than the alphabet,—are the
sources from which the alphabet took its rise.

8. The truth of this statement will hardly be challenged by
any one who reflects that the medium of communication is of
secondary importanct;,—that the essential characteristic of

» Jtu Philosophy of Rhetoric, Introduction. *2 I, abov*.



RHETORIC DEFINED. n
discourse is its communicating thought. The mode of commu-
mcation may vary; but. so long as thought is communicated,
so ion? must the process be governed in certain particulars by
tiie same rules. For example, the artist, who has this end at
east partly in view is directed in his work by certain laws
that are equally bmdmg upon the writer. The laws of unity
of definitenessand continuousness, of proper resolution of the
subject into its several parts, as well as many other rules, direct
both workers ahke.-and for the same reason, that both seek
to communicate thought. Lessing» has actually asserted thatPamtmg can express some kinds of thought better than Poetry

9. Further, (,f further discussion is necessary,) the case of
the deaf-mute is strongly in point. Until he acquires his sign-
anguage. his mmd lies dormant, failing of its office because it
lacks a means of communication. But, this once furnished.

!r". Au°l'."^*
'^*''" *° articulate, his mind develops and

admits of the highest education. The idiot, on the other hand
can never be relieved because he cannot receive thought

^^r^ um!.'
*^^^^^«^d t° him. Midway stands the feeble'

minded child, who is capable of training exactly in proportion
to his degree of mental endowment. An extreme case of amind aroused to the exercise of all its faculties, simply by
receiving a medium of communication, and this not language
in the ordinary sense, is that of Miss Laura Bridgman, who.
though bom deaf and dumb and blind, was taught through the
sense of touch. Moreover, gestures and facial signs not onlyadd to the effectiveness of spoken discourse, but, it is said
were the only means by which the famous conspiracy of the
Sicilian Vespers was inaugurated and carried to a successful
issue. So. the Greek sculptor carved motion by setting one
foot of his statue in front of the other.

.n'/u^n^"' T' I^'T^''^
"'• ''" """'="''*'' '*»"• '»>« """tations of Paintingand Its cognate arts. ( See gg 369 ff., «*/„«,.)

-mmg

•Geo. P. Marsh, Lectures on the English Language, p. 34.
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INTRODUCTION.

II.

RHETORIC PROPER AND COMPOSITION

Adamq* "o-^* u^- .
^'^^y* says John Quincv

^^course (that is, ^^.,^). but his n,ore prttilTrl^well as more elementary) work n^ ^r/J i /-^
Composition, ^ "^^ ^ -fi^^^A^A

guide and conC th^ prfct^^^^^^^^^
'-(^) >^«^.. which

«>^.. which underhe the .Ses In^ ''V
-^'^ ^^^^^^ ^''^

(3) /V-o^AV^. the appficatfon of hotH f'^'" °; ^"^'•'y ^^em;
actual work. ThufirDrTwinl th^

™ f.
""^ P""*^'P'^^ *<»

a copy or a model phH i!ST ^' ^''^ P"P'' '^ not simply given

taught also ^ts for 1^2 e°'d?^"^^^^
Pape'tiJ

ciples-of fonn Vlh and sh^d^
"* ^°'''^' ^"^ P"""

elucidation of his rulfs Sn
' t '

°^ P««P«*^«ve-for the

Chemistry, in every art ruli F^"^."^?""^. '" Analytical

direct th7practkaTwork^^<^../'r^^^ ^* ^^^-^ «t«P
in anyart. one ofthSreell °"'.''?''* "P°" '*• '"^^^^^ I
in embryo, or the Sn/I1 ^^"^^ '' ^^"*'"^' *e art is yej
of Discou^e m Td "f T"* ""d«^«lopecl.» In the Art
Composition'

^^
"^

^'^ '°"'*""*^ «'^«t°"<= Proper;
(3) iJ

th'v app!?ar;f'!,?"^
P"""P'««. «« true in all cases to v^hich

''•P-34. 'Appendix, p. 336. "Appendix, p. 333.



RHETORIC PROPER AND COMPOSITION. 13

The methods of study in each case must, therefore, be different,
and a distinction between the two departments be inevitable
Not to concede this is only to create confusion and to place
obstacles in the way of the student. Of course, rhetorical
rules may be studied simply as rules, and not in the light of
their underlying principles, just as the principles may be studied
as such, and not with a view to formulating rules that are to be
based upon them

; but, in either case,-and neither is usual or
hkely to occur.-the study is still Theoretical Rhetoric, and is
opposed in the sense stated to the practice of Composition, or
Practical Rhetoric. This is true, too, whether the practical
work proceeds only by "rules of thumb," (th.;t is by unex-
plained rules, rules without their underiying scientific truths—
their rationale,) or whether this rationale is in every case care-
nilly given with the rule.

14. But the distinction must not be carried too far.
Rhetoric and Composition are not wholly separable.
Each implies the other

; each contributes to the other's
improvement. Of course, either can be conceived of
separately

;
either can at any time command the chief

attention
;
but the two studies are in fact only one —a

single object approached from different sides.

15. To speak more technically. Theory and Practice are cor-

I^nntrV 'T ^'"^- T''
°'*''''' ^"^ '^^^•"S their commonground of relation in the nature of Art as art. Practice unfail-mgly tends to develop theory ; theoretical discussion as inevit-ably makes practice more perfect. Certain art-practice, it is

true, seems to be wholly unguided by either rule or principle-

^^r^\ '1'
-'I

'° ""•"*«"'&«"* a way. acquires by his experflence both rules and principles ; and these, though he neverformulates them, r -ally control and direct his work.»
» Appendix, p. 335.



INTRODUCTION.

iir.

THE SCIENCES THAT GIVE LAWS TO RHETORIC.
16 The scientific principles that underhe the rules ofRhetonc come from (x) Grammar, the Science Ti^

^IT' ? f'?^^' ^^^ ^^'^"^^ °f Thought. S)^sthettcs the Science of Beauty, and (4) Efhics theScience of Morals ;~the four sciences «.1m!^^^
l^J^^^ng to Rhetoric' The first two contributemost largely to the theory of the art ; but the prindd^furnished by the others are of no les value, and caTnotproperly be left dut of sight. Though in no sense a pan

to It. that at least some knowledge of them is essentialto any one who would comprehend the subject on ts

J nuugne
(2; the embodying of this " somethine to sav " in »

^(3) D^course . ™or, than mere .hough,, more f™ ™e«

prop.,.y b.^ I ^'^„ OftL-^^Sj"""- """ "»««'«"' ~y
•Co»p.„ Sp.„„,. ^, ^^„ ,. ^„^,„^ ^^^^ „^_^^ ^^_

" Confesse it then,
That Beautie is not. as fond men misdeeme.An outward Ait.v, of thinges that only seeme.
For of the ioule the bodie forme doth take •

For souU is forme, and doth the bodie make "
So, Robert Browning, Old Pictures in Florence ii—



SCIENCES THAT GIVE LAWS TO RHETORIC. 15

thought Uttered or formed; it is thought communicated imply-ing a mmd addressed in the communication."' Henc7inevery rhetonca process, a mutually related speaker knd

areT/r ^P^^'^"?'* ^ '^^^^^' "''^^ ^'^^'-^ to each o^er

18 n^T^'
'"^'.'', '^^^ ''"""'^^ ^'M^^-'^ i« Ethics.

rnedbv^ Th 7' "°''*^^"iheir truth or falsity be deter-mmed by it. They form parts of four great systems of truth,constructed each by itself and for its own sakTTnd 11^.1;

Ctt^^srr'r-'^^'^^" ^^^ ilttthaWngt^^^^^^lated Its rules for art-work, presents these rules to the sciences

'• When Greek Art ran and reached the goal
Thus much had the world to boast in fructu--

^^k'"!"
°' '^*"' '"' ^y God first spoken

Which the actual generations garble

a' J";
:"!'*'*•"""'' ^"' <*»'»«=»' Limbs betoken)And Limbs (Soul informs) were made new in marble." •

co;:ro?ira^nr:rh:i^^^^^^^^^ - m. Mark wi,k.
more year.

»'reaay a reader of Browning in his Sopho-

' Day, The Art of Discourse i a --Th« ;.-ii

»Or •, / '^'^**' * ^-The Italics are inserted here.

•Appendix, p. 333.
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I

iirrRODUCTioN.

IV.

FUNDAMENTAL MAXIMS.

19. The sciences nomothetical to Rhetoric furnish it

with four Dicta, or fundamental maxims, which serve as
guides throughout the course. They set forth in minia-
ture the whole body of scientific truths on which the
rules of Rhetoric depend. They are,—

I. The Dictum of Grammar.— T/S*? writer must
conform to the usage of the language he employs.

II. The Dictum of Logic— T^y^^ thought commu-
nicated must be genuine.

III. The*Dictum of iCsTHETics.— 7>6tf Composition
must appeal to and stimulate the sense of Beauty.

IV. The Dictum of Ethics.—Discourse must pro-
ceed upon moralprinciples,—'those which control the rela-

tion of man to man.
The full meaning of these rules will appear hereafter.

Dicta II., III., and IV., however, need a few words here,
by way of special explanation.

20. First, "genuine thought," like genuine money, is
exactly what it seems to be. Spurious thought, on the con-
trary, has all the forms of genuine thought, but as little as
may be of its matter. The mind of man, by virtue of its own
constitution, acts normally in certain ways, according to certain
laws. These laws have been discovered and codified by Logic

;

so that normal mental action is also logical. Hence, when the
writer, for whatever reason ;—whether because he is fundament-
ally incapable of thinking clearly, or because, in his anxiety to
express himself well, he forgets to have something worthy to
say, or even, perhaps, because he actually desires to deceive
his reader;—when, from whatever cause, he violates the laws
of Logic, he becomes a mere counterfeiter, a companion (in

some sense) of the coiner of spurious gold. For example, he
may use language that seems to convey thought, while, in fact,

it only covers with a cloud of words the mere pretence of
thinking,—a pretence that, if exposed nakedly to other minds,
would be at once detected ; and he may do this consciously or
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readers mental constitution. This method of discourse issometimes contemptuously spoken of as "rhetnrir;i "

tA^tf-c " s„ tu
"'^'^*^ ''^ "o disput ne about

"bKcuness, as well as the beautv of erarp nf r^^i.vu

whatr. ue bu?"ha '^r'""'""'"' «"= "*«' >"•« teach oni;

matter «hSrs^btLlrTV'^''"i''^''°' "' ""-Sht, .to

-.oaMo,.cr:r°^rer;o"r.rHrt

» for different thought. '^ "^'^ "' '''^'^""« expresses

*ii40 below.
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lyln?- as to truth-telling
; but, in whatever application, they are

powerless when used in forKctfulncss or in contradiction of the
fundamental relations oi men to each other. The dictum is
not a table of the Ten Commandments, but a warning that all
attempts to address men in violation of the fundamental prin-
ciples of their nature must fail. For example, it is a well-
known truth that ruthlessly to assail the prejudices of mei, is

not commonly successful as a means to persuasion. Hence,
should an orator wish to influence the voters of a certain
election-district, or to induce men to abandon certain bad
habits, Rhetoric will warn him that he must approach his sub-
ject warily, carefully finding his way through his listeners'
prejudices, and opening his battery of arguments against the
favorite candidate or the allowed bad habit, only when he feels
the ground thu^ made firm under his feet.* No Morey Letter,
even when issued as a " Last Card to the Voter, " ever, perhaps^
changed the vote nf a fair-minded man ; no Counterblast to
Tobacco, even though from a royal pen, ever cured excessive
smoking; no unsympathetic denunciation of intempc.ance
ever won the drunkard from his evil ways. Discourse is a
communication of thought from man to man ; and hence, if it

is to achieve its purpose, it must be guided at all points by
those ethical truths which unfold the nature of the relations
of men to each other.

*i 430, below.
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V.

THE DEPARTMENTS OF RHETORrC.
23. The rules of Rhetoric fall naturally into two De-

partments, long known by the Latin names Inven-
TION and Style.' Invention states the rules that direct
and control the discovery of matUr for the composition

;

Style exhibits the laws of its form.

r.Wh ^l
".'.•''^^^y/*''*^^'^'' 'he writing of a composition inx olves

(I) the finding of something to say. (2) the expression of this
something m a suitable form, (3) the adapting of the w ,oiework and its every part to its purpose. But the compos.non
can be adapted to its purpose only by means of modifications
in either Its matter or its orm ; and hence there are but two
departments of Rhetoric, not three.

25. For a similar reason, the ancient view that DisposiHon
or Arrangement, constitutes a separate department of the art'must be set aside. So far as the arrangement of the matter ol
a composition is concerned, the rules that control it belong
to Invention

;
so far a. arrangement is a question o{ form itbelongs under Style. Besides, since every rational process

implies decency and order. Arrangement can not be a depart-ment of Rhetoric, but must be assumed throughout
26 Many writers deny the possibility of such a department of

Rhetoric as Invention. They aver that men can not be taught

wouIHh!';?
'°'""''!'"8^

'I
'^y-' si"<^«. if they could. Rhetoricuould be the encyclopaedic art dreamed of by Qulntilian,-an

art under obligations to give lessons in all the known branches
of learning On the contrary, they say, it is only the art of
commumcatton, originating nothing, and prescribing merely

fomw
'^^ expression, not the fnatter that is to wear these

27. But this mode of reasoning is simply an evasion of thepoint at issue. The quesdon is not, Can Rhetoric teach menwAat to say on every conceivable subject? but, Can Rhetoric
' fnventio, a finding.

^!Ts'tvZ
'°'"^™^"» '-"^ ^°' ^"""*f °" ^"- Oft'^-but Improperly.

ary.a.y. The Greek word for j<y& was A<^«,]

'i »7. aiove.
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*••

teach m^nhow to find something to say on any subject ? Inother words can it teach men the meihods by which thevmust proceed in their search after the matter of a com^^it on^No one pretends to-day that Rhetoric ought to m^\,^Tm^nlJohannes Factotum (Greene's phrase ior\JackZall tT2s^any more than that Rhetoric ought to furnish the worSlotstructions and other instruments ofspeech needed by a wrSrThe assertoon is only that, just as, in Style. Rhetoric teachesn.Jas that determine the Form of a composition, o in invt„^on. .t teaches rules that determine its Content. In eachdepartment, of course, it leaves the writer to apply he riles toUie special cases that arise in the course of his work ?he at

course than to supply the needed forms of expression It is

trV ^^^'•^"V'^'"^.
however, to say that Rhetoric has fo

whVh?t"h^ *r° ^ "'P''"''^^ ™'^« ^">^« -"-logons to thosewhich It has for the expression of the thought
28 That Rhetoric can determine such rules, and that it has

^CfZ\ '
t''''''"'"'

°' '""^"*'°"' •« b-«t shown by tie fac;that such rules exist. The very books which dedLrmn^t
positively that Rhetoric teaches only Style coL1nt.esT
Tn^'^'ir '^^' °'^*^^^' ^"^ wLhUst the'eJ^^^^^^^^^^^
to a second department of the art. by whatever name it may bfknown. Further, while Rhetoric is, indeed, the art of c^mmu!mcation. and goes to its nomothetical sciences for underTyTnepnnap es. yet its larvs are its own. and would never have beendetermmed by the sciences. The truths of Logic, ^^ are aSmie m one nnnd as in two ; but there can be no com^Sc^
t on, unless there are a speaker and a hearer. Thus Logfcdassifies arguments, but Rhetoric lays down laws that d^^S?the wnter m h.s choice of both the class of arguments andTheparticular arguments of their class that will be^t work convttion under certain varying circumstances. Yet these laws a^enot laws of Form

: they are laws by which PersSn may":the more easily accomplished. ^
29. The question raised here is not merely one of name

h.?t ''rnV,! "°i
^'''" '''^"*°"'= ^"-^^ °"« department or tTo?but shall the office of Rhetoric be limited to the giving of f^rmto^thought a ready discovered? The rules of Rheto^rlc mT

xHuccu. J.C ail included under one head; but, in that case'either the definition of Style must be maleri^y modified
';

both names. Style and Invention, must be abandoned 'fiy
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it!.7h
"/ "^^^"^^'^ distinction will be lost, and nothing begamed but an apparent simplification, which, however, is. in

fact, a complication ofthings that are better kept distinct.
30. The term tnvention, even in its rhetorical sense ofjindin^

n^LT^TT^^^ '°° '""'''• ^"^' '^^'^^^'^' be an unfortunatename for the department; but then it were surely the part ofwisdom to choose a better name, not to ignore the department.The history of the controversy makes it highly probable (to sayno more) that a rather stupid misunderstanding of the wo d has

=oTRh:tSc.''"^^^"
''' argumentsagainVsuchadepart!

hvlhfA^-'' ^^r^"^
"'"^''"'^ of studying Rhetoric is affectedby the decision of this question. A complete Rhetoric rests on

all the sciences nomothetical to the art.« But a Rhetoric that

t'STmusf *°r"'°"^
'''^''''' ^^ -^ consSy'do

tend Iri-T "^ "' ^"'"''°" *° ^"^«*^°"« «f Form, andtend accordingly, to mere showiness in composition-to ashalowness of thought that only makes a beautiful style themore hideous-hke a grinning skull, which can not laughbecause Its brains are out. Since Whately, indeed, fifa^f'semphasumg of Esthetics has been the less dangerous bu?even Whately does not give a complete view of theTpartmenof Invention, and Blair's influence is by no means spent. Be-

of som. th
'?""'

^
V?^"^ "^^P*"^^"^ •" '"^^"^^t ^« (i" the viewof some theologians) he is in his moral nature; and he needs

herefore, to fight as earnestly against the temptation trplay

then to ZruT' '^"' '° ^° ^'""^- ^^^^^"^ ^«" •» ^^orlthen, to teach him respecting the communication of thougha doctrine that even seems unduly to exalt the merely externa
consideration of form. ^ external

32. The two Departments of Rhetoric, then, are /
Inven^ton/f. Style. This order, too, is that, not only
of their development, but also of their importance •

smce // /. always better to have something to say, however
rudely one says it, than merely to bring together elegant
expressions that mean nothing. A correct form, it is
true, renders worthy thought the more attractive • K„t
mere excellence of form can never recommend a compo-
sition to an intelligent reader. '

« When you have noth-
'Appendix, p. 334.
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ing to say." runs the epigram, "say it." At the sameUme. he laws of Form are simpler than those of houghTand fo^ h. reason, they may properly be present^

P^i II of / . ''^^r"
^'" '^^'^^^'^ treat of Sfy^e,Part II. of /nven^^on. A preparatory topic. M. /ij^

Rhaonc; buttl,ei„strac.or i„ Rhetoric can not "Lume thS

uuHine. iNor can there be any serious impropriety in his doin^so. At several points in the exhibition of hinibiectSsummaries or classifications that properly blng 'to '^het

oi nis readere. Of course, such summaries should be eivenonly when they are plainly necessary, and should l^TeJ^w.^m narrow bounds; but they can not be wholly exduSelIndeed, many works of Rhetoric contain neariy completesysems of Grammar. Logic. ./..; while other worksTake

tta^ilfoS^^er^^
-^^^^ °^ -•^-ric. carrying Tht

t--.
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VI.

THE KINDS OF DISCOURSE.

34. Compositions may be distinguished,

—

1. With respect to Form,^ as {a) Verse, (^) Prose
;

2. With respect to Intrinsic Character, as (a) Ora-
tory, {b) Representative Discourse, (r) Romance,
id) Poetry

;

3. With respect to Purpose, or End in View, as {a)

Explanatory, {b) Argumentative, {c) Excitatory,
and (d) Persuasive Discourse.

35. These divisions, it will be observed, are not branches of
a single classification, but three distinct classifications each
with its own principle of division (Jundamentum divisionis).

The same composition, therefore, may be assigned a place
under each classification, or even belong in part to one, in part
to another head of the same classification. Thus, Macaulay's
England or Motley's Dutch Republic is plainly of classes i (*),

2 {b), and 3 (a) ; Webster's Argument in the Dartmouth College
Case, I {b), 2 (a), and 3 (</), except in certain passages, in

which Mr, Webster now turns historian, 3 (a), now argues his

points, 3 (b), and again advocates his cause by an appeal to the
feelings, 3 {c).

1. COMPOSITTONS WITH ReSPECT TO FORM.

36. (a) Verse is distinguished from Prose by
having (i) Rhythm, (2) Metre. Rhythm is the regular

recurrence of accented and unaccented syllables, any
prescribed combination of these syllables constituting a
Foot. Metre is the arrangement of feet into lities or
verses, each of which has a given number of feet of a
certain rhythm. A verse, therefore, is any fixed number
of accented and unaccented syllables. It is generally

printed or written in the middle of the page, and with a

' I. «., rhythm and metre. The word ii used here in a narrow sense.
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capital initial letter ; but it would still be a verse, no
matter how arranged. For example,

"Come, sir,

I would you would make use of that good wisdom
t

Whereof I know you are fraught ; and put away
These dispositions which of late transform you
I*rom what you rightly are." >

37. "ere the>^/ is the m»^^«J_an unaccented followedby an accented syllable
; and there are five feet in each

^ne. The rhythm, therefore, is iambic, the metre/.«&-

iT.^ct """""f
^^nbicpentameter. The exceptional

leet Come, sir, and "you are fraught," like the
further hcenses of ihe broken line (v. 239) and the added!
^

grace-note" syllables at the end of vv. 240 and 242in no way disturb this general description. The lines ar^
unquestionably verses, since they have both rhythm andmetre

;
but they would no less be verses-no less haveboth rhythm and metre-were they printed, as in theQuarto editions of Shakspere, in prose form :!

whlS)^ tn^r""^^ ''^r""!^
'""'^^ "^" of that good wisdomwnereof I know you are fraught ; and put away these disoosi-tions which of late transform you from what you rightTy are -

38. The precise intention of some of the terms used in %l
36 37 IS not settled even among technical write'Tbut there

as English verse ,s concerned-and the use of the words inthese significations is certainly convenient. The full dScussion

composite*
'^^^'^'"^^ ''-^ '- ^ --' H-ited'rCse

39. (6) Prose has no re^utar rhythm, and, exceptso far as grammatical structure or a proper distribution
of the several thoughts or divisions of thought expressedmay require, ,s printed continuously from one margin
ot the page to the other.

Shakspere. AiV,^ L.ar, I. iv. ,39-.43. (Lines by the Glo5e £a,mn.)
•See the Cambridge Edition, in loc.
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40. But fine Prose has a rhythm,—a rhythm of its

own, to be sure, irregular, but perceptible to a good ear.

It is thus described by Mrs. Browning : '

—

" Then we talked—oh, how we talked ! her voice, so cadenced
in the talking,

Made another singing—of the soul ! a music without bars." •

Melody, Euphony, Harmony,' are qualities, not of Verse
only, but of Style ; and a Prose that lacked them in a
marked degree would be both bald and harsh. The
further illustration of this truth belongs elsewhere ;

* but
a few quotations by way of example will not be improper
here :

—

( I )
" Aftera pause, Charles rose to address a few partingwords

to his subjects. He stood with apparent difficulty, and rested
his right hand on the shoulder of the prince of Orange,—inti-

mating, by this preference on so distinguished an occasion, the
high favor in which he held the young nobleman. In the other
hand he held a paper, containing some hints for his discourse,
and occasionally cast his eyes upon it, to refresh his memory.
He spoke in the French language. He begged them to believe
that this, and no other motive, induced him to resign the
sceptre which he had so long swayed. They had been to him
dutiful and loving subjects ; and such, he doubted not, they
would prove to his successor. Above all things, he besought
them to maintain the purity of the faith. If any one, in these
licentious times, had admitted doubts into his bosom, let such
doubts be extirpated at once. 'I know well,' he concluded,
'that in my long administration, I have fallen into many errors,
and committed some wrongs. But it was from ignorance;
and, if there be any here whom I have wronged, they will
believe that it was not intended, and grant me their forgive-
ness.'" *

• Lady Geraldine's Courtship.

*Cf. the previous lines ;—
" Oh, to see or hear her sinsring ! scarce I know which Is divines-—
For her looks sing, too—she modulates her gestures on the tune."

This, of course, is music with bars—iht music of verse.

•Si 336 ff, betow. 4 J 337 below. »Prescott, Philip II., ch. I.
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nessed' slT^la^'n'' r^'^-^^^
by what Giovanni had "t

his svlt It
' T"*^'* ^ ^'''^ ^"d «"btle poison in o

mlZl : u
"^^ "°' '°^^' ^'^'^^"Sh her rich beauty was amadness to h.m; nor horror, even while he fancied her ^pfritto be imbued with the same baneful essence thZ. T

sti iLsc^d h.l i
'^"''^""* ^"^^ "°t ^hat to dread;

In2.7^'";:^.^'' ? ''•"^""^^' "° hospitality, during a rainIn he fiercest heat ofsunny days she retains a secret mfrcyTdwelcomes the wayfarer to shady nooks of the wooST whitherthe sun can not penetrate
; but she provides no sheUer aSsher storms. It makes us shiver to think of those deep umbm

s^h" nbvmlVH"'
overshadowing banks. whereTeToundsuch enjoyment during the sultry afternoons. Not a twi^ offc^mge there but would dash a little showe; into our 7aL

thel k"^
reproachfully towards the impenetrable sky Lifskvti^ere be above that dismal uniformity of cloud.-we are aot tomurmur against the whole system of the u^ivlr^e since k

rt'U; r""'°"f ^° "^">^^"— ^-y«^" o short a

wither Ldir"^. ^:^ 'P'""'""^ ^^'"- '" ^"^h spells of

hrdt^ot^s^;?rr^^^^^^ S
The idea of sleeping on a coucC wet rosL M' »

'""""^'"^•

JIa ^""^
"^"if"

"'^ ^ ^°''"' <^^ composition generally
called Metric Prose. As its name would indicate ilIS a compromise between Prose and Verse, having ^heProse features but the Verse character. L ke Prose itIS written from margin to margin

; but it adopts a per
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ceptible rhythm,—though a rhythm commonly less reg-
ular than that of Verse ; while in some places it admits
of being roughly marked off into metres. An apter
name for it, perhaps, would be Rhythmic Prose; for its

essential characteristic is its rhythmic construction, not
its accidentally being metrical.

A few examples may be appended :

—

(i) "On the back of a huge wave rose for the last time the
unfortunate Aliwal. Stem on, as if with strong men steering,
she rushed through the foam and the white whirl, like a hearse
run away with in snowdrifts. Then she crashed on the stones,
and the raging sea swept her from taffrail to bowsprit, rolled her
over, pitched her across, and broke her back in two moments.
The shock rang through the roar of billows, as if a nerve of the
earth were thrilling. Another mountain-wave came marching
to the roll of the tempest-drum. It curled disdainfully over the
side, like a fog sweeping over a hedge-grow ; swoop—it broke
the timbers away, as a child strews the quills of a daffodil. " >

(2) "The storm was now at its height ; and of more than a
hundred people gathered on the crown of the shore, and above
the reach of the billows, not one durst stand upright. Nearer
the water the wind had less power, for the wall of waves broke
the full brunt of it. But there no man, unless he were most
quick of eye and foot, might stand without great peril. For
scarcely a single billow broke, but what, in the first rebound
and toss, two churning hummocks of surf met, and flashed up
the strand like a mad white horse, far in advance of the rest.
Then a hissing ensued, and a roll of shingle, and the water
poured huddling and lappeting back from the chine itself had
crannied."*

(3) "The moment they got to the kennel, which they did by
a way of their own, avoiding all grooms and young lumbermen,
fourteen dogs, of different faces and a dozen languages, thun-
dered, yelled, and yelped at the guns, some leaping madly and
cracking their staples, some sitting up and begging dearly,
with the muscles of their chests all quivering, some drawing
along on their stomachs, as if they were thoroug'aly callous,
and yawning for a bit of activity ; but each in his several way
entreating to be the chosen one, each protesting that he was

• R. D. Blackmore, Cradoek NowtU, ch. xxxil.
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hand being Ufted, never ™ T „^
°"'"-*^'"'«'

' ""'"out a
bol. after a hare. AH t^e while cT" T' """P'^"''"' """
«n.-t in human nature he k„ei ,h«

'^° "'enmly apart; having
and needed no selfJsertion A"" """" "^ke its way!
«ood upon his hinS call^bl' ""T '^'""' "> k™ •»
and bent his forearms afa raemaid!^ ',!" ">' "" ^'•»'°a'-etch,

suddenly, Cradock Nowell drTofn ,? K
"*=^™° "<«''• Then

boo, and said, with hisToice"E.ered -"'; "^ «» o» '-i

words, ibyrtSLL""' ''""t'
'^' '°™^'' by the

exttacts, .he rhythm may no. on ! behead bvl^"'"^

yolflnoSlt^:' Z:::.^^' -ardlyuLe. 'win
respec, and worn as a memor^bl^r T° »" '"'"ourable
valour, and dare not avouchr^tdeS'X of

"''^'^
1 have seen you eleekin<r =>„^ ^ n-

^"^ °^ yo"*" words?
thrice. YouVoSt Se'^hi'"'^ m*'''

^^"*'«'"^" ^-'<^e or

ve?st,Le!J''
^^^'"^^^ ^'^ ^^-'- - -uch .ore

Th?u;7i"^:r^^^^^^^^ - Han. or En„and

:

better soldier than rashness rf. i,-

^^^'- ^^^antage is a
him at Harfleur. b^that weThl h"?

""^ "°"'^ '^^^^ ^^^uked
injury till it were ful ripe nn-^ "?' ^°°^ '° ^'""''^ ^"
our voice is imperS

: England̂ 7.,^'^ T" ^^'^ ^"«. -"^
weakness, and admire ou^ful't '7Tl^'' ^''^^^' ''' ^is
sider of his ransom • whkh m„r ^'"^ ^"" ^'^^^^^ore con-

digested; which in weight nr.' ^^^ J'^Srace we have

,c. ,

"' ^'^"= l^owell, ch. xviii.

It .s by no means rejfulan
"^*~^''« ''>y'»»« « in the main anapaesUc ; but
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bow under. For our losses, his exchequer is too poor ; for the
elusion of our blood, the muster of his kingdom too faint a
number ; and for our disgrace, his own person, kneeling at

our feet, but a weak and worthless satisfaction. To this add
defiance: and tell him, for conclusion, he hath betrayed his

followers, whose condemnation is pronounced. So far my
king and master ; so much my office." '

44. A short step brings the writer from prose like this

to downright blank verse :

—

(6) "Thou dost thy office fairly. Turn thee back, -^

"

And tell thy king I do not seek him now
;

But could be willing to march on to Calais

Without impeachment ; for, to say the sooth,

Though 'tis no visdom to confess so much
Unto an enemy of craft and vantage.

My people are with sickness much enfeebled
;

My numbers lessened, and those few I have
Almost no better than so many French

;

Who when they were in health, I tell thee, herald,

I thought upon one pair of English legs

Did march three Frenchmen. Yet, forgive me, God,
That I do brag thus 1 This your air of France
Hath blown that vice in me ; I must repent.

Go therefore, tell thy master here I am
;

My ransom is this frail and worthless trunk,

My army but a weak and sickly guard
;

Yet, God before, tell him we will come on.

Though France himself and such another neighbour
Stand in our way. There's for thy labour, Montjoy.
Go, bid thy master well advise himself

:

If we may pass, we will ; if we be hinder'd,

We shall your tawny ground with your red blood
Discolour : and so, Montjoy, fare you well.

The sum of all our answer is but this

:

We would not seek a battle, as we are
;

Nor, as we are, we say we will not shun it

:

So tell your master." '

' Shakspere, Henry V., III. vi. 125-145.—"^his passage can actually he arranofed
in blank verse, and is so arranged in the surreptitious Quartos and by Pope in
his Edition. (See the Cambridge Edition.)

*Id. ib.,III. vi. 148-175.—A fuller discussion of rhythm in Prose will be found
in e2 158 (a), (3), below.
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«• Compositions with Rr.c«

45. (a) Oratory is ,h.
'» = hearer, for tUpV^ZTn"''.^^''^ »' » ^P"ker°f 'he latter a certai;, X, C"''"^ "P™ «="!""
-4'ya«.«/,>,«,^^ ^'-

For example, Webster',
to secure a decision byl^Lnrf'^'rP"' *=" designed

Hampshire were 'unconst;.,,,
,'-^'''a'"re o; New

*'» end, (,) it reciti thf!
'""^ ''"'' '"valid- tI

^tablishmentof
tretlr r*^

°' "-^ "nation and
t° certain trustees • (^J-^"""^^' a royal charter*e Legislature; (,t'"''r '^' acts passlTbv
valid, the old coiorfti™ tTr '^'' '^ ^^^S, ,Z
'"on created, anS^t^Z: ^'l'

'"'' "^ -" co^ ^
frustees are violated; andltl ''^^'^ "S'«=' "f 'he
are not valid, („) bUau^e i ~""'°*- •*« the acts

2'"''"'"heconsti.uti?rofNt i:,r T'"'' ^™™on*ey are repugnant to the cn^
Hampshire,

(fi) bemuse
Sutes. Each of these four °T„r''°"

°' "'^ Unit^

s« that"*"'*""'
^"'"^ '"'o del;: t::'""'

""'«-
.

^"^^ the purpose of fh«
"trails, one can readilv

'H^Press upon thejudgefthe J''''''^' '^'•^"^^^"t fs to
^^t,on ought not tHfaVowrr ^'^' ^^^ -^ «
Webster's

conclusion shows ..r u
''^^' ^his Mr

quoted at length as a more defi/^^' '^'' '^ "^^X beof composition :-»
'^ "^^^"'^^ «Pecimen of this sort

DC atM^St taken,' T"'-"^' «^P'nions. Jf the fST l-^"^'^^'^mKm ""^y' o"" impaired th^ « ^^^"'^^'se may1^K> paired, the property also may
^\
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be taken away, or its use perverted. Benefactors will have no
certainty of effecting the object of their bounty ; and learned
men will be deterred from devoting themselves to the service

of such institutions, from the precarious title of their offices.

Colleges and halls will be deserted by all better spirits, and
become a theatre for the contention of politics. Party and
faction will be cherished in the places consecrated to piety and
learning. These consequences are neither remote nor possible

only. They are certain and immediate. * * * It was for many
and obvious reasons most anxiously desired, that the question
of the power of the legislature over this charter should have
been finally decided in the state court. An earnest hope was
entertained that the judges of that court miglit have viewed
the case in the light favorable to the rights of the trustees.

That hope has failed. It is here, th at those rights are now to
be maintained, or they are prostrated forever. Omnia alia

Perfugia bonorum, subsidia, consi/ta, auxilia, jura ceciderunt.

Qvem enim alium apMlemf quern obtesterf quern impioremf
Nisi hoc loco, nisi apud vos, nisi per vos, j'udices, salutent nos-
tratn, quae spe exigua extretnaque pendet, tenuerimus ; nihil est

proeterea quo con/ugere possimus.**

46. In another form—that given by Prof. Chauncey
A. Goodrich to Rufus Choate—this extract is even more
oratorical. Mr. Choate quotes it in his Discourse Com-
memorative of Daniel Webster, before the Dartmouth
College Alumni Society, July 27, 1853 :

—

'

"The argument ended. Mr. Webster stood for some mo-
ments silent before the Court, while every eye was fixed

intently upon him. At length, addressing the Chief Justice,

Marshall, he proceeded thus :

—

" ' This, sir, is my case ! It is the case, not merely of that
humble institution, it is the case of every college in our land.

It is more. It is the case of every Eleemosynary Institution

throughout our country—of all those great charities founded
by the piety of our ancestors to alleviate human misery, and
scatter blessings along the pathway of life. It is more. It is, in

some sense, the case of every man among us who has property

>The author's attention was called to this varying form of Webster's perora-
tion by his friend and colleague Prof. Francis A. Jackson, who also loaned him
an original copy ofChoate's Discourse.
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not merely on the words uttered, but still more on the estimate

we put upon liim who utters them. There was not one among
the strong-minded men of that assembly who could think it

unmanly to weep when he saw standing before him the man
who had made such an argument, melted into the tenderness

of a child.

"Mr. Webster had now recovered his composure, and fixing

his keen eye on the Chief Justice, said, in that deep tone with

which he sometimes thrilled the heart of an audience :

—

"
' Sir, I know not how others may feel,' (glancing at the oppo-

nents of the college before him,) 'but, for myself, when I see

my alma mater surrounded, like Caesar in the Senate house, by
those who are reiterating stab upon stab, I would not, for this

right hand, have her turn to me and say, Et tu quoque, mi filil

And thou too, my son !

'

"He sat down. There was a deathlike stillness throughout

the room for some moments ; every one seemed to be slowly

recovering himself, and coming gradually back to his ordinary

range of thought and feeling."

47. The essentia/ ckaracteristic of the oration is the

opposition it implies between speaker and hearer,—the

resistance made (or supposed to be made) by the hearer

to the speaker, and which the speaker seeks to overcome
by exerting an influence. The moment the composition

drops this personal address to a present listener, or no
longer aims at producing its specific effect, it ceases to

be an oration, and becomes an essay* or some other

form of discourse. The delivery is oral ; but this is an

accident, not an essential attribute, of the oration.

An essay or a poem does not become an oration by
being addressed to an audience ; nor does an oration

lose its specific difference by being read by the eye or

aloud.

48. The term oration, however, is often used in a

narrower sense, to denote only "an elaborate znd pre-

pared sneech unon an imr»ortant subject treated in a dio^-

nified manner,"—"especially, a discourse having refer-

^l SI, below.

3
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senting thoughts so worthy of consideration that their
mere exhibition will please. But, in all these cases,
if the discourse is to attain the rank of oratory, the effect
must be secured, not by a mere exhibition of the facts or
truths, but by placing these truths or facts in such a per-
sonal relation to the hearer, that they will exert an
inrtuence upon him.

51. Akin to the Oration is the Letter, an address to an
absent reader. It often, though not commonly,' has the
same design as the oration, to produce an effect by
exerting a personal influence

; and, in this form, is, of
course, most nearly like the oration. For example,
Charles Lamb, stung by Southey's criticism of his Essays
of Elia,yx\\.^% to Southey in the vein of a pulpit orator
haranguing his congregation :

—

"Sir,—You have done me an unfriendly office, without per-
haps much considering what you were doing. You have given
an ill name to my poor lucubrations. In a recent paper on
Infidelity, you usher in a conditional commendation of them
with an exception : which, preceding the encomium, and taking
up nearly the same space with it, must impress your readers
with the notion that the objectionable parts in them are at least
equal m quantity to the pardonable. The censure is in fact
the criticism

; the praise-a concession merely. Exceptions
usually follow, to qualify praise or blame. But there stands
your reproof, in the very front of your notice, in ugly characters
like some bugbear, to frighten all good Christians from purchas-
ing. Through you I become an object ofsuspicion to preceptors
of youth and fathers of families. 'A book, which wants only a
sounder religious feeling to be as delightful as it is original.'
With no further explanation, what must your readers conjecture
but that my little volume is some vehicle for heresy or infidelity?
The quotation, which you honour me by subjoining, oddly
enough, is of a character which bespeaks a temperament in the
^-1-— -I... ,vr> iv^vciaeoi uiui your rcprooi goes io insinuate.
Had you been taxing me with superstition, the passage would
have been pertinent to the censure. Was it worth your while

>i S4> below.
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audience, but as "the mere mouthpiece" of that audience
or of his profession or of some other bodv of men whose
"common convictions and sentiments"* he expresses.

56. Hence, the usual (and eminently proper) we of the
essayist, the editor, and other such writers, as opposed to the
equally proper (but, perhaps, less usual) / of the orator.
The essayist uses /, only when he speaks in his own person,
individually

; the orator uses we in two cases ;—(i) when he
is expressing truths that he believes to be as well known to
his hearers, and as fully accepted by them, as they are known
to himself and accepted by him

; (2) when, in any other way,
he includes his hearers with himself in a class all members of
which are equally affected or concerned by what he is saying.
In pure discourse of either sort, however, if the personal form
IS used at all, the distinction between the pronouns holds
sharply, and should be strictly observed.

57. Sub-divisions of Representative Discourse (which
may also serve as examples) are,

—

(i) History, "a methodical record of the important
events which concern a community of men" ;* Biog-
raphy, a similar record of the events in the life of one
man; Travels, " accounts of occurrences and observa-
tions "

' during personal visits by the writer to particular
places or localities

;

(2) Scientific Treatises; Essays, which are less pre-
tentious efforts

; Theses, treatises or essays intended to
demonstrate or to maintain particular propositions.

In (i), the subject is always 2i/act; in (2), it is a truth.
58. Oratory and Representative Discourse are often

combined in the same composition. For example,
Macaulay, in his famous speech The People's CJiarter,
often stops to insert matter that is purely explanatory,
and which would, of course, be out of place but for its
value in making the speaker's position clearer, and in
thus promoting his aim, the rejection of the petition
under discussion. In the following extract, the passages

' Day, pp. 27, 28. * Webster, Dictionary, s. v.
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omitted to establish a good system ofpublic instruction, the peti-
tioners would have been fit for the elective franchise. But is that

.
a reason for giving them the franchise when their own petition
proves that they are not fit for it, when they give us fair notice
that, if we let them have it they will use it to our ruin and their
own ? It is not necessary now to inquire whether, with universal
education, we could safely have universal suffrage? What we
are asked to do is to give universal suffrage before there is

universal education. Have I any unkind feeling towards these
poor people? No more than I have to a sick friend who
implores me to give him a glass of iced water which the physi-
cian has forbidden. No more than a humane collector in India
has to those poor peasants who in a season of scarcity crowd
round the granaries and beg with tears and piteous gestures
that the doors may be opened and the rice distributed. I

would not give the draught of water, because I know that it

would be poison. I would not give up the keys of the granary,
because I know that, by doing so, I should turn a scarcity into
a famine. And in the same way I would not yield to the im-
portunity of multitudes who, exasperated by suffering and
blinded by ignorance, demand with wild vehemence the liberty
to destroy themselves."

'

59. Other examples of combined Oratory and Repre-
sentative Discourse may be found in nearly any specimen
of forensic oratory

;

' long passages by way of explanation
are neither unusual nor improper. Webster's first two
points in the argument analyzed above' are both of this

character
; and the orations of any period in the world's

history are not infrequently a prolific source of informa-
tion concerning the history, (especially the manners and
customs) of the people among whom they were produced.

60. Similarly, in the Letter, any form of Representative
Discourse may be joined with proper epistolary matter.
Thus, Mr. Philip Gilbert Hamerton, in his Intellectual

» speeches of the Rt. Hon. T. B. Macaulay, M. P. Tauchnitz Ed.. I. dd.
314-316.

•Oratory of the forum; political and deliberative oratory, including that of
the law courts.

'245.
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passed, in the space of a single instant, from a joyous life to a
life that IS permanently and irremediably saddened It is as if
he had left t^-e summer sunshine to enter a gloomy dungeon
and begin a perpetual imprisonment. And for what? For
having touched a trigger, without evil intention, a little too
precipitately. It seems harder still for the victim, who is sent
out of the world in the bloom of perfect manhood because his
uncle was not quite so cool as he ought to have been. Again
not far from where I live, thirty-five men were killed last week
in a coal-pit from an explosion of fire-damp. One of their
number had struck a lucifer to light his pipe ; for doing this in
a place where he ought not to have done it, the man suffers the
penalty of death, and thirty-four others with him. The fact is
simply that Nature wi// be obeyed, and makes no attempt to
proportion punishments to offences ; indeed, what in our
human way we call punishments are not punishments, but
simple consequences. So it is with the great social penalties.
Society wtUde obeyed; if you refuse obedience, you must take
the consequences. Society has only one law, and that is
custom. Even religion itself is socially powerful only just so
tar as it has custom on its side."

61. So, too, St. Paul, addressing the Corinthian Church on
the abuses they had allowed in the celebration of the Lord's
Supper, (I Cor. xi. 17-22,) turns aside from his strictly personal
address to recite the manner of the institution of that Supper
(vv. 23-26), and then returns to his denunciation of their errors
(vv. 27-34). In like manner, Hebrews, ch. xi., is simply an
essay on Faith interjected between the strict letter-matter of
ch. X. 19-39 and ch. xii. In all these cases, there is a mixture
of Oratory and Representative Discourse; and the letters are
to be distinguished, not only from the purely oratorical class
but also from those to be described in the next paragrcph.

62. The most usual form of Letter is that in which
tne whole work consists of narrative, description, etc

*

with but the merest trace, or with . j trace at all, of 'a

personal relation on the part of the writer either to what
he writes or to his reader. Of such sort are many letters
benveen friends, (in which, however, the personal element
IS a chief charm, even when the oratorical element—the
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1

to bring out or mellow the lights and deepen and enrich the
shadows of the picture. He will be wise, no doubt, to make a
very moderate use of the privileges here stated, and, especially,
to mingle the marvellous rather as a slight, delicate, and evan-
escent flavor, than as any portion of the actual substance of the
dish offered to the public. He can hardly be said, however, to
commit a literary crime even if he disregard this caution."

65. Examples of Romance and the Novel can be given here
only by name. Of Romances, Sir Philip Sidney's Arcadia, Sir
Walter Scott's Ivanhoe, Charles Kingsley's Hypatia, Moore's
Lalla Rookh, the Arthurian Legends, (constituting, in a modem
form, Tennyson's Idylls 0/ the King,) Scott's Lay 0/ the Last
Minstrel, Byron's Bride of Abydos, may be taken ;» of Novels,
many works by Bulwer, Dickens, Thackeray, George Eliot, and
Hawthorne, with such stories in verse as Chaucer's Canterbury
Tales, Scott's Rokeby, Mrs. Browning's Lady Geraldine's
Courtship, William Morris's Earthly Paradise, and Longfellow's
Evangeline and Miles Standish.

66. But this distinction is not always made. Both
terms

—

Romance and the Novel—2& well as a third word,
Fiction, are constandy used as synonyms. Yet Romance
is fairly treated as generic, since the Novel is simply an
outgrowth from the earlier Romance Proper, and the
distinction between Romance Proper and the Novel is

inconsiderable, as compared with the characteristic
quality that unites both in a single class. Fiction is

too broad a term to include only Romance and the
Novel

; for in the same sense in which these are
fictions, the Poem, also is fiction, and this last term
must therefore include Poetry as well as Romance and
the Novel.

67. In a certain sense, Romance, though not histor-
ically true, is Truth itself. In the Novel, at least, (as
Fielding says,) " everything is true but the names and
dates ;" * and even in the Romance Proper the under-
»The Arcadia and Laila Ror.kk arc partly in prose, partly in verse ; IvMihoe

and Hypatia are in prose ; the others in verse.

•Fielding's antithesis is, happily, a less trustworthy statement,—" In the
historians' productions nothing is true but the names and dales."

3
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Poetry is in its matter, not in its form ;
» and. hence, the

proper antithesis to Poetry is not Prose, but Oratory and
Representative Discourse.' A true poem may take the
lorm of prose; and the correct form of verse has varied
in different lands and different ages.» (2) The thoughtm Poetry is («) ideal, 0?) emotional ; that is. it is
addressed to the imagination and the feelings. Yet even
these criteria often leave the student perplexed The
question whether a certain composition is or is not truly
a poem, frequently divides the critics

; and in many cases
the poet unquestionably becomes novelist, instructor,
preacher, writing in the form of verse, only because he
IS thereby more apt to secure a patient hearing.

J^.
The following will serve as examples of the many

8lon".r.M ° p^^^'-?- "^^-'^ >« --"Ple. sensuous, pas^
sionate. '^ "Poetry is « the stuff of which ourlife is made.' "«

Son if Ik ,

T^'^^^e-t'o" of new beauty, the manifesta-

cal array. Poetry ,s a Fine Art. operating by means
»"lpoefry is not the proper antithesis to prose, but to science."-CoIeridireI.U. Remains, p. iq (V v ,a.,\ d,„,,j t- ,

'-"='"'=• —«-oienage,

oo„tends(an/citesw;rg;y'aithoritZrthL°n°^ ^r''"'"'^^
1... .„ 11 t

""-is'iiy aumority) lor the opposite opinion "Pn«»trv "

»For the place of Romance, in relation to Poetry, and for a use of the termI^ose ,n a sense to which Poetry is antithetical, see g 73.m2

Milton, approved by Coleridge, Lii. Remains, p. 21.
» Hazlitt, English Poets, p. 3.

^uoted^by Whipple, in Poets ani Poetry of America. (Essays ana R^
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Of thought conveyed In language." > "Poetry is that kind ofd.scourse m wh.ch the idea is expressed fur the sake oftheform. It IS one of the arts of Free Beauty."* " Poetry is thespontaneous outburst of the nobler feelings of the s^J u
appeals mamly to our imaginative faculties and to our sen e ofhe beautiful, the true, the sublime. In its aim and tendency

minds Z:''' ^"*T'"'"^
'-'I »--hing us by awakening ou;

t" "[s-a ..p'T'^^ T'\'''"
'^'^^^'- '-'"'^ ^"-'"^r side of

T^u ,.
^"^^'y "'""y ^^ '•^fi"ed as that division of literaturewh>ch addresses itself to the imagination and the pass ons and

7hnuir"7^ r^^'""'
'' '° P'^«^«'" "Modes of expre;s1ng

exc tf;:,"t,t:^/7'"fr ^"'^^'^ ^° ^^^ i-agmatioTwhen

form f
^'^''^*^^' ^"d Characterised usually by a measured

frrrolTv^r-r^'^^- ^-^-^-compUion.wherer

70. Poetry has been variously sub-divided into classes.The following arrangement will perhaps prove most
useful to the student :—

•

f f i' vc mobt

A'^ ^T"" o''^''^'''
^""'"^'"8: the Son^, the Ode, the

fff'" A„ r^'' '"^ "'^' '''^^'' ^' nondescript
^yrtc All Lyrics express "intense feeling, passion

ce^Hei^rf"n" ^"'^'^^ -uallyshorf a!.d con!
centrated. In form, they "deviate farthest from prose."The Song explains itself. The Ode, tliou<,vh originally
intended to be sung. 'is not. in its English specfmensusua y so intended The Elegy i. <?

. mourn'ro;
plamtive poem.- The Sonnet expresses a single

LYn"^- 'V'P'''"^ "' '^^'^"^•" --'always be con!

ar anted" T """' ^"' ""^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^y-^^arranged according to a fixed rule. It has two parts.-the Octave, two stanzas of four lines each, and the S^s^ieite

Tier" im"^
"""

'' '"^ ^^^ ^"^^ ^- '^^ ^-^y-s hivaned m all literature. The (so-called) perfect Sonnet
^^ain, Rhetoric,

x>. 257. (Am. Ed.)

•Baldwin, English Literature, Vol. I., p, 4,

» Webster's Dictionary (1864), 8. v.

•Substantially borrowed from Bain, ^ 130 ff.

«H. N.Day, g 26.

*Id. ib. I.,p.3.
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has four rhymes, arranged thus,— i, 4, 5, 8 + 2, 3, 6,

7+9. 11,13 + 10, 12, 14;' but it would be most unjust
to condemn as imperfect many sonnets that do not obey
this rule

;
while still another form, which comprises three

stanzas of four lines each and a concluding couplet, has
no little or unworthy authority.

(2) Epic Poetry, or narratives containing "plot or
story, scenery, characters," and many other peculiarities
of History or the Novel. "The author appears in his
own person, lays the scenes, introduces the actors, and
narrates the events.

'

' The Epic is necessarily long, and
allovvs many a digression or other departure from the
direct line of the story. Its chief divisions are the Great
Epic, into which supernatural agents are admitted ; the
Romance; the Ballad, a short and simple poem in which
incidents succeed each other rapidly ; and the Pastoral
or Idyll, "distinguishoc! by the prominence of poetic
description," wh or " of external nature or of man-
ners." Originally affecting to be written by shepherds
or to be concerned with their lives and manners and
customs, this class of poems received the name pastoral.
Virgil's name. Eclogues, and Theocritus's, Idylls, have
botl? survived, but often name verses liitle concerned
with pastoral matters.

(3) Dramatic Poetry, intended for acting on the
stage, and, hence, cast in the form of dialogue. The
author nowhere appears in his own person, the whole
story being told by the actors (the dramat . persona).
Dramas are (i) Tragedies, in which the emotions to be
aroused are chiefly Pity and Fear

; (2) Comedies, in
which the appeal is to the sense of the Ludicrous.

71. Numerous other specifying terms applied to Poetry, either
explain themselves, or can easily be found in the dictionaries.

72. Examples of ihese several Hvisions of Poetry can not, of
course, be quoted at length. Well known Lyrics (in the order

> These figures indicate lines.
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defined above) are Bums's Scois, wha hce, the Dies Irce
Milton's Hymn on the Nativity, Tennyson's In Memoriam
Shakspere's, Wordsworth's, Mrs. Browning's Sonnets, Burns's
Mmntatn Daisy, Milton's Piiradise Lost, Dante's Divine
(Comedy the Original Ballad of Chevy Chase, Tennyson's Idyllsoft^ King: and Shakspere's Lear, Macbeth, Hamlet, Comedy
of Errors and Merry Wives of Windsor.

73- By some writers/ the division of compositions
with respect to Intrinsic Character is triple, into Prose,
Romance, and Poetry, instead of quadruple, as above '

The term Prose has then, of course, no reference to
the form of the composition, and is opposed, not to
Verse, but to Romance and Poetry. In brief, when so
used. It unites the first two sub-divisions of Class 2, and
Itself requires separation into those sub-divisions. The
use of the term in this sense is convenient, though it may
sometimes be ambiguous.

74- Romance and Poetry differ from Oratory and
Representative Discourse, (that is, from Prose, as just
defined,) rather in the kind of thought expressed than in
the mode ofexpressing it. Both address the imagination
and the feelings

; both are designed to give pleasure
rather than to convey instruction. But here their
necessary likeness ends. The Romance must tell a story •

the Poem may do this, but need not. The Romance
generally takes the prose form ; the Poem is generally in
verse. In the Romance, as in the Drama, (which is, in
fact, htrie more than a romance wholly in dialogue )the author stays behind the scenes; the characters of
the story or the actors representing them (the dramaHs
persona) appearing in their own persons and speaking

M'im^lfdl'' " ^T--^''^'"'' "^ ^''^'^^* ^"^^ Uterature, Preface. Mr.M.nto adopts "a division suggested by the late Professor Geo ge Moir, in his

pLTrr""/"*'-"^.'
'"""'"'^•^' ""'^ ''''^'°'"^'' °"«i"«"y contfibuted to the

"miiter o'^ fl!.^

" ^nc^«0'cV^/»«.</«, Britannica. So. Prof. Baldwin speaks ofmatter of fact prose," as opposed to " prose-ficUon or storytelling prose."

•J 34. «*<»»*.
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again, and .he dramatic foLis' rl^J°°"JrP
°"'

dramatic
; the latter i, n„, Vi.

^'
.

'°™" "
between the Roma"ce and ,h. I "'"^"t'^

""^"'""^^

and Prose fas iTtTfin^V .°^"'' ™ *^ ""^ hand,

express^ by M^to -^R^I
°" *\°"'"- <>=« been thus

«th PoetryC^Uh Prose "ftt ctsi^n tT """l!'^sister to Poetrv • if h.. .k n '° ^"'^=> •>"'

Poetical spint!^^
*° "^"'^ '^'"'•^' b" «•«

3. CoMPosmoKs w,T„ Respect to Purpose, orEnd in View.

di^L'"t:thX«r.rp„7„3et;U"T'''°"' '^^

fact, four «.*;./ ^v«,s uXbirt!":'
""• '"

position, no matter what its fn™T . ° ^ ''°^-

^i73,a6ove.
•Part Second, 8 3<iff.



PART FIRST.

STYLE.

DEFINITIONS.

76. Style is the Form of Discourse ;

—

the Form
of Thought Expressed in Language} Thus, the fol-

lowing versions of a familiar passage of Scripture all

express the same or neaijly the same thought
; yet each

has a form in some respects its own ;

—

(i) "Then shall be brought to pass the saying that is written,

Death is swallowed up in victory, O death, where is thy sting

;

O grave, where is thy victory ? The sting of death is sin ; and
the strength of sin is the law."

'

(2) "Then shall come to pass the saying that is written,

Death is swallowed up in victory. O death, where is thy vic-

tory? O death, where is thy sting ? The sting of death is sin

;

and the power of sin is the law. " *

(3) "Then will be brought to pass that which is written:
'Death is swallowed up in victory.' 'Where, O death is thy
sting? Where, O death, is thy victory?' The sting of death
is sin ; and the strength of sin is the Law." *

The special form of each version constitutes its Style

;

and the differences of form between the versions are

differences of Style.* The province of this department
of Rhetoric is to set forth and illustrate the several par-

ticulars by which the form of discourse is characterized.

^Iv], above. •Version of 161 1. 'Revision of i88i.

George R. Noyes, The New Testament Translatedfrom the Greek Text of
Tischendorf.

..nnt..?r reading, "suggested by Dr. RobinSOii," and cited for this work fay

Roswell Smith, Esq., of New York, is, " O grave, where is thy victory ? Where,
O death, thy sting ? "—The differences are in some particulars due to variations
in the Greek text.

SO
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The properties of language therefore nm ftl
/*^°"ght.

the qualitiesof thoup^ht. o!^ I . .i
*^^ correlatives of

T

.J
Words time b simply wasted by overmuch'S;s1on

77- Style may be distinguished as—
(A) Diction, or mere Expression,—the form of Hi«

(B) Phraseology, or Mechanical Structure, the formof discourse „,th respect to the mecA^nuui propen^ZIanguage;-for example, the order ofwords in aTnte^c^en,phas.s, modes of connecting words and sentenc^HS'(C) Style Proper, "the niceUes, the elegancies thepecuharmes, and the beauties of composition ^^.he

These distinctions are not sub-divisions of Style, but

whk? .h'eT"'''"r
'" "''=''• "^ Po'"'^ of view from

:Si'."Thri:t?eT::t:-'^''^— -<»
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exceptioiis might be taken to j/^, leadeih and be as out of
present use, to ^y as over-precise for at, to straitened as
having a sense not common in connection with roads or
ways, to thereby as old-fashioned and formal, to be they
as an unnecessary inversion,* and to the whole passage
as artificial in structure and lacking in clearness and
force. The first four exceptions are points of Diction,
the fifth a point of Phraseology, and the sixth a point of
Style Proper.'

78. The mechanical properties of language have been
apdy named the Elements of Style .-^ the subtler proper-
ties are commonly spoken of as the Qualities of Style;
and correctness in Diction is called Grammatical Purity.
Hence, three sub-divisions >of Part First,—(A) Gramma-
tical Purity, (B) The Elements of Style, (C) The
Qualities of Style.

* Cf. the version of 1611, which uses the expletive there.

•The older version naturally has the archaisms mentioned, but it has none of
the other faults specified. The Revisers of 1881 may have Englished the Greek
Testament, but have they not un-Englished the Testament of 161 1?

*Mlnto, Manual, p. i.
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(A) GRAMMATICAL PURITY.
I.

ITS IMPORTANCE.

79- Grammatical PoRity has been apay comoarcdto correctness of drawing in Pai„,i„g. Not oXfaTa
success. The chief end of all rational discourse is to h,understood; and nothing contributes moreb^Xo tW

^-ngiishAvhich has the centuries behind it lu •

Acre were two thing, which he did noTunSa 'drehgion and navigation " A rokki •

"""^^^^ana,—

often hoot if thefare addts" d In "bf/
'''''' "^"

Patrick Henry thought to win heW of Trekwoodsmen of Virginia by imitating Tir tll'qti

cCt^"*"""'' ''^ ''^'•'•" '"'^^ ^'^^'°««. "» correctness in diction"

to'fanorZT.- ;?J:^
^^^"o' Boatswain Smith, „e is . n^ea^h-.

•trange. quaint power: WS eL'^^iT^.lrfA-T ''^ «^^* «='o<lue'nce "and

<!/f«/. Sailors have cohuJm f ,
Introduces tliem he does so with e^eat

Smitlataicesthemo^aTrSj^iTr^;-''';^^^^^ But Boatswi^n
" w«. w. B. Hodgson, in a letter, an. i8«.
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dialect . . . But his hearers, backwoodsmen though
they were, knew better than that ; and they knew that a
statesman of the Old Dominion ought to speak good
English. They were his severest critics."^ Besides,

correct language has a beauty of its own, and in many
cases lends a charm to work not otherwise notewoi ihy.

On the oth'^r hand, even a slip in grammar is a blot

;

while errors that are plainly " constitutional "—that
spring from a fundamental ignorance—are fatal to the
writer. " It is not so much a merit to know English as
it is a shame not to know it; and I look upon this

knowledge as essential for an Englishman, and not
merely for a fine speaker."' Hence, at whatever
expense of time and labor, jhe student of Rhetoric must
perfect himself in Grammar

; just as ihe student of Art
must give himself without reserve to Anatomy and other
studies of Outline.

» Austin Phelps, English Style in Public Discourse, pp. 17, 18.

> Adapted from Cicero by Abbott and Seeley, English Lessonsfor English
People, Title-page.
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II.

THE STANDARD OF PURITY.

80. What, then, constitutes Grammatical Purity?
How shall a writer know whether his work is correct in
Diction, or not ? Plainly, there must be set up a Stand-
ard of Purity, to which reference can readily be made,
and by which the correctness of work can easily be
gauged. If such a standard exists, and access to it is
quite unimpeded, little or no excuse can remain for viola-
tions of Purity; v^hile, if there is a doubt what the
standard truly is, or if the standard is inaccessible,
violations of Purity will be inevitable, and can not be so
severely censured.

81. It is this truth, perhaps, that best explains the continual
violations of Purity by writers as well as speakers of English
The standard usually insisted upon is Good Use-a standard
to which reference is difficult, and which is not a single, unfluc-
tuating measure, but a cumulate authority, the binding force of
which may be loosened by any writer, however heretical in this
respect, who may be lucky enough to secure a wide reading
Of course, life in language, as in all other organisms, implies its
putting forth new growths, sloughing off dead members,
changing by many processes; of course, too, in the operation
of this growth and decay, varying forms of many sorts will come
into existence, so that a rigid conformity to any standard will
be impossible

;
but it does not follow hence that, because there

must be variation, there need be chaos.-that, because Libertym speaking and writing is possible and desirable, there must be
License.

82. Two opinions are held by rhetoricians as to what
the Standard of Purity is. One side contends that
It is Usage, or Good Use, the custom of the best writers
and speakers; the other side, that, while the Standard
of Purity may be inferred from Good Use, yet, ultimately,
It lies m the Laws of Thought and Speech, the
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principles to which Language conforms as one of man's
/acuities. The two views, it will be seen, are radically-

different. The former puts Usage forvrard as the only
and absolute Law of Speech : whatever is (in worthy-
speech and writing), it declares, is right.' The latter
holds that Usage is an exponent of thfl standard, but not
the standard itself The theories differ as would two
theories of Morals, one of which held that the standard
of right and wrong was the- character and mode of life

of good men; the other, that, while correct moral prin-
ciples can undoubtedly be learned from examples of good
character and right living, yet there are absolute laws of
right and wrong, apart from any or all illustrations of
them. The former doctrine has certainly the weight of
authority both ancient and moder*^; but the latter would
seem the more reasonable.

83. Horace first stated the doctrine of Good Use,—" Use is
the Law and Rule of Speech. '

• Quintilian confirmed Horace,—
"Custom is the surest guide [magistra] in speaking: our
language, like our money, must bear the public stamp."
Campbell says, " Every tongue whatever is founded in use or
custom,

' Whose arbitrary sway
Words and the forms oflanguage must obey.' "

And most other modern critics have accepted the rule unques-
tioningly. Moreover, were the statement intended to mean only
that Use is proxifnately the standard of Purity, th it it sets forth
"the law and rule of speech " in a form convenient for study,—
no one could avil at it.

84. But such is plainly not the intention of the dictum;^ and
a few writer.

,
foremost among whom is Prof. H. N. Day,» have,

therefore, called the doctrine in question. They teach that!
however accurately Usage may express "the law and rule of
speech," it is not that law; that ultimate principles, broad
general truths, give law to language

; and, therefore, that the

» "Authority is everything in language; it is the want of it aJone that con-
stitutes" grammatical impurity.—Campbell, II. ii.

4

* 1 9^, below. » The Art of Discourse, ^ 246, 384.
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'^

Standard of Purity lies in these truths. It Is noticeable, too
that the poJ>u/ar feeling.-the instinctive judgment of all men'
perhaps, before they acquire the belief that diction is conl
trolled by Usage,-tlie popular feeling is that, whatever this or
that great writer may do, whatever may be the passing fashion
of speech even among the peopie themselves, nevertheless law
and not precedent, ultimately settles all questions of Grammar.
The grounds for preferring this latter view of the question may
be bneny stated as follows.

85. First, since the rules and the theory of an art are only
systematic statements of principles that must nave been active
in nature before any practical art-work could have been done
-that is, before a usage of any kind, good or bad, could have
existed,' It follows that these principles are superior, as well as
anterior, to use. Else, practical work is but a blind groping in
the dark, a wild beating of the air, which, by the grace of God
or the fatuitous combination of atoms,' accomplishes its results,
—results that not only were not foreseen, but positively could
not have been foreseen. But does any one believe that mental
action-and all art-work pre-supposes an intelligent, reasoning
artist—is thus at hit or miss? In some cases, to be sure, the
underlying and controlling principle can not easily, or even with
difficulty, be detected; but it surely does not follow, hence
that no such principle exists ; that, because, in these cases, man
seems to act without reason, he acts so in all cases, even in
those in which the reason can be discovered. On the contrary
the presumption is fair that, since in so many cases, a reason-
able explanation of Usage can be found, such explanation
rnust exist for those cases, also, in which it has not been
detected.

86. Secondly, as a matter of fact, man, though apparently free
to use his language as he will, is, in truth, bound by definite
laws. These he may no more transcend, than he may digest
his food in his lungs, or walk in steps of seven leagues each.
For language is the product, not of man's mental faculties only,
but of his physical organism as well; and this physical organism'
developed in the very years of his life in which he is acquiring
his mother tongue or the other language he may learn in child-

* Appendix, p. 333.

•And what odds does it make, if man is such an irrational creature as theOood Use theory pre-supposes ?
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hood, on this accoflnt takes the form (especially, the mutualrelations of its parts) that is necessary lo Sh> full'a„d Secenunaafon of this particular language. Later in liFe.^therefo e when the organs of speech are settled into thd duerelationships, and have lost (in great measure, at least theircapacity to re-adjust themselves.-later in life, man is bound bthis physical condition, and. while he can, of course sUllacq.,re foreign tongues well enough to make themTa high

for the making of which Aw physical ortranisM, is incompetentThe children of Ephraim could not say SAi66o^e^A7as7he

EnltlT'fTTl'''''"''
"^'--"dwich Islanders, import 'g

English siee/. both thing and name, were obliged, in order o^nounceevenso simple a combination, to tL^fonn ft [nfo

fit; . 7 ir?^"' '"''"'^ '* •" ^' ^^"'"bles painfully over theddicately shaded sounds of this digraph in English ; the Eng-

keTna^tlheT''"^^Ake a native the German a? or the French «. So throughouthe coasts of human speech, of the many sounds and combina

vZlZt''"'"^'''''''^'''
-'y—

» part are ala/^pronounced by any one people. Some languages have but«^A/ consonants; others as many as /or^Z'/Ai ,. j^eve^naUon.ceit.m ideally possible sounds can at^best be onK^

^LTbXaS.^ '''-' ''-'-- -''^ -'^^ --

1 u -^^^ "^'^^ ^'-^ *°^^ °" o"e foot or with his heart on

o^eaTal'.^' f '°'^'?^ "°^ ^''"P'>^- offence againstcorrect Taste
:
such a creation violates the laws of Nature

form 'thlrf„? r^T- ^°' •" ^^' monstrosities ar^forms that contradict well-ascertained principles.-princinles
true m the nature of man or of the work proposed or^n someother necessary circumstance. Surely, no amount of authorUycould succeed m foisting such forms permanently upon any artFashion might make them temporarily popular, and, rndeeS.'

»Judges xii. 6.

K>
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atm?d'itseif'"V'''^°°^ T' °'*'^ "•''^•°" h^« "'^'"^tely

Fn!n 1 .i ^ : . f^^ ^^^'"P>^. Anglo-Saxon Aw gave ModernEnghsh the initial wA iu such words as wAa/e, wAo, etc In tl

"

i6th century a fashion arose of prefixing w to many wordsbe^nning with A that by their etymology had no right to i^asU'Ao for Aoi, wAome for Aome, wrapt for rapt But the impro:

a"d h:r 'Tr'^''
''^ ^"P^^«"°"^ '^"- -« so;; dripped,and the correct forms resumed their place. So, under the false•mpression that the '. of the English possess ve case was acon raction of the word Ais, such constructions as/LlL;^^^crown^ tAe queen Aerrobe, had their day; but they ceasedo be as soon as the fact was remembered that Anglo-Saxo"

IS an mflected language, and that English -. simpfy represents

fonnstX'r ""T"'"?:
"""^^ ^^^'^^'"^ unnatural suchlonns survive or perish in direct ratio to their anproximition

Xrof\tan
*'' ^"^'^ ^^^ °' ^^^ ^y^'°P« - «- ^an-like

2' m wt'-"' n'
'"''' °"^'''^^" '^^"'^^" P°'"^ the san. « way.

89. (I) When Usage is settled, a sufficient reason can generally be given for it (.); although sometimes this reason onlyaceounts for th^ usage, without establishing its propriety oreven Its expediency (^). Thus, (a) the rule^that requSl^
objective case after a transitive verb, rests upon a necessar^aw of thought. For, although, in many instances, (especTalK^

tive and objective cases are alike in form,-in other words thecase d^st^nct^on has disappeared,-yet their /««./r in thesentence is never the same, and they themselves are as radLllv
distinguished by function as by case-ending. (^^The spe Hngof number with a b, or of sound with a rf, while it can be

reTf',
%^' ""r '^ ^'^°^" *° ^^ "™- Derivedrespectively from the Latin numerus ^nA sonui, the wordsake * or d by "^^«./,-o«,.. the prolonging of m or n with thehps tightly closed. This prolongation ma; at ^r^C^etlllmere drawl or otherwise la.y pronunciation, the voi^./aWon m or « until the result followed- but this, of coursefrfn^

»Corapare> from m and t from d: as, pr,,u^Miot. frpn, r -» - «
.^«.. from Lat. serpens, serpenUs. \n^'i^::^^:^:::''::^f:';Z
thousand years ago does not injure the examples. yaL7n7f<>r TeLinT.French word, as if from the Latin .erminus), and .am,^ for seZT^lttermo, sermonis), belong enUrely at home.)

^^*'"
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a neressary principle. For, in numb and limb (Anglo-Saxon
Humcn and lim), though the b is written, it is not pronounced;
in s'lm (old Dutch slim), it is neither written nor pronounced —
that IS, eduction has not taken place; while in dime (Greek
khma) and climb (Anglo-Saxon climban or clymmian), though
heard m neither, it is written in one. So, too, in gown, (pro-
bably a Celtic word), d is added only in provincial utterance-
but m bound, whether it mean a limit or ready to go eduction
has taken place.'

90. The "sufficient reason" may even rest on (r) a misap-
prehension, or {d) a statement absolutely false, and et may
both account for the usage and seem to justify it. Thus ic) if
the phrases it is /, it is he, etc., ever become the only good use
for xtis me, etc., the controlling reason will undoubtedly be the
erroneous belief that the English predicate after the verb to be
necessarily takes the same case as its subject ; ' whereas the truth
IS that */ ts me, etc., are peculiar, idiomatic expressions, and
take, not the nominative, but the dative case in the predicate
Me, etc., in this idiom are not accusatives—the case of the direct
object-but old datives-the case of the indirect object-
adopted, doubtless, under the influence of the French c' est
mot,* and preserved in the popular speech despite the gramma-
rians, {d) At a trne when contrdry was still in reputable use
Walker* wrote, "The accent of this word is invariably placed
on the first syllable by all correct speakers, and as constantly
removed to the second by the illiterate and vulgar "—"rather
hard terms," adds Mr. Earle,» "to apply to the really time-
Honored and classical pronunciation of contrdry " But see
what came of it. The accent of this word was, indeed, on itsway back,-as in a host of English words, which seem more
easily pronounced so than with the accent on the penult- but
two other words, of like formation, then retained their penul-
timate accent, vagdry and quanddry* Under Walker's lead

>Skeat, Etymo. Diet., s. vv.

olw; ^" r if'^rl"
The Reader (English newspaper), cited in Alford'.Queen s English, note F., pp. 285-7. (See g 168 (5), below.)

Un^l ts"^*'
*" ''''^ construction is not unknown, however, to other Teutonic

*Pronouncing Dictionary, s. v.

.^j. ,„ ,„_ jzTzsnin tongue, p. 155.

^Vagary is still so pronounced according to ail authorities; in regard tofuandaty there is a difference of usage.
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however, i soon seemed as " vulgar ar,d illiterate -
not to savvd^aryana gud.dary as not to say antrary,- and pop.Mar usaf^esoon changed the accent of both words.

P' J""'^'' "sage

9r. (2) When Usage is unsettled ("divided"') nn inn^.i *^
fundamental principles becomes necessarj^' This rp;Twou d

^It^t^tfth^
"'^''^r ^°°"^^ '^"^ ^« the^mrbiX'^

Qf! ,, r r n .

^''^ ^^"*''''^' acceptance of Good Use as theStandard of Purity delr,. a se ,'ement in such cases and th.tmen are not always-p .rhaps no' rommonly-eitSer aWe to beconvinced by what is r .a. uable. ^r willing'to be controlled byIt For example, in thu^ . :,nous ase of atfraciion, iZsekiJdof books,^e moment it i,. •.o.vn that agreement b/at"ici on.s not an English mode of thought, but simply (as "^eS
rsw^ptrr

""^^^'^
' ''""'^^' ^" ^--^ ^- ^'''' -^''-

rest'nlnn^''^^
"'^^^ '' !"°'^ "^^'"y ""''ettled which does notrest upon necessary truth,-in other words, that usage whkhcan be accounted for. but can not be shown lo be b^7 nthis case, either of three results may follow:_(a) the usa^emay change (3) it may become obsolete, or (.) two forms m!v

termmation -or has long contended with -our in such words asW /a./^,, ,/,. Chaucer wrote -ure (for Fren^ /«^)and Shakspere -our; but, before 1750. Latin nfluences hadShe weight for -or. Accordingly, in 1755, Dr. Johnson <' restored

Lse'dTdo'tr
'' '^ 7'^^'"^ '""^ "'• •" ''^'' Webster pr^lessed to do the same thing by leaving it out; and to-dav

mn Ihr''
'''

"J^ r"°""^^^
^^«-«^) ^"^ '^^

"
written'^W In Shakspere and other older writers a many takes the placeoifnanya. In a word ^«.j, was a noun. But. in EngHsr

speech-part-ship " * depends, not upon terminatioi? but upo^the function of the word in the sentence ; and hence it canchange almost at will. For this reason, many easily be^le a

certarstr"^ "^^V -'^'«—-^^ ^^11 iifto disuse (T) in

andT.H ?K^
verbs English has two forms for the preteriteand holds them both with remarkable tenacity

; for Lamp e'sang or sung, drank or drunk. The explanation of thfs doubS

"=^ ^-ampoeii's Canons, g 167, below.
« Cf. neighbor for neighbour, the Anglo-Saxon nehgebur.
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form is easy enough Anglo-Saxon strongverbs used two stem-vowels in the preterite, one for the ist and 3d persons r^?"
another for the .d person singular and the plurarEngThTnsome cases borrowed them both. and. having no cZrouCreason for keeping either exclusively, kept both, with perhap!no .are wh.ch was used, or whether usage ever se tied oreUherto the exclusion of the other.

cuner

PurhfT/rZ' *^°"^^,"^^"y exceptions exist to the laws ofPurity as to all rules that rest on general princioles 7LZexceptions are not in any way inconsLentwiKevTew thatprinciples, and not mere use, give the Standard of Purity Forhowever clear it may be that both the regular and Ihe excTDtional form can not rest upon the same underiying tmth vet it

I TT^Y ''"":' °' '°"'""' ^^^^ *he exception'^mfyTest (as infact. It always does rest) on another truth equally valTd nILlfand equally nomothetical. This is peculkrly'^t^Tln thoseexceptional cases that are always treated under the held ofDivided Usage,-the cases that musi be judged by an anneal tofundamental law- while, in the exceptiLfcases for whkh noexplana ion has been found, there is, of course, no recess^;for concluding that no explanation exists
^

ri^Th^^/t'
'^^ ^°°^ ^'^ '^^""'y '« inconsistent with itself

or custom of t'hT^''? *'' f^ '''''''' '" '^"^^^^ ^^e fashion

once nrore^L^ ff^^"".''^
^^at language, it nevertheless atonce proceeds to define wAaf fashion or custom it intends ando appeal to reason to confirm this definition. "^n^L^'

general but tacit consent of the people of a particular state orcountry, certain sounds come to be appropriaed to Certainthings, as their signs, and certain ways of inflecting and combiaing these sounds come to b^ established, as denotingTerelations which subsist among the things signified /j"? «J5^Ae Justness 0/grammar, as some critic! seem prepostlrousfv

peeTh'"on th^'" f" V"' ^^^'^'^^ which'regX otspeech. On the contrary, from its' conformity to these andirora that alone, it^ derives allits^ authority and value" Yet

enutir'' T\ "'^^P*"'"* ^^'"Pb-" defines Good Use asreputable, national, and present, and assigns reaZs2yWmust have these characteristics. » More tha^n thir^Thealg

'?163. *<rfow.

Hiii{d), below.

»Bkr.ch.l.-Cf. §83,0*01/*.

^Sections 1-3. ' C(. U 9(> ff. Mow.
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of a section in Campbell's very next chapter" reads " F„.™thing favoured by Good Use not nn.I,., ' ^"^T-
retained- and 'he bLTorthe *!„ Ts"? n?"

'>' '" '°

tnstances «./.. ntay very properi; ^'Zui't^nZlT'-

ot«olete%xc:pn„Te; fn XranTr'.^r^ « T?
•u.e^.rj;^:^"f^5ttr:-:,^rer.-^^^^^^^^

f„
'';>

?''\Standard of Purity, then, is ultimately to be:found m the Laws of Thought and Speech thoLhproximately it maybe inferred from Good Uset*;exponent of those laws. Hence, it is both conv^ni nland proper to study the laws of Grammatical p!!?«.her as set forth in Good Use, thanZ"ZZ'o,the sciences nomothetical to Rhetoric- for fhl „! •

^r'llr*'^
*an theoretical, iTm^ tlfp'ro!

Ul.ii. a.
»Seeggi66ff, ieiow.

'Utcit.

ofV^tl^"^?„^l^'LTarjj-/^ J^^^^^^
rules (,).(,) and (.)"pH„e,p,e,

laws to language, fule i^)^::^^2^°,J;:S.t
''"'" ""' ^"""^ '° «^^«
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III.

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF GOOD USE.

96. The first question that arises is, what use is Good?
who are the best writers and speakers,-M^,^ writers
and speakers, m other words, whose usage so generally
conforms to the laws 0/thought and speech, that it may be
accepted as theproximate Standard of Purity ?

97. The answer to this question has been unanimous

:

1 he best writers and speakers are those who now enjoy a
national reputaUon. In other words, Good Use is (i)
Reputable, (2) National, (3) Present Many writers who
have enjoyed snch a reputation ; many who are now held
inW repute; many who, though they live now and
are widely read, yet confessedly use a diction not that of
reputable writers ;-many writers of these classes are
models of style in other particulars, but they can not be
cited as authorities for Good Use. For example, Bacon's
Essays and the Bible of 1611 are to-day as valuable
exponents of certain qualities of style as are any
modern books, but they are in many cases archaic in
diction. Hans Breitmann talks English that makes no
pretence to good repute. To be cited as authoritative
in Diction, a work must have all three characteristics ofOood Use.

98. Reputablx. Use is the custom in speech of culti-
vated people, the people "who have had a liberal educa-
tion, and are therefore presumed to be best acquainted
with men and things.'- Words are but signs of the
things they name

;
and it is only natural '

' to believe, that
those are the best judges of the proper signs, and of the
proper application of them, who understand best the
things which thev renrpsppf " 1 rr— r -

JCampbell.II.l.i.
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and repumble use ind^lh trre''.f''r"' ^°P''='
of speech are authorised a7™^\ t""" "'°''«
a great number, if „„, ,Z -^ ""^ mtings of
author."' ' ""' ""<= majority,, of celebrated

99- National Use is tho
speakers readily underetood h"""^"""

, "'' ""'^"^ and
language anywhere. Fro^,uI P=°P'^ '^at use the
the existence of human sre^heLtrT '° "'"•''>

to a,-a&c/uum. the divCnee of
,«''' '""<'™<^y

common form towards sev^rll
'anguage from a

has been observed A coml°mT^ "'*'« ''"""s,

maintained except by co^Z" ^f""' '"^ ""-• bee,^

cultivated peopfcs) by a , rV"'"""'^^ "' (among
languages of sfvai tribes tl;^

"''•.'''" ""'^ 1° thf
with a rapidity, thtt sl^ZV " *«''='=• and change
literary LgL tTZJ:::' ."credible,, but evS
danger of serious modificrtfo™ ^ '"""'* ''"y°"<l 'he
through the dialectical stafIf ""'^ '""'^ Pa^cd
but show themselves no?:'- ^/'ffg

uniformity.

, ,, ,

"^"^^^ ^^ any moment,
/-..a respectable Minority „ay protect a usage (Seea r.Campbell, «. i. ,.

^- <S«e g 321 (^)^ *^/i^,)

ei^sAm^ESiveTIhrfnir''*''''^'''^"'^^^^ Language Vol T r

same villS'otlr'r'''"^^^^«««nothe?: nay" tS'f T " ' " ""''">'

^;-ang^----^^sa^^^^

theyfouSntSi, h""''"«^
'" '''^ «^«e tribe aS?^^.^^

*^^

'=^a::jx;b ^'--"-=::sjstr^-^!
isolated

vill^gerTofeSrHtl^r"''''^'^--'-?'"'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
they are compelled f. ..^TI!" "." ^"^ otherwise; thev h«v»

^°"''!• ^"^ "^^

native viiH<yo /->
"'^^ 'he wiiUs. often »,^ » ' ^""-" mcetiiijfs.

'he car: oft;, o^thret T^""^ '"^ ^'^"^ IV.eTfor wrt""
'''"" ">'-
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Upon the breaking down of a standard of purity among

them, to fly off at many different tangents into dialecti-

cism again. Hence, the necessity, if a language is to

be widely understood, of its conforming to the national,

rather than to a narrower use.

loo. The history of the English language and of its immediate

predecessor on the island of Britain illustrates both these state-

ments. The speech of the Teutonic tribes who won Britain

from the Celts contained as many dialects as there were tribes.

In the ninth century, a literature arose ; and at once a common

dialect was formed, the Anglo-Saxon of the books. Upon the

Norman-French invasion, however, this standard was broken

down, and a second Babel, ^hich lasted for upwards of two

centuries, was the result. In the fourteenth century, the Eng-

lish of Chaucer and Gower again gave the nation a literary

tongue, and fixed (in great part) its modem peculiarities. The

same story is true of modern French. The Teutonic invaders

of the Romanized Gaul settled in at least two camps, one to the

north and one to the south of the Loire. In each a literature

sprang up ; but the political events that finally welded these

nations into a single people, at first involved the whole land

in dialectioism, until further political changes, combined with

other causes, produced a new standard speech about the second

half of the seventeenth century.

lOT. The choice of a common dialect is generally made

unconsciously. One or more great writers appear; and the

form of speech they adopt is followed by all subsequent writers

that aim at more than a local reputation. For exam.ple, in an

era of unquestionable dialecticism in each land, Chaucer wrote

The Canterbury Tales and so settled the literary form of

modern English ; Dante, The Divine Comedy, and fixed .nodern

Italian ; Luther, his Translation of the Bible, and determinrd

modern High German. When a non-literary dialec is useu lor

literary purposes, (as in Mr. Charles Leland's Hans BrMmunn
and the Rev. William Barnes's Poems in the Dorset Diaiecl,)

or when several forms of the same language become litevary

1. -4.1 /__ :_ „..,«;„.,<. /^-.^.r.^0 Qr>H tyioAtT'xray rianl ^ tli#> nil™
lU^Cilici, \ixr> ill ain-itiii. \_-r\.\-r_v rfiiU ii...si......... ,-j.._.,^ —i

is not affected. Such writers as Mr. LelanJ and Mr. Barnes

dn not pretend (in works like those just named) to write the

literary dialect ; and the several forms of Greek, like Proven9al
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and^French. were really the national tongues of independent

102. Present Use is not so easily defined. To say
exactly when a word has passed out of current into
archaic diction, or how long a new word must wait for
recognition, is impossible; since, if there were no other
difficulty in the way, there would be the fact that alanguage IS commonly spoken by several generations at
once, and that words still fresh in the memory of a Long-
fellow, may be obsolescent in th, vie^. of a Howells, or
even obsolete in that of a Miss Woolson. Besides, v.ords
are in current speech as men in society : they come andgo almost without observation; they disappear for a
while, as If gone on a journey, and then, as suddenly as
returned travellers, take their places again in Good Use
i>o, too, one word springs almost unheralded into full
reputation

;
for example, telegram, which was deliberately

proposed in the Albany Evening Journal, April 6, 1852

^ a substitute for telegraph or telegraphic dispatch or^m^^^ and was soon unanimously accepted as a valua-
ble addition. Others wait long for recognition

; as, stand-
Point and scientist, still (perhaps) unused by the most
conservative writers. Others again, though lone since

sTel m' 1u\ 'T'' ^^"^^^^ --- '" the- -/speech' of both educated and uneducated alike Forexample, the double negative, used for emphasis, "in ourolder hterature, dr ven out by the philosophizing gram-

sThea;d "T^'^.-f^r''^
^°-^^y' ^^ nevertheless

still heard, as a slip, m the hurried speech of -.aany people

*Webster'sDict.(i864),j.t,.
Zi. anagram, mcnn^am -i-

succe8sn;ii;)pr he r oii Weas of r "Sr"^'
''^ '*'" •""" ^'"' ''*^* («"d ««««>
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who not only know better but would not think ofjustifybg
themselves in the blunder.* Two principles of judgment,

however, are clearly applicable,—(i) itjtelligibility, (2)

moderation. If a word has eta ed to b'.: c enerally under-

stood,—especially, if a newer word has largely replaced

it,—a careful writer will doubtle::n not use if, o , if ?it all,

Hily in cases in which he feels sure of making hi? ntan-

ing clear ; in' will commonly prefer the newer v onl On
the other h^'v;d, r.c.epting Polonius's advice, though he be

"familiar," he wii. not be "vulgar :"his maxim will be,

—

"Those frio'it s tbou b;ist, and their adoption tried,

Grapple a/im to thy soul with hoops of steel;

Biiv do not dull thy palm with entertainment

Of each ntw-hatch'd, unfledged comrade."

Or, in the form long ago used by Quintilian, "As of new
words the best are the very oldest, so of old words ihe

best are the very newest."

103. Examples illustrative of these characterir,tics of Good
Use would be but hindrances to the student, unless they were
whole works, or (at least) lengthy excerpts from th«i works of

inany celebrated authors. One who would know with certainty

what pure English is, who would cultivate his taste—acquire

i/ie literary sense—should read consecutively a series of good
English writers and criticize them minutely. This work
can be done best, after the study of Rhetoric has been com-
pleted ; and it forms then, as does the writing of composi-

tions, an important part of Rhetorical Praxis.' Meanwhile
the most that can be done is to classify' the offences against

Purity and give examples of them. These examples will at

least serve to warn the student against making similar errors,

and so will enhance his appreciation of a really good diction.

1 Such constructions, by way of emphasis,—the double comparative H^e

double superlative are other examples common enough in older Engl'-

ature,—are justifiable upon nany grounds, and have been sacrificed i; " jlish

at the dictation of men vlv. \ least competent to judge.

*A YEluable o^uide to fc ; .1 "riticism is Minto's Afattusf o^ -caA I^ost
Literature, a detailed study of the style of De Quincey, Macaui-a^ * Carlyle,

with a less extended summary and criticism of the works of i.; .;' 1 prose

writer" from Mandeville to Landor and Lamb and Hazlitt.

^

y
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IV.

OFFENCES AGAINST PURITY
^^i04^Errors in Diction have long been classified in two

i^^:r/..^m^/y,..
-^ -^

' '• ^'y'^^'^ogy,
2. Syntax, 3.

against Purity.
"^

Even;,atTo„ nfp"' '" "^"^'^^^ °«"«"^e«
classified in both wa7s fitt a" onn ?' *'^'''''°^^' ^^" ^^
secondly, as offending againsi ^oS!?f '? ^°°^ ^^^' «"d.
urally, however, the fullefdkcussinn ?' °^ ^'^'"'"^'•- Nat-
subject will be reserved for the seco„r^'"^ ''*''

"'^ ^''^ second division of the subject.
(..) V:o™s or Pua,xv as Opposed to Gooo Use

I. Violations of Reputable Use

enough, he does not „;„e ^^r^^l^^a^Z:1^^ T-^"^-
^""''-'>'

131, below.) ^u'gartstn or the neologism. (^ 106 and
"Quintilian. A^/. Orat., I. v. 5.

.a:i^ih:f::^;S::h^i^-:!:-.;^;^^^^^^^ correct use of
*Greek i6uorr„ (idifites^ a oiH .

comparatively few people.

•Many such :o'^!Sl! "r °/^^-^"""''°""-'•'^''''-

actual.y preferable in'info^l'upUch or 2; ""'"k
'""""''• ''"'^''' ''-•. ''re

would think) can be found for ^Lv uniesT h'^'h
"' "° ^""'^ ^""^"^^ («"«

warrants it. /am not is easily short f'
^^^' ''" "^'^'''y universal use

or«.«.7orA«..„Vis.of co„;i,t„rei;r
'''" """'' '"' '"""' ""' "^^
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leave (for let), female (for woman, lady), individual {ior person,

man, woman), less (for fewer), fewest (for smallest),^ gums,

or rubbers (for overshoes), gentleman or lady (for m,an or

woman), man or woman (for gentleman or /a^).

"Tact and a sense of the fitness of things," says Alfred

Ayres,* " decide when a man is a man or when he is a gentle-

man." Each word is good in its place ; each is vulgar when

out of its place. Gentleman and lady are, of course, far more

frequently misused than man or woman ; and it is no doubt

true '

' that the terms lady and gentleman are least used by those

who are most worthy of being designated by them. " ' But it is

no cure for the misuse of either pair of words to exclude it

from the vocabulary. "With a nice discrimination worthy of

special notice, one of our daily papers recently said, ' Miss

Jennie Halstead, daughter of the proprietor of the Cincinnati

Commercial, is one of the most brilliant young women in

Ohio;"" but, surely, Mrs. So and So ought not to speak of her

friends invited to a german as so many men and women}
Mr. So and So may ask a few men to the Club, or even to his

own house ; but both men and women, when spoken of as

holding a certain social position, should be mentioned with

courtesy and deference. In this view they are gentletnen or

ladies, and should be called so.

Quite common, but often verbose as well as wrong in sense, is

the phrase a Boston lady or a Philadelphia gentleman for a

Bostonian, a Philadelphian, or equivalents.

(2) Idiotisms : Tipsify,* toxophilite,^ divagation,^ Thuky-

didis,'' Herodotos,^ Senlac,* Elsass,^ Regensburg,^ neither ....

w,' egoism, egoist (for egotism, egotist)^

*A8 in less people, the fewest number, etc. The construction may be

explained as attraction or ad intellectum (to the thought in the writer's mind,

RS opposed to the tliought expressed); but this is only apologizing for error

with high-sounding names.

• The Verbalist, s. v. Lady.

*A recent (and, doubtless, a passing) fashion.

Thackeray, Canity fair.

•A purism imitated from the German, and practised by its few supporters

with a refreshing disregard for either consistency or uniformity.

* Another purism, originated (apparently) by Dr. E. A. Freeman.

^ In Shakspere, two cases are plain slips or misprints (i^/ira;.,IV. ii. 108; I

Henry VI., v. i. 59), and in a third (Co^-., II. ii. 13) neither is not correlative,

but stands for not. (Cf. 1. 18 of the same scene.)

George ESiot and her imitators.
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107. Many vulgarisms spring from what has been
aptly termed the "slovenly" use of words.-their use
that IS, m a sense either grossly exaggerated or else
vague and mdefinite. Thus, azvfully, dreadfully, terri-
bly, etc are used for very or quite; very or quite, whenno quahfymg word is needed ; nice, without any definite
meaning

;
beastly, nasty, for ugly, uncomfortable; and soon ad nauseam. Whether it records an actual occur-

rence. or not, the story of the witty American girl's
reply to an overpunctilious [!] Englishman points the
moral here intended. "Why do you say 'nice'?"
he asked; "I think 'nice' is a nasty word." "Andwhydo you say 'nasty'?" she rejoined : "do you think
nasty a nice word ? " For a correct use of nice in the

phrase a nice discrimination." see the quotation from
Mr. Ayres, § 106.

108. Vulgarisms mayh^ coarse or indelicate expres-
sions, but they «..^ not be. Indeed, some of the
deepest-dyed offences of this class result from the effort
io avoid indelicacy or coarseness. Older English allowed
a freedom of speech quite as great as that allowed to-day by certain foreign lan^aages. Sex-names for the
domestic animals, dog, bitch, horse, mare, fox, vixen,
he-wolf she-wolf we^o never censured. Modest women
-ladies of the higac.. rank-spoke in a way that is to-day condemned as coarse even on the part of men
1 noughts now considered incommunicable except under
the stri test guard, were then freely interchanged. To-day all this ,s altered

: many persons "shrink from plainwords and fear to call things by their names. " ' " Shadeof Cobbet
!
we are now forbidden to call a spade a spade •

r.L'-'"^ ^^u^^°"°"^
'^^ weaver, is indeed trans-'

lated.
_

Doubtless, the feeling that prompts to this
squeamishness is delicacy, but it is a mistaken delicacy,

» Grant White, Words and their Uses, ch. v.

*T.L ^mssXonOWph&tA, standard English, ch.xi.
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TuJwl ^<;^^' ^yed/nany a speaker into ^ross vulgarism. >

Surely, the Lnghsh tongue is not so defective, that its
speakers ,.u St choose between real indelicacies and
actual vulgarities.

loq. "Slang." in the sense of low. vulgar language
belongs under this head; but. meaning the language S
naSl:^ "'" Technicality.^ an o«.nce'ag^i„st

YvZ %T^^' '""u"
*'"" '^^' vulgarisms are used only

^y the illiterate; but who will declare himself sinless
save m downright indelicacies? Bad habits of speech'
contracted hke an epidemic disease-no one knows ho^-cling to many otherwise cultured people, and defy allbut the most strenuous efforts to dislodge them. That
these efforts are worth makmg has already been seen
that they can be successful, let the exquisite purity ofmanv?
3 writer and speaker bear witness. But the student mus^

f^r^ iT" 'T^ "^7T
^'^^'^ ^^'"- "^^^^P"^^ of freedom

from blemishes of this sort is the price of libertv, eternal
vigilance: indifference and th- Will 1 loneycomb doctrine
tiiat to be able to spell coxreclly ill befits die character

literary incapacitj ^

III. At the same time, it is undoubtedly true that the
surest road to grammnfoal purity is not a recklpss striv-mg after that

^ irtue, oui the cultiva. i..n of a rehned liter-ary feeling, a taste that, like an instinct prompts to ^heuse of language simple yet elegant, av. : ned or unadorned
as the case may demand, but . ,ys , .affected and ^nie

rir"/'„"°'
^""'^'

.

^" ^^ y ^--ination t be

style, and so removes a writer to such a distance i- n

i.3 ij7j bshtt:

•spectator, No. 105. Cf. Lovers Labours Lost, I., \\. 43.

I.
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his readers that he cannot influence them o.- .1 ,him into substituting for reallv Irl u
^^^'"'"^y'

pretentious languaAiris,^ 7.
7'^ '^^^'^ ^ ^^''ted.

of tJie Vulgarism
'''"^^ ^ "^°^' ^"^^^'^ ^'o""

wr:t;i;^:3^:::L^t::!t;r^^^
those whos. educaLn isV'/et^t^'b^ ^ '

oT'tf

"

who for any reason Iv, „^* / . .

"^^un, or those

pleted thdr X" on " V'' "? ^''-'^'^^ e<>^») "com-

uj. /"ot/, among imperfectly educated nr„i •
i

eTe:::^:^,trt:it:^^^^^^^^
.heir ignorancelith a ctalTof word! "'* 1°

™^"
tions of tllis sort may be heard "f^'r- "^ "''°'"'™-

the millennial consu^majL "'or who^n" """, '°

/>/«iy e^ SMp and water iave a W« /
"^ '

""

«A» «. iady, but must talk of I'S ' / r '^ ' '

'

vated men^^S^.^'^7^:'^^y -''i-

of speech in .he connu^'Tr:Z^ll^: ^^ """ "'"'"'

eTampteof''^™";r:';;":,,^^Vl"'^^^''-'--"^^^
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current year. Virtually this is a warning to the entire Dinlo.mat.c and Consular body that the Queen's servants muSspeak and wr te the Queen's Enghsh Many of the litenrvoffences of which complaint is made are so ilagrant as to cren ethe suspicion that British Consuls are barely .norTlTH^j

Sttorted and1etT""f
'"''^ -/-^«/^-«. contains suchdistorted and senseless forms as these: DisrecommendedmmoHved, spiHtisle, increasement, demission (foTZwf

(for true). There are many additional instances of correctwords that are incorrectly used. Transaction taks the placeoicompromrse mcessautly of immediatelyJook act oiZk^n^te
^J':y!'<>-ofproton^ation, .nA destitution oUismTssal ]ohtsonese IS also a popular jargon in the Diplomatic servteS^^nal^.e is used in place oi point out, minimat is a subs hutefor z>ery small, and category for class: and instead of retZtl

'^J/v rH r '^/° '"'''' '^"^^^'^^^ '^ «« antecedent

to tie Lice th«?'"' '''"' '° •'^^^^ '' '' discreditable
10 ttie service that so many correspondents are takine suchunwarrantable iberties with their mother tongue. He^wouldhave them speak and write with a reasonable degree"f puri vthe language of the country they represent. The Queen'sTng-l.sh first, as a matter of loyalty and common sense

; Spanish orBengalee afterward, if there be leisure or wit to acquire famiHanty with the language of the country where they reswl-

114. Secondly, much that is high-sounding without acorresponding elevation of thought finds its way intothe language of that large class of worthy people who
like Mrs. Vincy.' freely confess that they ''never wer^good speakers." who find "the Sest young melof
Middlen^arch" "just as plain and common ^ aT'< the
^ M

them " and who, if they had "time to think ''

would say "the most superior young men." In the Ianguage of these good souls, a scAoo/ (if it is to be especially
commended) IS an academ_y, an educational establishment
or even ^pohte seminary; a college must a university;

- ttic I;'cw York Tribune, July 30, 1883.

•George' Eliot, Middlemarch, I. xi.

(See, also, g 116, below.)
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fair lady is too mean praise for a female possessing con-
siderable personal attractions; a. farmer, grown rich, is

an eminent agriculturalist; healing waters are not even
medicinal, but therapeutic; and immigrants no longer
settle in a country, but locate therein.*

1 15. Finally, the penny-a-liner's average diction comes
under this head, and at the bottom of the list. He it is

who calls theyellowfever the saffron scourge,' i\\Q season
offashionable society the socialistic era,' and a strike of
cigar-makers in Chicago Chicago's^ Nicotine Strike;'
who heads his account oi a fire in a pork-packing house,
Swine Flesh Incinerated;' who speaks of children oUhe
school-age as children of schoolable ages.' He always
vituperates his enemies, never abuses or reviles, rates
or miscalls thvAn ',*' his brethren in his really honorable
vocation (if he would only exalt it to its true place)' are
his confreres;' his dancers all trip the light fantastic toe'
or even the lightfantastic (without toe); threats are min-
atory expressions ;*• 3ind fre is the devouring element.*'
The men of Verdun, says one of these scribes, ingurgi-
fated spirituous stimulus. * ' ' What, '

' adds Mr. Oliphant,
"will a penny paper of 1973 be like? What would
become of our unhappy tongue, had we not the Bible
and the Prayer Book to keep us fairly steady in the good
old paths ? " And yet, with both of these read daily in
his church, an Irish Church of England man, at a con-
vention in his land of "ornate phraseology," actually
objected to the word Ghost in the name of the Third
Person of the Trinity.*

n6. The debt ofthe modem world to the newspapers
IS certainly great, perhaps incalculable. Yet "the
penny-a-liner's help is often sought by an editor who
knows what good English is,"* but who pays tribute

^CHrhant, Standard English, ch. vl.

Recent Philadelphia newspapers.

* Oliphant, w/ttif.

• ? 14s (3) (a), below.

*2 116, below.
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(perhaps unwillingly) to the vulgar demand for veneering
instead of solid wood. To read the following criticism
of newspaper English" in a New York Tribune edi-
torial, is. therefore, comforting, though it confirms the
charges just made ;—

"If the truth were laid bare, the amateur diolomatists of thepress wou d be held responsible for a majority of t e hera

'

offences of the professional diplomatists. Slove'iliness o styl7
distortions of plain and honest words, a pretentious nse ofjncongruous phrases, are bad habits which the regulars a quiren their literary recreations, when the files of the LoSoumals are received and the work of the volunteers comesunder their eyes. The newspaper correspondents and leX!
o/duhes ^nd. category, and the consuls and secretaries oflegauon speedily adopted them. The Paris correspTnden

tZt'
^'"^^'^ ^^'"."^' "'^° fi"« "P the gaps in his acquaintance

I^on^rV f'"^'^" °"* °^ e-^Ployment happens to strollalongthe Boulevards in search of a dinner, would keep a diaryand store up reminiscences for posthumous fame, if he werenot allowed to p.oduce his own and his guest's conversation
precisely as it occurs. If the use of such pfrases as "I "S
and/^««/A.«a/^.r^/,</anV^ were interdicted, hecould not discuss

salr :rth' ^""r"
''^^°'"^^^- '' '^ ^'^^ volunteer amba"sador of the London press who takes the mother tonguebetween his teeth and bites it until it bleeds. He knows tfatthe English people wish to have public affairs discussed ^thhe u most seriousness, and accordingly he fashions high-sound-ing phrases and portentous words for general use. They havea doubtful ring at first, but they soon pass current even InParhamem. The diplomatists in the regular service have no

tTev adont TTT '"'""''' °^ "'^'""'^ ^^^^^^ Accordingly

ablve\
diplomatic jargon of the day." (See \ 113,

2. Violations of National Use.

^
117. Violations of National Use are. (i) Provincial-

tsms, or local forms: (2) Technimiif^.^ j,^^^...-...,

lorms
; (3) Ahenisms, foreign forms not yet natural-

tzed. For example ;

—

f]
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(1) Provincialisms
: folks {for family), parts {hr region)

poke, gownd,"^ like (for aj), while (for nntil), without (for unless)
guess (for believe, suppose, etc.), right (for very), directly (for
as soon as), nicely (in answer to the question, How doyou do ?)
aggravate (for provoke), stop (for stay).

(2) Technicalities: To make good (a check, a deficiency
etc.), to soar (of stocks), to dovetail (for to Jit accurately)
governor (for equalizer, regulator), to credit (for ascribe to)
to boss,* to clerk,-' ^ get left (for fail),'' figurines.*

(3) Alienisms: salon, on the tapis, Geistlicher, (capital G
and all)," genialisch,^ piastik,^ a volume where (?) a vide supra
could serve instead of repetitions," the word was subauditum in
the King's mind,» chaussure,'' sehnsucht nach der Liebe^ sospiri «

beggar-brats singing a dismal chorus of Dated qualche cosi,^
two or three half-baiocchi,'' contadino,^ carretta,^ poledri^
Pecoraro,^ osterias,^ pergole,^ fogliette,^ lascia passare,^ retortis
httore Elrusco violenter undis,^ maladie dupays ^'^ g'ene ^o ex vi
termtni,^o tiffi„,n the caposetta of a certain movement in the
history of Poetry," sunlight which invites to an idlesse.^^
Glaring instances of the Alienism pervading the very

structure of a book can be found in Mr. Story's Roba di
Roma, already cited. Even the title needs explanation ( it can
not be translated); and whole lines are sometimes written in
Italian. " Valuable and interesting as the work is, its useful-
ness is much impaired by this fault.

Even the professed critics of language sometimes err in
this respect. Mr. Oliphant, whose strictures on other writers
have already been quoted," introduces Theocritus without
translation; calls the contemporaries of George III. and
Dr. Johnson "priscagens mortalium;" exclaims, "O that they
would learn ' deductum ducere carmen!'" and " Haec ego non

' See g 89, above.

\l^^r ^J^y'*"
"^ vulgarisms and neologisms as well us technicalities.

! ^i °" ' ''•'^ '^^"'^^ ^^" ^"°"K»> to cUrk."-The Bread IVinners, p. n
* The Bread mnners, p. 6. Th.. word is more correctly writte., Mulines.

It .s a technical term of ceramics, and means figures in pottery or pottery with
figures on it. This connection with figure has, doubtless, changed its / to rLongfellow uses figuKne in Keramos, St. 8.

tw°w%T'°'" ffj-^"^*-^""""- 'Vanity Fair, passim.
^W.W.Story.JtobadijRoma.p.i. aid p 2 »!d

r^ntfuT"''^'^Z"-. ,

' "Imported from India:"Arthur Hallam, m a Review of Tennyson's Poems (1830).

"Sniff, ai.^"'"""''^'''^^-
"Fore.ample.onpp.,.-38.
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and ««...«.; remarks ^ to a certain group of synonyn,; 'Z7a
'9utdemtnvtdeo;mirorfnagis; ''speaks or'jLonLn\on^^^
or two that might well stand for the Cloaca Ma.iJr'^nT^\X
this on pages that lash the penny-a-liner's alienisms and"< cn^up Anglo-Saxon English. Nor does Mr. Oliphant men^the matter by his deprecato^^ remark. "I must apologiTelothose of my readers who are unlearned for the Latin [andGreek?] m my text

;
the truth is. that there are so many shadesof meanmg m our words, that I can not thoroughly explaLmyself ^athout falling back upon the foreign tonguJ

'
Shadeof the mynad-minded Shakspere, who i^ explain himself

larfthlVS-^
that Elizabethan English, far poorer in vocabulary than the English of to-day

!

118. The Alienism is most objectionable, of coursewhen the foreign words,are many, when they form whole
sentences, or when they are woven into the very structure
of the native speech. One can often guess at the mean-
ing of a strange word or even a phrase, the context
giving light enough; but a knowledge of French is
required to understand the following ;—
"I did not tell you Mr. Lydgate was haughty; but ily en apour touts lesgduts, as little Mamselle used to say " i

"Or suppose we adopt the genteel rose-water style. 'TheMarquis of Osborne has just despatched his petit t^re with a

It from the hand of her femme de chambre. Mademoiselle
Anastasie. "Dear Marquis! what amiable p;iitenesrr Hisordship's ncte contains the wished-for invitation to Devon!
shire House." "Who is that monstrous fine girl " saidTeSermllant Prince G

. . . rge of C . . . mbr .

^
'dge at a

'

mansion in Piccadilly the same evening ... - Her name', Monseigneur, is Sedley." '« Vous avez alors un bien beau nom^^^A

an old gentleman ..." Trente muVe tonnerres/" shouted thevictim, writhing under the a^-onie du momoit: " »

I

George Eliot, Middlemarch. For Mamselle, see g 119. below.

ummea, anu a rather dull, meaningless paragraph substituted.)
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119. Yet rhetoricians have, perhaps, been too dog-
matic in stating the rule against the Alienism. Neither
Good Use nor Good Sense sustains an absolute standard.
There is surely a difference (at least in degree of offence)
between naive or even naivete, in an English book or
speech, and Mr. Cassaubon's/ar^r^i?^,^ between an occa-
sional slip into alienism and the completely debauched
style of the example ridiculed by Thackeray. English,
in particular, can not be subjected to a rigid rule. Not
only is it a composite tongue, but it has, of all lan-

guages, most enriched itself, and is still enriching itself,

by drawing synonyms from foreign sources. Mr. Earle's
dictum,' " That a Frenchfamily settled in England, and
edited the English language;' describes only the English
of Chaucer. Accretions have since been made from
Latin (at several periods), from Greek, literary French,
Celtic, and many other sources. Haldeman ' gives lists

of words from twenty-eight languages that have become
English

;
and foreign names for foreign things are almost

numberless in English ; for example, tea, coffee, alcohol,

calico, muslin, cologne, {cologne-water, Eaii-de-cologne),
barege. Even English syntax is not wholly native.
The Anglo-Saxon relative pronoun was commonly that;
who, which and what were usually inlerrogatives ; but,
with the coming of Norman French into England, the
Romance custom was added to the Teutonic, and modern
English made the richer thereby. So, English syntax
is "flat"—that is, non-inflectional—chiefly because the
French conquest shook the tree of Anglo-Saxon inflec-
tions so rudely as to bring them nearly all to the ground.
Emphasis must be placed on the words "not yet natur-
alized" in the definition of Alienism

; or not only will
the law of Good Use, with its underlying principle of
"life m language," be contradicted, but the vocabulary
of the language will be sadly imnoverished.

» Middlemarch. * Philology, p. 99. a Etymology, pp. ,05 ff.
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:

some aTlue)
!"''

Zf. ff«*W(a broad, hand-

without purism ? ThreetseTT® u"^ =" P""'^
pished ;-(.) forms tS have no'eVS .r,^H'';^mtention" of becoming citizens ST « t I

*'"
declared, and will, ther^fo eT;in kePh !,'

*"' '°

admitted to the lanma^; ^ \ .
'*<='*<>od, soon be

last case needs no dlfculio'n^'?
"aturahzed forms. The

W and (i). wLuv ?orZ ,
''°"'^' ""^^^ ""^y '" cases

nized, anVshould:rZrbtT^iST^ 'dTT
give positive laws anf.h. T'

""^"''^'"^ ?"""?'<==

si-onr3---^^^^^^^^^
guide, a ^atureX^nfch^lLTi^^^^^^ ^-

sometimes andTn
""?"""'' ""^"^ ""^"^^ admitted

-iousri^trcsixzsteitrh-r'

(«) Forms sunermr Jr, / •. ^ ^^"^^Sbible alienisms are

phrases added by wav of e,rnli„ !'
"-P"""'

,
W "^ords or

ing upanadditiJnZ^on Irve into "'u'"'
''^.""-

Thus, the French term ,,7^^' u '
^^ '""^'rations.

Latin W. "^nPZ^'^Zr "" '"°™ "'^" *=
ti.e singularappendarcalied bv tl iT""'

""'=''""«

us^theF.eneh^ord\,waro?rr^^^^^^^^^

u..,r..t,o„ ,» L.a„ K„ow„ u„„ „,, ,„^ ,_^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^.
^Ing, above.

•ButseeJiai,*^/o».

^
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122. "No man of sense," says Mr. 01iphant.» "can
object to foreign words coming into English of late years,
If they unmistakably fill up» a gap. Our hard-working
fathers had no need of the word ennui; our wealth ever
waxmg, has brought the state of mind ; so France has
given us th e name for it. The importer who ' introduced

'

the French pres^^-e, is worthy of all honour, for this
word supplied a real want. Our ships sail over all seas

;English IS the language of commerce; we borrow, and
rightly so, from the uttermost shores of the earth ; from
the Australians we took kangaroo; and the great Burke
uses iadoo, which came to him from Otaheite. '

' P/under
belongs to the Thirty Years' War; /oof to the Indian
Mutiny

;
dummer (formerly marauder) to the War of the

Kebelhon ;» assassin to the Crusades.
123. The following tests, if not too rigidly applied,

Jubje^
''

'" ^""'""^"^ '^^' °P'"^°"^ °" t^"^

124. (0 Careful editors commonly print undoubted
alienisms zn rtalus Hence, if a foreign word is not soprinted in a well-edited book, the presumption is that ithas been naturalized. For example, apropos and co^mais-

f TjT}r
'" ^^^^"^'•y type ("Roman") in afine edi-

tion vfMdd/emarcA, and no oneneed be surprised, there-
fore, to learn that apropos is as old as Dryden. But the testnot infrequently fails. The same edition ofMdd/eJZ
prints ..«;^....«// (Italian for connoisseurs) in Roman ; buthis IS probably an oversight. On the other hkndthough a

J,,.;.:,,,
,, familiar enough as an English word'both Webstc. ...d vVorcester print it in italics, as theydo the less fa. iKh.r a^ua vif^, aquafortis, etc

or subm t J'l.' '%^r ^T ^^" ^'^^" ^"^^'^^ inflections,

r/,;f"l'°-'^"^^'^^"^°^^^°f syntax, the presumption

hat I^>rrJ7'' ''T'-
"^^"^^ '^'^^^"^ ^°"Jd indicatethat adteu had been thoroughly naturalized; adieux

n^9^{A below. »Onpha„t.pp.338,335.
^Standard English, p. 33S.

6
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that It was still a French word, only resident in English.
The old double plurals cherubims and seraphims show
not only that clierubim and seraphim were fully natural-
ized in England three hundred years ago, but that their
plural quality had been either utterly forgotten or never
understood. The adverb naively speaks volumes for the
truly English character of naive, but naivcti indicates
that na:ive has not yet given birth to an English noun.

126. (3) Foreign forms intelligible to the average
reader of English have presumably been anglicized-
those that are known only "by sight" are probably still
in waiting. Thus, physique, protege, chaperon, are pre-
sumably adopted words : au revoir, tHe-a-iHe, double
entendre, are perhaps still outside the pale.

127. These principles determine also thepronunciation
of foreign words, (a) Naturalized forms have the Eng-
lish sounds of their letters

;
{b) words that have left their

foreign moorings, but have not yet found fbll harbor in
English, have eitlier their native or their English sounds

;

{c) unquestioned aliens retain their foreign pronunciation
as far as this is possible for English organs of speech.

Thus, {a) Paris (not Pd-ree), Versailles (not Vare-si^h)
Vtenna (not Vee-ane), Ber-lin (not Bare-leen), Munich (not
Munchen), Columbus (not Colombo). Some such words have
been translated as well as imported -{or example, the family-
names Smith (for the German Schmidt) and Carpenter (for Zim-
mermann); while not a few have been translated in Bottom the
weaver's s^me,-sapsago for the German schabzieger, sickly-
gully lor the Indian sakri-gali (sacred pass), .Sir Ro^er Dowler
for Stradzhu-d-daula, Peter Gower for Pythagoras (via the
French Pytagore).^ {b) Miller (quite as often mi-ler or
Mller^s with the German U), Hofmann (not often distinguished
from mffman), Hi-mal-ya or Him-d-ld-ya. U) Gottingen
Momre, Goethe? Comeille.

' Haldcman, Etymology, p. 30. -

K.~.w.-v=r wei! kiiov.n a word may be, an impossible or difficult sound willlong prevent Us naturalization. Had Goethe admitted of translation, it woald
doubtless have been adapted long ago.
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128 Munypnvmcza/isms marciaisms that have,„r

21 ':y :°r'''r^y
dialect ,. as traditions or crto™;

than the words that have replaced them

• T' 3^^^'"^^^ *^""' ^'"^ sometimes not only not ohjectjonable but actually preferable to other wo'^^df In"professional language, in didactic works of all lint.m other prose, they can often be replaced otly by ^^circumlocutions; while, in poetrv. the oeci^^hrir .

vicveiop are. progressive mvoMa with ^r.^ vu

subsntute non-professional hnguage for the Imw ^

ju^ar j^:s r,:;res"rn;rrii':tifr
°^

r:;ersSe:tttrd^' '-
-'' '^ '"--- -rX

.his, ife^^ss or u;rfrrb:;r'i-^'T.--"
^"^

n^a. tern-s in non-teini^f-^^C! irii:!!^^^^^^^^

oniyTestriiLr"''' '"T"'^
'°

'^'^'^ instructbn; the

explanation
; and, even in ordinary
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anguage the law of intelligibility once satisfied, much
that IS technical may pass without challenge. In truth
as Whately pointed out long ago. "technical terms are a
part of language." and the argument against the techni-
cality may easily be made to prove too much.-" the
uselessness of language altogether.'" Indeed, in one
sense all language is technical, since it depends for its
usefulness upon the common understanding of its many
sounds, words and phrases, constructions, etc. These
are but signs of the things intended to be under-
stood

;
and they have value as language only when and

so far as they are correcdy interpreted by the hearer or
reader. Professional <;liction. then, is simply a body of
signs, the meaning of which is known to but a limited
portion of the people that use the language

; and in this,
of course, it differs vitally from non-technical speech • bul
in the one respect named it is certainly not unlike every-
thing else in language.

130. The same argument (with a slightly different
application) ,s put into the mouth of a young Englishman
by a writer whose style, quite as much as the subject-
matter of her works, has placed her in the front rank of
English novelists ;—

»

wiihtHdTra'vt""'"'
'' ''^"'^ ^^^"^' *'^"

'

" '^^ ^-^--^.

"There is correct English : that is not slang "
I beg your pardon

: correct English is the slang of priVs

;' You will say anything, Fred, to gain your point."

legpiafterf
""" ""^"'^"^

'' '" '^'"^ ""' ^^^'^^ *« ^^" ^" «^ «

' Elements, Ba, , ^ _,

.

' ^ ^ * George Eliot, Middlemarch, ch. xi.
8 Rosamond addresses her brother Fred, just home from Oxford.

H 109. Obove.
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•' ?h ''T''^ ^^" *'^" ^^" '' P°^try if you like "

on slip, and ,iveSo ^fut rparat.' '
'^"^ ^"^ ^^^^^

3- Violations of Present Use.

131. Violations of Present Use are (,\ ^ i

received. Praised efr x^^^'"
*°'^'"^' received, praised, etc. (for

«^.» J^o^/^.» the "Roman- nr ^'''^V'''^
(^°'"

'*''«i'«^^)^ ^/>^«-

fromtheLa in the fourteenth ^'^T""""'''^" °^ ^"--^^ derived

or Worcester's dictionary ardirgive„-"th: s''
^f'^^^-'her Websrer!,

citation. «'^<^n "' 'he Supplement to each without
•Instead o( a-men, (with a a^ in /v./ ^

mediate "sound of ;, the sound,h^MK^""' ^"^ *«^^^/ (with the "inter.
The false P-nunciati^ns^riSj p" 'Srs" ' ^" ^"^^ ^"'^ "'« '''-''^-

«"
*01iphant,/aw/>« 417

case would be much worse for "tL people 'veT '"' "'°'^'-^= ^""^ ^'"^
that can be " understanded of the pe2 - n \ f.''"''''

'^••""""ciation is one
of sounds now gone forever, serveStn H

"*" ?"'" ^^"^ ^'"'^^) " "--vivals"
own and other lands more a^d more f^om ,h

!.''" "'"^'"^ "'^^*'"^^« "^ our
'A " made " word d •

*" " ''^^''"s?

(John Henry Newman!"rw2a ^Z\ 'I'^.^^'^^/Pin'ons without knowledge.
The Story of Avis, ^.k, '''vt.\^i''J^ZZ ''^^^^'''-^ Cf. Miss PhelpJ
hcD-iin «n u . . .

» '"3 was m the davK <vhon . <- .. . . ^ '

.„-.. ... r,„vc opinions upon the doc-fri„„ r

'

'
""' -"""" «uic3 naa not

friendships and estrangements were foTndeVrVT'li""'
""'^ '^'""^^ '"^"""'"«

top.asm and bioplasm."
bounded on (be distinctions between pro-

•Imported by Kossuth.
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cablegram, ring {^ clique), unwisdom} unfriend,^ unf.ith (for
doubt, scepticism);^ streeted,^ wardship,*' speechpartship,^ Dr.
Wattsiness (for the prosaic in verse),* dynamiteur?

132. Many neologisms have not yet escaped from the quar-
antine of the Vulgarism, and many are revivals of words long
since forgotten. To able (verb active and neuter) may find a
lodgment in the tongue, although to telegraph would, in the
same context, have the same meaning; but cablegram is an
unnecessary and coarse hybrid. Like to wire, it may properly
be avoided until necessity forces it upon the language. So, to
gather, to catch on, (modern slang for to understand, ) are wholly
inexcusable. " ' Why so much weep?' asked Artemus Wa 1

;

he little knew that he was reviving the Old English [Anglo^
Saxon] w6p:'^ Forewords {iox preface), maker {{ox poet),
rime (for rhyme), are other examples of this revival.

133' Not all archaisms are objectionable. When "a
word or phrase has been supplanted by something less

apt, but hii not become unintelligible, "' it is certainly

preferanle U the newer word. Not only may it be used

;

it should be vliosen rather than the usurper.

(II.) Violations of Purity with Reference to
THE Departments of Grammar.

134. Of the three departments of Grammar named
above,'" Etymology treats of words or phrases as such.

Syntax of their construction, Lexicography of their w<?a»-
m£: Offences against Etymology are named BarSar-
isms,^^ against Syntax So/eczsms,^^ against Lexicography

> a revival in new meanings of old words. Unwisdom meant ignorance;
unfriend, enemy: now the words correspond, respectively, to the adjectives
unwise and unfriendly. Shakspere uses unfriended in the sense o{friendless.

"Poetic. «HoweIls. Grant White. ^Eaile, Philology.
« Lowell, Among My Books, II. 202.

'Recent newspapers.—A French word, coined, apparently, to name that class
of Irish conspirators against England who use dynamite in terrorem. It is
not only a neologism, therefore, but an alienism and a hybrid as well. (See
§ 141. below:) Dynamite-fiend is certainly more expressive.
«01iphant, p. 33a. »Lowell, Among My Books, II. igs. 103 104.
» The Greeks called every one whose language they could not understand a

barbarian.

» The 9ity of Sdli in Asia Minor was notorious for its bad Greek.
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Improprieties. Hence, Barbarisms are unauthorized
ords orphrases. Solecisms unauthorized constructions,

Improprieties words or phrases used in unauthorized
meaninp's,

135. For English, this has been v stated by Dr.
Campbell :—" Pure English implies , thing.

; first,
that the words be English ; secondly, i it their construc-
tion be in the Enpi: h idiom ; thirdly, that they be used
in the precise meaning which custom has affixed to them.
Accordingly, Puritv may be injured in three ways. The
word may not be English, -the fault called Barbarism,-
their onstruction may not be in the English idiom,—
solecism; the words or phrases may not be used in their
English meaning,—Impropriety.''^

I. Barbarisms.

136. Barbaris ns have been sub-divided into (i) Radi-
cal words nd phrases, (2) Inflections, (3) Derivatives,

(4) Compounds.' For example;—

(i) Radica. words and phrases: Skedaddle, gopher-hole,
bummer,'^ enthuse, dotiate, swash,* wellness, to bant, casnality,
collaborator,^ to plague, ^ audition,'^ audietU,^ archaisf" or anti-

»Bk II. ch. iii.-The quotation is modernized and much condens-d. Often
the thought alone remains.

«Day, I 289.~(See § 137. below.) Compounds are composed of two or more
entire ^nords,-horse.car, railroad-station; derivatives, of entire words and
affixes,-as hardly, untrtUhful, archbishoprick. But affixes were originally
independent words; and to the scientific etymologist compounds and deriva-
tives seem hardly separable. (Haldeman, Outlines 0/Etymology, p. 26.)

» Perhaps from the verb bum, to make a loud noise ; the bummer being often
an empty braggart as well as a good-for-naught.

* Ayres, j. v. The word was made by Mr. Ayres apparently to scarify Emer-
son with. One might guess in vain for its etymology.

» An imitation of the French collaborateur. Why not fellow-workman f

•The noun is still alien ; to m.-jke a verb of it seems scarcely decent.

' A term invented by the spiritualists.

•Mrs. Browning (as cited in Worcester's Supplement).
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'cfmX^'^
(';7«"^«^0'). aspirator,* a,Uipkannic ifor antidolai)

he K.ngA« crown, done, come {^uA otl,er perfec TaScipfesfor the corresponding preterites)/ rv^vt (and other preSsfor perfect participles)/ A,W/, tkeirsefvls (for W^// /

W

«**»Phve {{ox presumptuous), prevemative Viox preventh>e\*Z

(4) Compounds: Health-Hoard, life-zvork, st^nd-point self-affatrs (for one^s own affairs), self-evidence iezfdeZe thf

ZcHer^T"'''r
""'' ""'^^' ^^^f-P^-cticeiprlcieeZhou"!

'Milton. 0/ Rfformalion in F.ngland, Bk I

« Vulgari" m».
Worcester's Supplement).

J.^er„Ho.d. quoted by Lowe,, Amon, ^l .L^U. ^^. Addison. .^.w«.
'Quoted by Hodgson. Errors in the Uie ofEnglish n fi, c * • ,

•re Inventions of Ouldas.
'^^ "^ ^«-f«JA, p. 83. Scipuandrostrae

'Almost as well write nfxt/y

"Howells. Italian Jonmrys, p. ,36 '

. -rd^^^rr^^-r^^^^^^^^^ •'-wboever beard or«braWeo„
•nother article of dress )"ko in,,rsVr-^:' ^"'' "''•""'' C"*' <<> mention

ir it occurs at all h.'g^od',;^;:
""="'"*"'" *" *">' ''"«^»' *ord is certai'mymre;

f>i
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morJ'i • ,^ r^ ^''*'°" °^ Barbarisms here adopted seemsmore logical than Campbell's division into "obsolete words •'

••new word.0." and "good words new-modeller' Th°Sr-bansm is a violation of Etymology; and Prof. Day's sub-d.v.s ons rest on etymological distmctions. Campbell's sub-d.v,s.ons on the contrary, are unsystematic as well as il ogicah

word?"
""'' "'" ""'^"^'" ''' °"'y-« '''"d of "new

138. Mispronunciations and misspellings are specialfonns of the B. barism
; for the sounds of a languageand the characters used to express them both com^under the consideration of the etymologist. For ex-ample. i-^Aer, nUhcr,' dark (for clerk^ ravan^e (for

round), dooty^for duiy),Uaughin, etc. (for lau^kin^,
etc.), uv (for ./= iiv\^^ould uv or Sv (for would havf)^many compressions of words (as worshpful for wor-
shtpful) unnecessary extensions (as de-mon-stra-tor for
aemunstratur).

139. Compound words, though natural to all lan-guages and most abundant in older English, have notbeen numerously added to the English of more recen

nidnn' """"XT"
^^'^Pounds are now regarded with sus-

picion. The entire history of language (as h wellknown) exhil>.ts word-making as a most important factom the growth of human speech; Elizabethan EngtLwas absolutely prolific in compounds; but recent Ing

>vord,. and in these usuany by •'indttio: '^TllLt \
" '"/ T ^"«""^''

high. "Lther or ni-th^r w!»h ,

'"°"''"°".
•
'^> *'^gM from slv, height from

•Indefensible in America, whatever may be true of it in England.

^Xlsmt""''
'""' "" ''^°^''^'^-"^« -«« ™--rism. if his at a,..

«or.rrt,::,x^wr:tt:cld rf \'' "' "•" «•"» ^--^-^""^ ^^

iiHtu) Hi ,n ^ . • ,
preceded by r in the same syllable "

f Wehm#.r0«64).^«,9<r.p.xh„.J
•"othercases.aslight.or^soundisheardbi^ihe:!
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I.sh, while It retains many old words of the class, seems
anxious to renounce its privilege of making new com-
pounds except in poetry. For example. Shakspere
combined not only nouns, but adverbs, prepositions,
verbs, and even whole phrases. mnd-cAan^tng; gianl-
rude steep-up, back-return, after-supper, falling-from
Wection) carry-tale, Jind-faults, always-wind-obeyinz
ten-times-barred-up, to winter-ground {io bury in winter?)
odd-even (that darkest time of night when one can not
distinguish odd from even ?) are a few of his list. « Even
bilingual compounds were made.-words in which the
components are drawn from different sources, but mean
the same thing

;
as. Spenser's readie prcst (French hrSt)

the common butt-end, etc} Shakspere's weir^ sisters in
Macbeth IS really a compound (Jate-sisters), though it is
usually written as a phrase. But very recent English
has htt^e or nothing to match with these examples,
buch older compounds ^halcyon-days, college-student
sea-shore, milk-house, etc., remain in good i, but
they tend more and more strongly to drop the .vpht^nand become phrases, as winter solstice, autumn storms
and many other compounds have done. Tennyson may
write seeming-wanton and tender-pencill'd in a single
stanza of the In Memoriam;' but Health-Board belongs
to the newspapers, and li/e-work can not. perhaps, be
defended by a single author of the first rank. On the
other hand, many words, formerly compounds, have
completely coalesced, till now they are scarcely distin-
guishable from integral words ; as. railroad, doughnut
tramway, hillside, and many others. A few. however
^^horse.car,school.boy, are kept apart by the cvideni
int^rity of their components; though this reason might
hold as well in many cases of complete combination.

an,i confess, ./.. fnui s^ee"U^ w:'i.X^r
""' """ "" '""'' " ""^''*'

*Caiito xlix. 3.
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140. "Greek," says Mr. Oliphant, "has done much in th^
ast three centuries to keep before us the facrUiat En'u h Im

prepositions to our verbs at will !
" but Ue whole truth il

Z

neither Chapman, nor Milton, nor even Ternvson cin
'
h

tra^/re^'"-
'' ''''''' ^« what'^crprndrhe'stj

In h^ ^^e :f tl^s^r^oTrrdlr""^^^"
'''' '- "^''^^ ^''-"

JrV' "y''"^'^'"i°'-
Hybridity). the mingling in oneword of elements derived from more than one bnguage

« by mos nations accounted an impurity
; but E^fh'a composite language, has admitted many hybrids^Pnor^, mongrelism in language, as in race, offends nmonly a cultivated (fastidious?) taste, but also that sense o

rule. A mongrel is expected to be ugly, is adiudtrpH
unnatural, and often is both coarse and ^epuLe Buf

- .0 :,.,u „nd unjusnfiable, many more are not in anvsuffiaent sense open ,o criticism They have at iZstood .he .est of use, they have fully e-Iblished.l'em.
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selves in the language, they may be justified hv .h.

gmt^qTe For
/^"'7^^"^^ ^°"Jd. •" '"any cases, b;

ZZ?^ T'
i«a/>-^«,^^. materialist, interloper, Christmas

gooa tnglish. Un/rcguenl holds its own with infr,

lent of the German sprachliche ,' and its hybridism (what

XSr^^K '""''"' "'''•' ''^^'O »«1 never p^v^niJ«<'«//j/ from becoming the best Fntrlish «:« ^ . /
«.ough i, can be fou„d^for^w.L^t^t/.':^T/::r/d
ge.jen.lly be accounted a purism- and ^^tV:"^

douMe r'Ti-^'^^"'
"f^'-"'**^' " writC woulddoubtless, have had a fiercer battle to wage, hfd rbeTnproposed as leUscripi.

* ^*"

142. Abbreviated forms are at first sight barbarismsbut many are m good use, and can be Justified r,TbJanalogy, (,) on the score of economy • For elml^i^

1^"
'h

^'"T'"'i'""^'i'''P'nuUimaUsymk have

u PeSd X^r''
'""'""' "V-ultitudiwhonev :suspected that they were contractions. Not only doehey save Ume for both speaker and hearer;' they hat

•But sec ? ,89. bcl^.
•"'" "' "°''««^' «""•« Bacon i„ .upport.

• As a tiilc
:
lu use as a noun is a vulgarism.
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numberless parallels in those crushed or crippled wordsof all modern languages whose ancestors stood in the
full glory of undiminished length.-in am, is, which«uh words that once boasted two syllables each inmole from moldiwarp •

« and in alms, a lineal descend;.nt

able ThT-""
'" ^T "'^'" ^"'•^ ^°'-'"^ -^ objection.

tl \r '^ '^'^^' ^ neologisms or vulgarisms
than as abbreviations. It may be inelegant or over-new^osyosial ior postal card; but the eVessionTs IT
length. The superiority of the English and Continental
post-card IS not in its dropping a syllable, but in its avoid-ing the purism that can not accept post as an adjective.
^o^ve-twenhcs, governments. City 6' s, may smack of thestock exchange, but they are simply technical terms andin so far not amenab e co strict literary rule. Compo for
'^^Pof^J^on^^ not unknown to the world of artists ;• andbmh

1 and /,/. are technical terms among printers.*
Oa^Cmeaning ianter) is from chaffer;^ many Christiannames are shortened, not for shortening's sake, but toexpress affection.- W^/7/, Tom, Sam, Ro5, Dickens's
soubriquet ^5^.« and many more.

i^'Ckens s

shorL^V
'''"

'^"T
*'"""' '^^''' '''^''^^ *« »nost suchshortened forms a degree of disrepute that banishes themfrom literary composition

; they are new or vulgar, and
therefore unfit for the best use. For example, pi^,,

p£iol^t'
''"°'*'' ^^-^ ^-""'«'- ""^^ on musekoU Ta.U by Ear.e.

*Z'r"''
"'^•' '''^"" ^^ objecUonablc In purely lU.rary use. .Sec J .6,.

, z 3,

Dictimary,^. x.)
' "***•• "^- ^^e. Pierce & Wheeler'. DickZ
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«/<?, spec, specs, exam, con/ad, hyP'd o k n ^ h^t

w«y, but its careerwasSS hi^f 7*^« '"«de considerable

twenty years airo ZT,T2
*'°"" ofjustice. It is about

^oJolZSr^tA.V^r^T''' •'^'"^''^^"ght before a

magistratesIX^heconsWet^^^^^^^^ ^'>r' ^''«

than « blackjjuard/ Tl ra^Sate' fottT'*'""'T '^"*''

to recover that sJiock "« '^^'"^** '""" has never been able

and IS not unknown to even poetic Enri,,h •• T'n^«>rf « oft interred with their bon^ • • • 1
_

may die, but //« «« „,u3t
!

"

' ^ ^'*''*'

». Solecisms.

ordfring o7^e^;e„^,l^?""^'^^^ ^--^.^«/. the

IP . ;
sentence to express grammatically the

^V^i tye-giasses. ' " ' '«•"»'

•I Vii (I), a4«nv.

EarIe,|37o,
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thought intended;
(3) Grammatical Profiricfv fh.of the proper grammatical element • TTf cfl ."'!

(1) Errors m CoNcnpn- f^\ ta^
An a/umni, a ^/r/« Ts 11 ^"^ ^""^ *°^ Pronouns;-.

>'-.r hearts forgirnT.^^^L"'."? T^P^^-If^'^ from

>^.../r«to,Ws setL^'^1,'^ «"d devote

/^O' are born -I hone ?h7 '^ '''^ """ "^« «^ «»«" •-«

-^ as far as Hes i„'rpl^,;7;:r;.tfn
"^"'^'^"'"^^ ^'"•

the teachers made iheir report 7nP •»«"«"'^e-iE«rA of
unless /^O' have the certlZ.nrJ "''^'' ""^ ''"' '"'''^ries

-You win live to mar^vTn ""'"''"'''"^^ '*«^^«ve 10 marry a better woman than /.»-They trav-

di«>„ct attribute, of the senfere' ^''^'^">' ""^ Pr.cuion are quit.

£»glish Composition, Ba "s i:»iL r '' """'^ '""""'^ '" O'V* > ' i"

•imilar works. Some of the exalles uti? "^
^"f'"*' '"'* """"y other

another of the book, named-lesSnv n^ ' "'" '^''°*"'* '"'o™ ""^ or
«o„,y be met by a referencerSa^prildS"- '^"'"'"' '^"'^ ""^"-

brother from >oi,r hearts."
»» w"te it, If>* forgive not n/^rryow.. At,

l/erir;!:^:.!;^^^;,^^^^^^^^^^ of both se^e,. ^,..,^
that M«>ha. excellent usage atTteievt'" '""'t''

^y Hodgson, claim,
present. Fortunately, several forms ^xDreLi.

" '"' '«*-'"«".cul,y is not

*»'-'-7*''''^.*'''*for.ar/»,>.,„^TJlrr^f" "' possible, (a// for «,.^
mysafeiy be written, unless „4 wome^ Tre^i "",T '"'"^''>= ''" *"
much of themselves into /*«> work ^-^W .

'" ""^^^ ^^e-- P"t »o
'<//and her would be the Jr^ct h^^" T''^''\

^'""'""* B^ontC.A*^
«"»«««, the natural princip^ ,ha th?J f,"

""*'"'-" "«"" "" •""• "»•

feminine, as both ma^sculine aS femi„iruJL"' *"'!.' •"'•^^""^"^'^ "^ '»•«
justifies A,>. The sentence "noL» nr

Precedence of the neuter,
be harsh; "«^ and J^^. doTot l^r"",'""""

""'"'''*' ''"'" ^ould
preferable: h.,» .- v ° "°' '"^"y """"s /*<->- have" wn„id k- rl
form conceivable, "a r^^rnt^wriS'has'T'" T"'' ""^ ^^''^ " '«"">« wo«l
M«i.(comracted forrtj^^l) ' "ew^ronoun for this use.

•'.abelArchcr.in T..^.^,.^,^^^
,^„^„^^^^ ^^
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ellcd as fast ns A/,«.-neelzebub, than who,'^ Satan exceptnone higher sat.-Them that honor me I will h^nor ; andSthatdesptseme shall be liRhtly esteemed.-Conslcier t.J t^eking your father sends.-Even papa, who Penelope told meshe had seen -Arthur, whom they say is killed to-night

-

thankful was not commg.-Saladin, than whom no greater name
Is ecorded m Eastern history.-//., who had always inspirc^^^
herarespect

. . -. she now saw the object of open pleasantry.-
" Mont Blanc is the monarch of mountains—

They crowned him long ago;
But u/Ao they got to put it on
Nobody seems to know."*

God forbid that John Hawkins's wife should refuse b-r h*tpenny to a distressed mariner, and he a gentleman bom.-Eve^

?nhnT''"*'.''''''''
'*"' ^"""""^ why.-This did not preveS^John being inaugurated Duke of Normandy.-He earnestlyprotested against them embarking in the enterprise.- 714.^kind of books M... sort of men ; this two hours, that twen^miles ;

« a hundred dollars are too much for thisW Verbs ;-A keen passion like vanity, a strong one likelove, or a subtle one like that of immedik personalswly
transfigure the resolve of such a nature, only so longasSmay focus upon it.-A keen passion like vanfty. a strong on^

JZ'JST^^"''"
^'^^'•««°'-« °f «"ch a nature, only so long as

1/ may focus upon ,t.-The greatest warrior of the age

"Xr ^'.^^^'y-.^'T^^- of Germany, terror of the North!contem».~.The crippled baby, with all his many other
failures, were forgotten.-Policy. as well as fashion."^C"-Ihe amount of discussion, equally with the valuable

th^cre^^rnti:?c,atr^^
"• '-' •'" -'"^ "'"-'' -— <•'

inlSrwSSh'tr^!! '"''''"~-- '-' '- " •^"^ He

" I know that Albert wrote in a hurry

;

To criticise I scarce presume

;

But yet methinks that Lindley Murray,
Instead of icAo, had written tijJinm "—/H-Jg—^\

Un^Z7L^;£L['''' •' -«^c«...-this (space of) two hou;:that (d,.
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fore, « drawn i, correct. If two su..^ „f IT^h : ."*

simple rule often faiirThurinT ^* *''*'" ^^''^ apparently

science Aa./bro ght abo^
" ""T"' '^^"^^ '

plural, but the expfession ^ia; ' cLZT ^t
'"""'^""^'y

the President and Cashier «^r?^
Compare. The report of

may sometimes be "trb;rer,'"'^ *^^««

science arui socialsr^cl I^metiSvoI r"~f''''^'''

after the noun-jri>«rriJ«Sr !/ ^ ^ -^""^ ^''^ ^''j^'^t'^*^*

rewriting the whole s/ntenS*^""' "'' «"""'™= "y

soLtime'rorTr^rdeX^a"";
: Z7. rH-"""*""passions- T-A^-r^r and «/ i«o!i '

""^ tendencies and
course, good writers useS "1""^ '"""^ ^'""^^'^^ ^^i> oa waters use these expletives-for emphasis, as

H.-'J'.LTl'^. '^f"":"--' «»/ (ed. .879). ch. xxii. „ ,.. „_.

•u. ID. p. 498. (See the next note.)
•Dr. Abbott calls these faulu'<«rr«~ r , .

rwiUy aa intellcclum.
**" "^ P™«>™ity "

;
but the construction i.

r
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there can be no doubt that it is inhuman to torture living
creatures, it can not be denied that X is y ; but both words are
oflcner misused than used correctly.'

Neither he nor \—am, is, are f—your enemy.—^re is plain!/
impossible, the alternative construction rutjuiring a singular
predicate.* Between is and am, the prin< iple that the first

person talces precedence of the second, and the second of the
third, seems applicable. .

Congress

—

has or Aa&<rf—adjourned.—No pains

—

has or
havef—been spared.— This or Mw*? /—means.—What

—

is or
aref—the news?—The tongs— .vAzwrf or standsf—by the fire.—
Here Good Use and Lavy are at one. If the idea (the thought
expressed by the subject) is singular, the verb should be
singular ; if the idea is plural, the verb should be plural. Many
such nouns, however, hav lost, or never had, the doubleness
of number that makes variation possible. Thus, news, gallows,
ttc, are now always singular, tongs, scissors, riches, etc.,

always plural. But means, pains, etc., vary.

(<-) Non-affreements and Mlsaffreements ;—We have
described the helplessness of the workingman, whose lot being
cast in a large city, desires to find.—The/^£^«^ which every
man has in his own labor, as it is the original foundation of all

other property, so it is the most sacred and inviolable.

"A happy lover who has come
To look on her that loves him well,

Who 'lights and riAgs the gateway bell.

And learns her gone and far from home

;

He saddens.*"

Sir Charles addressed the House for three hours; when,
being fatigued by his exertions, their lordships adjourned to the
following day. —Being early ki/led, I sent a party in search of
his mangled body.—England must take every precaution to
defend herself against such villains, and, when found, she

' In older English there is was used, like the French ily a, with either a
singular or a plural subject ; and the present misuse is clearly a survival. (See
|<28, aiove./

* Enemy, not enemies: therefore, am or is, not are. Yet "fuot homines tot
tententia," says Hodgsoti :

" indeed, opinions outnumber the grammarians,
since " one writer first " finds " for am, and then, only four pages later, " elerta

In favor of "are. Day, (English Composition, 1 368. i), decides for
'
' the person

and number of the nearest " subject.

•By poetic license. In Memoriam, viii.
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part.dp..tcd in the sense of an irreparable ll '''''' '*^^'^"'

mli fle«"onr ^r"-'<^-''
AKKANCEM.MT: (.) Ofmoamers.-Onc combatant sustained a wound in nJ.rL^ma tmportance.-Th^ Moor seizing a bolTer /IJ ^

"^^

y^/owjy, smothers her _Pn.-,l 7
•>«'ster, /«// «/ ra^^ «„</

drownedCrd^rJ/Lw^ *" ''! *r"" *''"»*' ''""^^''"^ ^««

Mr. Lincoln was as4ssinat.H I
^^'^'^ ^''^""^' ^ ''^^«

editoroftheM^Xamm" p '

/^'\r''^"'«^ /«^c,,«._The
was in VVinclfe:t rl^^^^^^^^^^

""^

t"-^"^'
^"'^ ^«

on TAm/ cleansing thrienen.r? "*" "''"''"^ '^""°"

ered marriage «^»// a w«2^« ^/?- ,
'"'"^^^

daneerous -Thnrr II . .

Po^^^'cai economist as very

by sfepX;;;;j:ji;lX:' '^^,!:|-r
"^ »»'« courageous, step

patronage mutt s^ZZi^'^^::^: kL^'I ""'T
"' "^'""'"'

of acting from interested moUvesW )^^T 'r"
'"'^'''°"

»«««.-If the Westminster Reviewer wfll -^^
"""^

u""^''have written /a;,V^ or /Arir^WMT/ ^ °''^' *''^* ^«

sists in our seirhneL a.ti^ ?T ^ P"'''°" ^^ ^•^'^hcon-

remember to have heard _i r.^ i
siient.—

I never

had a rougher walk -Ne^X "'"''''?'>'
f''' remember to have

earnest and pore,^7artlci?w
' ''""' '^^ "'°'' remarkable and

His last journey to Canni V""*'
?'"«'"ber to have read.-

return.-! am a man
"/• *.''^"'^ ''^ *"^ "'^'^'' ^^^tined to

queen ^^Z^T.^^^X^,^^^^^^^^ wilt thou,

thee to the half of the kingdom * ''"-'' «^"^"

J

Recent newspaper, editorially.

hoi": ?:i"^:!l".''_'"'^''.
"-^rucion, "s^ini.. " Dr. «^^ _ ...

chimneyT^r- ^"^' ^«-> i-ve one eye on the pot .nVihToti'eV up'lL^

thl'!^"i2[lon't?Z • ^Jir,'hev •«
^ J**' f

'"'•*" "-^^ '- 0"« »>««tered
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(*) Of Balanced Members ;—And yet with his simple
human smile, he looked neither like ayoung bullock nor agladi-
ator.^—^We shall take neither thefearofthingspresent norfuture
as our standard in this discussion.—With neither a wordfor
the disloyal daughter or the gaping, gossiping neighbors.—I am
neither an ascetic in theory ox practice."^—^The great and noble
were obliged not only to learn Greek, but were ambitious
everywhere to speak it.—Every composition is fairly liable to
criticism, both in regard to its design and to its execution.—
Mr. Ris was not happy because Nature had ordained it so before
hand^ but because . . .

(c) Of Oonneotives and Extraneotis Elements ;*—It

can not be impertinent or ridiculous, therefore, to remonstrate.—^These instances may, it is hoped, be sufficient to satisfy every
reasonable mind.—Still she preserved her humility, however,
and shamefacedness, till her crescent had exceeded the first

quarter.—It was a casr; of unpardonable breach of trust and gross
disregard of official duty, to say the least.—A prudent general
will avoid a general engagement, generally speaking, unless his

forces are equal.—Five sets of sonnets may then be distin-

guished, as in the table.—The series of poems addressed to
his friend thus closes gravely with thoughts of love and death.'

(rf) By dividing the Infinitive ;—To accurately define,' to
have ever seen, to be at once expelled.

(e) By a Oross-Construotion ;—By day my limbs, by night

my mind. For thee and for myself no quiet find.—Though I with
death and with reward did threaten and encourage him.—

A

' Henry James, Jr., The Last of the Valerii, p. 129.—The effect Is that of" a
pair of crookedly hung pictures"; but there is worse mischief in the con-
struction than this. Such sentences may become ambiguous or obscure, or
tliey may even convey a false meaning. (See g 321 (/), belmv.) They certainly do
not say what they mean, and, therefore, are at least in danger of saying what
they do not mean.

•"Three errors in nine words." (Hodgson.) * 1 321 (e), below.

* Most connectives begin their sentences or clauses : these, of course, are not
reftrred to here. Extraneous elements are sentences or parts of sentences
involved in the structure of other sentences ; as, The greatest of English
poets may—at IVordsworth puts t<—have " unlocked his heart."

•Prof. Dowden properly begins this sentence with Thus: it is misprinted
here. In the previous quotation, however, he is correctly reported. ( Th*
Sonnets of WiUiam Shakspere, Larger Edition, pp. 35 and 33.)

• The adverb in this construction limits the whole expression, to define, and,
therefore, should not separate its parts. The history of the infinitive adds
another ruason why the modifier should not be so placed.
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pen see and set down fort^he ch:ra:Sc delS-
for disobeying the imperial mandate-for not wearine and fnrweanng. the obligatory, and the interdicted JstSlseo^raed by mountains and by mutual fear.>

^^^ *^°"^"^««-Sepa-

^^rJr^V?Jti„io-dr

Mr. G. p. Marsh" objects to this construction because th*.possessive case, whatever it may have denoted in ^Ider Englishnow denotes only possession. But the vice oien u/s deeoer'

re^xltleTyht" "^ ''"'''^"'"'' --y-'"X le
;

«?mo=. f '
.

^- '• 4' ^''«'" ^'^«'o" Of God.-a passagealmost always misunderstood. When the sf^n^^ Je
P^!^*^®

dear however, this use of the Tossesslve irc'ra^'at the'JiTm^s enemies, one's friends, a mon/A's mind Vn^/' k '.

among one body of Christian
. c7nZy)Tr\lTLu^"T^

separation, a rfay'^work ten year's tnU n T ^' '^"''

recommend these exorZlZ^^t I
'^''"^' *°°' *°"'**

reference to thing: ire'specLl"^^^^
possessive formforboth'^eJorankS^^^^

published.-' that until rec'tTy th^ best^Ergir^rite^i^S

rather than prose-like, and I^as H-S "stra^ 'rh'^f 'J"' '!,"
'^"'^

examples are from Shakspere- the third a„H aak J" :
7^ '''^' *"'' '^«=°nd

communicate, thought; Sh^fourth ha, .« ^u
'^^'**;"'y '^°'""'««e. "ther than

about it, and may be alUeS ^casLa^lvTa hTL .''''^'"'"^"'^ •'"'P"«'
while the last (from GibboiT) ^rrl .

deliberate evasion of strict rule;

the Greek rJ«. a 1» ".''^
-^r v '''°".'.° "' "'"'ost.-in fact eauaU

enough to use"such 8ente"n"c« jLdSv ^J '''"'^"' ^"^^ discernment

"discretion, the better pa^of valor" «Lh ^ •'""»' """"'^ ""^ "imselfwith
•Meaning man's lo,e/" GoT

'^"' 'ntelhgibility at any sacrifice.

•Imaginative terrois inspired dvii . , * ^*°'' ''^^'^•
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(*) "Dodfiring" Pronoiinfl in -self;>—O, they take thepart
of a better wrestler than myse//".'—Mr. and myself.*—
Yourself9.ndL many other members.*—They are older than my-
self by twelve and ten years.*—Willing and anxious to receive
yourself and Clifford.*

{fi) Who orwhich for that, and vice versa ;»—He is the
true Propontic, which never ebbeth, the sea which taketh hand-
somely at each man's hand.—The first minister who waited
behind him with a white staff now advanced.«—The cock, that
is the trumpet to the mom, doth awake the god of day.'—Has
not your sister here, that never disobliged me, as good a right
as you?—Harry remained with his regiment ^Aa/" was garrisoned
at Brussels.—^The political transactions which terminated with
the death of Queen Anne." '

{d) Wrong Moods;—If Venice were blotted out from the
sovereignties of Europe, it was, after all, because Venice with
her own hands had taken off the crown.—If Keble was a
scholar . . . , if he were exemplary . . . , so he was admir-

*That is, myself, himself, etc., the compound personal pronouns, for the
simple personals / or me, he or him, etc., as the case may require. The object -

of the exchange is evident. By using the uninflected words, a lazy or indiffer-
ent or ignorant speaker evades the question of case raised when the inflected
pronouns are used ; and, though some of the examples cited, can not be
explained on this ground, it seems clear that these examples, which are
extremely rare even in the authors quoted, are mere slips due to the contagion
of a bad habit. The best usage is overwhelmingly against the abuse ; histori-
cally considered—see Morris's Accidence, in toe—it is absurd ; and the teachings
of Grammar clearly condemn it.

*As You Like It, I. iii. a2.—Nearly every other case in Shakspere can be
explained as the intensive use with the simple pronoun omitted, for example.
Myself am Naples.

•Twice m a short—perhaps hastily written—but published note from the
daughter of an eminent man of letters, herself a writer of fair fame. Once for
Mr. and /, once for Mr. and me.

* Lord Beaconsfield. But, in the same letter, " they, and you among them."
Yourself seems sometimes to be used for courtesy.

• Charles Lamb, Essays, 11. 266 (Moxon ed.) But, in the next sentence, " May
they persist in treating mif as a stripling."

•Hawthorne, The House of the Seven Gables, p. 157; but in the mouth of
Judge Pyncheon. (See i 160, below.)

' In other words, the co-ordinating' for the restrictive or defining Relative,
and vice versa. (See a full discussion of the distinction, ?g 146 S, below.)

« What does this sentence mean ? » Hamlet, I. i. 130.

"Did Harry belong to several regiments at once?

" Thackeray, English Humourists—Swift.

\|

'i<*'»'
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•|

able.-If our standard for man's and woman's education were
on a level, if it was the natural thing for an intellectual
woman to give as much time and energy to study as it is for
an mtellectual man.-Politics would become one network of
complicated restrictions, so soon as women shall succeed.-

(e) Wrong tenses ;-Surely it would be desirable that some
person should be charged.-I shall have great pleasure in
accepting your invitation. >-^I have often thought that whenmen «r^? intent on cards, their countenances show far 'more of
their real characters than when they engaged in conversation.-He would have accomplished a great deal more, if a different
principle of action were substituted.-'Qoih might win the
contest and the palm divide, had not Cloanthus thus invoked

hIh ^^Tu^r. '^'"^'"b^'- to have heard a learned judgedec are ha he did not know what an articulator was, we mfjexplain that it is, ./..-Two young gentlemen have discovered
that there a.a. no God.-I meant, when I first came, to havebought ^W Paris. -It had been my intention /. have collected.

^aZZrT ^" *''''' in France.-We happened/^*, [or tohave been?] present.-I should like very much to have seen him.
It «.a.hjs intention [before he was prevented] tohaveintroducTd.

^yU/?!^^
Auxiliaries;-I a/.?/ drown, nobody ^Aa// help

?^Au[ IT ^°' '^ y^"*" ^"^"'^ disappoints you?-Esther
said she should go into the king contrary to the law, andIf she

wouW Tht
P^"^>\^?'-T"« -^^'* <lo as I ask him, if h:would.-This can not be done : the law will not permit it.-Ca^

1 go? (meaning, Will you give me permission.?)

» No one would think of writing, I will accept your kind inviution -I .hnlihave great pleasure in coming is. of course, correct
'"^'t""*'"-! ^hall

ies^hSd'li'IT"""' '""^'""l
''""''""°" °f '"^^'^ '«"«"»«« has doubt-

ht«li r
"^"^^ «^°'"* ^"K"^h scholar, but it has also prevent«l

•A good example, whether real or not.

•SeeJji52ff,*<?/oa'.

1T:^^2T^^^TJ::^^^1: --

;

^'"»^L ««' -> o-e meant to ,.

out,"-" Power ""r«;;«"„r~f, t
S'Kn"»caiions occasionally •• crop

(F;;nch,aJ::voTrThe3/^
love ««.,- ^^ Can you swim?"

«3e) are^«..a7ditiSshed!
• '? ''^""«"-''''"-' ''--er, and (in good
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{g) WronfiT Prepositlons;-Wounded/r^,« a blow ; differ-

rei^H^I^ Ti 'u
'*"? ?°'"'°^ "'^^

•
*''« light /r^;« which tliey

r2f 1 ; u u "T•" ^''^ *^°'^ ""^^^^^J bosom she has found
rest

;
that church x«» whose bosom she has fled for rest ; beiween

heseveralumversities of our nation; ^:,^rthesignature(mean.
». g««^the authority, protection, etc., of the signature.)"

(A) OhanfireofBlementa inBalancedMembers-Those
who^i.^ as well as those receiving.-Th^ island of which he isa native, and has lived in x/all his life.-Kossuth, the arrival ofa//^^ in England, and the eloquence of his speeches in Eng-

p-M i^ ^T^"*'
^^^" attending enough to what is in the

Bible and makes them battle for a/Aa/ is not in the Bible butthey have put // there.»-To throw a light across the whole
landscape bewilders theyoun^ traveller, to carry whom blind-
fold leaves him.-Neither did I /eel nor /ar/^>t._China
being not only the most populous country in the world, but

'Si;"). u"*''
'''^ probably the most dress-loving people

-

mtether this disaster was originated, or that the inventorhad forgotten—Fuseli made this observation not only in
^f^rence to the physiognomic cast of David^s countenance,
Dut hts face was also disfigured by a hare-lip *

{i) R-epo8ition for Adverb, Adverb for Adjective
etc. ;-This nation, «7/all others, has more to boast of.-The then
Bishop of London.-Damages for smoke, noise, interference
with comfortable living, and otherwise.~\[^ never said any-
thing to .the Prince as to where he went nor how he busied
himself.—A more settled and happier ix^m^ of mind »

0) Comparatives for Superlatives, and vice versa •

—We would not impeach the scientific acumem of Drs First
Second, Third and Fourth, although we have never before heardof either of the latter three.-Which structure is best, the loose
or the periodic ?

(4) Errors in Grammatical Precision: (a) By Omis-
•??'~™f melancholy is as bad [a^] or worse than the most

giddy memment.«-Giovanni dreamed of a rich flower and [a]

..KWrr'son""''
'" '""'• '"' *"' '"" "°''*' "'^ "^^ '^'''^ distinguished.

«A useful list of proper prepositions is given in Worcester's Dictionary, pp.
\~r .. ,

'Mattliew Arnold, Z/V<.ra/«»-#a»irfZ>o^wa p :«,These pictures need re-painting as well as re-hanging
^•

^^/2"rf',r./^^"''^l-^°°^^'
comparative, of course; but happUr and mortSfttlea avoids even this appearance of evil.

•See.also.J J33,**/<w.
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beautiful girl.>-The scowl and IMe} smile.^A middle positionbetween thejewishand [/A.] Gentile world.-Matthews ofwho^^

rtlvA^
^^"^ *^^ ''"'' Price.-The ideas which we get o^iwMcA] are g.ven to us.-A volume of more interest to methan any [o^Aer] book.-Mazzini did more for the unky ofItaly than any [^/A.r] living man.-As serious in his sports asn any [.//...] act of his life.-You will bear it a jS^ have

[W] so many things._I never Aave lallowed^, nor^ver willallow hterary work to interfere with pastoraL'^I neverW
ion?' lli"' "r" T'" f^^"^ ^ ^^^ ^- speculative opin!ons. -Their conduct placed them in a position [m whichX it isto be regretted an English Government should appear.-She sa monument of what a human being is capable iofX -The
platSr T"^jt'^^i^r^^ •" ^^°"* [^/?-d --ndThe
^^Mr« ° P^'^*''^ ^"-^^ ^" intellectual pleasure.

«il^ ^®^'~^'''^'^""y^P^^t^^»e"kethistobedeemedanmsance. or not rather a salutary and a touching objectTCNo stronger and stranger a figure than his is described in themodern history of England.-Longfellow, the poet. /A^ scholar

all .tjrr °'f
"'"' '' '^^'^-^'^^ ^-« '« loved best ofall ^/A^r...-The steepest path I ever climbed before~mGladstone, more than ^ny other French prime minister.-Thelovehest pair that ever since met.»-The laird's death, thoughtno doubt delayed, yet ,'/ was not.'-These I removed from the

om: rEnl 7^°^-^.^^f-'-The Bishop of Natal having

LTed loml °; ^
r''''°"

°^ ^^^T^^n^,y, he was naturallyasked. -Some words of our Bible, which, though they may
ancTm!^;!"''"*'^' "r*''°"'«

-"^"t 'hat flower and girl were one. " Flowerand maiden were different "^^ savs "/»«// ««/ /t j 7 riower

^.mestrangeperiHneither^ha^e^-Vr^^f;<i*'
''""^' ^"*' '•*"^'>' *'"'

The House of the Seven Gables, ch. xv -Cf ch iv " n^fi, .1, r
/^sn,ilepassed,„cc««W/^overhiscouLnaLe!^^^^ ' '""^ '""" *""*

^S;rra^"r;1?''';/;^- <^°''°''^''-> On.y.«.obJectis«eant.

thln'tttUp ":i* Tftirs':?^^: t °"?*'* '" •"^^" ^°- -* «='-

ri,~ %, J » .
^''"^' " "^ means the Bishop, it is unnecessarv cr (,\

2:S^f,*''"%- \-;;. "". Lady Harriet co^ in sudden," .^; fr i-S

recent EnglUh ^ ' ""^^ ""*""" •^''*<^* "««" "'« *" '"e beU
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not be
. . yet, in themselves, they explaln.>-We are in an

detelrd ""t:"''
'"^ '" "**'*=** ^"'^'^ ^^'-^ - -" have';determmed-The young officer was a Corsican, NapoleonBonaparte. ««^ whom people remembered as prominent^

to^X^.X^ttnTu'se'"
''" -P"^---More saUsfacto^

NOTE.

1 Who, Which, and That*

146. The distinction indicated above between whoand a./b.^ on the one hand, and that on the other, maybe briefly expressed in a rule :—
^

(a) Use who or which to join to its antecedent clausea statement f^^r^/W^ with that clause; as. Yes, saidKenyon, w^ land he] sat on the column, at her side.
C^; Use that to mtroduce a clause restricHve or defini-hveoi the antecedent

; as. The Pincian garden is one ofthe thmgs Ma/ reconcite the stranger to the rule of an
irresponsible dynasty.

J^: ^"^°f*""*tt'^. the distinction is not always observed by

ing t. JTtrst, the failure to do so often leaves the sentence

umbM°""
?;^-''rheysetupachoralstrain.-5f„Xc,l

r^Jf
!^«,'^«''«ve.-«.A.V>i those old Roman echoes must

strir/ th """T^'J
^'?'^"'* *° '^^'^' -"g*^*- [A choral

sS i!l^-
"?°^\f°""d it difficult to repeat, or a choral

strain, and this the echoes found it difficult to repeat?] Theold Roman literature creates for us an intimacy with the classic
ages. ..^.. [M.,or .«^M/..] we have no m'eans of for^
with the subsequent ones. Secondly, though something may

» " Two viceroys in the same territory." (Hodgson.)

« But the conjunction is necessary when a preceding relative clause is

young man standing [-who was standing
J on the ru«. a^ whom ;^" *

•2 »4S, (3) W, abw«.
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be lost in variety by not exchanging the relatives freely morefa gamed m precision by differentiating them. The reKe^a troublesome word, because it recurs so frequenUy • and anithmg^that can be done by way of making it more t/a^uble L
148. Elizabethan English knew the distinction, and jrenerallvmade .t

;
but by the eighteenth cemury tkai had nearly usuSldthe relative functions. Accordinelv Steele •„ h!c ^ a/

iStt-dforr ""^1' ^-r'^^S^^ rordLthfbe
Jh^ftil A

language ;> and his prayer was heard so iuUythat to-day which ,s most constantly abused. If the rule onlv

ad1pre°dnTthT'
' "°"''' •" ^" Probabilitrbe%"L: y'

adopted but the many necessary exceptions* furnish at leasta partia explanation why it is not obeved. TheTtudent mavwisely give himself any trouble he finds necessLrordeTtounderstand the distinction and obey the rule
149. Perhaps the true explanation of this distinctive use ofwho or whtch and thai lies in the fact that that is a S^^rela-tive than a,A^ or which, is more easily spoken and thTrefore

aTdXtr'T^sT"*'' "'' ^'^ ^^"^^"^
'•" wh.^h'i:'stand"ana that for this reason it naturally introduces the adiectiveclause-a clause closely connected with the antecedent iS^

sL'ke^'fndTh
*'? °*'^^

'r* ^'^ mor.forZtZ. ea^
cSenS HenTr "?* f^^'^ <^°"nected with their ante-cedents. Hence, they introduce coordinate clauses. Severalof the excepuons seem to confirm this supposition.

rJ^'°'
/^''^=,^"°NS.»-In many cases, that, although

requu-ed by tlie ru* -vould be intolerable ;-
^

(I) After the demonstrativ. pronoun that; as, What a aueerconsciousness that must be which accompaniesTuch a man-But those may take that; as. Those cities /L/L-
along the Rhine.* ^' °"*^ ^®®*

nobody will ever know anything now.-But. the preposition

^Spectator, No. 78,

•E. A. Abbott, /fiw to HTrite Clearly, Rule 8.

* See, however, Exc. (8), ielow.
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may follow its verb, adverb-like, and then the relative is that; as,

All the vicious habits and practices that he had been used to.*

(3) When separated from the other words of its own clause

;

as, I keep a being who, as I know, has many weaknesses, out
of harm's way.—There are many persons who, though unscru-
puL us, are commonly good-tempered.

(4) When remote from its antecedent ; as,

"And here's a prophet that I brought with me
From forth the streets of Pomfret, whom I found."

A poor woman that was crying piteously for help, and whom he
at last hauled safely to shore.

(5) For variety's sake ; as, A being that was not worth the
smallest regard of one who had so great a work under his care.

151. In the following cases, that is often unpleasant,

but may sometimes be used with good effect ;

—

(6) After a defined antecedent; as. His English friends who
[thatf)^ had not seen him.

(7) With the conjunction thai preceding or following; as,

Remember that the same awful will of heaven which \thatf\

placed a crown on his head, made him dull of comprehension.—
Others gravely tell the man who \that?^ is miserable, that it is

necessary, etc.

(8) After the indefinite pronouns some, many, others, several,

those, etc. ; as. There are many who [that?} can testify. Those
who think must govern those that toil.

(9) Other cases probably occur in which a writer may hesitate

between who or which and that; but, unless for sufficient

reason, the rule should have sway.

2. ShaU and WiU.*

152. SAail and Will differ in meaning as well as in

function ; and their difference in the one respect springs

from their difference in the other. Shall once meant
to owe, and still has that sense latent in its ordinary use

:

> Addison, Spectator, No. 130.—Blair and others object to this construction as
harsh ; but no English is more idiomatic. It is less formal, of course, than to

which; but it occurs even with the longer prepositions; as, Such were the

prejudices that he rose above. It has the especial advantage of allowing the

omission of the relative; as. The errand be was going on was none of bis.

(George Eliot.)

*l »45. (3) (0. abov*.
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m// means ia wish. Hence, since a man may properly
use ef himself a verb that " implies debt or compulsion,"
but may not in courtesy use this verb of others, the
English future tense reads I shall, thou wilt, he will we
shall, you will, they will. But the same words are also
used to express resolve, promise, command, etc. ; and
then they read /or we will, thou shall, he,yoL, they
shall. From this double function springs a nice distinc-
tion, which ought to be observed by all good speakers
but which is often neglected. The following Table, con-
densed from Sir E. W. Head's litUe book, Shalland Will
(especially Appendix H), will help the student to under-
stand the distinction and to make it in speaking or writing
Will, would, and should, (but not shall,) are also used as
principal verbs; but the Table speaks of them only as
auxiliaries. Shall was once the only future auxiliary, and
even now is always used unless courtesy requires Will.

(a) In Statements—
SHALL>rfe//j/ as, I j^a// perish,
and never see thy face again.

Will expresses (a) resolve; as, I
will walk here in the hall, till

the king please: {p) promise;
as. And for thy humour I will
stay at home.

^UA^fortells;^ as, Bloody a/z7/ be
thy end.

Shall expresses {a) promise; as,
I overheard what you shall
overhear: (/9) command; as,

Rosaline, this favour thou shall
wear, {y) tkreat; as, These
gallan' W/ be task' d.

w!^"?' '? "I'
'*''^ P*"""' '^'"'" ""^ ""'if^*:* "» a rational belnir add. theidea of ^nten^^on; as. They «,«do this ( -it is their ivX^^nT^^i^^^

Of the First

Person,

Of the Second
and Third Persons,
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(i) In Questions—
' Shall asks permission or direc-

tion; as, SAai/we dance, if they

desire us to 't?

Will is absurd ; as, JVi// we [=i3
it our intention to] come to-

morrow ?

Of the Firs/

Person,

Of the Second

and
Third Persons,

Will
Or

Shall

a match ?

It wi//.

Sha/lthey

see us ?

They
shall}

is used

according

as, by (a),

it may be "

expected

in the an-

swer; as,

(c) Should (oWoMvs Shall, and Would Will.

153. Exceptions.—The following cases do not follow

the general rule ;

—

(i) A dependent clause whose subject is the same as that
of the principal clause, takes the auxiliary it would have, were
it principal ; as. The princess says she shall stay to see the
sport. (She said, " I shall stay.") He wants not spirit to say
he'll turn your cuirent in a ditch. (He said, "I unll turn.")
Compare, He says he shall die young, and. He says he
will die young.—But if the subjects are different, the rule
holds

; as, I hear they tvill come. (They said, " We shall
come.") Boyet says the King zuill invite the Princess to
court. (The King had said, " I shall invite.") It is ordered
that every knee shall bow. (The order was, "Every knee
shall bow.")

(2) Contingent or hypothetical assertions take shall in the
second and third persons, even when simple futurity is ex-
pressed

; as, If ever (whenever) thou shall love,—Haply your
eye shall light upon some toy.—I will thank you (will wait to
thank you), when (until) your strong hand shall give him
strength.—But if the assertion is not contingent, the rule holds

;

married.—^Atyou gate, you toill

> The meaning is, Is it yonr mil, command, inteHtion that they «Aa/7see \\r..
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Hght upon two beggam-She will thank him after he recoverswhen her gratitude will excite him less.-In contingent o^hypothetical sentences, duty, command, etc., can be exprristd

!,f
.

'/,T ^-^

'"'^'i^
- "^y »he longer phrases ,/ ,-. one^lX,etc as f you fnust or ought, if it is your duty, if you A-^/under obltgatwn to go, I shall (will) withdraw my protest

(3) In official letters of direction, military orders, etc., w,lt\s

commun."r'''
'°' ''''"' ^' ^«P^'" =

O" receipt of 2.2communication, you wiL proceed, etc.

(4) In questions of the second person, shall is oerhaosunusual (though examples of it may be both heard and'^^ad?
jSfta//yougo to New York to-day, has, of course, no discourtesy

no
'

Rn? h f
'"'''"

T'^ undoubtedly be. I shalt or I shah
not. But between simple futurity and intention or wish there

ado"nttH «^r'"
'"

il"'
''"^^^"*^^' ""^^ "-«« has common yadop ed Mil you. The present Do you is often substituted forthe future

;
as. Do you have a chill to-day ? ( = Is this the davfor your chili, and do you therefore expect it?) The followingexamples from Shakspere. and others like them, takeSbyexception,)

;
as. What shall you ask of me that I'll deny ?-

i^dThf /°"''^l"''*"'^* ''^•"^ •" rhyme ?-The asking

iC^S^reTf!ct
^''"^ ^' '"^^'^ "^°" - ""^^^ '^^^^--'

3- Improprieties.

154. Improprieties are (i) Single Words, (2) Phrases.Of course, those words are most liable to misuse which
resemble each other " in sound, or sense, or both '"but
other words than these are misplaced.' For example—

(I) Single Words: (a) Alike In sound or appearanc; ;

»

-predicate and predict, officious and official, leave and let

I^ZZTd "'f'^f^^f'^^'fy ^r.^facility, co,Uinuous andcontinual, decimate and devastate.*'

'Campbell, II. 3i|.

•See sub-divisions (rf), W and {/), below.-" None but those who are eroMlvIgnorant of our tongue." says Campbell, c. n misuse <' wo^r th«, h
'^

.ffinUyto those whose Place they areLd; CO occZ;" bur/ot'no
f^-^jivcnbciow are tiled fay Campbell himself. "

•The v/otda or appearance were added by Prof. A. S. Hill.
*Decimate ought to mean to destroy a tenth, but Webst-r de' es it as meonin« ^o devastate, and Worcester gives an equivalent signific .on
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(6) Alike In meiMB;—reduplication and repetition, all und
only (as, Her livitig-room and her bed-chamber were all the
rooms she had.—Ouida, In Maremtna, ch. ii.), leant and teach,
Ungthened and long, eliminate and elicit, verbal and oral.

{c) Alike In both sound or appearance and sense;—
converse, inverse, reverse onA opposite; /ay and lie; jiVand set;
raise and m<r/ replace, displace, take the place of, fill one's
place, supersede, succeed, etc}

(d) Hesembllng In meaning their fbrelgn equivalents
or etymoloirloal primitives ;—apparent and evident or man-
ifest,* to exploit And. to achieve,* to ambition and to seek eagerly,*
noted and known,* to disillusion and to undeceive,* has reason
and is right,* articulate and/rfime or put together*

(e) Misused for each other, though not alike in
sound, appearanoe, or eenae ;— condone (=/orgive) and
compensate or atonefor, constanfl" and frequently, precept and
doctrine, veracity and reality, spare and grant,'' want and be or
do without*

if) Blunder-Words i—insiduous (by analogy with assidu-
ous) for insidious, demean for debase or lower (as ifits last syllable
were English mean), reticence (as if reHnence) for reserve, per-
suade for advise (because Latin suadere= to exhort), Chinee and
Cyclop (as if Chinese and Cyclops were plurals),

(a) Phrases: (a) Absurd, inconsistent, or contrculiot-
ory in meaningr \—Local items {items oflocal news).—Saloon-
aticslaughter(murderinabar-room)*—The care such an august
Cause [=God] may be supposed to take about an^ .'•Hon.,
The unprecedented impudence of ^ nearly equalleo i m. o*'

his ciiief and master.—The last survivor of his hor
decessoi-s.

i'f^d iM>

^Replace has almost displaced all the other words ofthe group. An accurate
'writer, of course, distinguishes them carefully, but many good writers accept
t'ii' 'j -e in a vast m^^ority of instances. (See Hodgson, pp. 60-63.)

' 1 u.;j>aren!:~-"Ot my uncle's great estate .... not the half .... was
t\itu, .

- ould fc« found?] after his death." (The House qf the Seven
CafVt, 179, Ri' -> -ide Ed.)

•Fi'tt. L , *•J...v^^tr, amiiticnr. r. The English words are marked "Obs." in

<Ladu (KWi-j;.—Shakspere (Sonnet 76. 6) and colloquial.

'" Mr. iviacaulay might have spared a passing eulogy." But both Webster
and Worcester give this sense, citing Roscommon.

•"Icannota/dii/it"-I<fcor8hallwant(««*rf)it. •? 115.



OFFENCES AGAINST PURITY.
(*) Apparent onlv—r-^^ ^ ..

'^

^'«s' naught valued he n'ors^ulld/::/'^ '*''^'' ^'«/'rf
o< men«W^ ^^^«a« ."«'

,hTf '^^Z'"
^^e goodliest n^

(D Rhetorical; ie usedt^^'^l^ '^'^'^--t^^f'^'^^ Eve"
f Cerberus] was a monstStlS^ th?'''"

'"' <^-//-He
each of them fiercer than /I^^1 i^.^T/^'^ '^^»^^. «"d
women look at one anotherIt ;i*n~^^''' "^«de several
oM^rj. • '"^'^ ^'y'y. '«<^A /twa'/V more than tk^

•Jll*
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VARIETIES OF DICTION. EXCEPTIONS TO THE
LAWS OF PURITY.

155. Diction varies for the several kinds of composi-

tion, and the laws of Purity vary accordingly. The diction

of Prose is manifestly different from that of Romance or

Poetry; and even within the limits of Prose, a wide

variety is both possible and desirable. A letter to one's

friend, for example, adopts a far different style from that

of the journal of a traveller ; the journal, a far different

style from that of a history or a biography ;
history or

biography, a different style from that of the scientific

treatise—even the essay ; and each of these, a different

style from that of the oration. Hence, errors in Diction

are neither so noticeable nor so blameworthy in a letter

as in a journal, in a journal as in a history, a biography,

a scientific treatise, or an oration. The more deliberate

and exact the work, the more stringent the laws of

Purity. Further, a prose work may have a special, well-

defined purpose—satire, pathos, humor, wit ; and it then

enjoys almost a poetic license.

156. These statements are true, also, with regard to Style in

its other phases,—to Phraseology and to Style Proper,— as

well as to Diction ; but since violations of Diction are more

easily noted than offences in the other particulars, especial

stress must be laid on the truth in this application.

157. I. The characteristics of the Diction of Prose and

of Poetry have been thus stated by Abbott and Seeley : '

—

(i) Speech is the Guide to Prose.''— ''A man speaks in

a very different manner according as he is conversing at

the dinner-table, or holding a literary discussion, or

arguing in a law-court, or addressing a public meeting

^English Lessonsfor English People, Part II., chap's i. and il.

•Certain exceptional forms of Prose (g 158) are excluded from what Is said

here.
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^ery nearly tC .^.T^^X^ .ft' ^^t"
"""'

"

to get the exact word • in v *'"' '" speaking

*- The ^^,izt':::::^:z zt:'^-''
'°

flavor and arrest attention ,h. m .'
"'"'^h K've it a

critical analysis, re n^^s^^rf" "'" ""' ««"
?-*.,-are i„,olen.ble S^^^ ''?,7"f ^7^ »d
nust be distinguished as J 3'

,
'"*" '^"°""

be described (^C) mTrl
' T' "f^"'^"' ^^ ™"«

"he's remarkably Xrlnl^f'
as a judge" becomes

be .^.«^.^j.»„X'r d:e:"''Thtw'''r'''of written communication. .!i .
,'"' letter alone,

diction of convei^ati^ " d '"' •*" ^^^^ ''"exac

tions W„v, '., /^ are?-
'^''"'~^°"'""^-

writing;ellipsesarenotsocoml''"™•''"'"' '" '"°™'''

but expressive worc^uehrirTP''^''
'
^'"'«'

must be used, if at all with ? '
*"''• /'^"'nell-

mtroduces "direct discourse ••t~ur'^'' "''""^%
tbe " indirect quotattn and h t ''"'^ '"'•'"" *is ,„

Compare the two folo;i„^t '*"" ''""'^' « *«'•"

Thomas North, a StoroT'p, °"'
T"™ "^^ ^ir

i*-^byCassiLsinS?«:',.!:"'""='>' ">' other

%iirwTu,tL™!!i!^r™P. 'here came twoea.,™ .H..

">«« ensigns, a7dfon;;;a;?sirJS T".'""
"' ">^" '^

"d fed them „„ti, they cl,e net^Jh!? ^T.
""=" "e«t

here, one day before th"; bat. e .bl^^t^^ ""^
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I

i i

Who to Philippi here consorted us.

See too, the well-known speech of Cassias, begmmng

.. Well, honour is the subject of my story

;

„d compare it with the next two speeches,' which are

more in prose style.
, r,^ Oiai of Prose chiefly in

(.) P'eiicDic^'f':tZmcLl Archaic and

the choice of '^^•'tJl^gZ hallo^oed, sojourn, .ons,

I hoiylod^e -'-*
frJ ,"^^yr«.X, ire,

ever and ere for be/ore, ^ ^'^J^ ^ . peculiarly

(„„.as -;^^=^-'S:t«ri..-" Poetry

^pSs P^lS^e i-^ies to theX-^r "^ ^
Lts. Compare the poetry of the following

,

. The blackbird whistles from the thorny brake

:

The mellow bullfinch answers from the grove

.

Nor "e thllinnets. o'er the flowenng furze

And ;ach harsh pipe. ^^^f^l^^^fX^^^
Aid the full concert ; wh e the rock aove

A melancholy murmur through the whole. -

^ith the prosaical or rather the comical effect of-

. Now too. the feather'd warblers tune their notes

,, ,^ Vicaon—r -,rr/:f the'ntf^

and the like), but more reservedly. ^
«sheridan. 77!^ Crt<'«^-

• Lines I35-I75-
• Thomson's Seasons.
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idan, THe Critic.

sense; as "His dog attends him . . . and snatches
up the drifted snow with ivory teeth." Red Hghtning
and white wings of a swan are other examples. (^)
Poetry ts averse to lengthiness, and Its'] euphonious.-(a)
Conjunctions and Relatives are omitted—"See thatyourpolishedarms heprimed with care

'

' (for polished andprimed).- So those two brothers with their murderedman [the man they intended to murder]. 0?) Length
without force, or even length for the ^../purpose of
clearness is avoided. Scarce is preferred to scarcely,
vale to valley, list to listen, whist to be silent, (y)Euphony IS always considered ; as, Erin for Ireland, the
Scorpion sign for the Scorpion's sign, Verona walls.
{'^) But, to give added pleasure, a longer expression,
construction, figure of speech is common in poetry; as]

"I to the world am like a drop of water
That in the ocean seeks another drop,
Who falling there to seek his fellow forth.
Unseen, inquisitive, confounds itself;"

instead of " I am to the world like a drop of water that
tails into the ocean and is lost there "

(I)- To lend to satire an added sting, or to render

TnH K T'^ P^'^'*^"' ^''''°" '""y ^^ ^^'ghtly archaic,
and by this means carry the reader back to the times
portrayed. The picture is thus made real; something
ot almost poetic picturesqueness being added. Natur-

t.:u T^^K"" '' "°^ ^'°"^' «'•' P^'^^P^' so much
in the words and constructions used : it pervades the

Forexlmpi;:-
^"" ''' ""' ' ^''^^^ of antiquity.

rJ1"~k"
"'° ^'^ "" °" """ ^"^^^- "^^'e »s the Archbishop ofCanterbury prostrating himself to the head of his church withKielmansegge and Schulenberg with their ruddled cheeks grin-
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ning behind the defender of the faith. Here is my Lord Duke

of Marlborough kneeling, too, the greatest warrior of all times

;

he who betrayed King William—betrayed King James II.—

betrayec' Queen Anne—betrayed England to the French, the

Elector .i the Pretender, the Pretender to the Elector; and

here are my Lords Oxford and Bolingbroke, the latter of whom

hasjust tripped up the heels of the former; and if a month's

more time had been allowed him, would have had King James

at Westminster. The great Whig gentlemen made their vows

and congees with proper decorum and ceremony ; but yonder

keen old schemer knows the value of their loyalty. ' Loyalty,'

he must think, 'as applied to me—it is absurd !
There are

fifty nearer heirs to the throne than I am. I am but an accident,

and you fine Whig gentlemen t^ke me for your own sake, not

for mine. You Tories hate me
;
you archbishop, smirking on

your knees, and prating about heaven, you know I don't care a

fig for your Thirty-nine Articles, and can't understand a word

of your stupid sermons. You, my Lords Bolingbroke and

Oxford—you know you were conspiring against me a month

ago ; and you, my Lord Duke of Marlborough—you would sell

me or any man else, if you found your advantage in it. Come,

my good Melusina, come, my honest Sophia, let us go into my

private room, and have some oysters and some Rhine wine,

and some pipes afterwards : let us make the best of our situa-

tion ; let us take what we can get, and leave these bawling,

brawling, lying English to shout, and fight, and cheat. in thei:

own way.'"'

•'What preacher need moralize on this story? What words

save the simplest are requisite to tell it? It is too terrible

for tears. The thought of such a misery smites me down

in submission before the Ruler of kings and men, the Mon-

arch Supreme over empires and republics, the inscrutable

Dispenser of life, death, happiness, victory. ' O brothers !

'
I

said to those who heard me first in America :
' O brothers

!

speaking the same dear mother-tongue ; O comrades !
enemies

no more, let us take a mournful hand together as we stand by

this royal corpse and call a truce to battle ! Low he lies, to

whom the proudest used to kneel once, and who was cast lower

than the poorest; dead whom millions prayed for in vain.

Driven off his throne; buffeted by rude hands; with his

> Thackeray, TAe Four Georges, George the First, p. 23 (London, 1869.)
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,,^

CordelS. CordSa, s"fa mu;'"
'"^""" '*' "" "--

Stretch him out longer.'

pageant, his pride, his ;;:r!;isawfc,,^;X':"^"'
"P°° "^

a form*'o?V"'"'
'''"' •""''°=' ""• •"""»•. have chosen

imitate) which rin,bl^p„:C'tr" ^'^'^"°" '°

rhythm, and [which] „o° and Ae„T '
"""P"""

W<. and foLs piercompo„„dsi:T'/°''^

when, with rough "trench InH 'r' -'r '"* "^ ^^^"^^ ^^ ^im
uncouth animaJfon out 5 tht ^'t"'^t'''''^^>

he smites an

amongthem^ssofthemnnf f'''^r''''"'^
^^ ^^' t°^" from

life
: fierce as the wLs that bet "^J?^'

^"' ^"" °^ ^^^^^^
that shade them ''^ ^^' ^""^ changeful as the clouds

Of"^i^^^sr^s^-"^^S ''- ^^ ^-"
never h-ghted on this orb, whicrshe L^^ ' '.^""^ ""''^'y

a more delightful vision I lf„,t ''.^'^^'y ^^^'ned to touch.

c!ecoratingand cLltiTtJ2\7^T ^^°^^ ^'^^ ^'>''''on\

n.-
.
Ha., '^^^.<:^:^>z^^i:^^t:2::^

^ The Pbuf n*/t%-^^, r^' The Four Georges, George the Third, p. 96
•Verse, rather. (See » 36, 68, ««<«,^.)

* English Lessons, II. ii.

*Ruskia.
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that fall
! Little did I dream when she added titles of venera-

tion to those of enthusiastic, distant love, that she should ever
be obliged to carry the sharp antidote against disgrace concealed
in that bosom

; little did I dream that I should have lived to
see such disasters fallen upon her in a nation of gallant men, in
a nation of men of honor and of cavaliers. I thought ten
thousand swords must have leaped from their scabbards to
avenge even a look that threatened her with insult. But the
age of chivalry is gone. That of sophisters, economists, and
calculators, has succeeded, and the glory of Europe is extin-
guished for ever. Never, never more shall we behold that
generous loyalty to rank and sex, that proud submission, that
dignified obedience, and that subordination of the heart, which
kept alive, even in servitude itself, the spirit of an exalted
freedom."*

^

(3) With the same ends in view, but transgressing the
utmost limits of proper Prose by using poetic words as
well as poetic brevity and poetic compounds, certain
authors,—Lamb, Coleridge, De Quincey, for example,—
have written an exceptional prose, the more dangerous
to imitate than the prose just exemplified, the more
nearly it approaches Poetry.' For example ;—

" I like to meet a sweep ; understand me,—not a grown
sweeper, (old chimney-sv/eepers are by no means attractive,)
but one of thof e tender novices, blooming through their first

nigritude, the maternal washings not quite efl^aced from the
cheek

; such as come forth with the dawn, or somewhat earlier,
with their little professional notes sounding like the peep, peep
of a young sparrow; or liker to the matin lark should I

pronounce them, in their aerial ascents not seldom anticipating
the sun-rise? I have a kindly yearning toward these dim
specks—poor blots—innocent blacknesses. I reverence these
young Af'-icans of our own growth,—these almost clergy imps,
who sport heir cloth without assumption ; and from their little

pulpits, (the tops of chimneys,) in the nipping air of a December
morning, preach a lesson of patience to mankind. When a

' Burke.

« Abbott and Seeley, ut «V.—How great the danger, and how complete the
faiiure of the ambitious writer may be, the last example quoted in this para-
graph will teadi.
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"^any dark stifllnj'catrn; horn'd"^ «o
the idea that 'now surelv h.J . k f''^''~*° ^^udder with
at hearing his feebie shout nf^"''

^' '°'* ^°^^^^'-' "to revive
(O fulnes's of del^ht r„„lg'^oTd

'^^-"^'^^—
"^ then

.me to see the sable phenomenon1 "'' '° ^°'"« J"^^ in
ished weapon of his art viSu"ZT '"

f''''
'''' '^^^"^-

conquered citadel
! I seem toTmi^K ^ ^'"^ ^^^^^ °^er a

a bad sweep was once 1 t7n ^ sack with' h ' t^ ^" *°'^ *'^^*

which way the wind blew. It wasTnT r ^
^™'''' *° '"d'<^«te

not much unlike the old stal H? ?• "^ ^Pectacle certainly •

'Apparition of a chUd c'ltr "^^J"
^^^''^^'^' -''-••« the

rises."'.
''""'* crowned, with a tree in his hand,

^^y^I'tir^^^^^^^^ herb-woman's darling-the
bages by break of daTfrom Hamr'""'^?''''

^'' ''"°'^'"^ '^^-
famed piazzas ;-the deS " and oh'^r"^

'° "^""^"^ ^^'"^^^'^
of the unpennied sweep H,'^ 1 i ^^^'' *°° ^^^n the envy,
with his dim visage peJienfo^erZ^V^ haply encounter
with a sumptuous^a'^.in (^Xosuh^et rlf^'^ ^^^^'^^ini
and a slice of delicate bread Ihk - ,

three-halfpennies)

so may thy culinary fires eased
^,?';""'- ^" ^^ded halfpenny)

from thy worse-placed hospS^^^^^T f""''l-'^Sed secretion
the welkin

;
so may the descend^^^^ ."^ ^ ^'^^'^' ^^'"'"^ to

well-ingredienced soups northeLT
"^"^'- *^'"t thy costly

-^m street to street, of the fi ed .
".^' ^"'^k-reaching

engines from ten adjacent parishes f'T^^^'
J"^'t« the rattlinf

tillation thy peace and pocket '- ^^ ^ '"'""' ^""

all newly alighted on a vernal land in 'v'''?"^'"^'^^''-J°y'
in our age-or oh ! say ratherW u^ °^ ^^^^ difference
the one heart with tend'^e andThe ofh '"''''T''

^'^ ^^^^
how often did we two wander ^it n ^'

'^^''^ reverence,-
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inmost recesses we should have quaked alone to penetrate, in

his company were glad as gardens, through their most awful
umbrage ; and there was beauty in the shadows of the old oaks.
Cataracts, in whose lonesome thunder, as it pealed into those
pitchy pools, we durst not by ourselves have faced the spray

—

in his presence, dinned \Ath a merry music in the desert, and
cheerful was the thin mist they cast sparkling up into the air.

Too severe for our uncompanied spirit, then easily overcome
with awe, was the solitude of those remote inland lochs. But
as we walked with him along the winding shores, how passing
sweet the calm of both blue depths—how magnificent the white
crested waves, tumbling beneath the black thunder-cloud

!

More beautiful, because our eyes gazed on it along with his, at

the beginning or ending of some sudden storm, the apparition
of the rainbow.'"

159- 3- Romance, which c<imbines the characteristics

of Prose and of Poetry,* takes at one time the strictest

form of prose-diction, at other times one of the special

forms described in § 158. In its non-dramatic parts,' it

is often simple narrative or other plain discourse, and
can claim no license as to diction; but again (and
especially in the Romance Proper*) it rises into satire,

humor, the pathetic, the sublime, the supernatural, and
its kinship with Poetry gives it a warrant for greater

or less elevation. George Eliot, Thackeray, Dickens,

Blackmore, and many other novelists have availed them-
selves of this privilege,—some of them, perhaps, to an
unwarrantable extent. Thus ;

—

"The boat reappeared, but brother and sister had gone down
in an embrace never to be parted ; living through again, in one
supreme moment, the days when they had clasped their little

hands in love, and roamed the daisied fields together." *

JWilson, cited in English Lessons.—Verhaps, this extract may be apologized
for under g 159 ; but, wherever it belongs, it may well stand as a warning against
a diction utterly run wild. Much unsuccessful newspaper and other periodical
writing results from such attempts to imitate the all but inimitable style of

Lamb and his school.

•g 74, above. 8 For the law of the dramatic passages, see § 160.

*J 63, above. • The Mill on the Floss, cited in English Lessons,
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Hstened ,„ wi.1,X' ^ZTeaS a/rtt r"'
''^^- '""

rung ts remorsel«.<:c f«ii e u
^"""^^ ^^ LtoJ a living vo ce—

less infancy, poured for h^' :Cts TnT"^ '"h"*'';"'
'^^'P"

and health, in the full bl^ «f^ ^ •
^^ ^""^^ ""^ strength

eyes were dim and sen..ff r
^ '"'''" "^^'^ *''«'«. "'hose

have died tenlarsaeoTnHn?r^'^"^'"°^'^^ ^ho might
the lame, the paHed IhT I ^!f"

°'^-^^" ^«^^' ^he blind,

forms. to'seetreXsin*'^^^^ V '" "^-^ shapes and
death it would shut n to ti .V H T^^^^' ^^^' ^^ ^he

above it
! Earth to earth 1th

/"" I""
"^"^^ *^''^^' «"d creep

a young hand dropped1; is lit re"'";.'"'
'" *^"^^

'

^^^
was heard. Some^ and th^

^^
'

""^"^ ^ '^'^^^ ««»>

were sincere anTtUf^lt HrsorJ^^-"^^^^^^^^^^ ^dusk of evenine had rnm« ««
^orrow.

. . . Then when the

sacred stillneXtheXe^Lre^rK-T"^ "'^^"^^^^ '^-

her light on tomb 1h 1 ^^ ^"^^^ ""^^n PO"red in

and mos of a wTt seemed to"r'" ^•
°" P'"^^' "^"' ^"^ ^--^^h?

that calm time when o^wa h h""^
"^^" ^"•" ^"'"^ «^^^^i"

with assurances of "mrnrn 1 '^'/"'' '"^"''^ ''^^"Sht^ turn

are humbled rtheduTbeforfi T''''-T' ^"^ ^^^-

submissive hearts thev tum/n ^^^""-^^J"'
^'th tranquil and

God."' ^^ *"™^^ ^^^y- and left the child with

the dTa^^i^e anX"^^^^^^^^
*^^'^ ^^ P--".) adtnit in

^u . •

anyttting that is necessary duly to effect th;»

offence, so Yo„g a he ll^tlZ T ^'"^^ «'^=

talk St H.Vfl
"^" ^ character should

y every particular, or, on the other hand, is refined,

almost unbrokenlyTn'^ambfc mire?"'"
'*''"••^"^"^-Whole passages are

» Shakspere, Much Ado.
• Id., Love's Labours Lost.
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national,—purity itself, according to the character of the

person speaking. The author, ofcourse, is not chargeable

with violations of purity put into his characters' mouths,
unless they are inconsistent with his own portrayals of
these characters. Indeed, peculiarities of speech may
go far to individualize a character and at the same
time to describe him the more fully. Thus, Fluellen, in

/fenry V., would be much less the valiant Welsh gentle-

man, did he not use/for v, p for b, and otherwise show
his contempt for the King's English ; the pomposity of
Mr. Trumbull ' is chiefly pictured in his peculiar diction

;

and Mr. Swiveller and the Marchioness' have their

characterizing modes of expression.

161. 5. Literal quotation^ are not chargeable against

the quoting writer. The latter is responsible for intro-

ducing the quotation, but for nothing more. At the
same time, excessive quotation in foreign languages has
the effect of alienism ; and, hence, many writers translate

or paraphrase in their text, adding the original in foot-

notes. Especially, in technical works, in which the
citation of authorities must be pushed very far, the foot-

note serves as a most useful storehouse for much that

would embarrass or destroy the text.

162. 6. Colloquialisms, forms admissible only in con-
versation, are also excepted from the law of Purity that

holds in writing or formal speech. One ought not to

"talk like a book," if the talk is informal ; for a certain

negligi in conversation is a positive virtue. On the
other hand, strictness will vary as speech becomes less

and less colloquial ; and even conversation must never
sink into vulgarisms or other positive errors of speech.

* The auctioneer in Middlemarch, who " never used poor language without
immediately correcting himself," and who therefore fell into numberless repeti-
tions ;—" A very nice thing, a very SHperiorpublication, entitled ' Ivanhoe.'

"

« The Old CuriosUy Shop.
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assured believers in rn„^
"'""e"

.

and even the most

of Puritv mult^^f / V'^
fn«de that the Standard

discVssi™ „f I "^
*^"''^'-^- As a basis for the

au"ttitS rrrSde^Tu^^bi^ ^^r"^""-
-^'^

nunciations ,-M^ and ni-lier are certainlv h. J^

°"

b. swayed, but. when re,"u?.„rCl„t.KS Sn th,s department a pet^on never effects so little »^when he attempts too much.- For Ais re^t' 1

fo»nJ^^ u^ ^^'^«'' ' "'" '= Johnson's rule wellfounded, that no noun singular should end with single!'
»CainpbeU,Il.ii.i.
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So, in spite of much opposition from conservative
writers and speakers, telegram was quickly accepted as
"good English;" is being done and other passive forms
with being are widely used,' and the subjunctive mood
is quite as widely disused.' On the other hand, though
scholars of no mean rank have espoused the cause of
/phonetic Spelling, it is still unadopted, and seems des-
tined to share the fate of those other "reforms" that
would write mrodohs and Keltic, and pronounce Casar
Kaisar and Virgil Wergil (with hard g. )

^

165. Secondly, in no case of Divided Usage can a man
"be said to speak barbarously," whichever side he con-
forms to. Each of the contending forms has sufficient
authority, and is, therefore; in good use. Thus, an
important class of English words end indifferently in
-wise, -way, or -ways; and the last ending (a genitive
long since forgotten) is, perhaps, the most truly English
form. Yet Dr. Johnson, in his Dictionary, condemns
"all those who either write or pronounce" noways
"ignorant barbarians." These, as Campbell points
out, "are only Pope, and Swift, and Addison, and
Locke, and several others of our most celebrated
writers";' while the form is in noway a violation of
Etymology.

166. At the same time, thirdly, one or another of such
contending forms may be preferable, or the case can be
settled by an appeal to underlying principles. The
superiority of one of the disputing forms is so great as to
give it a decided preference over the other, and thus
virtually to settle the case between the two. Some of
these principles—those most commonly appealed to—
have been stated by Campbell in his famous " Canons,"

' At the same time, John Henry Newman and Grant White are not the onlvProtestants against this latest coinage ofthe English mint. Manymen of learn-
ing, judgment, and good taste, as well as of genuine sympathy with the tnj.
progress 01 tne age, can not tolerate it.

* ff>r# is perhaps the only exception. ajt «
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la;

a condensation of which with «vo«, i • •

known to be a law nf\T u.
'""^ ^"^ principle

167. Canons for Divided Use •—

.uluZ^"'
•""'^^ '"""' «i-"y i" Good Use, that

(0 Univocal,
^

(2) Analogous to
other forms of its

kind in the same
language,

(3) Euphonious,

C4) Simple and
brief, or

(5) According to
the older usage.

is

preferable

to

one that

IS

(0 Equivocal,

(2) Out of anal-
ogy.

(3) Harsh,

(4) Complex and
lengthy, or

(5) Recent.

addition to," (I) as altA '
Preposition to mean " in

•beyond," a eb«t,r?ht/''v-'"""'^

between the forms is cl,S f""'"''' ""''«'" <=''Kts

tinguisl,ed from /orwar7t^arJ^Vf""T' '^^ ^' <«»-

verbs; unless, indeed, tteVacMhafin ,1 *' '"' ""» =*

-as added because" ma*„;
'ShTdVer'""; ^'" "^''*'^'^^^

Preposuion is really incorrect"but thaJ the s f > "I
'' "'"' *"'''"' " «
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i

note
;
and add Grant White's chief objections that the s-forms

increase the already constant sibilation of English, and that all
these words were originally written without s ,- in other words,
that the omission of s is right under Canons 3. and 5). By
consequence is preferable to 0/ consequence, where the mean-
ing is consequently, because of consequence may also mean
of importance. Scarce, as adjective, and scarcely, as adverb.
Recall rather than recal, as more likely tc suggest its meaning,
call back. Bi-cy-cle rather than bi-cy'-cle or even bi'-cy-cle,
if only because cycle has now a meaning so remote from wheel,
that bi'-cy-cle is most certain to be understood. Sideways,
lengthways, crossways, etc., and nowise, likewise, otherwise,
etc., seem right, since the terminations ways and wise are of
different derivation and meaning ; the forms in -ways being
preferable whenever the ending means direction, and those in
-wise when the ending means manner or mode. But the dis-
tinction has been lost sight of; (and, under the influence of
Canon 2, -wise is gradually usurping the place of -ways. Hence,
noways, often used for nowise, would seem to have a province
of its own

; but the confusion of way=direction with way=
mode, manner, easily promotes an exchange of the two forms.

(2) Ever so wise, rather than never so wise; whether ornot,
rather than whether or no; needs and dares, when the verbs
are principal, as ''he needs no influence," "he dares as much
as- man may dare

;
" but need and dare, (by analogy with can,

Tvill, shall, may, etc.,) when they are auxiliaries ; as, "he need
{dare) not act in that way ;

"
» sang as past tense, rather than

sung.*

(3) For conscience' sake, not conscience's; boys', noiboys's;^
godly, not godlily ; scarcity, rather than scarceness; most
proper, rather than properest; more delightful, rather than

^Need and dare are often conditional; as, he need (dare) not try, whatever
should occur, meaning, he would be under no necessity (he would not have
the courage) to try, whatever should occur.

*In Memoriam, xxx. ;—

" Then echo-like our voices rang

;

We sung, tho' every eye was dim,
A merry song we sang with hira

Last year: impetuously we ja»^."

" Once more we sang."

8 But the 's should be wiitten, for clearness' sake, whenever Euphony allows.
Chambers' is not so clear either to the eye or to the ear as Chambers's, and, iii

not a few such cases, the double s is not intolerably harsh.
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to.

dehghtfuller;^ on the floor rather tho .
rather than ««/^,» round rl^C^tu " "^'"' ^^^ fl°or; ..

-/ meet wik^alnTo to^^^^^^^^
reply to a knock), trace out'ffatljf''^' T' ^«' ^^ «
compound verbs may properlv"^2 I ^^"^ '"^"y «ther
sense plainly requirestheTiir ^^^"'''^' ""'^«« ^he
way to ndeavour.

Endeavour oneself long ago gave

*-l?.X^th:r,t^ «h-er) than .. .. ,,, ,,
than r^«,^^«^;, and the ho-^^-'' - '"^ *^^'«

/S^^> and many otherTuch nhr?
^-^^^^«^^' '-^^ «'«r>t ^/ ;j/^

l>ut Canon 4 may yet Lsten^'^^^^^^
P?'^''^'^'^ ^^ Canons'

^«W«///^,.^,^^^^^^'"^*^" "P°" the language ./i^«^.^^;«,:

"restore the ancienttage^^^rm "h
"^^''^^^^ ^""^^'^ ^°

fndmg-^«^, as in honour pa^i^ur Z I ^\ ^"''"^ " '" ^he
«t: simplicity and brevity have dt/.n" ^T' ^^ dropping
America, at least); and thnuL^hth '^^ ^""•'^*'°" ('"^r

not ^ On the contrary Xnon?? ^ '°""^ '^^^'''^ '« « and
/r«..//,^.5.,,«,/,.^4'^;^^7"^^^ kept ^a..W, as it has
Under Canon i mfnv dT^, n

T'^^^' ^"^ ""^"y others,

from nouns or adjectTves'oft 1^^^^^^^^^^^ T f«*-^-hed
from their adjective-doubles 'bvTd?flr^^'^"^ ^ ^"^ "°""»

•For example, record and rtcord. fp!:
.

J
u. For example, «4g-w/ and a„gAit.
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ceeds, dlly, etc., and contSnts, procSeds, ally', etc.. Canon i is

fast securing a verdict ; as, in the case of the nouns permit, prd-
test, pSr/utne, increase, ritail, sHrvey, it perhaps has been
successful. In contrdl no difference of accent seems ever to

have been suggested ; while cdtnbat, the only form known to

the dictionaries, is often spoken cotnbdt when it is a verb.

Gdllant, adjective and noun, becomes galldnt in the special

meanings of " attentive to ladies " and " suitor," and is always
galldnt as a verb. Under Canon 5, it is me, it is Aim, etc., are

undoubtedly preferable to it is I, it is he; but Canon 2, is fast

striking the balance in favor of the nominative construction.

The modem use seems to be due to the Bible of 161

1

Matt. xiv. 27, where the translators wrote it is I, for the Greek
iyi> e't/u (Latin ego sum).^ Shakspere had, indeed, used the
nominative ;* and a curious failure to distinguish the English

cases had characterized other writers before as well as in his

time ; but Mr. Ellis's words are doubtless true,
—" I consider

that the phrase it is / is a modernism, or rather a grammat-
icism—that is, it was never in popular use. The Anglo-
Saxon form was / am it,^ the form still used in German

;

while the other Teutonic languages had and have either / am
it or it is me. The translators of 161 1 of course knew nothing
of all this, and so selected the form that doubtless recommended
itself to their minds as most accordant with classical usage in

regard to predicates. On the same principle, the pronoun
either, restricted Ly its derivation to mean one or the other 0/
two, may mean one of any number; for, as a conjunction, it is

not so restricted, and, by analogy, often takes the broader
meaning.* Canon 5, however, has so far proved stronger

than Canon 2 ; and the best literary use to-day is overwhelm-
ingly in favor of limiting the meaning of the word.

169. Of the five canons, i is generally decisive ; but,

even it may sometimes be set aside. Next in weight

come 4, 5, 3, 2 (in the order named) ; but 5 necessarily

admits many exceptions, the borderland between the
archaic and the present being narrow, indefinable, and
easily passed unconsciously. Canon 2 has compara-

•Cf. V. a8, if it be thou for «i <rv A (si tu «).

• K. and A., 993 ; As, III. ii. 267 ; and elsewhere.

March, Grammar, 1 366, 5. *So, too, of course, ntitker.
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are divided against themselvS.
^'' ""^ ^"^
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(B) THE ELEMENTS OF STYLE.

SUB-DIVISIONS.

170. Mechanically considered, language consists of
words {\xic\w^vci%phrases and clauses), sentences (or col-
lections of words that express statements, commands,
or questions),* paragraphs (groups of sentences—
sometimes a single sentence—relating to one particular
point in a discourse), and whole compositions. The
larger divisions of entire works, sections, chapters, parts,
books, volumes, etc., are really whole compositions upon
the limited themes discussed within their bounds. Hence,
the following sub-divisions of the Elements of Style

;

—/ Vocabulary, II. The Sentence, III The Paragraph,
IV. The Whole Composition. To these may be added,
for convenience' sake, V. Figures 0/ Speech ; for, though
figures are generally treated as special devices to promote
force," they tend quite as often to clearness,' to ornament,*
or to some other end, and, hence, belong rather with the
Elements of Style as preparatory to the consideration
of the Qualities of Style.

171. These sub-divisions (except the last) are determined by
the principle of Unity, the law that each division of a whole
work shall contain within its own limits only one part of that
work. This law controls all rational procedures, but is of
especial importance in Composition ; for, since it is impossible
that the same mental faculties shall be engaged at identically
the same moment in two or more different ways, the communica-
tion ofthought is in even a stronger sense impossible withoutcon-
fusion, unless the law of Unity be strictly observed. Hence, the
value ofthe distinctions between words, phrases, sentences, etc.,
not only as truths ofGrammar, but also as laws of Rhetoric,—not
only to the student of language, but to the writer as well.

> When a single word seems to constitute a sentence, there is always an
ellipsis; as, Yes.—2^o.—NcTJcr!~Read yixa^xdxw^).—Pshaw I The shortest
non-elliptical sentence contains at least two words, a subject and a predict, e.

' ? 3a5. belou). »
J 318, beUnu. 4

g 339, j^^^.

i;
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I.

VOCABULARV.
I. The Choice of Words.

Ma7s^"Th^J' ''''u",'°
t^^"k,"says George P.marsn, that the vocabularv of Fno-IIcK ;o ,

lan snort of one hundred thousanrl " u^ !i- ,

even German "must Lt^id itself ' of Ir'^T/^^'
before it can enter boldly into the ifstsasT/ '''''

with the English.'" ^ competitor

173- The latest editions of Webster ar.,1 iv
about one hundred and nineteen .nH

^"^^^^''^^ster' contain

thousand words respective^ Of^H
°"^ ''""'^''"^ ^"^ ^'^^een

afew(beyondquestbn';te
''dLlTai^^ "r'^°'^^^'

^"^
hundred and fifteen thournd .f'''^'?"'"^

^o^ds
;
so that one

•Lectures, I. iSi. (Fourth Ed. 1861.)

/'-^wS£2:LectT"^' ^'^"*''''' »-^ '^-'''^^l l-X Trench. ^^4
'Unabridged, with Supplement —Th» «„ k

vrith the authority oftheSs and pSl^r^'^*'^^"^
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Gneb's German Dictionary (Am. Ed. 1857), as comprehensive
for Its day as Webster or Worcester of the same date, contains
apparently about ninety-five thousand words; and, hence,
on the supposition of an increase since 1857 of from ten to
twenty thousand words, German to-day may have between one
hundred and five and one hundred and fifteen thousand words.*

174. Few writers or speakers of English, however, use
more than a fractional part of this abundant wealth of
their mother-tongue. "There are persons who know
the vocabulary in nearly its whole extent, but they under-
stand a large proportion of it much as they are acquainted
with Greek or Latin, that is, as the dialect of books, or
of special arts or professions, and not as a living speech,
the common language of daily and hourly thought. Or
if, like some celebrated English and American orators,
living and dead, they are able, upon occasion, to bring
into the field in the war of words even the half of this
vast array of light and heavy troops, yet they habitually
content themselves with a much less imposing display of
verbal force, and use for ordinary purposes but a very
small proportion of the words they have at their com-
mand. "

» " Few writers or speakers iise as many as ten
thousand words, ordinary persons of fair intelligence not
above three or four thousand. "» The "all-embracing
Shakspere wrote his plays with about "fifteen thousand
words;" the "all-knowing Milton" his poems with
about '

'
eight thousand. " » The Bible of 16n (without

the Apocrypha) contains rather less than six thousand
words,' and Edwin Abbott's Concordance to /^^ perhaps
eleven thousand.* The Egyptian hieroglyphic symbols
and the words used in Italian opera count each about

»The method of counting Grieb had, unfortunately, to be rough Thenumber of words on a dozen or twenty pages was averaged, and this average
multiphed by the number of pages in the volume. The results, uncertain Ltney no doubt are, can not be seriously astray.

*Marsh.pp.i8i.i82.
» Marsh, p. 263.

•Estimated by the plan described in foot-note », abovt.

I
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eight hundred ;> the vocabularies of business and nf

": z^zT-'i tf '
wholly u::r:ter.an

hurd^'LdT. '"'^'^^ "°^ ^'^^^ ^^- - four

the pages':,f a dfct^^a^Ss th^t'laT
"' ™'"^ °^^^

words are such as he himsJ^fLt; uses %rT"?u°' '^^

few words are "absolutelv Ivn^
-SVf^^wrf/^, although

thouglujmage.andSe h^nr""""'' ^^ """^ ''"P^'-t«"t

forms of expfe^sTon and '

?, ??^^

andalmoste'xcurelyelXf^^^^^^^ Tk^
'"^" appropriates

with his own " habits tasTeso'? - '"°'' ''°'''^ ^""°^^

will say a Ma«>|/^«/W ! 'T "'' '""^'"^' '^'- " 0"« "^an

another i^a^iZo:TiTfZn7i^^^^^^ °"^^«--^.

'«^«/. another's of a wJ"^/«V ° ^ ""'•^"^''^ '''"^''''^

passage around Cane Hn^n ^ '
"^"^ ''^•^*''^-^ ^ ^••' -«•

another consJrsi'lS "/vT'^
"'^"'^''^^^^

^'^-^'^^^'

moderate passions empCfewtittr^r^ "t* ''^" °^
stantives of mild sitmifiZ-

^P'^^^^s, with verbs and sub-

intensives. anrworTofS Z' T'^'"''
'"^^ "«^ ""'"-'"ous

thinkers concent the4evewSh«-''T"^ '"''"'"^^- Loose
class of related ideT loir, '"^'^^^P''^'^'^"^^^

precise wordThi^f"o;reSi'^'^^'^^^^^ ^^'^^^ the

7-^/.^/^. many word arTfhe tl«^^^^^^^^
''^^ ""^^•"

are but little known or used ottS^eTth^^^rdVmr;
^'^^

autt;'s1i'r«^^^^^ °^^-^^^e is the

less indispen'sSrhe a1.trr'hTaTood^
^'''' '' "^

Marsh, pp. iSi, 182.
»A mere guess, and perhaps too low it u i,„ ^

'A. S. Hill,
for several years of eight or ten men, wko could ,n "T f

"°^'' observation
or two exceptions) could not write The Jostln '"k? V'"'"'

''"' (^''h «>"«
its /aci 0/ synonyms: a few worr!« AiAA.r noticeable fact n their talk was
^Mo/.-Evon^i.HVth ^?' '•^"' ''"'y ^"^ *hole classes of ..r-,.

Of condensaHon. ' The itl^S^Zm'Sr^^^ '^^''"'^•'"- ">'->'
important in this connection.

^*"'''* '''« "'™«s are made is
^Minto, Manual, p. 2.
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?nr K 1

"^^ '^^ ^^"'^' ^" author fi^htS with hi,vocabulary as a general with his army • and he shn kskill not only in marshalling and d^s'posini^ htf" '^

but also in keeping a sufficient number real f- ZT'and m making his details M«
"•'^er ready for battle,

labor, therefor!, can tto greafSr"
°' '"^ °^

sary to the a-auim>mn ^r ^ ' ^ "^^ P^°^^s "^ces-

vocabulary irdeeron ,h'" '"''"t'
^"^ well-chosen

the studen'to/EngS^^^^^^^^ ^' ^^^^^^ ^^^^^.

unlimited store of woris > shoul • \ ^'^? '" "^'"^^^

and'hLTh'n^tt^b^^^^^^^^^^^ ^'-^T''
'-^'y'

imnhVQ ^'/r^ r •

'^^^'"^° ^ (0 Command of lan^uae-e

.ended ^^^4VsZltA:^::t^^ "^ ""^ \-
of Reference, « by Practiceln c^p^^,^'IT f

Brevity,. .„'°re?~?u,rr'?L'° ™'^''»- "^

rvKvoo r
speakers, the sameness of word anri

'i»7aff,a*w*.

*li9i,below.
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dat.o„, which is common to all wriS t!> h,nM

u ^^ °* books use to a p-reaf *.vt««4.

.oT„rminsi:^rorr^;:?iL^^^^^^^^^
profession or his own special reading ^^Aer r adt"

>-.y or-ina"^m';r;;:nTe^''Sl.^''^;l™^¥
*43w,*<f/«w.

absence of mind-is simply idle.
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The rule to read at feast so much a day is beyond all
question good

;
but, if the reading is done mechanically

or mattentively, the rule is as litde fulfilled as the injunc-
tion to pray always is obeyed by carrying about a prayer
on one's hat-band or by sewing it in the hem of one's
coat. At the same time, no truce should be made with
the temptation to indulge morbid appetites. It is a part
of the duty of an educated man to cultivate his taste for
what IS good in itself; and, if he finds a deficiency in
any direction within the limits proper for him, he is
bound assiduously to develop himself in that direction
Sir Joshua Reynolds, returning heart-broken from the
continent because he had been unable to admire the
works of the great masters irt Art, and setting himself to
study more closely and to train more rigorously his own
powers, IS an example worth volumes of homily. On his
next trip abroad he was abundantly rewarded : pictures
that before had repelled him, now attracted him most
powerfully. Of course, critical observation of standard
authors will not be possible, until after the student has
acquired some knowledge of the rules of Rhetoric, and
has had some practice in Composition. Ignorant criticism
IS simply barbarous.' At the same time, if an uncritical
habit of reading is once acquired, it is most difficult to
correct; and, on this account, the habit of reading
thoughtfuUy-critically so far as one does know-should
be cultivated eariy in life. To read with one's eyes open
one need not wait till the sight has begun to fail.

i8i. ib) Works of Reference, though of only sec-
ondary value, are not to be lightly esteemed. They do
not, indeed, make usage ; still less, the laws of Rheto-
ric

: they simply record these things. But. when prepared
by authors of learning and skill, especially when they
have passed the editorship of several generations, their
i-t-jr.. re rji ^icut viiiuu. i^iaaeil and :ScoWs Greek
'Appendix, p. 333,
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weak places
;
but are they therefore to be discarded ?So. books of synonvms—Smith'Q c

"'scarded?

dictionaries,T iC's ht IT"
"''° ''"°"' ""'^ "'«

^^ .no. .ea"•L".^;J: -^^^^^^^^^

182. (f) Practice in Composition too f^n^c
largemcnt of vocabularv Liu ' ^ *° ^"-

criLl knowjgl MoVein'th " ^"' ^^^^"'^

counters fill tU^ ?^ " *^*^' wo^'^s are butcounters till they are used m composition
: then they arereal m a sense true never before.

^
183. The principles on which a wise choice of «,«r^ •

especially .0 Wong here. ?hL a'^"'
^""^ ^^-

that havelle'Ji^Tl,!"?''''*"'""?
"""i^'words .othose

eviden, ?"! "f
''^'""S^^g'fr"'" other sources, is

own-.ingui;ti:rcr™Thire onif
^ ^"''^^

t'
"'^

1 ucbe are to his manner bom •

» " Swift's definition ofa good 3tyle."-A. S. Hill.
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m

other words have had to accommodate themselves to that
manner, and have not always succeeded. An English-
man, therefore, since his language is Teutonic in gram-
mar. and (so far as the words he uses most constantly
are concerned) overwhelmingly Teutonic in vocabulary."
an Enghshman naturally concedes to "Anglo-Saxon
English an eldest son's prerogative. Besides, in
English, the words of native stock name, as a rule, things
in every-day use, and are. hence, both simple and brief
Archbishop Trench's comments on this fact have long
been familiar;* and the experience of every one in the
main confirms that writer's views.*

185. Further, an etymological analysis of the English
vocabulary points the same way. (a) Taken in bulk,
about stxfy per cent, of English words are from the
Anglo-Saxon, fkir^^ from the Latin (including Latin
through the French), yfz;^ from the Greek, andjive from
all other sources." (6) A careful examination of the
total vocabularies of the English Bible, Shakspere. Mil-
ton s poetry, and of selected passages from sev ral other
authors, justifies the inferences that the best English
authors use very large proportions ofAnglo-Saxon words,
and that a writer who to-day habitually falls below sevenfy
per cent of Anglo Saxon is un-En-lish. Some resultsmay be given here ;—

» That is, any one who speaks English as his mother-tonpie.

oat,, here (-barley); ox, deer, cow, coif, sheep, swine, <UJ f02^1 Z^a!^''notes that tLe list might be much extended.
"^

'
"**°

* But see ^ 186 ff, below.

ro*uIh?v'l!;!l
"'•";''!!'*'' ^^- ^'^'- -^PP- «'^«' "«« fr<"» which (countingroughly, to be sure) the proportion of Anglo-Saxon .« La.i u. -,»'

"
ftL«ui i5

:

a or 9.-a result not materiaUy different from Trench'^7
'" '^

•C. P. Marsh, Lectures, 1. 119 ff.
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S^mlll y.'.W ' ' ' ^^ ^"..*'*"*- °^ Anglo-Saxon.

New Testament,
.

.' ." ." .'

^^y-ge " u
Shakspere, g^, „
Milton, . . , a^ .,80-90 '« ft
Addison, ... o, „
Swift,

g^_g „
J?^"''°" .*.'.'.*

7a ••

""•ne.
7, u „

?'^^°"
70 ..

JT""^' 77-85 - « -
Macaulay, - '' ..

Bryant l]_^, „.- _.' 04-92 i«
Mrs. Browning,

7 ..

Tennyson
87-80 "

Longfellow, .....'.'.'
87 .. „

''"*'°
73-84 •

186. But the preference ti , established for Anrio-Saxon „us. not be ei* .,^.,„d „, ^UundeLtlW It implies no luw against other English onlv »conctoionin favor of large percenmges of An^b-SatnWell-meaning b„. over-zealous advocates oL forget

than a mere sp, mkhng of Latin or other non-Teutonicwords « a sinner "above all the Galileans." For exampie M. Oliphanfs dictum for "the best of E^hsh"

"

old Teutonic words, with a dasi of French terms vu.Znaturahzed in the Thirteenth Century,' "-laSm;!^

?hl t? ,

'"'"''• ^^''^i'^'iy =VS that not only must

Ae voclr^
P"P°"io- of Anglo-Saxon and L^tin T„

t subtest oTth^: '"V""'
be considered, but also diattiic suDject of the work must be borne in mind " u.a

:C ™m::'"
™',^"^'' "^-"^ ^» ptportfo",'

• • --^ »U"fure, msiead oi employing twenty.
* standard Eng^lish.

•lU effect on Mr. oliphanfs own style isexen,plified below « .88 ).
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eight or thirty per cent, of such words, would scarcely
have contented themselves with less than fifty. And had
either of them attempted the aesthetical theories so
eloquently discussed by Ruskin, with the knowledge and
the stock of words possessed by that masterly writer
their Saxon would have been confined to particles'
pronouns, and auxiliaries, the mere wheel-work of svn'
tactical movement- So, in one of two passages from
Washington Irvmg, Mr. Marsh finds eleven per cent, of
foreign words, in the other, nearly thirty-eight per cent

«

Kb) The several reasons assigned in favor of Anglo-
Saxon English have force, if at all, only in cases that
admit a choice

; and such cases are much more rare
than is commonly believed, (a) No two English words,
perhaps, have precisely the' same meaning. Synonyms
are words of like, not of the same signification, and,
even when they come closest in sense, are still separable!
Thus, two words nearer in meaning than begin and com-
mence could not be found ; and yet the alphabet%mf—
It could not be said to commence—^'ith the letter a.
After five hours' walking I began to feel tired ; but, I .

commenced walking at five o'clock.' So, in a multitude
of other examples differences of sense will be found that
can not be set aside in pursuit of any etymological
theory. (/9) Words that come close in meaning are not
always of different derivation. Thus, neither fancy nor
imagination, however they compare in sense, is Teutonic;
and the same is true of both words in the following pairs,'
—regardAnd consider, very siXidpeculiarly, hazardous ^nd
dangerous.'' (j) Many notions are not expressed in
English by words of Anglo-Saxon origin. Thus
Trench* says that "of the seventy words whereof the

• Lectures, I. irj.

• Bracebridge Hatt and The Sketch Book. (Marsh, pp. 129- 131.)
3Smith, Synonyms Discriminated.

» English Past and Present, Lect, I

H "75. above.
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21 V/ ""^"^h'P : ''«/<"J«, trespass, tempia-turn deUver power, glory." For thesef he think^

A«, «?f-5/, and brzgktmss. But, surely, ,/« and Ire.passes are not co-extensive in meaning; nor are bZLness ^A glory. In Luke xi. 4, ,0 be sur? 2X

glory of the moon, and another glory of the stats • " h„twhen the devil shows Jesus • the kingdoms ofTe'worMand the glory of them- (Matt, iv^), and „f;when Jesus prays, "O Father, glon/y thouTe l"jthme own self w,th the glory which I had w'th theebefore theworldwas" Qohn xvii. 5), the word ha^ surtl

r„te„H H
1"' '™''- ^'"^ ^="=e' """-'over, is tha^mtended m the prayer, and one that no other Enclishword exactly expresses. As to Irlals and Lpi^

elThe ra^df
"""" " difference-howgreatfdiSS:ence he hardly seems to feel. Deliver, too, though itmay mean to set/ree, also means toprotectfrom Tfreedoes not Might perhaps denotes /ae./«/ poT^r /hatone m«j, do

: power does not thus limit itself

be aLiII"™*'' ^'.' "'•"' ""^ recommendation toIK Anglo-Saxon m diction is most strenuouslv to Z.ns,s.ed upon-a recommendation fi,.t made aZrentlt^

MaJrothan",' f^ ''I
"""''^" °' ^^SZhZ]

-«t it m f« ;
?"?,'" ^P™"^"' «"'»• Austin Phelpa

r^rh^hK "?"''' " ""^ ^°">«iraes been riddenas a hobby," onlyto its rider's discomfiture tITr.age that .s simple, clear, precise, good in "ny ^;

Cf. rf#«, and atbtort. Mall. vi. la.
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IS always, no matter what its derivation, superior to that
which IS raised to a preference by an arbitrary standard.
When nothing else is lost by excess of the Anglo-Saxon
element in composition, rhythm and other musical quali-
ties may be sacrificed. Few things try one's style so
severely as an unbroken succession of very short words •'

and yet (as has been said) Anglo-Saxon wofds are apt
to keep within two syllables. As to other musical
qualities, Byron's contrast between Italian and English,—

" I love the language, that soft bastard Latin,
Which melts like kisses from a female mouth,

And sounds as if it should be writ on satin.
With syllables that breathe of the sweet South,

And gentle liquids gliding all so pat in
That not a single accent seims uncouth.

Like our harsh Northern, whistling, grunting guttural.
Which we are obliged to hiss, and spit, and sputter all,"—

may well warn the writer at least to flavor his sentences
with the more Southern tones.

i88. A few amusing instances of the riding of this hobby may
! ""T- ^'' ^"Phanfs whole book is an attempt to exemplify

a truly English diction.' Yet he garnishes his pages with alien-
isms, and is often driven to desperate shifts not to use a non-
Teutonic word. He writes maker for poei, calls the Latin
brought into England by the Benedictines in the seventh century,
our first daicA of Latin ware," says that "the lecture and the

reading desk speak to the /o/k," and abundantly praises such
Christian names as EdifA, EtAel, and Frideszvide. As a con-
sequence, his style is manneristic to a degree.-scarcely Eng-
hsh, m fact, although it overflows with Anglo-Saxon words.
Herbert Spencer, too, praises Anglo-Saxon English as econo-
mizmg the reader's attention

; yet his own vocabulary is highly
Latinized. Thus, in the third paragraph of his Essay on Style,
which contains 233 words, only 152, or less than 66 per cent.,
are of Anglo-Saxon derivation ; while of the 123 differeni words
the paragraph contains, only 60, or less than 49 per cent., are

> j 189, below.

*j 117. abavt.

•As defined by himself. (See i 186, abavt^
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tence,") be omitted „ft; J'-'T' °' '"'"«'' "' ">» »•=„:

49 per 'cent., are A^gL |Lo" T T"*''
""'> '*' '>'• »'>°'"

<'»!y48 in ,„, or lesf than 44%°«r ""f^ -P-"""'"'
writing, the c„« is con,moirwre a tlt'n"^''"""""'?'

SnrKtToe"X^"6- - ;'.trAlXsL^

If. as shown above all ^A^rV/ f ^° assumptions.

times W.. .»^::^« of̂ l.::^:'^""/./'"'- and
above, ^ar^ {„ p-e„era/ whioh ;

', "^ '^' ^^ shown
of Co-Jis^. e fnd tL.

''^•^^^^^^/^ into r^/a//,,;;,

into r.
, , of SlI.? '" ^'"''"''' ^'^'^^^ '« '--^''/^«^^'

-be- ,ei^::sj::^^^^ °- r^-and tne first by no-differ^nr^ '^^^^f^^y
difference oUrder,

Postulationoiole2v7sZtTesfZ "\-' '^ ''''''' ^^at the

postulation of an .7*>^AW ^J^rj^^ ^^ Difference. And thii

in an the«.^«..«,f;^rhZ:;tt^£s^^^
oi Difference, has for its «//i4 ^rr^?fhf̂

°'^*''^ ^^«^^//zi.«

warrant-the Persistence of ^^^^.7 Tho.? ,'!r''''"^««^^''
/>?if^r^«.^. .^«.AV«/'.^, as we have lZ^\ '^^ ''"''''^« ^^

^--^--. cannot be ^-^J/Urwith an^hin
A

'"'^T
'"

sctousness: Vet that there is somethh^^h ^ 5 ^ ^'^^""'^ ^^«-

which it is due, is an /^^./aL^J^.^l^"''''"'^
<^onsciousnessU

wise is to think of ./ia«P-^taI^LnlT i''"'^
*° '^'"'^ °^her-

The italicized words^:!'^.^^T^^^^^^^
counted (195 in all), less than 64/.^ "J«/ are T 7"^ ^°'^ '^

of the 86 different words, only 47 words ?J'";°"'' '
7''""'

Teutonic. Form-words omitted thJ?.' ^^^ ^'''' ^^'*'> ^'^
NoHs this example unfairly tech^il^l

P^-ntage is lower still,

better in a less technical passage P
'^'"'^

'' ^^""^ "«le
ing unusually Saxon ext'ct^ Spen^eT-

^^^^ '" ''' ^°"--
On the approach of any lars^e bndv

'

n,^ u •

a tide /../ „,ake convulsillfrts^^li mL T?' ^"'^ '"

«Veach of them to a irrf^JJJ, ? ^^ ^""^ '" ''^»*^^'-

body, or in bringing it nearer ortnT " •'' «//--/««.r
,
^ " nearer, or m leavmc' it almo-t v >

random leaps which a flea makes in2^^Z
it

^Psychology, Part II. ch. iv.
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escape zx^ ot like nature; sho^ying, as they do no percephon

of the whereabouts of the pursuer. On the other hand the

movements of a crab or a fish when alarmed are, like those

of all higher creatures, away from the object to be escaped. 1 he

Particular direction of something in the environment is re-

spondedio by appropriately-adjusted motions of the or^awt^^w-

the correspondence is comparatively special,'' —
though 95 of the 124 words, nearly 77 /^^ '^^w^-. are Teutonic,

vet of the 71 different words, only 46 or less than 65 per cent.

are Teutonic* Once more, a laughable story is told of a

certain Englishman, so strong in his love of Church and State,

that he could brook nothing Roman, lest it should prove Popish

Declaiming against innovations in the Prayer Book, he cried

out, "Give me the good old Anglo-Saxon 'Table of Proper

Lessons.'"

189 (2) English has. no doubt, a large proportion

of short words ; and the advantages they possess oyer

longer ones are clear.—(a) economy of space in printing

and of time in speaking, ij>) compactness of structure,

(c) simplicity and clearness of meaning. But here again

other things must be equal, (a) When addressed to the

ear (perhaps, even when written,) an unbroken series

of short words leaves the mind but little chance to catch

the thought expressed. One word follows another so

rapidly, that the listener's attention is distracted, and he

has no little difficulty in grasping the meaning intended.

Long words on the other hand, are often recognized in

their context by their first or their first two syllables

;

and the mind is thus allowed the time occupied in utter-

ing (or reading) the remaining syllables in wkch to

catch the idea. Thus the truest economy is served, as it

often is, by the largest expenditure." (*) For the same

reason, the closest compactness of structure is not always

desirable. True terseness implies grace and elegance,

'• Psyckology, in. v!.

tPool, a Celtic word, is counted against Spencer, but random, French from

the Teutonic, in his favor.

•Proverbs, xiii-7'
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qualities impossible nerh^,.. i

''^^

acrt^nt o«^
perhaps, unless varietv nfaccent, and movement is obtained Fv^n •

*°"^'
all Its advantages of regular rh^t^

'" ''^"^' """^

rrr^^-
is often bafd to .nCZ: "xhuT

°" "'

To whom can thShet^l T'' ""^^« ^e weak.

Which has moreheth/r k
"^ 'P"" *^° «"«'

Let but this rc'of tChUn^^^^^^And he that will mZZv T ^^^''^ ^^ '"'"e,
^^

Which glows but i'S'tl t^'v'^*
P'^^^^^

Light, but no heat^^aflash K ?^ '' ^^""^ ^"^ ^"^ine^leai a Wash, but not a blaze ! "»
Or, compare with each other-

The death of each dav's^S f? "^ "^'^'

Bahn of hurt mini J^ea't^^^^^^^
^^^-"'"'^ ^ath.

Chief nourisher in life'Xst '" '
'''^"^ '°"''^«'

In prose, the monotony of accent ^ .
succession of short words m/v

'° ^" ""^^^^^en
rhythm out of all keeZewitrt^ 'T-

''' "P ^ ^^^'^^
ter of the work.' (TsLT f

'"^•^''' ""^ *^^ ^J^^^ac
v.ty onort worre or'- -i-^* i

^AddisonAlexander in M .

"-^"-^ ^^^^ "^^ always simple

llt\^r'f'''^^'^''^^^^^^
-"nets written to .l,„s.

'^^^^*:V^!'r^,T^^^^^
^''^>--not,sayaMarsi,. ...od^?.

•g? 158 ff, aiove.
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or even clear; nor are long words necessarily abstruse

or obscure. Faith, sin, scorn, doubt, wit, humor, are no

easier to define than confidence, trespass, derision, hesita-

tion, ingenuity, pleasantry; and ajection, cataract,

imagined, never-lighted are as easy to understand as

love, falls, 'ancied, unlit. The child knows gingerbread

quite as well as cake; and the baby calls a dog boo-boo or

bow-wow. In fact, the length of a word is a mere

accident,—an accident that would hardly have attracted

attention, had not so many abstruse or technical terms

been polysyllabic, and had not pedants and pretenders

fallen into the error of supposing that longer words are

necessarily dignified and gfaceful. The evil m many

long words is their unfamiliarity or *heir absurd preten-

tiousness ;» but these faults are not invariabl: cured by

the use of monosyllables. The only valid rule m

regard to length of words, is, as in regard to their

derivation, to choose the words that best express the

thought intended. Especially, in speaking to the

young or the ignorant, a wilful sel c^ion of short words,

like a wilful simplicity of style, often exposes the

speaker to a charge of undervaluing the capacity of

his lister ers. Besides, the advantage that a natural

diction gives the speaker by way of stimulus to the

hearer, is literally thrown away, and success m speaking

correspondingly endangered. Dr. E. A. Freeman's

General Sketch of History loses much of its value by this

mannerism.' For example ;—

England had a good deal to do with the Western Empire

during the time of the Saxon Emperors.-Olaf was persuaded

to become a Christian and to make peace with England ;
so he

went home to Norway and began to bHng in Christianity there.

-He [Sforza] was one of a class of men of whom there were

then many in Italy, mercenary generals who went about with

bands of soldiers hiHng themselves out io fight jor any prince

or commonwealth that wouldpay them.

» 8 113. obove.
* Dr. Freeman is also excessively Anglo-Saxon.
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j

Of the work, .he XllX^fT™',!'''' TT^ngs natural to the writer or t„ .u !_
"''"• ""= <<=='-

and, doubtless, withother ,V ^tnterS" ^'i?^'
statement that monotony is a si^T^^<^ T'^'

^"''^ "

mental poverty, but -Iso „fV^ u
""'^ of verbal and

".e heart" .ha^.ttt^rh ~h''^a d"
" "°"' "^

"cre truly than in that intend'^d he'e To Z "T"''«ader. one must be deeply stirred oTeselT
""'"' "

2- Th;^ Number of Words.

discourse. A one tfl
"'^" ""^ °*^-- Mature of

effect; at ano«,er "he wrlr'^ '"*" ""'^ ^P""^ the

'•B'^vity is," i/detj TCrTr*^"''"'«"'-"'ous.
stitutes Brevity in a'J f ""'' •"" "^at con-

reflected fun rhewJ^^': Tl "="* °'- ^ampbeU
that of whateverki„dTh"e!tit^T '^" '^ "«"ain
grave, animated, or s^Wime Z ' T^' '"""°""^'

pressed the energy is the^^U* "T ''"'"^ " « ^t"
more enlivened !nd the „ '

f'
"" *^ ^^"•""ent is the

-inent the more dt^-'TL^r"'' '"'f'" " "
ndeed, (as CampbellLS on

,„^''^ '""•"'"« S'ass does,

of the sun into o'ne flcCh mX^ .^i? '""" "^^^
liquor distilled is the stron»-er .Ti ."' '^™= ^: the
is carried

; but sometime
*^' ""'''^'' *= distillation

-•'iskey well l:S Thr ^Tu'^'^'^ '«'« '""d

implies the smalteJnu^i'"
"='"'' ^ief that Brevity

mistaken, and ha?Ld2 ""l* P'"^'"^' '= -""ch
and othe; violatio

'

„r,
'' ^ ^'^ '"='" '"'" ambiguity

purpose in "wt^ °! j^™^^' »«"al'y defeatinfhir

«tcess are far mSe co Ion",,!'
"""^ '" "'' <«'^"'°" of

ofdehciency;but h r;™Tn he" ruT.
" "^ *^""°"

«*gciin, tne truest economy is qften
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in the largest expenditurer-sometimes in apparent waste.

The true doctrine undoubtedly is that a composition

should contain every necessary word, but not one word

more—every word necessary, not only to express the

thought intended, but to express it in the way, to the

end, under the characterization, etc. , intended. Judicious

Brevity does not reside at a fixjd point midway be-

tween Deficiency, on the one hand, and Diffuseness,

on the other : it rather occupies the entire space between

these two extremes, sliding now toward that, now toward

this, as occasion or sufficient reason may warrant. The

opposing considerations in any case are like opposing

forces in nature, and Brevity is their resultant. Among

these considerations are 6ramr atical and Rhetorical

Precision, Clearness and Force,' the Kind of Composi-

tion; the Purpose m Writing, the Capacity of the Minds

addressed, Euphony, Rhythm, etc.; but no one of them

weighs always on the same side of the scale. The

student can not be given an absolute rule : he must be

guided by his best judgment in each special case, remem-

bering that, his chief end being always to communicate

thought—whatever his special purpose—Clearness, the

prime quality of Style, must ever be aimed at first.

192. For exa-nple, the historian Gibbon, writing for scholars

—certainly for svadents—naturally carries Brevity much farther

than Thac -eray, the novelist and essayist, whose aim is to

instruct bv pleasing. Compare ;—

"The soil is fruitful, and the climate mild and temperate:

the happy region was ignorant of earthquake and pestilence

:

the emperor's throne was turned towards the East, and a

golden wolf on the top of a spear seemed to guard the entrance

of his tent. . . . 'The Turks, 'he said, 'are not equal in number

to one hundredth part ofthe inhabitants ofChina. If we balance

their power, and elude their armies, it is because we wander

without any fixed habitations in the exercise ofwar andhunting.

Are westrong? we advance and conqjter : are wefeeblef werg'

1 12 354 and 363, below.
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^ble? werg'

^*'e and are concealed. v u
^^

too severe for the rare and /wll>r/^''^T"*
*^°"'^ ^e inflicted

"'I hear.' said he 'ThatZTu^'""''-^''''"''''^^"'''
tween „s of France knd^l^^^,; '?VT'i^'^^"

"° ^^ "e-
year. Ours has ever been a TaXn of"^

^^ ""'" "'^'^ ^^y
her regular men-at-arms."tissa^ t:'TTu ^"^ ^^^'^es
/"«^ have more than a hundred tl !,

'^ <>/ the present

^veaponsthate.///carry>rhalfa Jit T,'-^ "''''"'' ^'^'^
come amongst us of late from a LT. w^""^ ^ '""'^'^^^^ have

-^
>nuch as heard of in my t^mi-v' itn^"'*"™

'°""^''>'' "^^^r
of the long bow. and lhejsa7^2^ ?'" ^"^ ^''^^^ '''"^"'ers

fot can penetrate. Is itTof w^'^ "'I'f
'" ^'"'"our that no

best armour, gossips, is a stout he!^ff* k^""^^"' ' ^he
amongst us a good knight, Messfre de r k^^'^'"'

'^^'^ ^''^'"^

a^a.nstyou^«^^;,^ i/,^;^2^'^de Cambronne. who fought
of the guard ^/;«yZ^rrfXS'^;i^'^"dr«. being captain
where you English would ha^'^lf^T' '" " ^^'"^"^ '^^"^^
succour of the Prussian heathen Thlt'''^ but for the
when bidden to yield hyouofEl^tl

/""''^ ^" ^ambronne.
g:uard dies but never suCndlrf-tn^' T'T'"'^ '^^^'"^he

'^nt::^^:^rr4?bt;"^
^-^^ « •- -^

italicized; itperJadeTtheenrell"'' '^T'^
^" ^^« ^-^s

^93. So, in a single v^oTm^ZtT '""^ ''''' ^^''^^--'
b'-evity. Compare.-

^'"erent passages will vary as to

(O-Thenecho-likeourvoicesrang;
We sung, though every eye was dim
Amerrysongwesan7w'thWm

'Last year impetuously we sing:
"We ceased: a gentler feeling creptUpon us .-surely rest is meetT

AndIXS:S:^-^;-;3jeepisswee...

W " My own dim life should teach me this
That,.feshainiveforevermorr'

a..a1
^^'" '^ darkness at the coreAnd dust and ashes all that is

•

'Oibbon.ch. xlii.
,

•Tennyson, M Me.nona^^ «,..
^"^^""'^ ^'"""'''*-' ^-/-. i^«,«V,.
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In the first stanza of the first passage, the narrative moves

naturally forward, and no ellipsis would be tolerable ;
but, with

silence, and while the gentler feeling crept upon the singers,

came reflections, that, no doubt, presented themselves as

brokenly as Tennyson details thcui In the second quotation,

the nature of the thought explains the condensation.

194. Hence.Violations of Brevity result from Deficiency

as well as from Excess, '^n either side they occasion

obscurity, ambiguity, imprecision,^ feebleness, flatness,

tediousness ; the vice of the construction lying really in

these effects, not in the number of words used. For

example, Robert Browning, it is often said, is ''caviare

to the general. " And why ? Surely, not alone because

the subject-matter of his poetry is abstruse : the riddles

that he sets his readers are quite as often due to the

excessive condensation of his style.* Even in his best

work, his translations from Euripides, the sense is not

always clear ; while in his own dramas, especially Aristo-

phanes' Apology, he is often unpardonably difficult.*

Longfellow, too, usually as limpid as a mountain brook,

confuses his reader now and then in The Divine Comedy

—a translation, to be sure, of a work none too easy of

comprehension in the original*

195. On the side of Excess, Violations of Brevity are

(i) Tautology, unnecessary repetition ; (2) Pleonasm,

or Redundancy, unnecessary addition; (3) Verbosity,

unnecessaryfullness. Verbosity includes (a) Circumlo-

cution, or Periphrasis, "the long way round " for "the

short way home;" {b) Paraphrase, intentional amplifi-

cation ; (0 Prolixity, the accumulation of unimportant

details or of things that may be assumed to be known.

>a rare word, bui one that expresses most accurately the opposite aipre-

cision.

•Yet Browning can be as clear ?s sunlight—when he gives his thought room.

Such poems as IncitUntt of the French Camp and The Boy and The Angel

confuse no one.
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Tautology and Pleonasm can wn,r,li .-^Mng the unnec«sa~s Vel'' ""'"'" ^^
only by ......,^ .he whorw:i^toT:]:arpie''.r"'

messenger brought tiding „TV^° '" *' *<"•»'—The

neutral is bound to u.e ll°<,i,l^:::;V'^'''''''' ™''="''-A

4..T-s:;„^:s°i:j^rj„^r-/"-.ed .a,
position was by no means^/««nr,,''^^ '" heaven.-Hc-r

(3) Verbositv
: a) oiS^lnlff'""''' '""' ^'^^'^^ teeth.'

^-^ /.a...^ ^is PoVi^/r^ZT'''''-^-^^ professed/^
opportunity a,aj/r^^^«/T/hP^r.-^!^' '^''°'"' "^^^"^-^eran

himself the pt,pil of Dr, de^ whom h S''
^=^°P^ ^'"^'^'^^^

praising with unvaried liberal'ity?° '
'°'' "° opportunity of

consider, and practise^an^Sle ^c^^^^^^^^^^
«nd

may be compared to one that buflds HM "^ *^''"' '"^'^ ^ '"^'^
as a house founded upon a rork J^ i''"'^

"P°" ^ ''"^k ; for
against all the assaults of"aL and flol ""!l"'^"

^"'^ ^^^
man who. in his life and Tonvers"In °

?"n
''°'"'"^' ^° *^«

obeys my instructions will firtir
° ' }^^^^^' P'^actises and

the devil, thealluremJ of';reLTa?d,h':
*^^"^^^^'°"^ «^

cution, and shall be able to sS^'thrn r""'"''"
°^P^"«-

be rewarded of God.»
^''^ ^^^^ of judgment, and

•Whose? •''°'^^^*"''"^"*"J' avoids such epitheta.

* Quoted and corrected by Bain I ii ni«he-„seof theoriginaiisLtX
.eiytpr^^^^^ . .

iiheraiity.-. but
•Cf.Matt.vii.a4.as_Ca.„„h.,,

*^
'^*^'"^°''""^^'' w"hout this phrase.

'JfarfromdesSVS'jfobe'^^^^^^^^^^^^
judicious ofthe tribe " ofJr

''?''°""'^'^ ^''''er the most verbose or th« i ^^pos^ ^eu> v^sio:[}r.7i:Ti--^ ''^^-.es this""S"i„'r

S; r M •^'"' '^^^ ^''^ for nought?" bu;<nv" '°'''-5' ^''""'^ notthat Jobs good conduct is the effect nf 1,
' ^°"'" ^^J^^'^ J-^agine

-&ct.on?.. (Works. Ed. Sparks! Botoniarirx^r"''
attachment Tnd
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HI (c) Prolixity;—I have always longed to know what that

st( ly was (or what collection of histories), which a lady had in

her mind to whom a servant of mine applied for a place, when

I was breaking up my establishment once and going abroad.'

(=What story or collection of histories could a lady have had

in mind to whom a servant of mine once applied for a place !)
*

" But, O my Muse, what number* wilt lliou find

To sing the furious troops In battle join'd ?

Mcthinks I hear the drum's tumultous sound

The victor's shouts and dying groans confound

;

The dreadful burst of cannon rend the skies.

And all the thunder of the battle rise.

'Twas then great Marlborough's mighty soul was prov'd,

That, in the shock of charging hosts unmov'd,

Amidst confusion, honor, and despair,

Examin'd all the dreadful scenes of war

;

In peaceful thought the field ofdeath survey'd,

To fainting squadrons *ent the timely aid,

Inspir'd repuls'd battalions to engage,

And taught the doubtful battle where to rage." •

196. The following exceptions, however, must be noted.

They are, in fact, only apparent; for they are fully justified

by the importance of the ends they achieve :—

(i) Synonyins, especially when derived from different lan-

guages, are often combined to express a thought not otherwise

expressed so fully or so emphatically ; as, aci* and deed,^ ways*

and means,* acknowledge* and con/ess,*' assemble*- and meet to-

gether* head* s^nd front * end* and aim* aid* and comfort*

the vision* &nd th^faculty* divine* aid* and abet*

(2) Oleamess or other rhetorical ends may be promoted

by violations of Brevity; as. The poet \%bom, not made.—Yowr

sensibility isyour livelihood, my worthy friend. You feel a pang

of pleasure or pain ? It is noted in your memory, and some day

or other makes its appearance inyourmanuscript.—^o\x tell me

that the Venus de Medici is beautiful, or Jacob Omnium is tall.

Que diable 1 Can't Jjudge for myself? Haven't I eyes and a

foot-rulef—Viovi hospitable they were, those Southern men!

In the North itself the welcome was not kinder, as I, who have

eaten Northern and Southern salt, can testify.—Lest at anytime

they should see with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and

should understand with their heart, and should be converted,

» 1 hackeray, Roundabout Papers, On a Hur.dr.-d Yrarz II-Hce.

t But see 1 196. (a), bel<w. ' Addison, Thg Campaign.

Latin, » Anglo-Saxon. •Scandinavian.
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PjV^onca, I have forgoT is n^^'e ' xr.
''' ^^''"^ ''"' --

by a periphrasis, but by a dear tLaf '"P^'^'
"°^ ""'^

which Vulcan fell,-
tautology, the height from

/rom mom
To noon he m\,/r„^ ^oon to dtwy eveA summer', rf^,

. ,, ,„^^ ,,^^ ,etZ 'un

On Lemnoi, ihe /ISgean 1

and. instead of .>4a«c^/, p. ,oy.on Jrites-

F„nh •

^'^>^>*l*ce.. hs grapes 0/ God."
tiiphemisms are often lono- —/^ /%// / .

of man; the reeling Z^r~ai/tl f'^^i
'^e shadowfeared

"sZ?'{ ' ^'"**^ ''" '"^'^'tt'r returns •

She likes herself, yet others hates
'

For that which in herselfshe prizes • 1

'^^.^tsr;urp;r^^^ -> ^^"^^ «
ing); s.t himself up abov^aT/L ,""''' that's ever happen-
in Ensland ^^""^ "''" ^^^'' '<'"'d sovereign

thei&h':Sgts%tr::r'^^^^^^ ^^ ^-" -p-
hear such principles i«>S.^ ""tot^lf' ' ""^ ''"''"^' '^

house and this country -I'^?t'J°
^^^'}^^^ ^^owed in this

us.-And. so speaking I s.! thtf'

' '^"'' ^"^ '"^'^^ ^'"ong
ical idolatry and od! ^^

.
*° "^"""^^"^"^^ ^'^^ Brahmin-

done so muV o ^om:t:TticT T ""^'^^ ^'^'^'^ »'-

««^arts, a«rf sciences^w T'
'^^'^ '"^''^y. ««^ freedom,

happiness, ->i/S has st^^^ff fh^T'^'T^'
'^''^ ^^^-^'^

has mitig;ted the hor
™

o^^^
from se^nts and p^Iyth „° Zlk

"^ '"' ^^'^^^ ^^'"-'^

I Sifp^tt^tTo^or^ir^^^^^^^^^ as.
• "' ^^°"' tile splendid Congreve's

« Note, too, the circumlocution in this line.
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plays.»-The moon's soft light stands in striking contrast

with the glaring- light of the sun or the lurid flames of a

conRagr&tion.—Bloody revolution, practical man, battle-torn

greenback, may point a moral or even a sophism.—The phrase,

the dollar of ovlx fathers, aimed to give respectability to silver

as a legal tender ; the nickname, the dollar of our daddies, may

yet consign the coin to the melting pot.

197. On the side of Deficiency, Violations of Brevity

have never been classified ; but the following specifica-

tions may, perhaps, lead to such a classification ;—

(i) One part of a compound or joint expression, the whole

of which is usual in expressing the sense intended may be

omitted ; as. Treason against the United States consists only in

levying war against them, or in giving aid"" to the enemy.—So,

butt-end of a gun or a club, rather than butt or end.

(2) Necessary words,—yet such as the context or the evi-

dent meaning of the sentence might supply, were the sense only

clear —may be omitted ; as, A little dinner, not more than the

Muses, with all the guests clever, and some pretty, offers human

life and human nature under very favorable circumstances.

(3) The struotTire of the sentence as a whole may be too

compact ; as, Above the esplanade, on points of rock forming

shelves, the women looked down on the dance, in holiday cos-

tume ; a great scarlet hood, a body embroidered in silver, or m
silk with violet flowers ; a yellow, long-fringed shawl

;
a black

petticoat hanging in folds, close to the figure, and white woolen

gaiters—I have seen people who laughed at the music
;

* the

air is monotonous," they say, "contrary to all rule, it has no

ending; those notes are false" At Paris that maybe; but

here no. Have you remarked that wild and original expres-

sion ? How it suits the land .cape '.—Even Poetry, wliich courts

brevity, may carry this contraction too far ;

—

> Thackeray, English Humorists.-K world of sarcasm is in that word

splendid. Congr-ve was a sad example of the brilliant man of the world in

that most dissolu.e age which he himself portrays.

« The mind expects a«i/co»{/b>-<. (See g 196, (i), a*w^-)

•Benjamin Disraeli (quoted by A. S. Hill).-The clew to the puzzle was

brought to the vhor by Mr. R. W. Davids, (Sopho., U. of Pa., 1880-81
;
B.S..

1883,) from Isaac Disraeli's Curiosities of Literature, Am. Ed. 1872, II. p. 434:-

"The elegant Romans declared that a repast should not consist of less in

number than the Graces, jr of more than the Muses."

*Talnf , 4 Tour through the Pyrenees, translated by Fiske.-The meaning

is clear, but-condensation is carried very far.
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"Shall I sonnet-sing you about myself?Oo I live in a house you would like to see ?Is .t scant of gear, has it store ofpSfV

'

Unlock my heart with a sonnet-key ?•

"
'"Take"* r"''r ""^ ''^"^" ''^^^ <Jone ?

T.,^!.^ "°l"^ =
*'''' ''""'*"'« ^^-ains on viewIts suites of reception eveo' one

Its private apartment and bedroom too
;

" '^Z * "''''^'' "PP'y *° '•»« Publisher ?•

ASLnlh''"'''?
"'" P"*"'"'

'
•»"«' decline-A peep hrough my window, if folks prefer •

But, please you, no foot over threshold of mine 1

" 'Hoity, toity
! a street to explore,

SaZII"""'^
""" exception I " mu this same key

D.d Shakespeare? If so, the less Shakespeare he!"l
"

'
As he willed, he worked

:

And, as he worked, he wanted not, be sureTnumph his whole life through, submitting workTo work's right judges, never to the wronfTo competency, not ineptitude
When he had run life's proper race and workedQuite to the stade's end, there remainedZr^

HaIftheT 'f""""
''^^"^'^ "'^'^ "^^ douWe courseHalf the diaulos reached, the hundred playsAccomphshed force in its rebound suflfceTTo lift along the athlete and insure

ThT^r Z'^^}^'
P'^'P^'^'* ^y '"°°'s for first.The statist's olive as the poet's bay.

Wisel^r he suffered not confuse his sight.Retard his pace a twofold aim, at once
Poet and statist; though the multitude
iiiraed him ever.' "*

"
"^^nr^' "'T

*'™' ^''"" J""" ^«« «"»ed.For Semele, against the Theban blood.

So rlftnf
'^'^'' """'^ "'^" °"« had shown,So reft of reason Athamas became

That, seeing his own wife with children twainWalking encumbered upon either hand.

The r
'-

'^'''f'
°"* ^^^ "^'«' 'hat I may takeThe lioness and her whelps upon the passage -

And then extended his unpitying claws
'

•Dante, /,ffemo. xxx., (translated by Longfellow.)

'57
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Very concise prose accounts of Bacchus and Athamas (needed

to understand these verses) fill twenty-eight lines, two hundred

and fifty words, in Anthon's Classical Dictionary, as opposed

to the twelve short lines, ninety-one words, of this passage.

198. The Means to Brevity are too numerous to be

mentioned in detail. Some have already been described

;

others will be spoken of below. The following seem to

require special notice here ;

—

(i) Aptly-Ohosen words'; as. One of the gentlemen

noted down theproceedings of the journey, for which Hogarth

and a brother artist mads drawings. (That is, One of the

gentlemen took notes, and Hogarth, etc.)

(2) Compact grammatical structure; as. It would

appear that they slept most of them in one room, and the

chronicler of the party describes them all as waking at seven

o'clock, and telling each other their dreams. (That \^, Most

of them seem to have slept in one room ; and, according to

the chronicler of the party, all woke at seven o'clock and

told each other their dreams.)—/ have thus gone through the

circumstances of a life which till lately passed pretty much

to my own satisfaction, and I hope in no respect injurious to

any other man.—(That is, Such, then, was my life, which till

lately . . . satisfaction and (I hope) in no respect injuriously

(3) Suggestion or Implication; as. We Indian children

were consigned to a school of which our deluded parents had

heard a favourable report, but which was governed by a horri-

ble little tyrant, who made our young lives so miserable that I

remember kneelin<- by my little bed of a night, and saying,

" Pray God, Imay d-eam ofmy mother! "—Most of us tell old

stories in ourfamilies. The wife and children laugh for the

hundredth time. The old servants nod and smile a recognition

at the well-known anecdote.*

(4) Figures of speech, especially Antithesis, Metaphor,

Interrogation, etc.*

(5) Apt Quotation, especially offamiliar (but not trtte)

passages ; as. The bells [of Antwerp cathedral] go on ringing.

IS I'lg, above. . , ., ,

iEveninThackeray'9tiine,theimplicationin"«Wservants"wa3 9odoubtful

that the text reads, " old servants (though old servants are fewer every day.)

>g2 235 ff| below.
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and years
! Whilst the Frl u

"'^ ^"""^ ""^ny nights dav«

Wh-rft
^^^^^^'' t^e' bfrlTS,t' -"^ thefr/4r^7-

Whdst the scaffolds were up and ^ .Ti"! ^"'^^ <^heerful!y.
and regiments of penitents bln^M.'' ^i^AJva's soldien^
of churches and convent" d^"^'^^,^'^.'

^"^ ^-ay. poured oTt
to the place of the H6te 'deX"^ ^u" "^T"'

""^ '"^'-^hing
were to meet their doom, the bl L 'un

''^''"""" ^"'^ ^-bel!
their appointed half-hours .nH ^ ^''"''^'" ^"^'-e chanting at
.«-/ ^-W. for manyTpo" s'oT?h'"'k

""^ ^'^^ ^--^
away as the towe.^ and dykes of Roi^ ,

' ^'" ^^" ««« as far
a greeting to St. Ursula's at BrusSsInd";-

'^'^^^ °"^ ^-^ ^all
that one at the town hall of Oudenard^ ". " '•^cognition to
after a great struggle ther^ I

^'"aenarde, and remember how
^hole plain was c^JerS"Ith Jhe

/'^ '"' '^'"^^ ^^^^ a^o thi
gundy, and Berri. and the Chetner^f s^ r

^'^ -valrylfiur!

-Cbei;'Sh^^~^^^
querulousoldclappfrT^'^f";"/ """^t be). "Be still, thou
John. And abou??orty-five yVars sTn7 '°r

"^"^-'--t and St
Sunday in June, when therlJ .^' ^ '^"^ ^" through one
corn-fields ther;. as nVneTf^ oth

' '^"'^ ^°'"^ - ^"
"«

Yes, from morning service unHr r?
' ^''^'" ^^^'<^ tolled of

English were at ft, d^ong^a^J^"' '''' ^-"^^ anl
ntervening, the bells have togLuolh^"' '""^ ^^ ^"^'"ess
their profcc^ional duty and .^n^^Ir''^'^J^"&'e. resume
^imra/^. "^y- «"d smg their hourJy chon.; out of
By this principle also «,^ u

some proverbs and the oSn^:
^' "''P'^'"^^ the value of

indeed, a flavor of vulgaritvttr"''' "^ °'''''^- "^'^^'"^
'^

over-worked sayings ohS so t" bu? th
"' ?'°*''^^'°" °^ ^^te.'

ness, and sometimes a high de^re'.^f
^^ " ^'^''' ^ff^^ctive^

shown.) in the apt c^uot^oTSlll'jT^-'t' ^'" '^'•^"^'^ ^as

othepeople.stongues,arey:t'n:tTf4:e^'d^
'A common inscription on bells in th m--



THE SENTENCE.

199. The importance of a correct structure for the

sentence can hardly be overestimated. Success in this

particular naturally leads to success in other respects

;

since correctness of form in every sentence implies

a high degree of perfection for the whole composi-

tion. At the same time, sentence-building is not the

whole of Style. "Take care of the Sentence," say

some teachers, "and the Composition will take care of

itself
; " but the maxim is bnly half true. There is more

in the construction of discourse than the construction of

its several divisions ; and it is only when the work as a

whole—not as made up of parts—is completed, that

composition (in its fullest signification) can be said to

have taken place. This will appear the more clearly,

the further the student advances in either the theory or

the practice of his art.

I. The Order of Words and Clauses in the

Sentence.

200. In every language, Grammar teaches certain

principles of Syntax—the marshalling of words and

clauses. These principles Rhetoric accepts, and then

proceeds to base on them laws of its own for the greater

efficiency of discourse. For English, these lawr are four

in number ;

—

201. (i) Words must stand as near as pciible to the

words they modify For example ;—

The estates of the province and the magistracy of the city

appealed to his Majesty from the decision of the Duke. The case

did not directly concern the interests of reiigion, for aithuugh

mi
illiil
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the heretical troubles of rcfi/; r • ^
the condemnationJLrStat™?'!^'^ "^'"•"a' motives ofpenny was the real crlrnT^M,^^^^^ *^"^ ^^ ^-ntTeth'
King, ^Aere/ore, although far fmm .. ^ "^^'^ ^y^fferiug. The
ngorous. He refused the objS c 'the'"'T "°^ ^''^^-•"eryput the envoys to death' by whim . ^^T^' ^"^ '^^ did notTh.s would have certainly^been th

^^' '°"^'^* ^« ^^^drid

f>fore, but ^t,^« Philip belieTenfrr-"
'"'^'^'"^ ^""o ysars

e-ples, the itah-eiJ ^o^S ^.^^^^^^^^^^^^

''^^''c.^t'^S/:,^-
t^whrn"'!'

'^^"'"^ '"--ked the bull
^ouia.,noun^,^ as he calcS t""7!''

'^""^redth penny
Occasion will presently arise tli, f '^^'* ^^^ millions-!
^^^h some detail^ ""

^"'" '° ^'^^^ how this has happened^

^-e English words ^tc&' 'T'' '-P<>«ance
much less would be sacrificSbtbJ '''" ^^'"^^ ^'^'
;n a language whose syntax is . I

^'?"S^^"^ent ; but
"phrasal," (determined by tl-

^^'"°'' ^^^^^ "Aaf
' or

phrases,)
misinterpretation nT''°"

of its words or
<i-rder. Confusio'n. ImL^^;:^^^^^^^^^^ '<> follow
that pnme quality of Style ^ ^^"""'^ ^^^'"^t
disarrangement, and betray tLT^''^^'^'^ "?<>"
enemies, the readers who beclt/v^T

'° ^^'^ ^^'"^t

""~^^-^-^-'~\^e^:i-

o^ perhaps. btsri^H^tr:^!'*^ -^^^ ..^^.^^^itL:!''-^"^ '•'

;
Correctly arranged by Mc^;

""'"^^^''"'"-
"" """"'

"Lanier 75fc:* cv.*

«e„erali, sho.s a .e.arkabie con,„JdX^J-



intended it to bear. Strik. out the con.tnas after
|^.

ZI4 and Mppe,..d. in the t.o last «'™P- "
f^^;,

and the sentences have a mcamng qu.'e differt'.t from

that Ihich the eye, helped .;- the <-
'

- ^^ *^
they have. But how shall these commas help the eat

of I hearer? Besides, punctua.on
«J-J™;.

JP'„^^.

for the meaning ol a sentence,-a commu...ca„on o.

thousrht fen mind to mind.

2^ (2) .^^'^-^'^ '^^'^^«^' ^^^'^ '^' ""'" "^

modify; as,

—

" vm-^y -. -osv pl;'.melets tuft the larch,

And rare/v pipes the mounted thrush

;

Or underneath the barren brush

Flits by the sea-bltk bird of March.

«« Oh tliat this too too solid flesh would melt !"

But inversions are common, and not only for emphasi' ;-

(a) In poetry, for the sake of the peculiar effect desired or of

metre ; as. the Table Round,

" An holy-water-sprinckle, dipt in deowe,

With which she sprinckled favours «a»./.M.

" By some soft touch Iw«*«W«.

(„\ whpn the modifier is phrasal ;
as. a

Tdifier is flat ; as. devastation universal, seed royal.

204 (3) The Principle of Emphasis, (a) In all lan-

Jaees fnflected or not, any unusual order of words or

S' Attracts attention, and so declares^ the meanmg

1 Really a predicate (formulas that are so widely divergent). Cf.-

" A forester of Dean,

Wet from the woods, with notice of a hart

T^Vr^than allhisfeUows, mtlky-whtte,

F; ' ~en that day;"

A.., » .stnied. The omission resulU,

'

Participles are often i , istruea.

positive modifier.
- „ /--..i*

.The Greek word for declares in this sense is .^«..i {em.

U 16 derived the noun emphasu.

' , in a pest-

le, and from

.^1
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more Strongly. (a\ u; i

^

places, and. hence, that spectl
'' "' "' ""^' ^'"P^^*'<^

Pui emphatic raords oZaZll'TT' ^' '''''^ ^^^h /.
and /. ^..^ --^o/,,/~,Z^^^^ emphatic Places
ofP<^rticularimportance ^^.It]^^''''' ^^^^^^ ^^^^ is not
the fighting columns a;e plateH r^''"'^^"

the march,
baggage in the centre sofh. u

°"^ ^"^ ^^^'' and the
«^ouId be found euLrif^^^^'.^P-^-^ a sentence
subordmate and matter of.'

^^^^'""'"8: or the end,
middle.- Thus ;^

^'"^""^^ expressions i„ the

'^-^^o^^tt^l^^^^^^', ^"^ ^y'^^ersion; as mthinhave I none.
P''^'"'^^^' engravings, etc.-6iW ;«^^;S

With w.shes. thinking.,,,

J

The Rev. T T L ^
.'""''"''" '^""'-come..-^'

Among these [mySd^jXTfJ^^a religious genius.,
^'«. can not but reckon him l^f i ""f T' P'^'o^^ly kno^oan intepection, the case of add1 '^'^'''-^-^^'''^^^^^^J^nctior
Phattc^ in order to throw specfaTs'T

'°'"'*''"^ ^'«« ««-'«'
fo"ows;» as, lam very sori^tha I w °" ^'^^^ immediately
^ere so kind as to call: Whin ^w^' "°* ^* '^^'"e ^vhen youAlas- that a«y^«, should ever Zf.l°"

"°'"" ^° town. J!!to be a drudgery
I

"'^"'^ '^^^ «'ther teaching or learning

^^f^^^r^^^^^^^ from satire, he wasa handicraft.
^/..-^I„ j ke

^"'''^•-Nay. ^c>r^. there i; scared?!

Alone, «/^^, all «//a&«^
'

'^ ^"'P^ts ,- as,
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The lad can not leave his father: for if he should leave ^
father, hh father would die.>-Haste ye, and go up to my

father.—Your fathers, where are they?

" Unwatch'd, the garden bough shall sway,

Unloved, the sun-flower, shining fair,

Hay round with flames her disk of seed,

And many a rose-carnation » /<r<rrf

With summer spice the humming air

;

Unloved, by many a sandy bar,

The brook shall babble down the plain,

At noon, or when the lesser wain

Is twisting round the polar star
; ^^

Uncared for,» gird the windy grove.

th\ TPmnliatio Places ;—
'

' What a pretty snuff-box !
'

'

he re-

mlrLTl^Th °nded him mine, which lam still old-fashioned
marked as "^"" ,.. j .1^^^ ^^^^ wiy Ao«o«r.-I appeal

t^lligent waUer, if Ms stcten^l
'J

not
'"'-f^' ''j*^

rro^eWnne.nowe«ant,*ep..e^^^^^^^^

-Far far away into the past I look, and see the little town

books and neglecting her housekeeping.

205. "There is nothing more urgently required for

the improvement of our sentences," says Mr. Minto

"than a constant study to observe this principle. It

is difficult to conceive when there would be an irnpro-

nrietv in placing important words where the reader .

raturally expects to fi^^ them. The reader's attention

Xetily and naturally upon what stands at the begn.

nTng a^d what stands at the end, unless [this is] obviously

Suctory in the one case, or obviously rounding off

in^he other The beginning and the end are the natural

places for important words. This arrangement .c^^^^^

Live both to clearness and to ^l^?-^^^^-^^^^^^^^^^^^

confusion, and is an aid to justness of emphasis. As

iGen.xUv.«. ^Sc.sHatl. *S.. tke trook skaU. ^ Manual, V. ^o.
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important words neprl n^i-
^

nor absolutely theral"b ratTh^b^'^^^^^^'^^-^P^-ceded by qualifying- clause. a
^^^rmning may be pre-Wed by unempUctpS^^^^^^ T ^"' "^'^ ^^'<^-

to distract attention, we are nnf *
^'^ "°^ ^^^ "ature

-alinyersionsortokre "11^^^^^^^^^^^ ^.^ -ake unnat-
^fa wnter finds a construcrn stTff 'n^

''"' °^^">^ ^^'^d-

besurethathehasnotsucceSi'I^h """''"'^^' ^^ ">-/
where it should be throwT [ft\ """^^"^'^^^'-^PJ^asis
Portant words in the depth 'of tt.' "°' ^"'"'^^ *^^ '•"-
ably done worse

: he has probl,
!,'"''"'"' ^^ ^^« P-'ob-

attention from the words ^1^^!^^
^'"^" ^^"^^^ reader's

should seldom or never be S'^' '"'^^' '' ^^^^^ '^
.^o6. Yet Mr. Minto thTnks "tLTn

'^^ ^°'''"-"

Pnnaple" far from easy One1 ° .'"'"^ °"^ °^ ^^is
his sentences as Mr Ten„ .^^^^ ^^"8^ as long over
«-. and y. co^^te- ^ -'^,.o han, ov^ Z
ness on her oracIelrrDod I h

~"'^''^" ^ ^"'te'" is like a P^hl

«-««.«^ through the speaSn/plt7hTr^, "'"'^«^' "'^

And Power v . ^j.^ hi„ • "/

Which ma: . Jli'"'""'«"'«''t.
And dwells not in thfh'hTaU"'

'"' "*"''

«"</ whUtlinz ind 1 '* ''°'^''y organ com*. hL ^^^V^, and
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207 The scrr^t of success in applying this prniciple

of Emphasis lies in long-continued driU.-in practice

controlled by the resolve never to < :.vt a i.catence unhn-

ished in this respect. The evil results are leas
,
of

course, v hen sentences thus misconstructed are spoken;

for the speaker's voice or manner generally mterprets

them. But no such help is at hand for the reader:

he must trust wholly to the position of the words or

clauses; and. if uneniphatic words get into emphatic

places, or emphatic words into unemphatic places, the

meaning can often be detected only by a sort of

divination. With the help of the context, to be

sure, one can sometimes mak^ out .vhat the writer must

have meant ; but the setting of such puzzles always

threatens the author's success, and may prove fatal to it.

Thus ;—

If they had only imputed to that friend in after t^^'
^^'f''

celestial attributes, how would that have hmderedsnch utter-

ancesW w^r^(V allude to \t for the purpose.-\i.^ did no

know poor Anne, when you iramed those lofty P-poses tha

sufferng is just a^ hard to bear w ether one is noble or

SnoSe good or . \u he face f danger the heart is

reused and in the exaltation of determination forgets its pain ;

[tTthe long monotony of dangerless days that tr.cs the spmt

hardest.'

208. (4) Modifying clauses either precede or follow

their principals. The natural, or .>'>../. order^the

order most common, perhaps. =n free, anguarded. informa.

composition-/..//^^^^ the . U6 ;
the tnvert^ or

^/Ja order a./.V^a/.. it. "'• - ^Y^^^^^t
hour with Jacob Faithful last night, when the last heet

S amSep is rare in the usually firm tread of Dr. Maur.ce s style.

,.-.= ^„„... ,>M^ face ofdanzerjnthe exaltation of deter-

»Tnc c:r.p2iau<. rr-,..- -
-

" - . ' . ^ ^ .
-j-he last of these three
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''"^ '^''reeled, when-'Finis" h^^k.
'ifprime,sioy, ,„« .ZcoL^ZT^r "'"'^""'"^
Court.- but, As some bells in T{ .?'" ^'''"""'

I am reminded.
*^"''«^ ""*'»«wa//.rw<,„,

n:zi':TiZ::lr%:Zs
'"'"'"s't "' --^^

S"gKests,',«rf/^,rf,„d^^, ;3' »' Herbert Spencer
these word, express the &c. of th

'''"" ''""^. -mce
embarrassing inferences cf,

™"«™«i»'> « ithout

unfortunatelo intS;:"' .^r/'^ 1' """^ ''>•• ™ost
nverted (direct) orde'r ,3C^rL™':'T» "'^' "•=
grow more and more direct IT .L'' ''"'' '""^"I'

formal.-that is, as it cast,
".^^ "' "ore and more

"cgliri of conve^io? l t "°™ '"'' "^"'•^ *«
ungu.nrded, inform^mode"f Sf'^''^' ""^ fr^-"'

tioned; but neither orX ;, .
"" "'^''y ™«-

"Iw.
-, better in aLsfvLofT """"""'• "«*- '»

-' Meness noceir^.'^lrfrThr- '^""''""^
of eu,.cr; „„d, hence, howeve infolal Z"'*'^^. "'"
maybe, ,t may use both consm,.,?

"composition
ought ever to become so formT'' "''"^ "" style

»hol,y to reject the "dirt old"
^"1° ''""^^^

ous letter to the ladv he »-,= !„ .
"^' '" •'' "'<«-

writes, A host ofXs^rr ar'^'^^-''^^^-"

^^n ^. .om oliiTJZfZtZft'^ ''^-' ""y
properties: but, only a fewT.f k f

"'^ '" '"'''' "•'
am not sure whether I ,o,d v™\btT^ ""= ''^y' '

""rricd in valid form vou i?,,
"'^'' ''«^'"-'>» «» fc

Economics. So. i„l' Z.7 "^T,
''' ^^mmation in

layed reply "f^ '^™al letter,_I have de-

^'»^'iy'l/nslper.T"''""t '' '"' -«• ^^^
^^^..^ EvenanMi„.. uv /

*
.' ' ^^^ much greater is

I if.
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direct order is more common in such compositions ;*—

Of the engineers, contractors, and various others con-

cerned, it may be admitted that, though daily custom

has induced laxity of principle, yet they would be harshly

judged, were the transactions that may be recorded against

them, used as tests.

aio. The reason for prefixing a modifier to its modified

word, and a qualifying to a principal clause, has been

clearly stated by Herbert Spencer to be economy of the

reader' s or hearer' s attention. In this order, he affirms,

the whole thought is grasped by the time the last word

expressing it has been uttered ; as, a black horse ; if A
is B, C is D ; whereas, in^ the other order, a different

idea may be conceived by the mind addressed, before the

whole thought is uttered ; as, a horse [bay ? grey ?

brown? no,] black; C is Z>, [always? if X is Y? no,]

if A is B.^ The chief reasons for inverting the direct

order are variety (either absolute or as occasioned by the

kind of writing)^ emphasis, etc. For example. Verse

may require the inversion for the sake of either the

metre or the rhyme ; the Drama and the Novel naturally

introduce the indirect order in dialogue ; in the first of

the following sentences, emphasis requires the words do

much the same at the end, and, therefore, places the

italicized modifiers after the words they modify ; in the

fourth sentence, the modifier while .... enemy is

last placed apparently for variety's sake ; while in the

same sentence, the adverb at ... . employer must

stand either where it is or (and ludicrously, of course)

after disbelieve

:

—
"Men taken at randomfrom higher and lower ranks, would,

most likely, if similarly circumstanced, do much the same.

Indeed, the mercantile world might readily recriminate

Does the condemnation come through the press? The con-

1 An--? =',50 sithoagh the psrticalar writer nasned is ar ithusiastic advocals

of anticipation on the principle ofeconomy. (See § aio, below.)

* But see \ an, below.

\.\\ II I
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demned may remind those who write > of th« r .1 • .

quite honest to utter a nn^if!^ , Tl ' ^^ ''*''* *''^' '^ « not

through, or o^r^Z'TZZt °".K
'^°' "^^^''^ «'«"-d

friend «./«•/. 4iC ^r^^T "'^'""^'°'^'""*"^'^°f«
further ask whetherrCX«/2//? '"T"^'-

^"'' "-^
write what they disbel pv! .

'^^^f'^ dtctahon of an employer,

of aduuera;;:;';!;blrc':;i:;i::;^r
^^'^y °^ ^^^--- "^-e

2". But all these reasons may tend to directlv th.

rcct order emphasis, e/c, the direct order "Carr^in,forward each quaUfying clause costs some mental effort "

requirts . tind t,td"e;' Tl and economy itself

opposm| considerations that affect this questi™ " "'

raH.;.e:?e"r;;^vSgri:;r:afdri""'^
journey's end.» ^ ^ ^""^ ^^^ weather, to our

« Herbert Spencer, £„„,,, ( n. Y. ,874). p. 260

Whateley's arrangement of "We came to ^„. sno small difficulty, after m„ch fon!!,!. ,J!"^*°
°" Jo^niey's end, at last, with

•Spencer. Sssaj>on StyU . '^"^^^L
" "''

'"'*^^' ""* ''»'* -«»her...

modifiers -uinoffXtlt^ sSrlr!^ '"'''"'''^ «" '''^

would
p. .ce -effect a. „„«ulSS^rjt":nheoXrnS^^^^^^^^^ '^^'
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2. The Period and the Loose Sentence.

213. The principles thus set forth lead directly to the

distinction between the Periodic and the Loose Sentence.

When a sentence follows the indirect order, whether of

clauses or of words, it is said to be loose, or, if the effect

of this order is bad, to be viciously loose. On the contrary,

when predicates precede what they are predicated of,

and qualifications come before the words they qualify,—

that is, when the order is direct,—the structure is called

periodic, or, if the effect is bad, excessively periodic.

The sentence so produced is called a Period. Moreover,

the predominance of one or* the other of these modes of

arrangement gives its special character to style, render-

ing it predominantly loose or predominantly periodic,

viciously loose or viciously periodic.

214. Hence, the proper term by which to express the

essential character of the Period is Anticipation, and not,

as is commonly said. Suspense. Campbell's definition

of the Period, a complex sentence in which the meaning

is suspended until the close, has long since been aban-

doned in its first part ; while, in its second, it has been

boldly challenged by one writer, and ingeniously ex-

plained away by another, (i) A single example will

suffice to show that the periodic effect, even though de-

fined as suspense, can be produced in a sentence not

complex ;

—

In contemplation of her goodness his hard heart melts into

pathos, his cold rhyme kindles and glows into poetry, and he

falls down on his knees (so to speak; before the angel whose

life he had embittered, confesses his own wretchedness and

unworthiness, and adores her with cries of remorse and love.*

(2) Prof H. N. Day, defining the periodic structure as

"one in which the leading thought of the sentence is

member " and the loose order
present;ed in 3mg

1 The words in contemplation of her goodness are not only emphatic, but

modify atl the following clauses.
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sentence, which, however ktisfil^ r k r'"«
'°°^=

of suspending the sense tilirclose?-!""^"^
"""'°"

ya:°Torpj^„^'r. *to?eticStr"^--
and with the favor of fflTvtr™"";*^ '''=«"'<'""«'
n.igh. easily believeVhey w^re «ablkh?d "'TT "'^' ">=>'

Kood-wil, and strength of thTpa^^^atae" *' '^'°'"
''" •*=

tion] without committinrone'PtrfTt ",
^''"'

ments that will not apply to everyteriod " ? "f

'

by h. analysis a concl^uL ..^Z^^T..^:Xol.
215. The word suspense «> io f.^,-, •

,

prd-t^r ;- r-^-^ * "ho^drctt o-ti
or;re1ii :ra r;^: -«r- *e bringing forw*:

postponement of The ^ ^c^VZ^^T T^"*^
*^

member. But the tern h Z ? ^'''"™' <"

sense. As defin^ by Cat^^Ed ^^^T"'^
"""^ '" ">'

no. of the leading rn'mb^'o^' h' ^e tnuToTth'complete meaning of the sentence f^ .T
^''^

better securing tt readeraTtl,'^ . 'If^^fAen, so hard to engage.' Must a reader be enticSwSpostponements of the dlnouement in any case IfbTmg horse with a wisp of hav ? M,,.,
"''

unworthy tricks, in order 'rsecu^etrenrr, T",'"he should rather trust to the we,Vh7
,1'-™"°" '

.

Purely,

itself, Of the though.Ve°ha: Zt^ll^T'tZ '"

asalreadv«:„-H o,,o^_,. -^ .^ "'"umcate. besides.

of the Peri^d'V; iftrde7"'I''""^ '^ '^^ "^'^'"'^'^

tended IfTh. J f '''^ P^^"^'^^ ^''•"cture in-tended. If the word ,s to be used at all, it should be
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limited to denote the correlative of anticipation—the

postponement of the principal elements or members of

sentences for economy's sake or for other sufficient

reasons.

216. " The effect ofthe periodic structure is to keep the

mind in a state of uniform or increasing tension until the

denouement. This is the effect stated in its ultimate and

most general form. The effect that a reader is conscious

of receiving varies greatly with the nature of the subject

matter. When the subject is easy and familiar, the

reader, finding the sentence or clause come to an end as

soon as his expectations are satisfied, receives an agree-

able impression of neatness and finish. When the

subject-matter is unfan^iliar, or when the suspense is

unduly prolonged, the periodic structure is intolerably

tedious, or intolerably exasperating, according to the

temper of the reader. In impassioned writing the

period has a moderating effect, the tension of the mind

till the key-word is reached preventing a dissipation of

excitement. Gravity, dignity, and such effects are

not necessary attributes of the period," 'but only of long

periodic sentences. "A lively interest may be sustained

as well as a grave interest." ' For example ;

—

(i) My companions were utterly bored, and called down
curses on France. Their minds, strained by the rude passions

of politics, by the national arrogance,'^ and the stiffness of
scriptural morality, needed repose. They wanted a smiling and

flowery country, . . . The sunburnt peasants, dull of counten-

ance, sitting near a pool of mud, were disagreeable to them.

For repose, tht- ^ireamed of pretty cottages set in fresh turf,

fringed with rosy neysuckle."

'

(2)
'

' Much as a story which, passingfrom mouth to mouth, and
securing a slight exaggeration at each repetition, comes round

to the original narrator in a form scarcely to be recognized

;

so, by a little improper influence on the part of landowners, a

i Minto, Manual, pp. 6, 7 (condensed ).

* They were Englishmen. •Talne, Among the Pyrenees,

iW
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engineers, a lime self-seek^"ZZT7 1"" '''"'''''''''' ^^'^

understatement of esZat^fZf^''''t
""^ '^^^^'^^^s, a little

little n^agnifyingj/Zllus^^^^ '^ '^'^'^^ «
to be gained~it\/'^^^ Zt .h \Z'"'^''^

'^"^ '^^ ^'»'^^s
ruinous undertaklngTby grossly ^tr^^^

''' '^^^^>^^^ '"^-

out anyone ^-^.^1^:::^:^::^^'^^;

''u™;r,^st,:,^!-Jt^f^^^^^ periodic structure in

example or '<su4ense u^u.y p.l^„^:^°r"- ^^^^^^V i^ an

-I^ i!^'::^4^Zi^-^^^^^^^^»^rain.o.er
blending the radfaTyeiLTtl ''t''"""''

'^'^^-^^-'.

'^ndscarlei:pastZkfre?n, T'T' "-^^'"^ <^nd green
grassy green- awavrZZ f- ?^ ^'""^ "^'^"^ ^»olls of

'^^'^reenfirrZ::rHiZTg^^^^^^^ ^^P^^' 'y
rowan

:
circling round towerin/craT.r f

^'''''^
""-^ ^^'

peaks ivy-mantled ruin.
^^^*^'"^ ^'^^"^•^' f^om whose frowning

^^egloLuTltuZl^^::^^^^^^
lazily guided the easy 'htZ^el'^'^ %<^reamer
hap..ss .„ed his sou,, and He fefS ttf;:^erdeXa1

pr^^s:dtiiTprXru:::i^^^^^^ m-^^^ ^^^ ^^^ -
on^vhichtheyhLthet'^:\:'^^^'T^^^^
than others, yet more nerilnLi

' °^ '"*''^ profoundly

their intellectual missTon'"'' ^ ''^^'^' '''' ^"'A^'"-"* of

-or'T'^^XT:'^^^^^^^^^ ^-ter as far as the
follow and ^./thesemenceTh'^J^' *"" ^"^^'^^--^ that

would have been almos ha of a .h' T"'^^ '^^^P'"^ ^* '^'^"'^

halt of the next example
"" ^^"'P"'"^' ^^e sudden

<^forest, soon overtaken hv t.l ' ^ ^«''''^/'«^ ^/^/r«'5 .«

up all thin.« I
°!!1

,
M ^y ''^" P"'-^""'S: darkness that swallows

/A* Pyrenees.
' Herbert Spencer, iFwoyj, p. jgj. •De Quincey (cited by Minto.)
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217. The student has now before him the grounds for

a decision which structure is better, the periodic or the
loose. Clearly, neither order is a/ways better. Ftrsi,

though the direct order is, perhaps, more formal than
the indirect, yet both are used in all kinds of writing.

Secondly, '

' in light subjects neatness or finish is generally

regarded as an acquisition ;" but, even here, "a caution
is needed

; rounded neatness, if it recurs too frequently,

may become tiresome Be not ^00 periodic

neither, but let your own discretion be your tutor."*

"In unfamiliar subjects, care must be taken that the con-
siderations kept in suspense [placed last, that is, because
ofthe anticipations] be nc^t too numerous or too abstruse.

'

'

In this case, (as De Quincey has remarked,) exhaustion
both mental and physical follows the effort to carry along
to the conclusion the endless protases on which this con-
clusion, the suspended apodosis, depends.' Finally, on
all these points, the court of last resort is the judgment
of the particular writer upon the particular case, guided,

of course, by broad knowledge and refined taste. The
writer alone has before him all the conditions necessary

to a judicious choice; and he must make this choice

anew in each case as it arises.

3. Explicit Reference.

218. The reference of every word, phrase, or clause in

a sentence must be clearly indicated. Otherwise, the

sense grows doubtful or obscure, and the reader is left

either to guess at the writer's meaning or to despair of

divining it. To a great extent. Explicit Reference
depends on arrangement;' to some extent, it is effected

' Minto, ut cit,

•See the examples in | 3i6 (a), adove.—V>e Quincey himself, however, sets

n "S-t esample on this head; arid yet iiic st;nic:;cc3 quoted from bim in

i 216 (3), are by no means the worst examples that could be found in his works.

*8 145 0*)i above.

IJ.;....



by the close connection of th, ,1, t.

» another par,, i, Is prlV.t/^,''
'''P^"^'- •="'.

devices, the rhetorical bearing „f..^^.
'^"^"'

''P'"'"'
s.dered here. These deTZV!7^"'u "''" '" ^^ -^o"-

'^«, W intentional npetitiZs
""^ "'' '''*«''-

219- (i) Connectives ar#» (^\
'^veris and a^...^ /j^j^

c^unctions, including

pies show the value now of
^""^ """o^ng exam-

connectives of the sevemi; clasTr"*
"°" °' °"'«'"^-

(«) " Boabdil, however > hnH o •

on the confines of Murcia' whereTe"
"
m''

^° ^^'^^ ^' ^J^nco.
of emergency, of any ass s7ance toro*;

^'^ '""'^^'^' '" ^^^e
the pohcy of Ferdinand. ^sII^TaT.^^''''^^'^ ^im by
fortunes. >;- the people considered h

^''^'""'^ ^'^ ^^^'ving
to nnsfortune. Still, ^...2^ he1:' F^" "fy'^^^'^ <^"on,ef
be a rallyn^g point for faction aLlh ^^^^ ^"^^ '^^ ^ould
elevated into power by the caonV

'."^ '"°'"^"t ^^ be
recourse, therefore ' to thl

'^^P^'^'ous multitude. He h.d
his destmction He 3m em^lf '':i''""^

'"-"^ *« "mpt s
tbe necessity of concorrflt'esr,:'^^^^ ^'r' -P--"Sig
even offering to resign th it

'
oftSl ^ "ll\ '^'"^^°'"' -'^

to h,s sway, on receiving some estate
^' Jl ^"'°'"" ^"bject

tranquil retirement. But.'Tl^ 1 "
f'''^

^^ ^«"'d live in
words ofpeace. they were fuS fed wir'"'^"''^

bore these
they were to administer secretly to BohH?'^"''^

^^'^'^ ^'"'^b
'" th;s attempt, they had pledged tlfe„f,'

'
""" '^ '^^y ^^'''ed

openly^ ^;„V. engaged i„ convt^sallonT'^"
^° ^'^^^^^^ him

ve
; Arir,ar.^rc^:r.rcr' ?^'^^^^ -^^^ ^^^ ^"-^^n.

^

half way up the hei-^it the H
"^^ '^^'^ "««?'"& along

dark varnish. lik< ^-''^f^'S^'^^'^
^'^"^

water went boili.,, ci^;^; ^t swn f
'"^''^^-"y. Turbid

of the gorge were .till d^rlenedhT.
''''''^''

=

'^^ ^^P^h«
bght played over t. r .-« sammiN rl

^ '''"'"'
'
^"' ^ lender

The gorge opened up ; theaS ^ ?.' ' ""''" ^^^'^^^ '" ^^-rs.
h^htly into the UmpiS;ir:::t3Llt^J--^>^^bnd^
'?! -- ff. 3r&zr.

^^ '" ^'Sbt. Lu^ was seen

•Irving:, TTig Conguest of r^^ ..
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seated among sparkling meadows and fields of millet in full

^^ITnl attaches to himself all the placeholders with their

numerous coLxions. and also [= as z^ell a.] all the expec.e«

Zd hopers of places, which will form a strong party m pro-

moting his views.»-The style, bemg obsolete, and thence

Sss agreeable, is perhaps one -son why the readmg of that

excellent book is of late so much neglected -This is z«

some measure, to be attributed to their situation, . - . ,
but is

r/to rattributed, etc-As fully as brevity Per-t^- ^ -^
state some of my views on general questions, as well as on this

'^.fAimS'he said made his students feel that Economics

only ptayed. etc.-H^ used to tell of a studem of natural his-

tor^ who when addressed as an entomologist, exciaimed, etc.-

Se tlknew Dr. Hodgspn's career must have/ecogniz«f^

that he was a man of the widest intellectual sympathies
;
and it

was this width of sympatbv .Aa/made his teaching on Economics

so interesting and so true.-Such a requisition as will shield.-

Dr! Hodgson's class was small, and it was on th^s account

easier for him to know each man.»

220. The excessive use of connectives is a violation of

Brevity, and necessarily enfeebles the style/ When the

arrangement of the sentence or the close connection of

the thought expressed suffices for explicit reference the

use of any special device is. of course, a waste of force

and should be carefully avoided. But the persistent and

unreasoning omission of connectives is equally a viola-

tion of judicious Brevity,^ and is equally to be shunned.

Between these two extremes, lies a field within which

not Brevity alone, but the further consideration of

Explicit Reference, controls the insertion or the omission

of connectives. The following examples illustrate the

question as thus generally stated ;—

i Taine. Pyrenees, p. xTi-A gor^ example of perhaps the minimum m. of

• 4.1 :-, «« rwAinarv rase.

* Franklin Works ed. Sparks (Boston, 1836), vol. n. p. ibb.

.SSfeSesmaybe'foundinthe quotations above and in those of the

next paragraph. t g „8^ a*OM.

*2J 191 ff, above.
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(1) "I knew two, /Aa/were Competitors for th^ c-. * •

Place, in Queen Elizabeths time, a«o7/ kept tod ni:''

"Pon them
;
m.n oould no io„«r as in r

''

T' '"""^"^

t^w/y *^^a«5^ he wasVmnn "^f^.L""^^. George [Gordon]; «o/W. he had ZnZl^Lrtf the ', ""I
""'

^
'^^^ ''"^^

*^r««^^hehad beendistW^;=r M u
'f^'^'^^ure

;
6ui also

bh^hand rank; he had bi^rXTbto^rfS^eThad been dist n!nii<!hpH K„ --v.^ • ^ 1
-egisiature he

zeal for hisowSm o, C^hiua!;!*™^''
*^ ''""'> "'^

raiol;" eTcrpXosSs*t7=^''lr ,''' -^"•'"" »-"
account between them tof^f' ''^"J}^"

l°ng and intricate

portion of -e^^XSi ie °-!ir„" rttX'b T' '^ '^'
lc.scenain.rtotnn,, and thesen^Sretn'ta",:?^'

el Zeo-ri
u,i,^^^^^^°^t^e mountains; Hametei zegri had scarcely returned to R«t,^„ z .

ceived intelligence • L are of ' "" ^^ '^
gcuce, «^., are, of course, quite unobjec-

(th. iUlicl^ aniii,
;-";,"• '""ytslV Pi.ke. p. ,66._B„,

,

12
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tionable, and are incessantly occurring ;
but even these

and other legitimate uses of the relative must not occur

too often. Nothing, perhaps, is more puerile
;
nothmg,

perhaps, is less to be defended. Older English, it is

true, imitating Greek and Latin, used the relative not

only between clauses, but even between sentences
;

but

more recent English has sought to correct the abuse.

As will be seen,' Unity is often destroyed by " tagging

a relative construction to a complete thought ;
and, even

when this is not the case, the relative has such a propen-

sity to occur again and again, that variety often demands

the substitution of other constructions. The following

hints on this subject are given by Dr. Abbott
;

—

Equivalents for the Relative ;-(a) Pariicip/e or Jdjec-

tive: as, Men thirsting for Men that thirst.-C^s^r, deadend

turned to clay, for C^sar, when dead.-Bnt this construction is

sometimes ambiguous,-as, Fluellen, touch'd with choler

-

and, if the subject is modified-as. Those men thirsung-is

''Yb)'Tnfnitive; as. He was the first to enter {that entered) the

^""l^'oause with if, when, because, etc.; as. If ^ man has no

music in his soul (The man that has).

(d) What; as, That which you know (
What yon know.)

\e) Omission of the Relative; as. The errand {that) he was

^Tn °The demonstrative or personal pronoun with a conjunc-

tion; as, He did his best, and this [which) was all that could

be expected of him.

222 (2) Repetitions for the sake of Explicit Reference

need not be classified: almost any repetition wouldbe toler-

able by which clearness, force, or emphasis was secured,

and other important considerations not lost sight of. Still,

since such repetitions can not (like certain other devices

»g .55. bel<m>. Hm ff. l>^'o«' *»o-' *o ^^'^ ^''"''^'
^: ";

4Dr Abbott mentions, also. 00 the old relative words whereby, wheretn,etc.,

M, The means whereby; but the construction is archaic.
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Of Style) be concealed, thev shonlH K«
The following exa.p4 .u^ts^ditd ""^t^^'

their credit and>r the welfl ff /h
""'^''^'y anxious>r

the guardians.-! coumrwhirh "T"''^
°^^^'^h they are

religion. -/ freedom ./Le/'^^''^^^ l^e blessings ./a pure
/^../iar^.of disobedi^ce-owl"'"'';^'^'' '^^ ^'^^ <^harge

^« ///^ «.«^./^« whether a war shall Lh, ''"P"'^^"* ?«^^^/b«..
whether a treaty shall be conH" ^ '

'''' ''^^ ^""^^'^^
the whole system ofland reven,^!^^^^^
shall be changed, his si^g^^eTol f"'c

' '" '-^ ^'^^^ P^"-"-^
the Third had not recovered JL/ i .f ""^"PP"'^ ^'""^ George
been passed in seclusion Seaf Br tl'' '^"l f '^'^ '^"^ "'•- "acl
have been. ./..^-He ordered Zjn '"1 ^'"'""^ ^°"'^ ^hen
skirmish, without permlsTonfrot/h"'

"'°"'^ ^""^ ^^^^^ to
should set fire to the woods on the nJ.T"''"^''^ '

''^'"^-^
ihaUW word ofsecurity^terto m" • k T"^'"°""^''''"^ '• «"d
should be inviolably obsf^eS..

'^ ^^''^' ""' individuals.

4. Long and Short Sentences.

se^^Lft:t^trat"er'^" 'v*^^
^^^^^^ <>^ ^^^

because it is ver;sLt o7 S^^'
^''"""^"'^

for the length of everv sentlniff• T"""^
'' '' very long;

the thought it hasZnvey Butf"" "' ''"'^^ '^
/^^ short if it restrictr.T

^"^ ^ '^"t^"^^ is certainly

though, and/L,ongi?it eLrd'Tn "r""'^" ^^ *^^
or grows involved an'dfhl^errottV'^^^^ ^^^

^^^•

IS as complete a sentence as '
' For T

^'^'"' ^^^P'
'

neither death, nor life nor t

"" Per^"aded, that

powers, nor thingf̂ resenTo:' T" ^'"^^^^^^ "or

-.ht,
nordepth^o^ra:n'thTr^:el-,:har^^^

the^""
'^'« ^«^d left out, the following .,,„.. _..

,

,

Macaulay 's Speeches.
reached.

*^^^fie, Conguest 0/ Granada a ,'A«^
., but it is certainly clearer ;ith iiTel

"'"'^ '"'*'" '^ *^''""- ^''»">"t U,e
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to separate us from the love of God, which is in Christ

Jesus our Lord ; " but " The sixteenth century was com-

paratively a time of light," is too short, because it leaves

the reader perplexed, till, as he continues the paragraph,

he learns,

—

" Yet even in the sixteenth century a considerable number of

those who quitted the old religion followed the first confident

and plausible guide who offered himself, and were soon led into

errors far more serious than those they had renounced. Thus

Matthias and Kniperdoling, apostles of lust, robbery, a: ^

murder, were able for a time to rule great cities. In a darker age

such false prophets might have founded empires ;
and Chris-

tianity might have been disto^rted into a cruel and licentious

superstition, more noxious not only than Popery, but even

than Islami.'?':^'/''^

So, "John Eliot, the 'Apostle to the Indians,' was

born in Ei)gla\5d and educated at the University of Cam-

bridge, coiii'.'n; to Boston in 1631, and accepting as his

life-mission, the next year, the conversion of the Indians,

who were evidently, in his opinion, the descendants of

the lost tribes of Israel," is too long, because it confuses

the birth and education of Eliot with his coming to

Boston, his accepting a certain mission, and his being of

such and such an opinion.*

224. At the same time, a writer can not be too strictly

on his guard to keep his sentences from running to an

extreme on either side,—into disjointedness, on the one

hand—into intricacy, on the other. Eariy English prose

is much disfigured by excessive length of sentence. The

writers "did not know when to stop. They seem to

have been afraid to let a sentence out of their hands till

they had tacked on all the more important qualifications

of the main statement." On the other hand, some

writers have affected brevity of sentence, and have

» Throw the first two sentences together.

• Write," John Eliot . . . Cambridge. Coming

accepted as bis life-mission, the conversion . .
."

1631, the next year he
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(i) "Corruption, you all know, is the subject of penal laws.

If it is brought home to the parties, they are liable to severe

punishment. Although it is not often that it can be brought

home, yet there are instances. I remember several men of

large property confined in Newgale for corruption. Penalties

have been awarded against offenders to the amount of five

hundred pounds. Many members of Parliament have been

unseated on account of the malpractices of their agents. But

you can not, I am afraid, repress intimidation by penal laws.

Such laws would infringe the most sacred rights of property.

How can I require a man to deal with tradesmen who have

voted against him, or to renew the leases of tenants who have

voted against him ? What is it that the Jew says in the play ?

' I'll not ansv^ei that,

But say it is my humour.'

Or, as a Christian of our own time has expressed himself, ' I

have a right to do what I will with my own.' There is a great

deal of weight in the reasoning of Shylock and the Duke of

Newcastle."*

In these sentences, disjointedness is carried almost (perhaps,

quite) to abruptness ; but other sentences immediately follow-

ing, redeem in some measure their predecessors. Besides, as

I
Minto remarks, ** the use of a startling series of short sentences

I
may almost be said to be a feature of English oratory." It

/ certainly is a feature (and a marked feature) of Macaulay's

' oratory.

(a) " From an early age I have felt a strong interest in Edin-

' burgh, although attached to Edinburgh by no other ties than

those which are common to me with multitudes ; that tie which

attaches every man of Scottish blood to the ancient and

renowned capital of our race ; that tie which attaches every

student of history to the spot ennobled by so many great and

memorable events; that tie which attaches every traveller of taste

to the most beautiful of British cities; and that tie which attaches

every lover of literature to a place which, since it has ceased to

be the seat of empire, has derived from poetry, philosophy, and

eloquence a far higher distinction than empire can bestow. I

do not mean to say that thouglit, discussion, and the new phe-

nomena produced by the operation of a new representative

system, have not led me to modify some ofmy views on questions

tMacaulay, Spttch " .he Edinburgh Eltction, May 1839.
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Of detail
;
but, with respect to the fundamental prindnle, «fgovernment, my opinions are still what they were wht Tn

i^ ties inthf;
' '"' '?' '*^'^*^^''"^ »« the'measu^e :; mjab hties, m that great pacific victory which purified the reoresentatjve system of England, and which first gave TrearrepresTtafve system to Scotland. Even at that time, g^nt eSTe"eanmg of my mind was in favour of one mU^re to whLh

ieve tot"'
leader of the Whig party, whose name ough'

^mh^^f R V rf *"''°"' ^^^'^"^« «"d reverence in any

to entertain srong objections, and to which his Cabinet as aCabinet, was invariably opposed."

»

v-«»u«nei, as a

Aided, though it is. by a special artifice. « the firet sentence

«r *^^r\^»'°"^h not ambiguous or confused mL thoughtexpre«;ed by the second sentence is certainly n . ;asiry carriedabng to the close
;
and the last sentence has two pa entheTi

SeLTtrx:m;ir^'^"^"^^^
^-^"^-^^^ dense^oggmerof

(a) Certainly, if we examine that love of power which enf«.so largely into „.ost practical calculationrn V JtS !„"W htarian fnend. have recognized as the sole end and origin

a^^eTe rhira"nthr"^.f
^" -"^ly enterprises. a.'matT„galike the philanthropist, the conqueror, the monev-chanirprand the missionary-we shall find ?hat al otherTenas ofaStion, compared with this rich and boundless oTofu'rt

Thon kT"'"^
'^^'^^^ ^'^"'"""^ ^^^P«^t« the promulgaUon ofThought, are poor, limited, and ineffectual.

™"*^"°" «f

226. But even quite long sentences may not be onthat account objectionable. Thus;—
"As for me, I was. as I have already said, veryouick anHlively, easily moved by novelty, fond of inteli;ctuS erasuresinterested mobservng so many persons all unknov^ to me•nd I found favor with my new sovereign, because m I h^^^

Although Bonaparte would have been angrv if anv nn^ h. i.eemed to doubt the sincerity of his utterance^ whTch were atths penod entirely republican, he introduced some „oveTtiesinto his manner of ife everv rfav w,i,;^i, * j j
"^veuies

nlar* of hse „K„^. „ ^''V ""^y- ^'''^h tended to give the

of'a'so'verdg;;^'^"'"""""
'"^'^ resemblance to the palace

• Mac.u..>, ^.,., «, ,^^^^, ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^
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aa7. Length of sentence often results from excessive period-

icity ; but there is no necessary connection between the Period

and the Long Sentence. When the periodic form is used

to promote neatness or finish, the sentence is often very

short, never unreasonably long ; while loose sentences, simply

because they are loose, seem longer than they really are. At the

same time, periodicity and length of sentence are so common
together, that the phrase Periodic Style • would never, perhaps,

be used of work in which short sentences predominated, or

Abrupt Style (Style coupi)"* oi work in which long sentences

were in the majority. The examples already given sufficiently

illustrate this point.

228. When a sentence must, in the judgment of the

writer, grow unusually lon^, its several members should

be most carefully connected in accordance r/ith the rules

for Explicit Reference. Any device, not otherwise ob-

jectionable, may be resorted to, provided it serves the

purpose of guiding the reader more surely though the

maze. For example ;

—

" Bad as a despotism is, yet, where anarchy is th !y alter-

native, we must say, that, as anarchy would bring g>;iater suf-

fering than despotism brings, despotism is justified by the cir-

cumstances. And similarly, however inequitable in the

abstract were the beheadings, [the] hangings, and {thel burn-

ings of ruder ages, yet, ^ it be shov/n that ivithottt penalties

thus extrerte, the safety of society could not have been insured

—*/, in their absence , the increase ofcrime would have inflicted a

largertotal ofevil, andthat, too, on peaceable membersofthe com-
munity; then il follows Ma/ morality warranted this seyerity."

5. The Balanced Sentence.

229. Sentences that have their different parts alike in

form, are said to be balanced: the parts are equal or

nearly equal both in the amoun* of thought expressed

and in the number of words used to express it, and,

hence, they may properly be said to be weighed against

cSuii Ouicx. iiius
\

—
> i 213, above.

*A style marked by disjointednessdueto shortneM ofsentence. (|a3s,a4«tw.)
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/

v^J ?nfl l''''r'
^'^^ ''-^^«*'^ ^p/oym,n^ to con-

Ztn^ti^"'Hl"^'"^
'""' '/"a^iW/^. on Mahometans andA^a«j -jOur plain clothing commands far more reverence

IndVu i/'T'"
"'''' ^'^^ •"''^^ /««'rfb'Z..«W.r wea;s;

J«wy J-^i"''' /J«£««^^
ram^5 with itfar more weight^^n theAn^ dtctton of the most iVr«ww Persian scHbe}

230. The Balanced Sentence is commonly defined

^^..*.rTf"'' f"^^"^^ ^^°'^ ^'««^^-^ a'-e similar.'

„ ^ if ^"^^ P^'^ ^''^ "«' ^^^^ys <=Iauses. nor
( need the sentence be compound ; as. Emblems of vice
^^\objects of public worship. Acts of vice are acts of
publtc worship. Crimes agai.st life^ crimes against
property are not only /^m///^rf but enjoined by this
odious theology. Such members are sometimes said to
h^asstmtlated

: but. when weighed against each other in
this way. they are also balanced. So. three or evenmore parts of a single sentence may be balanced, or theba ance may be between whole sentences, with or
without balance between their different members. For
example. As this superstition is of all superstitions themost trrahoml, and of ail superstitions the most inelegant
so IS it of all superstitions the most immoral.- We misrhthave acted^ the Spaniards acted in the New WorldWe might have attempted to introduce our own religionby force. We might have sent missionaries among the
natives at the public charge. We might have held out. etc.

231. 1 he parts of a balanced sentence are different in

!JZTJ-'^^
in^ra«i;«a//ra/./n.r/«r^. in sound, or inother parttculars. The effects produced are enhancedby the peculiar structure, rather than caused by it

-

formere balance is nearly always weak, while strong thought
is made the stronger by the special form. Compare diefollowing example with the examples in § 229 ;-:
•The last sentence i. really rfo«*/j. balanced : ^oh ..-uas -Jt-'n !—»f athe IV.-0 csause- against each other

'

'
°°^

-w^idirt'^iirj^"™"" •'""' "'-— '««<' - '»'«-.
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"I wrote once a little boo'c of shooting:: King Henry gave me
a living for it ; when he lost his life, I lost my living; but noble

King Edward again did first revive it by \aS& goodness, then did

increase it by his liberality ; thirdly, did confirm it by his

authorify under the great seal of England," etc.

232. The advantages of this structure are many, but it

has also some disadvantages. On the one hand, it aids

the memory, it causes pleasure—especially, if a difference

of meaning can be reached by juggling (as it were) with

the same words'—and it leads to the correct placing of

emphatic words. On the pther hand, the weapon is a

dangerous one. Let a writer's ear once be enchanted by

the balanced structure, and he forgets how painful are

the impressions he is making upon his reader. Like

verse-rhythm in prose,* the balanced structure cannot be

disguised : to disguise it is to destroy it. Periodic

sentences may be so varied as to leave the reader una-

ware from whence their stimulating effect is derived ; but

I

series of balanced sentences are necessarily monotonous.'

Pleasing at first, their sweetness at length cloys the taste.

Besides, excess of balance leads to tautology, (for the

sentence must be filled out, and with a repetition, if with

nothing else,) to the insertion of unnecessary allusions

and other details, (by way of securing the " see-saw,")

and to similar vices brought on by "the irresistible

craving for the familial neasure." Like drunkenness,

this craving becomes a disease. Macaulay is one of its

notorious victims ; while of a certain American writer,

still living, it has been wittily said, " His pages make one

sea-sick." The following instances of repetition and

unnecessary additions should be especially noted ;

—

• For example, What is Hecuba to him, or* to Hecuba f—Kjuggler imwit
in things, and a mf is a juggler in words. Tiie examples aiready given suffi-

cicniiy ino^raic iiic ether points.

< 158 (a), above.—WtAo notes that " in impassioned prose, balance has som«>

thinK of the effect of metre."

*Minto, pp. 9-10.

I
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He has opposed many bills Introduced by the present Gov-
ernment

;

but AeAasopposed^Aem on such grounds," eU [Strike
outthe words In italics, and change the semicolon to a comma.]

What I do anticipate is this, that he will attempt to keep his
party together by means which will excite grave discontents,
and yet timt he will not succeed in keeping his party together)
that he will lose the support of the Tories without obtaiiung the
support of the nation; and that his government will fall from
causes purely internal." [The «?ords in italics are pleonastic
and each of the last two clauses repeats what the first had
already said. " He " was a Tory.]

I 233- A not unusual, but most objectionable form of
IBalanced Sentence is that produced by the so-called

' sphttmg" of two allied constructions; for example,
As bad as, or worse than, his predecessor; interest in,'

and responsibility for, the world's condition ; I never have
allowed, and never willallow, literary labor to infringe on
pastoral.—Whatever may sometimes be gained in brevity
by this arrangement, much more is lost in elegance ; so
that the construction should commonly be avoided. In-
deed, sometimes even brevity is sacrificed. The first sen-
tence cited above is shorter when properly arranged,—As
bad as his predecessor or worse. So, I never have allowed
hterary labor to infringe on pastoral, and never will.
I 234. The Balanced Structure is often joined with anH-
Viests, epigram,' or climax} The Proverbs of Solomon
Jnd many other familiar sayings—such as. Waste not
Jvant not—To hesitate is to be lost-Not that I loved
Caesar less, but that I loved Rome more-are examples of
balance combined with antithesis and epigram • Tenny-
son's "dowered with the hate of hate, the scorn of scorn,
the love of love,

'

' of balance and climax. In the follow-
ing sentence, antithesis is neglected, and balance suffers
accordingly ;-Take the human being at the right period

'":'
^J:^

P;evention is as ea y as [at a later period!
cure is difficult.

f ""J

H»\, below.
•I 778. Mam.
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A Style in which balance predominates, especially if

antithesis, etc., are joined with it, is called Pointed.

6. The Condensed Sentence.

335. In imitation of the classical construction called

uetigma, a few English writers occasionally join under

one government or agreeipent two or more terms that

do not strictly admit of being so construed ; as, Of nine-

teen tyrants, not one enjoyed a life of peace or a natural

death.—The Russian grandees came to court dropping

pearls and vermin. " In the present day," says Minto,*

"when used at all," the condensed sentence chiefly

serves "comic purposes. Readers of Dickens and his

imitators are familiar with such" expressions " as ' drew

tears from his eyes and a handkerchief from his pocket.
' '

'

But Tennyson* has shown that the construction is still

powerful for higher uses ;

—

" The circuits of thine orbit round

A higher height,' a deeper deep."

7. Unity.

236. Unity requires that "every part of the sentence

shall be subservient to one principal affirmation."

Thus ;—
This is indeed worth your attention.~Of course all mankind

are, as Mr. Gladstone says, of our own flesh and blood.—But

you know how often it happens in England that a cultivated

person, a person of the sort that Mr. Charles Sumner describes,

talking to one of the lower class, or even of the middle class,

feels, and cannot but feel, that there is somehow a wall of par-

tition between himself and the other, that they seem to belong

to two different worlds.—Thoughts, feelings, perceptions, sus-

ceptibilities, language, manners,—everything is difTerent.

—

France brings the Alsatians into a social system so full of the

goodness and ag^reeableness of life ; we offer to the Irish no

such attraction.—A nation pursues social equality, supposed to

> Manual, p. 10. * In Memoriam, Ixiii. 3. *Sc./athim,
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be cautiorly false and baneful idea; it arrives, as might have
been expected, at fearful misery and deterioration by doing so-
and vet at the same Ume, it is higli, if not the first, in the scale
of civilized nations.

Each of these sentences sets forth only one principal
idea. This idea may be unmodified, as in the first sen-
tence; slightly modified, as in the second; involved in
a net-work of modifiers, as in the third ; or even consist
of a longer or shorter series of specific statements that
together make up the one, generic idea intended, as in
the last three sentences. In each case the thought con-
veyed is single, the impression received by the mind
also single.*

237. For precisely the opposite reason, viz., that they
set forth more than one principal idea each, the following
sentences violate Unity ;—

In this uneasy stat»i, Cicero was oppressed by a new and cruel
affliction, the death of his daughter Tullia; which h.-^ppened
soon after her divorce from Dolabella ; whose ma s and
humours were entirely disagreeable to her.»-My dear riend.
If you look at the last essaykin (though you may leave it alone'
and I shall not be in the least surprised or offended), if you
look at the last paper, where the writer imagines Athos and
Porthos, Dalgetty and Ivanhoe, Amelia and Sir Charles Grand-
ison Don Quixote and Sir Roger, walking in at the garden-
window, you will at once perceive that Novels and their
iieroes and heroines are our present subject of discourse, into
which we will presently plunge."-lt seemed to me that from
his long fingers two quivering flames issued, sputtering, as it
were, which penetrated me, and forced me back into one of the
chairs-the broken one-out of which I had much difficulty in
scrambling, when the strange glamour was ended.'
How completely these sentences violate the rule; can be
seen by writing them correctly ;—

In this uneasy state, a new and cruel affliction befell Cicero.
xiis daughter Tnllin had ^^t n'

—

'—l '•^- rv ! • m • ^ • j„ .- s —.-vn niaiijca lu Uuiuucila, out Had

«2:J'*™^;:^i:;'sc:'^:;^r""' '"
• """" """""• '
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"'
nti

been divorced because her husband's manners and humours

were entirely disagreeable to her. Shortly after the divorce, she

died.—My dear friend, . . . essaykin, where the writer . . .

subject of discourse. Into this . . . plunge.—It seemed to me

... as it were, penetrating me, and forcing me back . . .

broken one. Out of this, when . . . ended, I had . . .

scrambling.'

238. As commonly stated, however, the rule becomes

•'dogmatic and cramping." No sentence, it is said,

should contain more than " one entire thought or mental

proposition;" "things which are separated in reality"

should not be "connected in language;" "in every

sentence there ought to 'be one main assertion." But

every page of every good English writer, as well as the

philosophy of the sentence, contradicts these statements,

and confirms the more moderate rule laid down above.

It must be remembered, too, that "a statement merely

explanatory or qualifying, put into a sentence apart,

acquires a dangerous ( !) prominence.
" In a word,

'

' the

only universal caution that can be given, is to beware of

distracting from the effect of the main statement by

particulars not immediately relevant," to "leave some-

thing for the next sentence," to "distinguish between

the Unity of a Sentence . . . and the Unity of a Para-

graph." Even Blair's rules command too much. As

condensed by Bain, the> are,

—

(i) In the course of the same sentence not to shift the scene

;

(2) To avoid crowding into one sentence heterogeneous ideas

;

(3) To avoid excess of parenthetical clauses ; (4) Not to add

members after a full and perfect close.

A careful examination of them will show how far they

exceed the valid rule.

239. (i) What Blair intended by shifting the scene

appears from his own explanation.

»Or, perhaps, It seemed to me . . . were. These penetrated . . . chairs—the

broken one; and I had much difficulty, when . . . ended, in scrambling out

of it.
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"We Should not be hurried." hennyn, " by sudden transit Ion,

tZ^'""']
'"'^"°"' "°'' f^'^1 fro"^ subject to sul^ecThtre

s co„,monly m every sentence, some person or hing whichk the Kovem,ng word. This should be continued so ^t^Mefrom the beginning to the end." For example. " 'Aaer wTcame

mv'm M ;• "7 '"' "' °" '"'°^^' "'^-^ ' was welcomed b^nmy friend.,, who received me with the greatest kindness •

]nth.s sentence though the objects contained in it Aaveas^J",

M<v and /. and who, they appear in such a disunited view,that the sense of connexion is almost lost."

Plainly. Blair's idea of shifting the scene is chatiging
the subject or the construction of the sentence;" and sohe has commonly been quoted as teaching. But. surely.
If the objects contained in a sentence have "a sufficient
connexion with each other, there is no want of unity.The sentence may lack>rr^ and clearness, as Blair^s
example does

;
it may be loose, as Blair's example is ; itmay have other faults, perhaps ; but unity is left; though

obscured. Sh.ftmg the scene (in Blair's sense) may lead
a writer mto confusing in one sentence two ideas that
ought each to h ^ a sentence of its own ;« but it is not
the change of sul je^ct or construction that destroys unity •

It IS the herding together of disparate thoughts. Theorm of the sentence is certainly objectionable; but, if
this form necessarily destroys unity, the only legitimate
form of sentence is that of Example ist. § 235. and every
other sentence quoted in that paragraph as obeying theruk really breaks it. But no one. perhaps, will say this •

certainly, no one familiar with the English tongue and
Its sentence-forms and constructions.

240. (2) Blair's second rule is undoubtedly a rule of
Unity, and is exemplified by all the examples quoted or to

'Blair's correction proves this .-" HavJn.r r«n,- »„ .„„v„ ,

Sne^r ' "" "'"="""* '^ ^'' "^ friendVanlrecj;.d wit; tl"gr^t^
•See Ex. ist, j 236.
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be quoted under this head. The student must remember,

however, to define "heterogeneous" with distinguished

liberality. All over-statements of the true principle of

Unity have been due to narrowing the meaning of t!iis

word.

241- (3) Parentheses, like a change of subject or con-

struction, may destroy unity, but only when they intro-

duce foreign thought. The parenthesis—even an excess

of parentheses—is not objectionable in itself, but only

because of its effects. These effects are vicious loose-

ness of structure, monotony, mannerism, confusion as

opposed to clearness ; but neither they nor any other evil

results of the parenthesis are results of the form only
;

the evils complained of are in the thought. On the

contrary, parentheses are sometimes actually advan-

tageous.' The following examples, if studied carefully,

will illustrate these remarks ;

—

Evtry man who has been coached through the ramous
"Faust" of Goethe (thou wert my instructor, good old Weis-
senbom, and these eyes beheld the great master himself in

dear little Weimar town !) has read tiiose charming verses

which are prefixed to the drama.—Years ago I had a quarrel

with a certain well-known person (I believed a statement re-

garding him which his friends imparted to me, and which
turned out to be quite incorrect).— I wonder if the rascal is

alive—an elderly scoundrel he must be by this time ; and a
hoary old hypocrite, to whom an old schoolfellow presents his

kindest regards—parenthetically remarking what a dreadful

place that private school was; cold, chilblains, bad dinners,

not enough victuals, and caning awful !—Are you alive still,

I say, you nameless villain, who escaped discovery on that day
of crime?—And if I remember right (protesting I have not read

the book for forty-two or three years), Robert Bruce made a

rpeech to his soldiers.—If I were a mother (which is absurd), I

> The aUempt to get rid of the vicious results of the parenthesis by substi-
n^«««*%«na <%•• «l«»al«A TKa «*r«>««A.

quences are not unlike those of the ostrich's hiding its head in the sand, in

order to escape pursuit, or the child's closing his own eyes, that nobody may
eehim.

^ :t
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hould like to be etc —V

'^^

con/ess. e/r.~lU ranks with'' J!!ur n"
'7'"^: "''*'• ''« '^' ^'^^ I

legatee inherit, the,f„,;V« r*^'
.''"' '^^"^'I'le. Hi,

codicil to hi, ,„„,,:; ™
':^r„"'"'

'' """' "' •

upon a ,heet of p,,p„ bHXT'':,J'"'"l<' '" ""y

the other hand, the C, chut J^h
"'" "' ""'"'' ""

S »37. ^.ate, a f,ct no, , ,b "^ir""^' "='"'P'>^^ '"

and hence, i, i„ violationTu ,;" So'lr"^""'".*'final Clauds of the two following "eme.fct; t!l'
"" ""

The gentleman who received it I, .. : . .
'

w.th terror in his ccn.ntena,Ke then r,"'*'^ "' '^' ^"'^
to himself two of his fellcrcl'erks W "' '' "''' "'^'" ^'''"^^

the.r aquihne beaks over the nlrTr- '' ""' '"^ ''^^ «"
some littJe conversation »ml f ^ ''^ •nvention rreated
though I rememberararne r;r*K'''^u"^^" «^ »"« ^'n-.
construction, two hundred-we

'

^f"'^""'^^
"^ » very sin^iL.;

«t a breakfast which Guillotin 1^^'^' h
''"^'

T''"''''

'''^'"~""^

went, and much talk aroJr If'. »
''"*"' "' ^^'^ "'«ru-

suffered under it.
"'''"*f'* "' ^ »« vv'.ether people

••^SJ'^"'^^^^^^^^^^^^ '^ ^^P--"y '-^Pt to be thu.

accordingly T,,',°7Z'^^^^
^^"^^"^-' -"d unity suffers

ror?wStlVTodi:;Ltbri:r^^^^^^^^ "°'^--^ looked
pass without ./r.-I ^w a head el,

"'^^' ^'^'^'^
' ^'•'»" "«ver

in '"s lap. which woTe an exor^ r'""'"'''
*'''' ^'^ '^^^'''d

postboy was shot by a ^nsh'nH "^ P''*^""" ^urpnse.-A
in Staflbrdshire. who ^ied fn f^o'^7." "r ?\' '"^^ ^^-^•
was m,prisoned.-The eighteenth If ' ^ L'^''

*^^ «^*^"^'*^'"«n
"ch in the names cf^^'^1^*^

o:' T^^'^'"'^^ -''"=, one of u,e most
'Ke-arran«rtd—Bvvirfii« -<
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master in whatever branch of learning he touched.

244 Added clauses and other violations of unity are

som^hnes used purposely, for humor's sake or^^^^^^^^^^^^^

other sufficient reason ;
but the <^<>"7^^^°"

"^^^^^^^^

sideredalicense. and be used sparingly. For example.

u f „H «f th^se? Of Pope I might: at least I

_Yes, Eve never .ook.heapp<^..«-ac^-J^„.^

of the serpent's.-There "^ P°?; =
1^, (thoueh she loathed

furious jealousy
'^'I'^l^h^'^ "mpSns »ere a ««fe

and cheated h''")-^'""^;/
*Sd rnice-looWng girls-*y

"'T Sh U" Ha ha
"
'rep^ed Jingle ;

" I say-she's very

candle-light?- Hal "% ^_.' ,ou won't trouble your-

the light of madness gleamed from them like fire.

8. Due Proportion.

,^c The several parts of a sentence "should have

b reaUy important be lost sight of. Thus,-

Uis extraordinary ho. coo.
^I^^^^^^Tn^^^^.^

he in such case. :-'Snodg«ss L"n k paXTwhich I shall

ru«r;ri,anlV^ie?:my-forn.yfather.''-Theoflicer

. » ..usoh "ta<r" not one but seveiai reiati^x

I'sentences like the two last,
^'^'^^^^*;^„th"r have been aptly said tobe

clauses to a complete constr««:t.on or ^°

"^^^^J,,,, ,,,,,.,

In "the Housethatjack built" style. tsee,ai«*.|

•In due proportion.
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distance, as he walked awa^^/'^u^'
J"^^^^ him. at a little

everybody, chatted whh everv^dv' itT. "f""
^""'^ ^'^

jokes, played whist, did evemS' IT/^""^'
^""""^' '"^^^

Mr. Snodgrass dropped the l3':th he"d 7nT''^'-'-.poesy, raised towards the clouds, as he made thel
'^'"' °^

and assumed an attitude of atten^on « ^if
"''^ ^PP^«''

girls speedily dispersed N search 0?'^^-?
^^ '°"' '^""°'"

requisition, while a co a of Lj/h /5''''"* ^"^'^'^^ '"

males rose from their seats in
°
J^^?^"''*^^^^'

circular-visaged

it was a May eveninTthe r .« t '^'""^"«y-<^on,er. (for although

as cordial asif tTe^fcS^^^^^^^
recesses, from which tLy S v n^od

'''^;"
k
'°"^

ing and some half-dozen b'r^sht'aiAl":!'
^ ^^"'^

^f
^'^^^k-

cold. glassy. gHttering. ghoTt^ marteTn .H
°^ *^"' °'^'

throne, on which a white marble tin i
^^^'^ '*^"^« »

white legs gleaming down inTot? u"^
°"^''* *° «'* ^'^^ his

white eyfsfookTn^at a^eat wh?;
white marble below, and his

hisicyshouldersa^reirora^l-te^^^^^^^^
> In due proportion.

•Fullof defects: the sentence needs "heroic "surgery.
'°"''*'P"^«'--

ould have

)ortance."

es, should

it is subor-

;, and what

rincipal can

e tremulous

vhich I shall

-The officer

tevetui relative

aptly said to Ixi
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III.

THE PARAGRAPH.*

246. A Paragraph is in fact a whole composition in

miniature, and sometimes constitutes a whole com-

position.* The laws that it obeys are of the highest

importance ; Prof Bain's injunction in regard to it being

more nearly true than the similar rule for the sentence

(not Prof Bain' s) criticized above.' '
' Look to the Para-

graphs," he says,* "and the Discourse will look to itself;

for, although a discourse as a whole has a method or

plan suited to its nature, yet he that fully comprehends

the method of a paragraph, will also comprehend the

method of an entire work.
' '

' The several sentences of a

paragraph bear to each other precisely the same relations

that the several paragraphs or other larger divisions of a

composition bear to themselves ; and, hence, no one who

can construct a satisfactory paragraph, can readily fail in

constructing a whole work.

247. And yet, strange as it may sound, paragraph-

arrangement has been much neglected by even the best

English writers. Mr. Minto, after examining " at consid-

erable length the paragraph arrangements of" a number

of different authors, concludes that "very few writers in

our language seem to have paid much attention to the"

subject, and that " none of them can be recommended

as a model." Prof Bain seems to have been the first

to state formally any rules for the paragraph ;
Campbell,

Blair, and even Whately stopped with the sentence;

1 -
yjj «As in the newspaper or other periodica!.

•2,99".
«PartI.,?i78.

» Thus giiarded , the injunction corresponds exactly with what was said about

the whole composition and its divisions in i 170, above.
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building. ^ °^ ^*>^'^ ^»es in sentence-

foUot/'^ ^""^'P^^ "^^^^ ^- ^^ P-g,.ph« are as

I. Initial Theme, or Topic, Sentences.

249- Unless obviously preoaratorv th^
tence is expected to indica^e~£t of th?'"'"^

''"
An initial sentence is „r / "''J^'^^ °^ ^he paragraph.

and, hence, is fu fitted to setTutTeM"^ ^"r^"^'
matter. When it must Ifv T^^^ introductory

distinctly marked Thus 1 "' ^^ ''^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^

respects, like a Lages meTe'
""^

^'^'"t^',
^^''^ '" certain

total want oUoZTol.TlSZT'''}''''''- ^

^^^*' *'^«>'-

warrior, any oneofwhomcXferthTojr^^^^^ ^"""^
whenever he saw fit; and above alT^h !

^^ '^"'^ ""P""'ty
the Iroquois had m.^i^.c:\:Vt^^^^
butcher or kidnap the unha^p^ re^ti^rofTheT

"' '^' ^°

werehving, under French Drotertir^Iu. .^ """"^"^ ^^o
immediately below Quebec f-fX' '''""^ ^
amplifying this last staTement.'

J

Paragraph continues

"/« M(? summer of i6<:^ a/I r>.«^v^ ^

/A^ Vtrgin were beset with uf,Z.7 I^
^^ ^'^^^^^ «»^

introductory.] The wretchtl ht^T ^''''•^"'- [Manifestly

garrison. startinran7sS co"n TT "^^ ^^'"^ P""y
supplies cut off,^and su o; heTpS -"rs h""*"^^

''''

following paragraphs
]

"^^P'^^s. [Subject of several

generously felicitated me. A vict»; „"/r he--'"''""'r
^

-.W .new .,„, o„. :,„er from anotheP I "wL't iTs Hot^^P

'Id. ib.
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J •*.•-, «/. iinuht thev would have hissed dovm

^'"'^'^

2. Explicit Reference.

«o "The bearing of' each sentence upon what pre-

fte sense grows doubtful or obscure,
-"f

*'
'^^'^f

left to guess at the writer's meaning or «» <»«f»'^ °'

^vilg^t. A break in the connection b-W^y'";

tences \ far more damaging than a d-J'-^^^i^*:

thought within the sentence ;
and it .s far "«« 1*^^ «°

occuf For, although a paragraph deals with a distinct

Z:,' there k of colrse, a greater break between inde,

pendent sentences than between the par|. of a s^ e

sentence, and the writer is, therefore, the more easi^

h own ciff his track. Thus, were all the"--"^^^
.L. are taken to preserve the connection of thought n

t fX^tog paragraph, the labor of the reader would

be much increased ;—

.The adventurous 'Piri«°f ''-"»™«!:?"!?i"'l™jldy
mis su,teslio«- in their sangm^ conMe-c, *e, al«ad,

beheld ««'»!»j„XX7c;Z[W.T"] enleavored to

enterpnse. The ma^u^ o^ ^aa ,^ ^^ _^^^^^

LSr.L''r«i:^*rj:;d experienced on the borders;

Itt«U he placed especial -"-e on pnamed I^^^

A-,^.- «rhn knew all the mounxama ana vc—>-- — —

HThadtcetlfrom *.» a particular account of these moun-

«^„h 1 1« this phrase uutological?

I Refers to a preceding paragraph. » »'
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I^fftienl'!: ^''"^r
'"•

u^*"'*
^"^^^^ ^"'l broken nature was a

were often nothing more than the deep dry bedsTf torment,m.ght set whole armies at defiance. Even .7 vantrsh^Safforded no spoil to the victor. Their houses were tUe blt^^than bare walls, and they would drive off theirscanVSlndherds to the fastnesses of the mountains.'"

251. When the sentences are short, and the thoughtat best somewhat broken, the effect is far worse. Thusshould the words italicised in the following extract b;

Sw;- ' ''^"^'^ "°"^' '^ "^"^^ morf difficult to

"It is a miserable State of Minde to have kw Things to

S'^asTof K^Jtr V'^'^'
^'^^^'thalTomSy :

de:irrwh[c!^'Ser^^^^^^^^

K^;:
that Effect which ^^f::^^:^'^^^^

£ck of sol'' '"'r'•
^''- ''"'' ^"'^•t"^^ °f Jealousies and

P^tl orderallTheT'T"' ^T'u'
''''' ^^ould marshall and

finde or souL H -l

""^^^'^ ^"^ ^""'^ "««^t hard tonnae or sound. Hence it comes /i^ewise that Princes," e/c*
252. Explicit Reference in the paragraph, like thatw. h.n the sentence,' is often secured by Ipecial device^!but a close relation of thought or a close syntactical^'

tion may alone be sufficient to bind sentences tog tSand many sentences are so remotely connected as todefy hnkmg by any formal tie. In all these cases thesentences simply follow each other;' but care must
always be taken that the sequence of thought s ckarIf, in any case, this is not so. the presumptfon is eithe;

These mountaineersf

^And whof
•Irving, The Conquest of Granada, I. ch. xii

•jai8,a*w*. ,_
• For examples, see § 254, **&«,.
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that a connecting device of some kind is needed, or that

there is a gap in the thought which requires bridging by

one or more intermediate sentences.

253. The special devices for explicit Reference are (i)

ConnecHve particles, "the joints or hinges on which

sentences turn,"—(a) conjunctions, (d) adverts or ad-

verbialphrases used conjunctively, (c) pronouns, including

demonstrative clauses, similarly used; (2) Repetitions,

(a) literal, (6) in substance/ (3) Inversions and ot/ier

unusual arrangements of the sentence. The following

extracts exemplify all these devices ;

—

(i) "There would really seem an almost Arcadian simplicity

in such demands, coming from so practised a statesman as the

Lord Treasurer, and from a woman of such brilliant intellect

as Elizabeth unquestionably possessed. But we read the his-

tory of 1587, not only by the light of subsequent events, but by

the almost microscopic revelations of sentiments and motives,

which a full perusal of the secret documents in those ancient

cabinets afford. ' At that moment it was not ignorance nor [«V]

dulness which was leading England towards the pitfall so art-

fully dug by Spain. There was trust in the plighted word of a

chivalrous soldier like Alexander Farnese, of a most religious

and anointed monarch like Philip II. English frankness, play-

ing cards upon the table, was no match for Italian and Spanish

legerdemain —a system according to which, to defraud the

antagonist by every kind of falsehood and trickery was the

legitimate end of diplomacy and statesmanship." »

"When Burghley read these fine phrases, he was much im-

pressed ; and they were pronounced at the English court to be

•very princely and Christianly.' An elaborate comment, /oo,

was drawn up by the comptroller on every line of the letter.

'These be very good words, ' said the comptroller. " '

(2) "It was pleasant, no doubt, to be applauded by high

churchmen and low churchmen, by the Sheldonian Theatre and

by Exeter Hall. It waspleasant to be described as the cham-

pions of the Protestant faith. // was pleasant to hear your

opponents called by every r.ickn.-.me that is to be found m the

foul Vocabulary. . . . It was pleasant to hear that they were

^ Affords f 'Motley, United Netherlands, ch. xvW.
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^urrimvhad^"''''"'" • • •
^"'"'^^" «" »his slander andscurrility had raiseu you to power, etc." >

hJl' *a'
""'"y^'Sinnin^ of the year the King of Denmarkhad made an offer to Philip of mediation. The letZ^Z

thlt R
never scrupled, on repeated occasions, to insinuatethat Barneveld [and others]' had organized a plot to seTSrcountry to Spain. Of tkis * there was not the fahSst evIden.Tbut It v;asetc.-As /or powers, say that you, as my goter^orl

NeS'ant 'TTtT ^^ T' '^'^"^-' •"" ^^^^^^^^^^
mjinerlands. For all other matters, say that y, u have had full

cond^H ""'"r '"r*'^''
^"* *'^^^ y°" cannot exhibit them Uconditions worthy of my acceptance have been offered." »

• 11^" ^u
""^^ '''^^^' °^ sentences are so closely related

in thought as not commonly to need formal binding
together :-(i) Iterative and explanatory sentences

; (2)Cumulative statements; (3) Sentences added by way of
consequence. Examples of each class will be found inthe following paragraphs. Sentences closely related bysyntax do not need classification

; and those whose con-
nection is remote do not admit of it. Thus ;—
And there sat the patient letter-writer in his cabinet busvwith his schemes. His grey head was whitening St. He w2sncty yea.^ of age. His frame was slight, his figure stoopinghis digesuon very weak.-And there he sat at his'^bleSi

inghisapostilles. The fine innumerable threads which stretchedacross the surface of Christendom, and covered it as wS^^^^netall conver- ^d in that silent cheerless cell. France was keot ina s^te of perpetual civil war
; the Netherlands had beenTon"verted into a shambles; Ireland was maintainedTn a state ofchronic rebellion, ./..'-There were many who "bought atI did but we were not asked, were not counted. We h!d but

Paiifi-^s"'^? ^.fT^^"^' ^"^ -« *he Gennans entePans.- This winter," she said slowly, " my children have alldied for want of food-one by one, the you^st fi£t Eversince then 1 want [have wanted ?] to hurt lor^^^^^J^^^.
> Macaulay, Speeches, The State qf Ireland.
*S^<^ mediation. (Case(,)(*).) • Motley names them all. 4Sc.>fo/
• Motley. .. cU. . MoUey. ut cit. . Ouida, AW in tkesZ.
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-I was cooped up in the city : it [?] was much worse than the

first siege. I went out in many sorties. I made no doubt he

was at Versailles. Then you know this other war came-the

civil war. I was in the capital still. It [?] seemed to me that

the people were in the right. I can not argue, but I thmk so

still."

»

255. The relative pronouns and other relative words

were once used in English (as in Latin and Greek) to

unite both independent sentences and remotely connected

members of compound sentences ; but their use as con-

nectives would now seem to be restricted to the joining

of clauses closely related in thought.' Thus, the follow-

ing examples are undoubtedly archaic ;—

The Inconveniences that have been noted in calling and using

Counsell, are three. For which Inconveniences the Doctrine

of Italy hath introduced Cabinet Counsels.'-I wish also, m the

very Middle, a Faire Mount, with three Accents and Alleys

enough for foure to walke abreast ; Which I would have to be

Perfect Circles.'—They cast them into prison, chargmg the

jailor to keep them safely : who thrust them into the inner

P"^°"-
.< My name is Thomas Mowbray, duke of Norfolk,

Who hither come, engaged by my oaUi." »

But the following are correct ;—

In the east, where \i.e., although there] they knew the sun

was rising, they could only' see the livid light of the still tower-

ing flames t—The threads are twisted into a strong cord, which

[=and it] is dragging us to an evil doom.»-We have a destmy

which \thaf\ we must needs fulfil together.'—In all these hun-

dred paces, while we have been watching him, he has not made

one of those caprioles in the air, which are a characteristic of

his natural gait.*
. .^ . *• -«

256 The sufficient reasons against the older construction are,

(i) that the demonstrative or the personal pronoun, with or

without a connective as the case may require, is more definite,

iO„lda,^i?««rA^Aitocx. •! MI, «*««/*. 'Bacon. £i*ay*.

4 Acts xvi. «. "4.
"Shakspere. Rich II.. I. iii. 16.

• Place this word properly.
^Q^^^.ALe^fintheStarm.

• Hawthorne, The Marble Faun, passim.
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and therefore clearer, than the relative ; and (2) that the law of
Unity' is violated by the union of two sentences so far inde-
pendent in thought.

257. With this single exception, all English connectives
may unite independent sentences as well as the members
of a compound sentence or the still more closely related
elements of the simple sentence. For example ;

"But «I perceive, my dear auditors, that you are impatient
for the remainder ofmy discourse. Impute it, I beseech you to
no defect of modesty, if I insist a litUe longer on so fruitful a
topic as my own multifarious merits. It is altogether for your
good. The better you think of me,'the better men and women
will you find yourselves. I shall say nothing of my all import-
ant aid on washing days ; though on that account alone, I
might call myself the household god of a hundred families.
Far be it from me also to hint, my respectable friends, at the
show of dirty faces which you would present without my pains
to keep you clean. Nor will I remind you how often, when the
midnight bells make you tremble for your combustible town
you have fled to the Town Pump, and found me always at my
post, firm amid the confusion, and ready to drain my vital
current in your behalf. Neither is it worth while to lay much
stress on my claims to a medical diploma. Let us take, etc—
Summer or winter, nobody seeks me in vain

; for, all day long
I am seen at the busiest comer, just above the market, stretching
my arms to rich and poor alike ; and at night, I hold a lantern
over my head, both to show where I am, and [to] keep people
out of the gutters."*

vv v

258. Objections have been brought, however, to four
other connectives as initial words in the sentence,—to
and, but,for, and however. As early as Campbell's time,*
"some critics," had remarked that and is correct only
within the sentence

; Mr. G. P. Quackenbos* finds in the
period that separates independent sentences a bar to
beginning these sentences with and ox for or however

i

> 1 236, iOcve. , p.^j,g ^ pg^__ J,

•Hawthorne, A Rill from th- Town Pump (in Twice-Told TauZyo\.\^-~Three sentences in nine begin wis^ conjunctions.

^Rhetoric, III, U. a Coursein Qmp,,:m and Rhetoric.
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an anonymous newspaper book-reviewer thinks that "a
professor of rhetoric should know that a sentence usually
should not begin with the conjunction but, and, orfor;**
while Prof. A. S. HilP writes as follows;—

"The judicious use of connective particles— ' the joints or
hinges on which sentences turn '—is a merit of style ; but their
misuse is a serious blemish. ... A connective which serves
no purpose is worse than useless, and one used for an unsuit-
able purpose leads astray.

"And and but are frequent offenders in both ways. They
should always connect words or clauses closely related in
meaning and similar in construction,

—

and, by way of addition
(as in ' poor and honest ') ; but, by way of subtraction or oppo-
sition (as in ' poor but honest ').

"A composition should never begin with and or but; for, if

nothing comes before the conjunction, there is nothing for it to
connect with what comes after ; and a paragraph should rarely
so begin, for a new paragraph indicates that there is a break in
the sense too important to be bridged by a conjunction. A
similar objection might be taken to the employment of these
words at the beginning of a sentence ; but for this there is much
good usage."

259. But all this is plainly without sufficient ground
in either reason or authority. Campbell dissented from
the remark he quotes; Quackenbos's reason is simply
laughable ; and though Prof. Hill has so adroitly mixed
sound sense and empty argument in a circle, that he
has doubtless deceived himself, yet he not only is

contradicted by every good author and by the philos-

ophy of the construction, but is inconsistent with himself.

These statements, however, must be made in detail and
supported by argument.

259 a. Campbell's "critics " and the newspaper Minos do not
condescend to give reasons for their ostracism. Perhaps, like

the Attic clown who voted to banish Aristides, they " hate " the
inofliensive monosyllables because these have made themselves
so useful in the commonwealth of Language. Perhaps, like

*PrincipUs,p.ii6,
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dare not un te by a link-word whn* « 1 e
"^"^^" °"'y ^^

P". asunder; whi; be.."veTn,:>,h h rputSr"™.?::express™ „„, ,ha, i, is a mere mechanicafdev ceto .s^r.heeye m readins. Prof. Hill's argument will be renewed after e

tT'srrh 'r'^"^'^•r^
» »= -« hajr^ntrout200. j'trst, wh.' ever can be truthfully alleged aeainst anvofthe four proscribed connectives as ..«J./,'J. ho^dtTfcouL

H^nri f J
all conjunctions can, of course, do equally well

But no such special disability is alleged And /iJ wT 1more inelegant than other words of theirlbt Ifihir
TaTVure^; j IT^^.^

'^ '^^ fact (etblished be^^^I
HP . ^ .

^"^'"^ "^"^^"^ "se them freely. Even PmfH.11 s contention, that and and *«/ are peculiar^ liaWe t. Kabused, argues only fortheirjudicioususe-no'Sh^^^^^^
and caution ,s necessary against the abuse of everv m^r^;expression by language.* ^ ^"^ ^^

'?g 264. 267.

Where one offenceTr^SeSwUrir^f ir^::^i ^' ""^ -'^ *-•

connect," ..... be comSu hlrel^tS" "' " ^''^^ ««'-''' ^-^^
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a6i. Secofid/y, most English connectives (especially and, but,

etc ) are so insignificant in size, and so unapt to attract attention

in any way. that they may be used the oftener without miury to

style • while the substitutes for them.-such words as also,

however,^ because-\^\r^g longer, are the more unmanageable,

whether placed first in tlie sentence or not.

363 Thirdly, if even a single alternative means of expression

or form of construction is cut off from the language by unneces-

sary proscription. Style loses in variety, or even in clearness or

force, and the writer is proportionately crippled." What folly,

then to lay down a rule that, in its logical consequences,

banishes all connectives from the first place in the sentence-

to diminish one's resources, reduce one's armory, and then

expect to fight the better the battle of efficient commumcaUon

"^aeWn^'the light of these truths, Prof. Hill's argument must

appear weakness itself. It plainly rests on two grounds, one

for the whole composition, another (or two others much " ike)

for the paragraph and the sentence MD." If nothmg comes

before the conjunction {and or *«/] there is nothing for it to

connect with what comes after;" (2) "A new paragraph

(sentence) indicates that there is a break in the sense too import-

ant to be bridged by a [that is, any^ conjunction. Further,

though Prof. Hill distinctly limits his first statement to and or

but
" the reason he gives why these words can not begin a whole

composition is. of course, an equally good reason why no

connective can be so employed. Henc. *e second statement

is unconsciously broadened, till the gen^^ial ..-. rtion is m: de,

that the gap between paragraphs or - u-r. . toogreacior

any conjunction (and therefore any connective) to bridge.

In a nersonal letter, quoted here by permission, Prof. Hill claims that all

tha^carfrrySrredfrom his text is that initial connectives must not be

Ibused ^' The sum and substance of what I say aboutW and *«/ s that they

Souta" .ever be used without a good reason." But surely, this statement is

'^.^JincrmpaibSwUh his printed words, "^n. and
*^^^

.

-'^-''^^^f"^J
'a.^nlriZrL or c/aw«"-not sentences, be it observed-and with the fact

th" not rfngTe initial an, or tut can be found between the covers of h«

/Vj-wf^/t except in quotation. (See, also, « 263, if/.w.)

i/fo«.«;*rls not always a full substitute for *«/. (See the next foot-note and

. «Thus "I.however.cannotapproveofif and "I can not, however, approve

of il-irtalnly differ in meaning: while, " However, I cannot approyeof it

?s1 o^ a variation in form, but, doubtless, a more emphatic summ n^ up of

i^lS gone Sefore,-th.t ia opposition to which the new sentence .s set.
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thet'sore/ii^rnr^a m;.:;'/" r^^ "^--^ --^-t,
with which an inXTLd o L ' "'" ^''"'^ ^"-".^osition

comes after. Thu theDlnh.M '"Y
^''^'^^^''^ ~""'='^* -''at

begins. 'W.r.the word ofXtor"d"f •
'" ''" ""^"'^'^ ^'^-•""'

ofAmittai.saying/v;^ I„„,H° ;;'"• ""»« J""«'^. the son
^nd; the though in Lah's minT,'

'"""'" ^"''^ '' "'•^-''V
of the Lord has been se„t to m "? '° ''"' "The word
revealed His will to man A„d^'"^^'"^*'''''

*^" ''^^^ »''"«

of Amittai, has tiu^ Stytvehtb °cl'
'"^

^""T
"^^ ^«"

prophet of the Lord '• So n / i
^^ " ^'''''''^' ''^^' « a

from tHe Sea with these ll^^^^^JT'- !"^ ^ ''^"-^-
pretty place it is' ^Ar\ • , ^ '"'^''^y «'"e "• and

Thec7njunctio;conn;c"'l^cK" rrS !"°''"^ "^ ''
'*•"

but which is really antecedent tn r .
}^ '^^^''

'" "-^^ '"H^.

the rest that folloL ^t e ^o^ie orth?t^r^';i'^
"'"^••'^' ^^'^^

so it was announced in al! the^ '"'' ^^'"Pa'-e, " \nd
Moleskine w^s a X'Tjir^^'

'"^ '""^«
Of course, such openinirs ar^oK^ ! ^ f

""^ °'^" countrj .">

abrupt or even a^Sul on^™''
'"'' ^'"•'^"^

=
^"^ «««" ^n

desired or even necSar^.^Tl'st^beT? ^'^ ^•""* '^

and it ought to be uoted'bytL student tht'^'l;
'""''^'•'

extremely rare. Prof Hill L!2 .""^"f'
*"at such cases a ;

examples^hatmakets"!^^.^^;;^ ^^^ f-
remark to and and but ^' ^"'^ '" '""'^'"S bi»

265. (a) Prof. Hill's other alleeation thof
a new sentence indicates a break !n ?h'

"^"^ Paragraph or
be bridged by a conjunction is rtn"h

'""'^ '°° important to

assumption. Not oTe scno o IvM
''•

'"f '' •""^'^^ « ^^^^

support his statement whilZ f"? I
"^^"'^"^ ^^ '^»'" »°

writers habitually begi^ both 1. J^"'
'^" ^^^ English

conjunctions abundantly provesTaf:"'
'"^ '^"^^"^^^ ^'^'^

the gap indicated by tLse breaks »
^°"J""«^^-" -«« bridge

«?hrt
^""^'""^'"-'>''

(«» powerful rather than a finished writer

)

viewto'^or^VonS^^tf twl ^^^'t^r' ""^^ *'» «'-"" -'H .
rn their works. Aristophane,X2 ' ? "* "^"'^ •''°"«''' «' '«> be-
ing, by way of prr!ogoe.^AA "vj^ t«.'- *

'' •'^"/ """""^ter ,0 exclaim-

.frtt' .?_?-' -'.'!> ^ pb-.e tha;:;h;i7;x7:i':t:r::'-!^^^^^^^^

auciacura Vulnus alit venis."
' '**^'"* K^^^i jamdudum
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266. Hence, Prof. Hill's whole argument falls. The question

raised is, Ought a conjunction to do so and so ? The point at

issue is, Can a conjunction do this work? No, says Prof. Hill,

it can not, and therefore it ought not. But, surely, this is not

reasoning. It is a bold, ill-concealed, begging of the whole

question; and this directly in the face of Prof. Hill's own
concession that "much good usage" can be found for the

construction. Initial and and but do bridge the gap between

sentences : yet they can not !

'

267. Finally, the authority of both rhetoricians and standard

writers is uncompromisingly against any such proscription of

connectives. Campbell (as has been said) assails the position

taken by some of his contemporaries;' Blair seems never to

have heard of the objections that Campbell notes ;' Lord Kames
was engfrossed by the higher questions of his art ; Whately,

Bain, nearly the whole catalogue of professed rhetoricians,

either ignore the rule or laugh it to scorn. Against these

names, the ad captandum decisions recorded above weigh liter-

ally as the dust in the balance. Usage, too, is undeniably on

the same side. Initial a«rf'.y—and especially buVs and for's—
can be found on the pages, not only of average writers,

1 J 397, *f&a/.—There are really two questions raised in this discussion, (i)

Ought a conjunction to begin a whole composition? (2) Ought it to begin a

sentence or a paragraph? but the rare case of a Mdiole composition beginning

with a conjunction is neglected here as practically of no importance.

• His chief argument is usage; but he urges also the inconsiderable size

of and, now, etc., and the greater length and unwieldiness of the longer

connectives, as well as the loss in variety entailed by the cutting oflf of even

a single form that is in good use, and to which no valid objection has been

brought.

* Lectures, XII.—Blair speaks of the misuse of and internally, but does not

say one word about initial and. Yet it is not impossible—it seems, perhaps,

probable—that Campbell meant Blair by his "some critics." In 1760, when
Campbell was writing at Aberdeen, Blair was lecturing at Edinburgh, and this

with such success that his Isctures were actually ''pirated" and published

surreptitiously. Now, a hundred miles in Scotland, anno 1760, was a long

distance, and Campbell might easily have been imposed upon by an illegitimate

copy of Blair's book. Prof. Meiklejohn (Life and Letters of W. B. Hods^son,

LL. D., p. 9,) notes the fact that prayers were said at Edinburgh for George

IV. six months after that monarch was dead ; and, if this was possible in the

second quarter of the 19th ceiitury, what need be doubted of the third quarter

of the eighteenth? Assuming, then, that Blair was misunderstood and mis-

represented —as, of course, he could easily have been on such a point—nothing

would have been more natural than for Campbell to expose in a parliamentary

way the reported blunder of his great contemporary and rival.
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THE PARAGRAPH—PARAF r irri-ARALLEL
CONSTRUCTION

^Z,f!"- Q"-''«>bo"rd pl'""^°r''' -"atemenui

f^d,na^ reader's a«e„fo„.^ ^ - as .ca,cely ,0 a«,4«7,f,'

the taste and debauches thej„Se„t
'""'"""««.

3- Parallel
Construction.

*"« first. Ye in No^'A"f' "^-'P^are, i.-n (twJce) aid „ ""^ *'>' ^"""-t-
"'d. a third with a^J^'wWet v"'^^''^«'"'-''h W^^^^^^gin with dut. '

^'"'^' '" No. 414, one paragraph and T '"**'

•How abundantly the fxi. •

"nances

**'. '46, 247 til'
*'''^' '30. 232, ,36. ^^ ' r„"' P- ''fi. =»; «9, 220, «,

"umbS; in itSs 'er'^";
"'' '''• ^-ch xf̂ ^^.'^^ ' • '^9. >4r. each , :;'.'

Quoted matter ".o'cn"^ '? """P'" -f these wo/ds'h
'''' ''^'' '' ^^-t^'

•Bain.«,«, ^^"»P'«'-dia,ogue;re'^Sd'iJ'"^'«"='>'-- "^
H
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change of thought. Thus ;—

strongest terms by those fromwhomh.^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^,

Home Government says Do not mterter
^^^^^^^ j^ ^^

heathen temples. Is »t denied th^^ ^\ The Home
interfered in the

^^^'i^!"^^^^^^^^^^^ temples. Is it

Government says, Make no
P'^^^J"^ '^ , ^^^d to all the world

denied that Lord EllWough^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^p,^, T,
his intention to make a

P^^^^^'^^^^^te heathen temples. Is

Home Government says, Do not decorai
^^^ ^^^

it denied that Lord E"enborough has pr^^^^^^^^
^^^^

world his intention to ciec°rate a^^^^^^^^^^^ ^e-P^^^^^
^^ .^^^^en

:rpfto escort th- .ate-
^^^^^^^^^ and M.zy. the

(2)
" No sooner had they a^nvea man

^^
new governor, proceeded to construct the "ewJ ^^^
knew nobody in the colony, and^^^^ ^^^^,^^^^ ,ere

under Laval's mtluence. T'^^"*',!^*"lose hands, and not in

virtually made by the bishopf;;'^j^to„ had bee" placed.-
thoseofthegovernor.thebUnk^^^^^^^^

269. When jomed ^th balance ^
^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^

an even stronger e-ect; as,
^^^^^^^^ only in degree. Sir,

are in kind the same ^h-g '
tj^eyji

f̂ ^^^^^^ breathe a vein

they are the same thmg m the sense m w
^^.^^^

and to cut a throat are the same thing^ i

"

^^^^ ^^, „f

of resemblance between the act of ^e surgeo^^^^^^
^^^ ^^^^^

the assassin. In both there is th«

f^J'^^^ ^^ jble both

the bloodshed. But the
^^^f^effec"- Had the lastthree

in moral character and in P^y^^^^^^^^^^ .^ ^^e sense in which

sentences read.-They are the smt^^^^^^^^
,be same

rg : tt^rTl':^^^^- the actsare farfrom being

1 Macaulay. Speeches, THe Gates of Sanmautk.

. Parkman, The Old Rigime in

'-'"'""'-•fJ"; .. ^,
. Macaulay. Speeches, The Minstry of Urd Melbourne.



tne same thine in ^fr l
yet more complet'e.' ^B^ts^'?' ^"'f;''^'"

^<>"W have been
decided in favor of Variety.) ^^'^"'^^ ^'««'y

notJdiwo 'The'
''

''"f
^^ Construction have been

Correspondin/exStTsS^^^^^^
places. For example;- ^"^^ corresponding

£r:'/^:ir^^^^^^^^^^^ i°eht:^r7"^ " ^'^^ ---
which they may have been LrneT Atl°V"^ "'^"""^^ '"to
all devotee; but climate and condifin

*'?^"«'-'"'tage he was
or h.s symptoms changed wkh them ^^J''

'^""^^^' «"d he
suddenly to a post of comm.nH "^ ^°""^ himself raised
such. The town m^^r o^ Caen »

1?'
r''*^'

"^^ ""^^"^ ^« ^
far larger than France "» ^' '^* *° ''"^^ over a region

tiipeTyZXlel ^t^T tTe^
'^^ '^ ^ ^^^^ ^^-W

epoch. Early in Februar th^^ee„ rT^"
""^ '^'' ^'^^^^''^^^

and captured, next came a fi^K ?"''*' ^^''^ ^^'-P^'^ed
laborers and two hundreTandsfx^vr'^" ^ '^""^^ band of
month, ten more Frenchman ^

.^."-^quois
;
^ i„ the following

monotonous, especially th^„ 1 ,""J"™«ions become
ofemphatic or unempLt"o^dT fey

'" ""' ™>'^""^
•

able to varied forms ever fl!!' J^^
<^"n<>t be prefer.

Thus ;_ "'• ^™' '^^h and correcUy emphatic.

na.Ls^S:pe^':i;J™«^'^t7«^^ to hin,.. The
"y ware and dissensions, looked

'That IS, Mezy himself.

* Better,-a large band of I»h«~
' Parkman. ut cit., ch. vlH

r?• "^^ '"' '""«'" '- '•undred andt;,

I »^, above. 'Louis XIV.
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upon him with respect and fear. Among weak and weary

neighbors, he alone was strong. The death of Mazann had

released him from tutelage ; feudalism in the person of Cond6

was abject before him ; he had reduced his parliaments to

submission ; and, in the arrest of the ambitious prodiga

Fouquet, he was preparing a crushing blow to the financial

corruption which had devoured France. Nature had formed

him to act the part of King. Even his critics and enemies

praise the grace and majesty of his presence, and he im-

pressed his courtiers with an admiration which seems to have

been to an astonishing degree genuine. He was a devout

observer of the forms of religion ; and, as the buoyancy of youth

passed away, his zeal Was stimulated by a profound fear of the

devil. Mazarin had reared him in ignorance ;
but his faculties

were excellent in their way, and, in a private station, would

have made him an efficient man of business. The vivacity of

his passions, and his inordinate love of pleasure, were joined

to a persistent will and a rare power of labor. The vigorous

mediocrity of his understanding delighted in grappling with

details. His astonished courtiers saw him take on himself the

burden of administration, and work at it without relenting for

more than half a century. Great as was his energy, his pnde

was far greater. As king by divine right, he felt himself

raised immeasurably above the highest of his subjects; but,

while vindicating with unparalleled haughtiness his claims to

supreme authority, he was, at the outset, filled with a sense of

the duties of his high place, and fired by an ambition to

make his reign beneficent to France as well as glorious to

himself."^ ,

The construction is carried into the two next paragraphs,

and always with the same variety and correctness of emphasis.

A finer example of intentional non-parallelism, where parallel

construction would have been unendurably monotonous, can

not easily be found. The student should rewrite the passage

with he as the subject throughout, and then note the inferiority

of the latter form. On the other hand, the parallel construction

of so many sentences in the following extract grows extremely

wearisome, and would be utterly unbearable, were it not for

the interrupting passage. " Bnt we did none of these thmgs

... to be perpetrated in open day."

1 Parkman, ut cH, ch. x.
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abilities on Mahometans and Pagans. But we did nor.^f ..

With extreme jealousy and disdain
; and they suffered thp n^!.j;atrocous crimes, if enjoined by the' Hindoo LpeStln to be

=^r-t„.-i=;t^^^^

Zfdedte d""^ '^^°"r'
''' ^^'"p'- of tre":rsetdrw:

to whth •

""^ ^"''- ^^ S"^^d «"d painted The imagesto which our Ignorant subjects bowed down We reDalredfnHembellished the car under the wheels of whicrcraTdevoteiflung themselves at every festival to be crushed to death w

those whom we meant to flatter. We led them tn Zl ^1

merely as a Doh'tirian an--n" r^- ^f-
- - ,v

"'y'"^^- * speak

which has done so much to promote justice, and mer!^y,t„S
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freedom, and arts, and sciences, and good government and

domestic happiness, which has struck off the chains of the

slave, which has mitigated the horrors of war, wnich lias raised

women from servants and playthings into companions and

friends, is to commit high treason against humanity and civil-

"
A^areful study of the passage will show beyond all doubt

that Macaulay intended no emphasis on his constantly recurring

subject a'^-still less on / in the last three sentences
;
and yet

unlesssuch emphasis were intended, and even if it were mtended,

the many repetitions of the same construction are terribly

damaging.*
^

272. Where emphasis is intended, however, the parallel

construction is a most certain means by which to secure

it. Thus ;—

"An army, a navy, a preventive service, a police force, may

do their work whether the public feeling be with them or against

them Whether we dislike the com laws or not, your cus^m

houses and your coast guard keep out foreign corn. The

multitude at Manchester was not the less effectually dispersed

by the yeomanry, because the interference of the yeomanry

exrited the bitterest indignation. There the object was to pro-

duce a material effect; the material means were sufficient
;
and

nothing more was required. But a Church exists for moral

ends A Church exists to be loved, to be reverenced, to be

heard with docility, to reign in the understandings and hearts

of men.'

4. Method.

'A paragraph should be consecutive, or free

from dislocation"; that is, the several thoughts ex-

pressed in it should follow each other in their natural

order, and the whole paragraph move forward step by

> Macaulay, The Gates of Somnauih.

•See 8 272, A^toa/.-Of course, allowance must be made for the fact that the

g_.„c. |„ fre!m a speech. Macaulay perhaps never wrote so lU in his Hxstoty

or his Essays.

. Id.. The Church of freland.-The parallelism of the con/l-d'ng sentences

is all the more marked because of the intentional variety of form of the other

entences.

273-
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Step from the topic-sentence to the close. "Each para-
graph," says Prof. Bain, "has a plan dictated by the
nature of the composition. According to such plan
every pertinent statement has a suitable place; in that
place, It contributes to the general effect; and, out of
that place, it makes confusion." Orderly arrangement
of course assists the reader by concentrating his atten-
tion

:
a want of method embarrasses him by unnecessarily

taxmg his attention. Of the two examples that follow
the first is correct, the second contains serious disloca-
tions ;

—

(I) "When the news that he> had been stopped, insulted
roughly handled, and plundered, and that he was slill a prisl
oner in the hands of rude churls, reached the capital, many
passions were roused. [Topic-sentence.] Rigid Churchmen,who had, a few hours before, begun to think that they were
freed from their allegiance to him, now felt misgivings. He
^hdir.' '^^'"f

,^'\k'"S:dom. He had not consummated his
abdication. If he should resume his regal office, could they,on their principles, refuse to pay him obedience? [Fim
Specification.] Enlightened statesmen foresaw with concern
that all the disputes which his flight had for a moment set at

r.nr" 1
'^

c''^'^
^"? exasperated by his return. [Second

specification.] Some of the common people, though stillsmarting from recent wrongs, were touched with compassion fora great prmce outraged by ruffians, and were willing to enter-
tain a hope, more honourable to their good nature than to their

Ih- TT^?' '^^t
^^ ""'^^^ ^"^" "^^^ repent of the errors

spectficalnT^ °" ''"^ '° '''"'^^ " punishment." [Third

(2) " Norwich was the capital of a large and fruitful province.
[Topic-sentence.] It was the residence of a bishop and of a

rS^^'c
""^^ ^^'^"^'"^ '^^* °^ '^^ '-'hief manufacture of the

rein;iv?T.r"'^''*'T'''''^
by learning and science hadrecently dwelt there

; and no place in the kingdom except the
capital and theuniversities.hadmoreattractionsfoXrurLu^^^
lihe second 01 these three specifications properly belonjrs
first

;
so that the first and the third, closely related, mayS

'•'*"'' "•
• Macaulay, /fiUo»y qf England, ch. x.
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together.] The library, the museum, the aviary, and the

botanical ga'-den of Sir Thomas Browne, were thought by the

Fellows of the Royal Society well worthy of a long pilgrimage.

[Correctly placed.] Norwich had also a cc -rt in miniature.

[Tills ' court in miniature ' is then most amply described, but

the paragraph closes abruptly.] In the year 1693, the popula-

tion of Norwich was found, by actual enumeration, to be

between twenty-eight and twenty-nine thousand souls." [A
statement utterly misplaced after the "court in miniature," and

properly belonging either with or even before the earlier speci-

fications. Its fittest place would seem to be immediately after

the topic-sentence.]

'

'5. Unity.

274. Unity requires that every statement in the para-

graph shall be subservient to one principal affirmation.

This principal affirmation is, of course, the topic-sen-

tence, which sets forth the subject of the paragraph. To
this everything that has any right to a place in the

paragraph must be related, either as explanation, speci-

fication, illustration, or in some other definite way.

Anything not so related forms a digression, and, accord-

ing to its length and its subject-matter, more or less

diverts the reader's attention. Such a digression should

be put into an independent paragraph. Thus ;

—

(i) "On returning to our own frontiers, I had an opportunity

of displaying my exemplary greenness. [Topic-sentence,]

That message to my brother with all its virus of insolence I

repeated as faithfully for the spirit, and as literally for the

expressions, as my memory allowed me to do ; and in that

troublesome effort, simpleton that I was, fancied myself exhib-

iting a soldier's loyalty to his commanding officer. [Specifica-

tion.] My brother thought otherwise : he was more angry with

me than with the enemy.—I ought, he said, to have refused

all participation in such sans cullotes^ insolence; to carry it

was to acknowledge it as fit to be carried. [Contrasting Sen-

tenfce.] One grows wiser every day^ and on this particular

> Macaulay, History ofEngland, ch. iii.

•The spelling in the Author's Library Editiou (Bostqn, 1873.)
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day I made a resolution that, if again made prisoner, I would

tmes. If these people wou/d stnd 'jaw.' I settled that, hence-

;^r'^^ "rT'*
^° ''"°"«^ '•^^ post-office." [Reflection.] >

(3) My father was a merchant ; not in the sense of Scotlandwhere .t means a retail dealer, one, for instance, who sells

f clus'Jv': '".h
?"';;' '"' •" ^'^^ ^"^"^^ «^"^^' ^ «-^« "gorously

and no ot.^ ' .h'' r
^''-^ •""" '"^"^^^ ''"^'^'^^" commerce^and no other; therefore, in a/Ao/^.a/^ commerce, and no other-which last limitation of the idea is important, becausl itbrings him within the benefit of Cicero's condescending di-inction as one who ought to be despised certainly, but not toointensely to be cespised even by a Roman senator. [Though

punctuated as a sentence, this medley contains three independ"

Th/thIT"''' fr'
°' ""'^^ ^'^'^"''^ ^^ •" ^ sentence by ft elf.

farther Hi'""''-'''" T'Z^ '^' ^^''^^^^P'^ ^^«" ^^^^^ than thefurther digression described below.] He-this imDerfectlv
desp.cabl^man-^ied at an early age. and vei^ L^^ft

'
th^

cZtr 'T^^V"" '^'' '^^^'''' '««^'"S to his family, thenconsistmg of a wife and six children, an unburdened estateproducing exactly sixteen hundred pounds a year. Naturally
therefore at the date of my narrativ^whilst he wasSfSg-he had an income very much larger, from the addition ofcurrent commercial profits."*

-uuiuon 01

thl^t.^^^f?^^
''''" '"°^'^""' '"'^ ^ ^^*^"^^ discussion of

kdte,r ?
'""^

'r'"^" '" "" ^"^•'^'^ merchant's family,

iant? . rt'
'"'°^'' ^"^'""^ "'^' P^^^^'-'^^ °f household ser:

InSLn "^

IT'''''
'" ""^ ^"^P^^* •^^t^^^" merchants'and the poorer noblemen's families, comments on the conse-quent "disturbance upon the usual scale for measuring therelations of rank," and warns the reader not to think DeS^uincey's family of higher rank than it really was I^lwo^dafter this trying digression, it ends exactly where it blganMy father was a merchant." If the digression was hiZjense .

^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^ parTgraph byUself. (Compare the next example.) But De Quincey pain^fully often neglected Unity, aud crowded his para^aphs (as hedid his sentences) with digressions, till the reader^ patience is(and should be) quite exhausted.
pauence is

» De Quincey, Autobiographic Sketches, ch. H.

*Autobiographic Sketches, ch. i.
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(3) "The circumstances which attended the sudden dissolu-

tion of this most tender connection I will here rehearse. And,
that I may do so more intelligibly, I will first describe that

serene and sequestered position which we occupied in life.

"Any expression of personal vanity, intruding upon impas-
sioned records, is fatal to their effect—as being incompatible
with that absorption of spirit and that self-oblivion iu which
only' deep passion originates or can find a genial home It

would, therefore, to myself be exceedingly painful that even a
shadow, or so much as a seeming expression of that tendency,
should creep into these reminiscences. And yet, on the other
hand, it is so impossible, without laying an injurious restraint

upon the natural movement of such a narrative, to prevent
oblique gleams reaching' the reader from such circumstances of
luxury or aristocratic elegance as surronnded my childhood,
that on all accounts I think it better t^ ! ill him, from the first,

with the simplicity of truth, in what order of society my family

moved at the time from which this preliminary narrative is

dated. Otherwise it might happen that merely by reporting
faithfully the facts of this early experience, I could hardly
prevent the reader from receiving an impression as of some
higher rank than did really belong to my family. And this

impression might seem to have been designedly insinuated by
myself.

" My father was a merchant ; " etc. (as in Ex. (2), above.)*

275. The rule, however, admits many exceptions ; and
dogmatic or cramping statements of it are to be as

carefully avoided as are similar statements of the rule for

Unity in the sentence. Poetry, especially, may violate

the law ; and naturally, for its object is to please rather

than to instruct. But even in Prose, sentences that

are "merely explanatory or qualifying" may acquire a

"dangerous prominence," if placed in a paragraph

alone. Thus ;

—

" Meanwhile the old man looked through the sketches and
studies with which the room was strewed.

" ' You do not finish your things ?
' he said abruptly.

"'Rene flushed darkly.

* Alone. «Id.ll;
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^•- on plcure. COS. money,' he said briefly, • and-, am venr

" 7>4^ strang^er took snuff.

onwiz w„'rs.'rhf:t:; 'rT'"
""""' ^-"" lu gei me prices of Meissonier. ' "

»

grapLigressfonaTfupflt^tm TT" ''"^-

the greater confusion « '
°"''' *""«• ""^^te

inJduced.rr."he c'r^rxtcrr^ -'^-^ "^

should be -T no«,Kio
-^''^e oi track, and, of course,

pendent ;;r4faX"''
"" " "" "^^'^-'-S "^ »«-

6. Due Proportion.

st«e^£mr„?t4\teST:iUXS^^^^^

pii:r:s;rto-st~7-^^

no H. The two consonant.! n o«^ /- ' ^•» ^•»
G., the wisest of the whoLt nd r ?' ^^^^."' ""'« *^°"ble.

than one hundred mnesh'mtherr '' ' ^''^^"^^ °^ "^°^«
B.. living within fou^mi es of f r^^ . ' "^V^'^^^

'^"^
'
b"t

s^n^i.toT.':ea^l^^-X-4-^^^

•I>eQuiiicey,«/fiy.,ch.ii.
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tion. The bar(> facts that it relates, are, (a) My father was an

English merchant, {6) He died at an early age soun after the

incidents recorded in this chapter, leaving his wife and six

children an unburdened estate ofsixteen hundred pounds a year,

(f) Naturally, therefore, his ow.i income had been much larger.

Now, these facts may, of course, be appreciably expanded by

modifying statements, and yet the proportion of the paragraph

be undi iirbed ; but much of what De Quincey has crowded

in must be thrown into a separate paragraph or be omitted.

Thus, the following re-writing probably carries the insertion of

modifying matter to its extreme ;

—

My father was an English merchant ; that is, one engaged in

foreign, and therefore wholesale, commerce. As a wholesale

dealer, he came within' the benefit of Cicero's condescending

distinction as one who certainly ought to be despised, but not

too intensely even by a Roman Senator. He died, e^c, as in

{d), above. Naturally, therefore, etc., as in {c) above.

In Scotland, the word tnerchant means a retail dealer, one,

for instance, who sells groceries in a cellar ; but the English

sense of the term is rigorously exclusive. The limitation of the

term is important ; for it leaves my father only an imperfectly

despicable man—a man whose current commercial profits made
him undeniably rich.

But the additional paragraph is an unnecessary digression

and therefore weak.

7. Climax. Bathos.

I

278. A paragraph or even a single (compound) sen-

tence may be so arranged that its "first part prepares

the way for the middle, and the middle for the end, in a

kind of ascent."' This ascent is called Climax; its

opposite descent, Bathos. Either may be intentional

or accidental ; but Climax is always an excellence, unin-

tentional Bathos a glaring defect. Intentional Bathos

may be humorous or pathetic or witty,—may create a

good-natured laugh or start a tear or point a stinging

sarcasm i Thus j—

•

1 Abbott, How to Write CUarly, R. 39.
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(i) " An open (a), tolerant (a'), and kindly (a'O temper thatwelcomes confidence (d), that overlooks faults (b^, that makes

Tong^J-o'-r^'*
'" ""''''' »"«" (*"^' »hat easily forgives

"As the railroad track sweeps through the towns which
stnng themselves along it (a), climbs mountains and plunjres
into valleys (a'), hides itself in forests and flashes out again
u.to broad plains and along the sides of happy lakes (a'O and
evidently cares nothing for them all except as they just giVe it
ground on winch to roll out its length towards its end by the
shore of the Pacific (a'-),-so this man's life pierces right on
through all the tempting and perplexing complications of ourhuman living (d), and will not rest until it has attained the
mastery of legal power (6^)." *

"The same is true about the sympathy of the rich (a) with
the poor

(^), of the believer (a') with the doubter (<50, ofhe hopeful («//) with the despondent (^0. of the liberal
(a/0 with the bigoted (y^^) ; aye. even of the saint («''//)
with the sinner ((5'''''''')."

»

^ '

"^"'l'!^''^,'."."^^
^he great miracle of speech, the strongest

proof of its living (a), organic (a^)-l had almost said divine
(a )-power, that even as the processes of vegetable life buildup id), assimilate (d'). vivify (y^), and transform into self-sus-
taining (r), growii- (c^), and fruitful (^'0 forms (d'^n the dead
material of mechanical nature, so language " eic*

(2) "Sir, they* are grand, they are splendid ;*
there are not

twelve men, sir, in Boston who could have written those
plays. •

"Such a derangement must have reduced society to its

fnTeresJs.'^'"'''
'"^ '"^ '° ^ ""'"''' *^°"'^'°" ^^ ^<^"fl'^«"g

"Language can inform them^ with the spiritual philosophy
(aO of the Pauline epistles (*') the living thunder (a^ of a

Rus'dl
(1)"-^'^'^' " *'' "'^""' Picturesqueness («) of a

» Phillips Brooks, Sermons, vol. it. p. aj6. 1^ j^
•Id. ib. p. lao. 4^" D «* L ,

-P-'H-

The plays of Shakspere. . Quoted by Hodgson, Errors in English.
^Inexpressive articulate sounds.

8Geo. P. Marsh, Z«/«»-«, i. p. 280. (Cited bv A S Hill «„, \ c- . .
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IJ

(S) " Then fill a fair and honest cup, and bear it straight to me

;

The goblet hallows all it holds, what'er the liquid be

;

And may the cherubs on its face protect me from the sin.

That dooms one to those dreadful words,—' My dear, where have you
been ?

'
"

»

" May the blossom of your heart—
Eleanore

—

Be a rose whose petals part

But to pour
Sweets of love ;—and if there be
Tears as well as smiles for thee,

May they be the dew that He
Doth restore.

" So, a kiss before you go,

Eleanore,

(Reachiiig up to me tiptoe

From the floor ;—
With the gold around your head.
And your dimpled cheeks so red,)

There—be off with you to bed,

Eleanore I " «

" But changing hands, it » reached at length a Puritan divine,
Who used to follow Timothy, and take a little wine.
But hated punch and prelacy ; and so it was, perhaps.
He went to Leyden, where he found conventicles and schnaps.

[ From Leyden the bowl comes over in the Mayflower, and Miles SUndish
and his soldiers drink "a long and solemn draught " from it on the eve of a
battle with the Indians.]

"That night, afirighted from his rest, the screaming eagle flew.
He heard the Pequot's ringing whoop, the soldier's wild halloo ;

And there the sachem learned the rule he taught to kith and kin

;

' Run from the white man when you find he smells of Hollands gin.'"*

"When George the Fourth was still reigning over the privacies
of Windsor, when the Duke of Wellington was Prime Minister,
and Mr. Vincy was mayor of the old corporation in Middle-
march, Mrs. Casaubon, bom Dorothea Brooke, had taken her
weddingjourney to Rome." '

* O. W. Holmes, On Lending a Punch-Bou/l, st. 13.

«C. H. L. (in the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin), st. 5, 6.

• Dr. Holmes's punch bowl.

« Holmes, ut cU., st. 4, 8. » George Eliot. (Cited by Prof. Hill, p. 135.)

Hi ill
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IV.

THE WHOLE COMPOSITION.!

«rf/*
.'^^^^^^' *^^t ^o»troI the composition as a whole

expressed, and belong, therefore, to Invention ;»
but

ions and'"'""
"''" "^'"^ *'^' ^PP^^ *« -" -mposl

Sngw" " '^"'' ^^ ^^"^' '^^^ ^' ^--- These

I. Ihe Parts of a Composition.

Darf«r*H?°"'^'^"''^
^ ^ ^^°^^' *^^ Composition has four

X?b r;:td^:rb?^ r ^^^^"^
f,\ -TU o ^"^ essential parts are ;—
>''

.
Proposition, which sets forth tie limihwtthm which or ,he endfir which the subject of theoompos,t,on is ,0 be discussed, or else states //Li

*'

Jor^«^so...iherparHcular^^ *« --k P™4^T

sition lijd °'f
"^'™' '''>'* '' «' ^^J'of the compo-

".he PropSr "'^ " "" "' *^ '^'"^ - "-'^
The non-essential parts are ;

(1) The Introduction,' which contains necessaryprehmtnary matter

;

"ccessary

(2) The Conclusion, which contains necessary matter

taught
1"""'^' ^'^^'^^-^-/—^ofth'e truls

opts l^'^ott^'^
^"^'^'^ '^^' ^« ^--''^'-^^—

•Essays in Criticism (New York, 1877), pp. ,84 ff.

•Part Second, **•&».
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" It has more than once been suggested to me that I should

translate Homer. That is a task for which I have neither the

time nor the courage ; but the suggestion led me to regard yet

more closely a poet whom I had already long studied, and for

one or two years the works of Homer were seldom out of my
hands. The study of classical literature is probably on tlie

decline ; but, whatever may be the fate of this study in general,

it is certain that, as instruction spreads and the number of

readers increases, attention will be more and more directed to

the poetry of Homer, not indeed as part of a classical course,

but as the most important poetical monument existing. Even

within the last ten years two fresh translations of the Iliad have

appeared in England : one by a man of great ability and genuine

learning. Professor Newman; the other by Mr. Wright, the

conscientious and painstaking translator of Dante. It may
safely be asserted that neither of these works will take rank as

the standard translation of Homer ; that the task of rendering

him will still be attempted by other translators. [Introduction, j

It may perhaps be possible to render to these some service, to

save them some loss of labor, by pointing out rocks on which

thtir predecessors have split, and the right objects on which a

translator of Homer should fix his attention." [Proposition.]

Then follows an elaborate discussion,* comprising, of course,

the bulk of the essay; and then another single paragraph,* con-

cluding the whole matter ;

—

" Here I stop. I have said so much, because I think that the

task of translating Homer into English verse both will be

re-attempted, and may be re-attempted successfully. There

are gfreat works composed of parts so disparate, that one trans-

lator is not likely to have the requisite gifts for poetically

rendering all of them. Such are the works of Shakspere, and

Goethe's Faust : and these it is best to attempt to render in

prose only. People praise Tieck and Schlegel's version of

Shakspere : I, for my part, would sooner read Shakspere in the

French prose translation, and that is saying a great deal ; but

in the German poets' hands Shakspere so often gets, especially

where he is humorous, an air of what the French call niaiserief

and can anything be more un-Shaksperian than that? Again

;

Mr. Hnyward's prose translation of the first part of Faust—so

good that it makes one regret Mr. Hayward should have

abandoned the line of translation for a kind of literature which

> Pp. 285-367. « Pp. 367-8.
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is, to say the least, somewhat slight-is not likely to be suroasserfby any translation in vet^e. But poems like 'he iHadThfchin the mam, are m one manner, may hope to find r'nr.- .

translator so gifted and so traine'd as'to be Ible to LmSone manner, and to reorodure it n„i 1 *"^*

reproduce Ms «„s. Xl^^l'L^etk^^rk'^u:I^means common among the modems in general and h.F yu
.n particular-^.^,../^. f„, „„„„ Cno o„"yZShVigor, he has the Greek erace- anH u,h»„

"'"X ine tngush

bolstering, rollicking way ifwhU"s EtglTadmSr7-!:vtmen of genius, like the late Professor wLn-lovetoy^^^^^^Homer and his poetry, one cannot help feeling that there snnvery deep community of nature between theif and th/^l""of their enthusiasm.
« It is very well my good friends 'I alwLv,.magme Homer saying to them, ifhe could hear them ' vt^ do

t^oUuT t'
°'^"°'"' '^"^ ''""-"^^^ -^ other you prJsem^

authors of othelloand Faust fit is a'p^eL^ a lovdy"^^^^^^^^Certainly his poetry has all the energy and power oftKet.^of our ruder climates
; but it has. besides, the pure lines of a^Ionian horizon, the liquid clearness of an ionian sky.'

"

282. Unless something mus^ be said by way of intro-duction or conclusion, the work consists of P^opo^aonand Discussion alone. Especially if a work grows oo

^ti'ti:; bvu"; i'

'^"^" '' "^^""^ ^"^ ^^^ -^er-:

Tr bv .no ^ 1^ ^P°''P°"'"^ "thegistof the matter."

?ll ^ aT^ ^' ''''^'^' '° ^^^ ^^'^' the discussion isfairly ended, an excellent rule is. Cut down the composi!

op^n^s X1;^h^-'''^
^^'^^'^^^ ^«-^-«- ^/ ^^^^^^s^

•Id., pp. 39 ff.

IS
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I -

Livet has lately re-edited, without being led to reflect upon the
absence, m our own country, of any institution like the French
Academy, upon the probable causes of this absence, and upon
Its results. [ Proposition.] A thousand voices will be ready to
tell us that this absence is a signal mark of our national
superiority; that it is in great part owing to this absence that
the exhilarating words of Lord Macaulay lately given to the
world by his very clever nephew, Mr. Trevelyan, are so pro-
foundly true; 'It may safely be said that the literature now
extant in the English language is of far greater value than all
the iterature which three hundred years ago was extant in all
the languages of the world together.' I dare say this is so-
only, remembering Spinoza's maxim that the two great banes
of humanity are self-tonceit and the laziness coming from self-
conceit, I think it may do us good, instead of resting in our
pre-eminence with perfect security, to look a little more closely
why this is so, and whether it is so without any limitations."
[The same thought expanded.]
To be sure, the paragraphs that immediately follow this

proposition contain, by way of preparation, "a very few words
on the outward history of the French Academy ; " but these
belong to the discussion, not to the essay as a whole, and are
aimed at making this discussion the more intelligible : they are
introductory, of course, but only to the discussion, not to the
whole work. So, the concluding paragraph of the essay-
Mr. Arnold's opinion as to the kind of academy England will
some day found—is rather a last paragraph of the discussion
than a conclusion to the essay as a whole.
Obedience to this rule would have saved a certain preacher

the mistake of correcting the excessive length of his sermons
by making them (in his deacon's words) "all introduction."

283. But the rule must be construed liberally.
Although, as Bacon says, "to use too many Circum-
stances, ere one come to the matter, is Wearisome,"
it is also true, as he says, that "to use none at all is
Blunt ;

" and while a reasonably abrupt opening is by no
means objectionable, excessive abruptness is commonly
to be avoided. A brief introduction or conclusion may,
therefore, be admitted, even when one is not in the
strictest sense necessary. Thus ;

—
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The essay On Translatinz Hotn^^ mJ^u* u

the conclusion quoted abovf ^d x^lS ^T ""^^^ ^'^^out

r; It may safely be asserted that Sask'of )"T ^' '^"^^

'

into English will be attempted bv v.Vl ^^"denng Homer
may perhaps be possible^S "^^y^^;

^^^er translators
; and it

have been less graceful, the mention of iJ!
°P^T^ ^^"Id then

translations (which are in faTt revTewed^nT" ''f ^"^^^'^
been made elsewhere, and Derhanr! ! ^^ ^"'^^^ must have
would have missed the lasftwo'I'

awkwardly
;
while the reader

beautiful sentences Is were TZ^lT^l V""^ '''^'> '^- ««
At the same time. thrrelaZ n

^^ ^"^''^^ ^"^^r.
tial parts of this e sayl^t^ ^h/oa^'?"'

°' '""^ "°"-«««en-
instructive-may serve to emphas^^^^^^ '""'"P^^ '« '"o-t

fiveclosely-printedpost-octTv'^ra^^^^^^^^^^^

hese two might have been oXdrh^l,^^^^
mgrf/ir/««,._arbitrary. perhaoTLnH v

'"'^ '' ^ ^food work-
as to be obeyed; hl^t^^'^^t''^^^^^^
always betterto begin at on'ce "v „ ftThe

'""'^ ""•' ^''^^ '* '«

matter, even at the risk of a Zh .^ ^''"'^^*^°^''"Portant
close, than to allow a deVy inclttt ''"^* "^^"'"^ -
probnging of the subject to exhaust nr

^°'"' ""' ^" ""^"^

reader's-muchworse.aheare?s-!n?t,V "^^" ^^^erely tax a
attention, to say nothing onhec^n-'^; ^^^ '^'^'" <>« the
an irrelevant introduct"on o tn^^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^t caused by
the omission of even admissive m.^' /° ^'^^^ ^« ^o make
of matter that is of doubtfultm;o^^^^^^^^^^ *^^" ^^^ --"-n

clearly defined Even2 P-n
.^.^'"P^^'^^^" ^re thus

sion .ay not be l^^^ToK^^TZ^^ ^'^ ^^^^"^
break. The whole „,atter4 be'ft toTh^ ^'T'^^"and discrimination of the reader But of

^' ^°'^. ''"'"

work in really ^ood form K^I .u ,- .'
^^^^^'"rse, in any

ject that it is thfoffictTf' ^e P
^' '"^ "^^^"^ °^ ^^^ «"»>-

before the reader and thlt
Proposition to set clearly

Proposition that it sfhe'oC^^^^ ^^^^ '^^
~.:ii u -

"^ uince oi the DisnicctVjr, f- — -i*vih uc so presented fh^f fj,« j
'-^n tu inake,

once discover th^ Thl t„ .'t
" ''" ^=''>"^<' »

from the same wrker ;- ' "^^ ^" ""O'*^'' "ample
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II

(I
'

il'l

Mr. Arnold's essay Marcus Aurelius^ opens by quoting John
Stuart Mill's assertion that Christian morality is inferior to the

best morality of the ancients ; criticizes this remark by she wing
the true ground and the inspiring motive of any system of
morals, and that Christian morality both rests on this ground
and has this motive ; cites Epictetus and Jesus side by side

;

claims that Jesus' statements of certain great truths are far

superior to those of Epictetus ; has a sly " rap on the knuckles "

for Mr. Mill ; and then (in the first sentence of a new paragraph)
suggests the subject of his essay, as follows;—"That which
gives to the moral writings of the Emperor Marcus Aurelius

their peculiar character and charm, is their being suffused

and softened by soniething of this very sentiment whence
Christian morality draws its best power." * The balance of the

essay cares as little for orderly arrangement, and leaves the

reader as unassisted as before. It mentions a " recently pub-
lished" translation of Aurelius, praises this translation and
then brings "one or two little complaints against" it, speaks
critically of Aurelius's Greek, gives a brief biography of the

Emperor, and finally quotes from his Meditations by way of
illustrating his ethical opinions. The close is quite as abrupt

and disjointed. In one paragraph, it remarks the catholicity of
Aurelius's moral code ; in a second, it speaks of the natural

affinity of the Roman persecutor of the Christians for Christian

morality, and raises the at once vain, yet alluring, question,

What effect would this morality have had upon this persecutor

of Christians, could he only have known it in its reality ?

285. But this plan is attended with no little danger.

Unless the Proposition (not formally expressed) is (i)

perfectly clear in the writer's own mind, and (2) made
equally clear to the reader or hearer, the whole work not

only may become inartistic in form and unmethodical in

its development of the subject, but also may violate the

law of Unity;' the writer becoming confused by the

details of his work, and failing of his mission because

the reader receives nothing intelligibly. The man who
himself does not know where he is going will hardly

guide others aright : he who is led blindfolded conceives

> Id., pp. 253 ff. »p. 357. *j 389, bebm.
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285 6. Important exceptions—or, rather, apparent exceptions

—to this principle will be met under the heads of Excitation

and Persuasion.*

286. Of course, anything mechanical in this use of

method will impair a writer's success ; but the artist must

everywhere "conceal his art;" and an extreme of for-

mality were better, one would think, than confusion or

failure. The ch ef end of discourse is to communicate

thought ; and failure in tliis particular is, therefore, total

failure. Yet how many worthy books are not read, how

many excellent addresses are not listened to, simply

because their methdd is so outrageously bad, that readers

and hearers alike refuse the labor necessary to be instructed

by them ! The assertion often made that a strict arrange-

ment develops only formality, stiffness and awkwardness,

and hampers or even dwans or enfeebles the mind of the

writer, tying him down to mechanical processes when he

most needs to be free,—this assertion can not possibly be

true in all cases—is not true (as many teachers will testify)

even in the elementary work of students. An orderly

arrangement may guide a writer without affecting his

liberty ; while (as has been said), without such orderly

arrangement, clear in his own mind, and clearly impressed

upon the mind of his reader, he may fall into confusion,

or spend his well-meant labor in vain.

287. To facilitate this methodical planning and con-

struction of discourse, a synopsis of the whole work,

("skeleton" it is often called), maybe clearly thought

out or even written down, before the actual labor of com-

position begins. Even a systematic notation of the

several divisions of the work by figures or letters may

be employed ; though this notation does not commonly

appear in the finished work, except in compositions

intended only to instruct or to set out statistics or

similar details. Text-books use such a notation, and

1 Part Second, below.
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horseman climbing a long hill, so much affected by a
certain writer, has provoked for him the soubriquet of

"the one-horse man." The danger in trusting to the

title to announce one's proposition lies in the carelessness

with which a title is often read. Indeed, the common
(but most mistaken) practice of many persons is to

"skip" title, preface, and all kindred matter.

288 a. The Proposition is not necessarily a judgment the
truth or falsity of which is to be enforced on the reader. In

Argument,' of course, such a judgijient stands as proposition
;

but in Narration, in pesjription,* in other kinds of composition,
the Proposition sets forth only the purpose of the writer, the

circumstances of his writing, etc.

2. Canons.

289. The Composition as a whole, no matter what its

subject, obeys four general rules. They are ;

—

(i) Unity. Each part of the composidon must be
subservient to one theme, and one proposition under
that theme.

Everything else must be rigidly excluded ; or, if anything out
of strict unity is admitted, its insertion must be justifiable on
sufficient grounds. Even in extended works, much interesting

matter has always to be left out, lest the attention be unduly
diverted from the main line of thought. A reasonable quantity
of such material, however, is sometimes inserted in foot-notes
or appendices ; but even here the limits of advisability are soon
reached. Speaking of De Quincey, confessedly a great sinner
in this respect, Mr. Minto sums up the case most cleverly;—
"Should these digressions, obviously breaches ofstrict method,
be imitated or avoided? The experienced writer will please
himself, and consult the effect that he intends to produce. But
if he digresses after the model of De Quincey, he may rest

assured that he will be accused of affectation, and will offend
all that read for direct information concerning the subject in

hand."

^\i9i, below. *^n%f(,behm.
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secret of many a failure in Method has been a failure in Selec-

tion ; the want of power to choose wisely serving, as a rule, to

debar the writer from making a judicious arrangement of

material.

(4) Completeness. The proposition must be dis-

cussed fully.

Everything essential, everything that is necessary to set the

subject as defined in the proposition completely before ihe

reader, must be included. The sin of incompleteness is, of

course, far less common than its opposite of overcrowding and
irrelevancy ; but its effects are none the less injurious to the

work, and the vice itself, therefore, none the less carefully to be

guarded against.^ A judicious Brevity may leave one's readers

or hearers wishing that the book, the sermon, the lecture had
been longer: Incompleteness leaves the mind unsatisfied, as

a piece of music leaves the ear, when it closes upon any chord

but that of the tonic. One cannot help feeling that the writer

has pledged himself to more than hf^ has fulfilled, or, perhaps,

has attempted m< )re than he was able to accomplish.

1Appendix, p. 333.
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V.

FIGURES OF 8PEECH.1

290. ''A Figure of Speech is a deviation from the
plain and ordmary mode of speaking, with a view to
greater effect;- as, That lamp lighted in Paradise,
mstead of Love; Saturn, quiet as a stone, for Saturn
motionless. So ;

—

VZr M IT.^' °' '•'• «^'^"'^ Of the kind!-Vor thou

til'Tr ^f''-''^*''^'^^^""'^
*hose ample brow I fancy atiara of I.Rrht or a gleaming aureola.

"A casement

. . . diamonded with panes of quaint device
Innumerable, of Uains and splendid dyrs,
As are the tiger-moth's deep damasked wings."

291. It is a question, perhaps, whether the many "artifices ofstyle gradually accumulated" by rhetoricians under the headof Figures of Speech admit of strict classitication. "Such anaccumulation." says Mr. Minto.* "could hardly be other than

'•tWoT"'' 'f ^^^" ^•"^- ««-.» who' attempt onlyhe most common figures." and wf.ose division is based on thethree simple modesof working" to which " all our intellectual

sreToin^^'''^''''r" ^"^ ^°"P °^«^"-^^^1Some points, however, have been made towards a classifica-bon; and by combining these points, all the most impo^nt

ZTT^^l r"^!'
""'^'- '^^^^ well-defined hear '

th?« i^ T^^ ""'"^^'' ""^ ^^'""^ " are deviations fromthe ordinary modes of speech in the "use of ./«^/. Zr^^'Thus, lamp, clouds, diamonded, stains and damasked \n\h.examples cited abovejall contain figures of th7s^of' The!
areeasilydistinguishable both from tl^^formalstilS^des^^^^^^^
cited, gute as a stone, upon an Alp as on « throne Tn^tZsuch peculiar sentence-structures as are observable In the Sand sixth examples of that paragraph. Now. fnr ..111! I''
wora ngures Mr. Minto has proposed to reserve"the nSne

* \ 170, above.

^Manual, p. 14.

• Bain. Part I. . De Quincey's sister, long dead.
» Part I., 8 3. 40 ff. • Minto. t j ,30.
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irppe—"at present, a kind of general synonym for a figure of
speech," but defined by the ancients in a narrower sense,^ and
undoubtedly a useful word when properly restricted in meaning.

Prof. Day, twenty years before Minto published his Manual,
used the term in the same meaning; and Aristotle's word meta-

phor, as opposed to simile, included just about the same group
of figures.* The advantage of the plan lies in its giving a con-

venient common designation to a small class of figures much
used by certain writers who do not affect the longer similitudes;

—by De Quincey, for instance, who (on this understanding) is

rich in tropes, as opposed to Macaulay, who is rich in similes,*

and to Carlyle, who abounds in exclamations, etc. The figures

a writer uses ofl4n give valuable suggestions as to the character

of his mind and the sources of his information ; and, hence, a
convenient nomenclature must be of great service in rhetorical

criticism.

293. (2) Another ancient term was re-proposed formodem use

by John Quincy Adams,*—namely the Greek word schemata,

or (as Mr. Adams boldly wrote it) schemes. Cicero says the

word denoted figures that affect the sentence or the whole
discourse,—in other words, figures that have to be stated at

length. Such are the Simile, the Allegory, etc.

,

—anothet group
that it is convenient to be able to name in a single word. Mr.

Adams's word schemes is, unfortunately, too closely associated

with its modem meaning to permit its being used here ; but the

Greek plural answers every practical purpose.

294. (3) AH figures of speech may be divided into two
classes ;*—(a) Figures of Diction, in which the deviation from

the ordinarymode of speech is in the language ; {b) Figures of
Thought, in which it is in the form of the sentence. In figures

of class (a), the language cannot be altered without destroying

or at least changing the figure ; in class (b), so long as the

form of expression is retained, the figure remains. Thus, the

sentence *'<?«/, out, hycsna!^^* contains two figures,—a meta-

> Appendix, p. 336.

* Poetic, xxi. (See, also, Ritter's note, Buckley's translation of Aristotle in

Bohn's Classical Library.)—Hence, plainly, the modern and erroneous use of

metaphorical to characterize a style noticeable for its tiabitual use of such
figures. (Minto, p. 15.)

* Minto, «/ ct/. ^ Lectures, W.xxs.,

* Also an ancient distinction, and recognized by Mr. Adams, Mt cit.

* Milton, SamsoH Agonistes, 748.
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had Milton written, Be^omr, wild beast! there would still havebeen a metaphor in wild beast^ though it would have been a dif-

wn^iiT^^^ '
whereas the sentence-form, Xh^ e:.clamaiio„,

would have remained untouched. The phrase Mures ofthought IS valuable also as a term of reference ; for. like tropfsand schemata, it names a well-defined group of figures for which
It is a convenient designation. In characterizing Carlyle above «
It w^ said, he abounds in exclamations, etc. : it may now be saidhe abounds tnfigures of thought.

295. There results, then, the following classification ;—
Figures of Speech.

(i) Of Diction.
(2) Of Thought.

(a) Tropes, {b) Schemata,

(i) (a) The chief Tropes are,—

of theil^^**^^°'''
*'"-^^^'^^^-^«''^'^/ as, The barky/«^<.«

/*. fu^
Metonymy /«<? substitution of an accompanimentformemtng tt accompanies: as. The shepherd, with his home-spun

(y) Synecdoche, a similar substituHon of a part for the
whole, or vice versa; as. Truth forever on the scaffold; ^rox,^
for^vtr on the throne

.

wrong

feel^lf^IT^'^^?''' ^^f
«//n*«/^«^ of life or even human

feelmgs and purposes to an inanimate object; as, The sUepiess

(i) {b) The chief Schemata are,—

^urtl^^A'
''^^'''^''''' *« '^'^^^ i- e.. stated at length; as.6«fAstuffaj dreams are made of;

{?) Allegory, detailed comparison of objects that but re-motely resemble each other; as, the comparing of lower anhLalswith men in ^sop's /-«*/«/
uwer animals

n^^
^^^ .-^^****^««^' '-^^ ^^Plicit contrasting of things alreadyopposed tn meamng; as. The petition originated, not with theKing, «^/ wuh the pariiament, «^/ with the people, *«/ wUh asection ofthe clergy themselves;'

P«,»»fwima

•Froude. (Cit«xl by Bain.)
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(rf) Epigram, " conflici or contradiction between theform
ofthe language and the meaning really conveyed,- " ' as Bread
is breads (meaning, it is unusually high-priced)

;

(e) Irony, the unmistakable saying ofwhat is not meant, in
order the more clearly or forcibly to say what is intended; as,
Alpretty plight

;

(0 Hyperbole, exaggeration designed only to make a
deeper impression: as, The infinite magnificence of heaven

;

(v) Euphemism, the softening of a harsh or indelicate
expression, cr the substitution for it of one that is euphonious
or delicate: as, When Stephen had said this, \\^ fell asleep.

(2) The most ipiportant Figures of Thought are,—

•

(a) Interrofiration, affirmation or denial strengthened by
being thrown into theform of a question: as, Is thy servant a
dog, that he should do this thing ?

((8) Exclamation, a mode ofexpression dictated by "sud-
den andintense emotion:'' as. How wonderful is Death,—Death
and his brother Sleep !

(y) Apostrophe, an address to an absent or imaginary
auditor, as if he were present: as, Come, pensive nun, devout
and pure!'

296. A much longer list might easily be made; but, as
Prof. A. S. Hill has well said, "The figures of speech are the
very j^«/"of human language "

; and many so called figures are
not in any strong sense deviations from the ordinary mode of
speech, but only devices of the sentence or the paragraph,
or even downright violations of Syntax. Asyndeton, for
example, is simply an omission of connectives; Ellipsis, the
omission of other easily supplied words—perhaps, merely for
Brevity's sake. Anacolouthon, the failure of a sentence to
follow the lead of its beginning, is absolutely a vice—certainly
a vicious mannerism—in some speakers, however rare it

may be in writing. To include everything called a figure by
tlie ancient or other writers who have emphasized this topic,
would be only to collect an interminable catalogue of mere
names. The ambition to make such lists was the fatal disease of
mediaeval rhetoricians, as well as of some more recent writers.*

* ^*'"* • Milton's invocation to Melancholy.
• For instance, John Sterling, D.D., whose System ofRhetoric, (London, 1795,

pp. 25) is simpiy a doubic list of uituly-fuur figures of speech, first in English
heroic couplets, with English examples and a translation of the technical
terms

;
secondly, in Latin hexameters, with Latin examples and the derivatiou

ofthe technical terms from the Greek.

J
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J

I?n„f'"^"'k".^^'^
P'^P^'^*^ ^^ ^* '««^t °"e merit. It avoidsminute sub-d.v.sion-that overK:lassification which rarely ornever classifies* but only bewilders.

^

ofT'
J"

i,""'*?*"«L'"°'"«
'""y the several figures by examplesof each the order of the classification will not be adhered tothe student will better understand the necessary drsS/ns"and at the same time find the classification itself more cfel

"
f

bl'g^r^g^^^^^^^^^^^^
effectively compared or contrasted are

298. (i) Two figures consist in the comparison of
objects that closely resemble each other;-(a) Meta-
PHOR, an m///^ar comparison

; (6) Simile, a comparison
siaied at length. Thus, De Quincey writing of his sister,
uses a metaphor. -/>///ar offire that didst go before me
to guide and to quicken. Had he written, Thou who
didst go before me, like a pillar offire, to guide and to
quicken, he would have used a simile. So ;—

Jrit^r''''/'^/'"'^''^'''
'^^^" *^y countenance was turned

Son Sf;~ M?^'f *^°"^t^"«y discharging its thunders.-^
Keason, the twinkling lamp of wandering life.

" With head uplift above the wave, and eyes
That sparkling blazed:'

" To you, my purse, and to none other wight,
Complain I, for ye be my lady dear."

(6) They had glimmering eyes, red, li^e the eyes of ferrets

tTat7sh^,l/.'"''''""'-"^^'"^'
^'^^^^^^^^^ I kissed the lipithat I should kiss no more, and slunk, like a guilty thing; wiUistealthy steps from the room.

"J' *«»«^, wita

" He, above the rest
In shape and gesture proudly eminent,
Stood like a tower"

" Fat as a whale, and walked as a swan."

^
299. (2) Two figures consist in the comparison of ob-

jects that but remotely resemble each other,-objects that
are drought into comparison by the figure ;-(«) Alle-
GORY, a^«.f/«iWcomparison

; (6) Personification, the
comparison of inanimate wi>li /»?.v~,^/- ^w.^^^- t,.

the ChSdaCfrr , T':'"'
" ^"*"""^ comparison betweenthe Christian life and a pilgrimage to a distant country.' Other

>Cf. Hebrews, xiii. 14.
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familiar examples are Swift's Gulliver's Travels, Chaucer's
House of Fame, and Spenser's Faery Qiteene.

{b) " Such an act

That blurs the g^race and blush of modesty,
Ca^ts virtue hypocrite, takes off the rose

From the fairforehead of an innocent love,

And sets a blister there, makes marriage-vows
As false as dicers' oaths : O, such a deed
As from the body of contraction //Mr>i«

The very soul, and sweet religion makes
A rhapsody of words ; heaven's /actf doth glow

:

Yea, this solidity and compound mass,
IVith tristful visage, as against the doom,

I Is thought-sick at the act."

300. (3) Two figures consist in the substitution of one
thing for another;—(a) Metonymy, of an accompani-

ment for the thing it accompanies
;
(b) Synecdoche, of

a part for the whole or vice versa. Thus ;

—

(a) The scarlet hat of the Cardinal, the silver cross of the

Legate, were no more, (meaning cardinals and legates were no
more).—Philip heard him read the prophet Esaias.—One day
nigh weary of her irksome way, {i. e., her Journey).—In secret

shadow far from all men's sight, (». e.,\n a shaded, and there-

fore secret place).

—

Blood ior life; a sunshine instead oi a bright
light; roses (in a cheek) as a sign of health, or blushes as a sign

of modesty.

{b) " The boy had fewer summers, but his heart

Had far outgrown his years."

" I can not see what flowers are at my feet.

Nor what soft incense hangs upon the boughs."
" And with rich metal [i. e., gold] loaded every rift."

" And kiss thy fair large ears, my gtatlc jcy."

" O that this too too solid flesh would melt,

Thaw, and resolve itself into a cfezc."

To spurorgoad for to drive; steel for sword; a Danielcoxat to

judgment ; slothful &h.3ide ; his lazy bed ; "the holy priest that

to her speaks and blesseth her with happy hands."

301. (4) Five figures coincide in presenting the unex-
pected;—{<£) Antithesis, by way of contrast; (b) Epi-

gram, in conflicting or contradictoryforms ofexpression ;
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m^omMoppositenessofmeamng;
(^) Hyperbole.

Inf T ''=^^^''^^^' W Euphemism i„ th^(avoidance of anything unpleasant Thus—

" There's a divinity that shapes our ends,
Rough hew them how we will."

" Our remedies oft in ourselves dotie,
Which we ascribe to heaven. • •

(*) At creation three kinds of people were made _«^u^on^n, and Harveys.^-K man resolved Jdo%Zd/k77^mtght come.-U^ went to his imagination for hlffattUj^r.
^rsjnemory for his tropes.-Ver^fsity is cur:d ^^^f:^:^

hit ^"^nZ^^'n'tl^
°"'^'. '"y *^y"'*^ '""^t «"bmit to be told

tifat mH ^" ^'"^^^'''^ 't '« presumption in me to suggest

^pouo. But still, however impossible such a thm- is in f.Uone case it happens that they /iaz;^.»
" '

'" ''"*

(rf) "A man so various that he seemed to be
Not one, but allmankincPs Epitome :
Stiff in opinions. cUways in the wrong
Was everything by starts and nothing'lone •

But, in the course of one revolving moon,

^

Was chemist, iiddler, statesman, and buffoon."
"Can any mortal mixture of earth's mould
Breathe such divine enchanting ravishmentf"

Milton, to give an idea of Satan's physical prowess, says,
"With head uplift above the wave, and eyes
That sparkling blazed, his otherparts besides
Prone on the flood, extended long and large

'

Lay floating mary a rood."

W The departed or the deceased for the dead is a familiareuphemism. Other examples are ;-
^

oAIela^t^c^rT-'-^i" ^^^^^ ""l^Z^
"'"^^'''^ ^''""^ " ^^ *"« "^^inning

2^. was^J^^^;^a;;tfi^

^.h.;..^xrcq«eat Uevice for brevity and point employed^ in' s"uci;- ^om^:.^

-SSSel'"'"'"'"'
'** ^'"^''^*^' '"" '-^•»« -<»» italicized „.

i<i
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" My necessaries a'e embark'd : farewell:

And, sister, as the winds give benefi*.

And convoy is assistant, do not sUtri

Put let me hear from you."

" Beware

Of entrance to a quarrel, but being in,

Bear 't that the opposed may beware of thee."

302. (5) The three Figures OF Thought;*—
(a) Doth Job fear God for nought ?—Can a man weigh offand

value the glories of dawn against the darkness of hurricane ?

—

Shall he expire, and unavenged ?

" When fades at length our lingering day.

Who ca^es what pompous tombstones say ?
"

{b) O burden of solii.ude, that cVavest to man thiough every

stage of his being !—^The Parlhaent of living men, Lords and

Commons united, what a miserable array agaiist the Upper

and [the] Lower House composing the Parliame it of Ghosts I

—^Methought I heard a voice cry. Sleep no more I

(c) " Earth, ocean, air, beloved brotherhood I

If our great Mother have imbued my soul

With aught ot '.tural piety to feel

Your love, and recompense the boon with mine ;

...... then forgive

This boast, beloved brethren, and withdraw

No portion of your wontiid favor now I

"

" Life of Life I thy lips enkindle

With their love the breath between them t
"

•' My daughter I with thy name this song began,—

My daughter I with thy name thus much shall end,—
1 see thee not, I hear thee not,—but none

Can be so wrapt in thee ; thou art the friend

To whom the shadows of far years extend."

Mighty and essential solitude '.—that wast, and art, and art to

be !—Hadst thou been an idiot, my sister, not the less I must

have loved thee, having * that capacious heart overflowkng, even

as mine overflowed, with tenderness, and stung, even as mine

was stung, by the necessity of being loved.—Cloud, that hast

revealed to us this young creature and her blighted hopes,

close up again.—O thou fervent reformer,—whose fatal tread he

that puts his ear to the ground may hear at a distance coming

onwards upon every road,—^if too surely thou wilt work for me
anu UUICni iricpUIUUXC WlUHiJ oma aUiicriiig, wtrih. oxav ivfi Si3 ra

little good

!

*il 394 fr, aiove. *ii4S(i)(e), above.
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Symbol, for the Thing SiJified Vawn'^t^^
^'^^ ^''^ ^'^"' °''

Agent.
(.) the Containfrfof;he™nir'^%"^^^^^^ ^°'- *'^«

for a Cause.
(.) an Author for hLwSs 7,w"?'^ ^''i

^" ^^''^^^

the Genus, and vice versa (buZ^A- ^^^V ^^^ ^P^^^^ for

i^nionomasta), (c) tZcnlrl . i"^'Y'^"^'
''°«- ^he Species

Material for the Thng Made ;? he P""
'^^ ^'^''^^<^'' (^) the

"
JnT!!"*

'*'' '"'" ""*»» "P »" her cheeks

^'•«V.simp.y„o,es.h;pa^S"Lde"f"*H 1"^"" *^'' *>
-na™* . p„., . ven„ntrr^°rrrS^rS

to cover the ground ;—
pnnciples seem

hedges of tiJght^f^rirtlwr'' "" '^"" -<»

fired with his topic, may pro^ 7™e - "
"" °"'"'

Wm . glass of iced water ,iwch ,hf ^h '"""'T "•" •" «*«
No more than a humane c^fectot ?nd "T"

"^'f"*'""™-
peasants who a, a season ^ "

"X'l!"*^ '"'' ,'-' «hose poor
and beg with tears and pit'eo^t g^iu^rAaTrd*'

*^""""'^
opened and the Hce distrtbuted.^ , woX^'grvfrd^.^^

^^GP'Manh, Lectures. 1.66.
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of water because I know that it would be roison. I would not

"ihe keys of the granary, because I know that by domg

lo I should turn a scarcity into a famine. And m the same

w^yl wouW not yieM to the importunity of multitudes who

TxaspeTated by suffering and blinded by gnorance demand

with wild vehemence the liberty to destroy themselves.

A cooler, more dispassionate reasoner would probably
.

have said,

—

.. .

It is not Mr. Speaker, that I have any unkind fee ing towards

these poo people : I simply can not yield to their importunity

buffering and ignor.nt as they are. and give them the means to

their own destrudtion.
.

So, compare the stilted lines (a) with the following

"strains like the breath of^the morning which has swept

over flowery meads" (^) ;'—

(fl)
•' Was this the face that launch'd a thousand ships,

And burnt the topless tow'rs of Ilium ?

Sweet Helen, make me immortal with a kiss.

Her lips suck forth my soul ! See, where it flies.

Come, Helen, come, give me my soul again.

Here will I dwell, for Heav'n is in these lips,

And all is dross that is not Helena.

I will be Paris, and, for love of thee,

Instead of Troy shall Wittenberg be sack d

;

And I will combat with weak Menelaus,

And wear thy colours on my plumed crest

;

Yea I will wound Achilles in the heel,

And then return to Helen for a kiss.

Oh I thou art fairer than the evening air.

Clad in the beauty of a thousand stars :"*—

(b) "Come live with me and be my love.

And we will all the pleasures prove.

That hill and valley, grove and field,

And all the craggy mountains yield.

There will we sit upon the rocks.

And see the shepherds feed their flocks

By shallow rivers, to whose falls

Melodious birds sing madrigals."

1 Alfred H Welsh. Development of English Literature and Language.

.Marlo"e;5a«.^. •Marlowe. THe Passionate Skepkerd to ku Love.
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^
(2) Figures -hould not be too numerous in any compo-

sition, nor should the same figure be too often repeated.
In the passage just cited from Marlowe's Faustus, the
figurative applications of Helen's share in causing the
Trojan war are numerous and unvaried ad nauseam.

(3) AH figures should both be clear in themselves and
promote clearness in their context. To this latter end,
they should be clearer than literal statement. Thus, the
literal statement, The heat of the oven was 1400=*
Fahrenheit, would have been far less clear to the
average reader than the hyperbole. The furnace was
heated "one seven times more than it was wont to be
heated," Indefinite as this statement is. So, it may be
questioned what is meant by

"The noble sister of Poplicola,
The moon of Rome :

"

certainly one may doubt whether the figure is as clear as
a literal statement would have been.' But no one need
ask what Homer meant by

"Soft as the fleeces 0/ descending snow,"

or Tennyson by

" Him, like the working bee in blossom dusi,
Blanched with his mill, they found."

(4) The accumulation in the same context of incon-
gruous figures, the combining of literal and figurative
language, and the "mixing" of figures—that is, the
drawing of the parts of a single figure from different
sources—are alike forbidden." All these errors may be
noted in the following short passage ;

—

"Pillar offire that didst go before me to guide and to
quicken,-^///ar 0/ darkness, when thy countenance was turned

I B&iassys it is admissible oa the ground thaf'Uie absence of intellectual
•Imilanty is consistent with emotional keeping" ; but he does not translate it.

•The mixed Metaphor is especially condemned by rhetoricians.-probably
because Uie Metaphor is so striking a figure.

prooawy,
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away to God,i\^^i didst too truly jA^rftht shadow of death overmy young heart.-in what scales should I weigh thee? Wis
the blessing gr- ater from thy A^az/^«/j/ presence, or the blight
which followed thy departure T Can a man weigh o#and value
the glories of dawn against the darkness of hurricane?"*
Here are at least fourteen figures—the words in italics the

Apostrophe (sustained from "Pillar of fire" to "departure")
the Euphemism in " turned away to God," and the three Interl
rogations ;-surely a goodly number, even were they more con-
gruous in thought. But they come from so many and so different
sources, that the mind can scarcely follow the rapid changes of
imagery. In the second place, the allusion to the miraculous
leading and lighting of the children of Israel on their way
from Egypt* is suddenly changed into a reference to the shining
of the planets by reflected light, and this immediately made todo duty as a euphemism for his sister's death.* Finally "the
blessing from thy heavenly presence," a literal statement except
for the adjective, is badly contrasted with "the blight which
followed thy departure "—a strong figure.
"So, then, one chapter in my life had been finished. Already,

before the completion of my sixth year, this first chapter hadruntts circle, had rendered up its music to the final chord-
might seem even, like ripe fruitfrom a tree, to have detached

S-^T''' T ^"
i""^

'^^' °^ *^« '''^^ that was shaping
ttself v/ithin my loom 0/ life." * *

> De Quincey, Seguel to the Confessions, Part I

« Oe Quincey.
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(C) THE QUALITIES OF STYLE.

DEFINITION AND SUB-DIVISIONS.

306. The properties of language denoted by the nhraseQuah.,es of Style- are easily distinguished from bo.hTl egran,n,a..ca and the mechanical pr^erties, an" ye theyare not easily defined. The meaning of he quaUfvine
adjective .«*//,., used above," „iU be best reacted pe"^

ward and bodily and the inward and spiritual form ofa composition.' The grammatical and the mechanicalproperties of language belong .0 the one, 2^7^
properties to the other. The former lie on the surface

.he !:«eritr ""'"f'^ '° *' ^'^ "' *e JoS
'atter lie deeper, and must be appreciated bv the

formt; '"•rl'",*^"
"'"=*" 'y 'he seJisl 'tLformer can be localized

; the latter belong to the com!

Ln«?V' '7'"?'" '" * ^°'''' "-^ qualities of 17eappeal to and stimulate the higher intellectual life inman, excite m him mtenser and more exalted feeliWand most powerfully influence his will. The studen wuihave no greater difficulty, however, in coming to kn"whese qualities than he has had in learning to recognkethe more superficial and, therefore, the morrS
properties of language exhibited u^der the heaiofGrammatical Purity and the Elements of Style.

unS•t;„he?d"sl'^;I!'^i^^.'"'!?
°f "'^"^'^"'i-twoneaas,

—

i- The Subjective OualUieK n 77.-
O^jecHve QualiHe. Langua/e, consWe^^'^i the nTt

riZto theTT""""'
"''^ "^ ^--^ » -'^ «latb„

"r: Itl^'^'' °.'.'° 'he Pe^n addre^ed ; that is.

of"Quanfe;';?^k"'""™^- "^"=*'" '"°^'^«

*i77.a^>('«. •? 17. abovt. •Day, Art <if Discount, \ a44.
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I.

THE SUBJECTIVE QUALITIES.

308. The Subjective Qualities of Style are (1) Signifi-
nee, (2) Continuousness, (3) Naturalness.

canee,

(i) Significance.

309. Significance implies two things;—(a) "that the
speaker have some thought to communicate"

; (J,) "that
the words employed actually express some meaning."
Discourse m which the speaker does not design to

communicate any thought" is Spurious Oratory; that
in which he uses "the forms of speech," indeed, but
with no thought or sentiment expressed in them," is

Tfie Nonsensical Thus ;—
Launcelot Gobbo's talk with his blind father is at first inten-

UunceloT^^"'"^'^'' '

"^ "^"^ ^"^ confusions with him." says

" Gob Master young gentleman, I pray you. which is the way
to master Jew s ?

^

"Laun. Turn up on your right hand at the next turnmg. but
at the next turning of all, on your left ; marry at the very nexl
Running, turn of no hand, but turn down indirectly to the Jew's

" Gob. By God's sonties, 'twill be a hard way to hit. Canyou tell me whether one Launcelot. that dwells with him. dwell
with him or no.

,"
f'?"/ ^T' ^^^^^^ Launcelot. Talk not of Master Laun-

celot, father; for the young gentleman, according to Fates and
Destinies and such odd sayings, the Sisters Three and such
branches of learning, is indeed deceased, or, as you would saym plain terms, gone to heaven." •

The Nonsensical, too, is exemplified by Shakspere ;—

»

> The Merchant of Venice, 11. ii. 38.
•Such " talk for talk's sake " does not always have even Launcelofs excusean idle wish to tease : jt has been used to retard iPo^i.iati^n « „_ -T,'

opponents in debate.
'" '"'

'
""'

>Luve'i Labours Lost, iv. ii. 51,
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the deer the princess killedr^pricktr"'' "" '^"°^«"^. ^a" I

A^a/'. P^rge, good Master Hf>lofem..« r.^pleas you tc
. brogate scurnlity

' ^^'^^
'
*° '' «hall

fecili f ' "' ^°'"*^*'^'"^ -«^ct the letter, for It ai^ea

The dogs did yell: put L to sore henf^'""''^ ->1. 8h.>oti„«;
Or pricket sore, or else sorel .n: ?°?' ^"""^^ ^'°"' tlhclcet:

•

1[
sore be sore.'then ^ t^so '

^XITZ"'' " "°°""«-
or one sore I a„ Hundred makeTad^.rLT.r

I."
-.

sourest-natured dog that lives mv '.f ^'"^ ""^ ^°^ ''« ^he
wailing, my sister frying our 'mTwT r'

^'"P'"^' ""^ ^^^her
her hands, and all oS^^^house n a Ir ? '"^i

°"'' '^' ^""«'"«
this cruel-hearted cur shtd "t t

' ^f^ "''y- ^^^ ^'^ "^t
pebble stone, and has no more nitv frfh

' k
" ''°"^' ^ ^^^y

would have wept to have sTen ou partin'"
1'" ' '°^= ^ ^^^

havmg no eyes, look you, weprherlelf hr h^'
'"" ^'^"''^"''

Nay, I'll show you the manlr of it th ".^ ^' ""' ^^''^"S.
no. this left shoe is myLther nn

^^\^^°^ is my father :

mother; nay that cannot be so neUher"°'
'" '''' ^'°« '^ "^^

hath the worser sole. Now sTr th s I /"'' " " '°' '' '' ««. it

you. she is as white as a lily and Is .
'

.f"
""^ '•'*^'"' ^o'"' '^^k

Nan. our maid : I am the do^ „^ ^'J'
^'

^ ^""^ '' ^^^ hat is

the dog_Oh I the dog is ;^e Tnd T ^^ '' '''"''''' ^"^ ' ^™
Now come I to my father • ^aiher vn

'"!
i*"^'"^^-'

"^^ «°' ««'
not the shoe speak a word for w!' •

^^"'"'"^ •" "^^ should
father

;
well, h'^ weepHn ^Zco^!\ ^^ ''°"'' ' ^'^« "^^

she could speak now hke a win ".""^ "'°*^«'"= ^that
why there 'tis : hereZl.lZ'l^J. r'"^" ' ^^11 I kiss her

:

come I to my sister; mik 'th^mVanXrker ^wVd::
\l 331, 6etow.

*
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all this while sheds not a tear nor speaks a word ; but see how
I lay the dust with my tears." *

M (2) CONTINUOUSNESS.

311. Continuousness of style is its quality of being
connected. It implies (a) that the thought expressed be
set in its proper relations

; (6) that it move regularly for-
ward from the beginning, step by step, to the end.
Much has necessarily been said on this subject above,—
under the Sentence, tlie Paragraph, the Whole Com-
position. An additional remark or two will answer here.
(a) Brokenness of style—Sententiousness, it is often
called—ought to denote intensity of feeling—feeling too
deep for utterance or too abrupt and broken for a flow
of words. Affected sententiousness is not only weak,
but generally betrays its artificial character. (<J) As an
example of "talking in a circle," may be mentioned a
funeral prayer twenty minutes long, yet revolving about
the single petition that God would bless the afflicted
family.

(3) Naturalness.

312. Naturalness ofstyle is its representing the peculiar
mode of thought and manner of expression of the par-
ticular w

i
'ter. Every man is in some respects suigeneris

—incapable of classification; and, hence, though a writer
should avoid all mannerisms and aflfectations, though he
should never aim at being individual, he should allow
himselfonly his own style.

'

' The speaker's own manner
best becomes him, " * " Ztf sfyle c'est /'homme, " • "A
simple and natural style, the eloquence of nature,
enchants us for the reason that while we are looking for

' r** T^o Gentlemen of Verona. II. Hi. ,._The grains of "salt" thatkeep such ?u,ffoonery "sweet" are the scattered thoughts suggested byVhe—„-.. -•-••'•••.J "- ...^rr. uic lunica irom tneir true and usual associaUona.
they are sttll there, and start the mind in several directions

•^^^•«^*-
'

.Buffon.

J
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NATURALNESS.
as*

an author we find a man "
' " tj,« o„^ i

be himself. --are buTvarvina J ^^^^' '""^^ "^^''

in the copyins of all hi, &..l!
"^^

' "'"""""^Y ends

his excdU„«f A wri er^"""'
*'*°"' ""^'"'"g -ny of

313- Naturalness of style is affJfJ^ I "
< A

nn^c.thewri.,.J-^^^^^^

Ss;:ndS;i;:;::^!S;--^^^
compare the following descriplons of Isun rL ;- "'

"The saffron morn, with early blushes soreadNow rose refulgent from Tit'honus' bed '

And gild the course of heaven with sacred light."*
"The sun had long since in the lapOf Thetis taken out his nap •

From black to red began to turn "»

cofo"i:i!::'bVXlh^ars
^'f.

^^^-^ ^--^'^ °^the

governingtwomnO.:'i;fSf'S "*'^ "^'^ ^^
up to be managed • Dr TohTc '

"""'0"s more " spring

says the Americfns'.'mul ipt"^^^^^^^
^" ""''^•^«'"

rattlesnakes.

"

"^u'tipiy with the fecundity of their own

;S:Ln°'-~'""'
"'^"""•''' '-' "« ^'ted by Day.

• Butler's /«»rfi»nM.
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II.

THE OBJECTIVE QUALITIES.

314. Considered in their relation to the person
addressed, the qualities of style are, i. The Intellectual

Qualities, 2. The Emotional Qualities, 3. The Esthetic
QuaHties. Class i includes (i) Simplicity, as opposed
to Abstruseness : (2) Clearness, as opposed to Confu-
sion} Clearness admits of sub-division into (a) General
Clearness, oV Perspicuity; (d) Minute Clearness, or
Precision} Class 2 contains (i) Force, (2) Pathos, (3)
The Ludicrous: Class 3, (i) Melody, (2) Harmony, (3)
Variety, (4) Elegance,

I. The Intellectual Qualities.

(i) Simplicity.

315. Simplicity is the quality of being readily compre-
hended, of being easily grasped by the n id and under-
stood completely. The term denotes 1 ore than Clear-
ness, the quality of being readily apprehended; for com-
prehension implies that the thing understood is grasped
in its entirety, whereas apprehension implies intelligibility

only in part. Thus ;

—

The meaning of the word electricity can be easily apprehended

;

but no one, perhaps, would claim that he comprehends the
term. Even such " everyday " words as earth, air, fire, water,
man, woman, child, father, mother, uncle, aunt, mean a vast
deal more to some minds than to others ; while certain scien-
tific terms, readily intelligible in a general way, are completely
understood only by special students of the sciences to which
they belong. For example, such words as conscious, aware,
perceive, conceive, think, remember, imagine, are separated by
weil-ascertained boundaries, of which a speaker untaught in

>3aiii. •Minto.
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Mental Science knows nothing. So. of the following lines the

I came when the sun o'er that beach was dedining-The bark was still there, but the waters were gone.And such IS the fate of our life's early promise

E«.7r''"l"'.''
sP';in3-tide ofjoy we have known

;

Each wave that we danced on at morning ebbs from us,And leaves us at eve on the bleak shore alone."

316. Hence " Simplicity and Abstruseness (its oppo-sue are relative terms." and "want of simplicity is a
fault only m relation to the persons addressed. " To be
sure, 'whatever is hard to understand is not simple, is
abstruse, recondite;" but "what is hard for one manmay be easy for another.- and, for this reason, thedegree of simplicity required in any writing depends en-
tirely upon the readers that may reasonably be expected
for ,t A writer addressing himself purposely to a
learned audience only wastes his strength by beating
about the bush for language universally familiar." » Onhe other hand the difficulty in speaking to children lies
in the essential abstruseness (to them) of many subjects
about which one may wish to inform them or they maywish to learn. ' '

317- In some part, however, the attainment of Sim-
phcity depends on the kind of words employed or the
construction of the sentence, the paragraph, or even thewhole composition. Hence, many principles of Style

added^-
^^^^^ ^''^' ^"^ *^^ ^°"°^^"^ ""^y ^«

(I) Familiar terms-such as " represent common and familiar

terins Thus, so far as words are concerned, the last examolecited mj 31S is simplicity itself : its last four lines are^fJssimnio flio« t»-" fi—'^ f-, • •
"ucs are less- tMc tix=i lu'iT oniyoecause the total thoueht ore.sented is less easily grasped.
'"ougnt pre-

>Mi„to.p.,9. .Minto.p.«,. (See. .Uo. 2,^.0*^,.) •Bain.
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(2) Particular terms are simpler than generals ; especially,
the names of persons, than the names of classes. Thus'
Chaucer's account of the Prioress, Madame Eglantyne, a fine
lady of his day, says, not that she avoided profanity, but that

" Her greatest oath was but by Saint Loy ; " » v

not that she had all the good breeding of her tune, but that
"At mete » well ytanght was she withal,
She let no morsel from her lippes fall,

Nor wet her fingers in her sauce deep.
Well could she carry a morsel, and well keep
That no drope ne fell upon her breast ;

"

not that she had a tender conscience, but that
" She was so charitable, and so pitous,*
SHe wolde« weep if that she saw a mouse
Caught in a tr-\p, if it were dead or bledd€; "»

not that she was foolishly fond of her pets, but that
" Of smalle houndes had she, that she fed
With roasted flesh and milk and wastel bread.*
But sore wepte she if one of them were dead,
Or if men smote it with a yerde smarte." '

So Thackeray, by way of assigning Irving and Macaulay their
places in modem literature, calls them "the Goldsmith and the
Gibbon of our time. '

' Once more, in Chaucer's Nonne Prestes
Tale, when Pertelote makes game of Chaunteclere for doing
'force of dremes "-netting store on his dreams—Chaunteclere

gives her instances in which dreams have come true, and
opposes these most confidently to Cato's opinion that dreams
mean nothing.

(2) Clearness.

318. Clearness, the quality of being readily appre-
hended, is either general or minute. General Clearness
has aptly been called Perspxuity ; xvlinute Clearness,
Precision." The opposite oi' Clearness is Confusion,
Anibiguity, or Uncertain Reference ; and hence, Clear-

» Prologue to the Canterbury TaUs, 120. i Meat-her meals.
'^'"'"'- Would. »Bleeding.
Cake-bread, made of the whitest flour. T struck it sharply with a stick.

» The terms are not always s" distiuguished. M«st -^Tilers use only a singleterm Perspicuity, to express all that is here intended by Simplicity, Perspicuityand Precision Blair defined Precision as " the highest part " of Perspicuity •

but Bam and Minto. whoae views are here set forth, seem more logical.
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nes ,s not a relative term. "Ambiguous language maymislead learned and unlearned alike. Confusfd expTes^

tZ H "°'-'"l'''^'^^
""'^^ ^"^ circumstances,Xmdeed ,t' is the writer's deliberate purpose to misleadThe educated reader will guess the meaning sooner thanhe uneducated; but neither should be burdened wi hhe effo of guessing.- For this reason, Clearness

.
a quality "./ aiig^tion.- Unlike Simp icity Tt salways attainable, and, for this re..on, may alwav be

hSelnlTv-o
^-—-^^beintelligibll andimet

ligible in only one sense
; not only so clear that it mav be

evervt: 'r
"' ". ^'"^ ^'^^ '' ""^' ^^ understooTbyevery one of sound mind,-so clear that it cannot bemisunderstood by any rational interpreter

319. In all cases. Clearness in expression is impossible
unless the writer is capable of thinking clearly '^Wha^ever the character of the subject, simple or Ibstnise awriter who can not think clearly easily grows conTused

to h^H7 r^^°"' = ^" ^ ^^«^^"^^ 4'-<=t he is su?;to be defeated. At the same time, it is not true, as issometimes asserted, that clear thinking necessarily leadsto clear writing. A man who knows perfectly weU whalh. wants to say may yet blunder in his expression of iHe may choose a wrong word, an inapt word, a form ofexpression of any kind that does not really say whirhem ends
;
and so he may set down either sLJthTng themeaning of which is ambiguous, or a though. Xd^erent from that in his own mind. BetweenL r, ihorand his reader lies the whole domain of Style~the FoZ

tions't?
T'""^' '" ^^"^"^^^- C^^'- -nsi2rT

tions, therefore,-some already presented, othei^ to bepresented now as more specifically promoting Clearness,—must be carefully borne in mind.

520. Before detailing these considerations, however onepreparatoo^ remark must be made. AH the ikwsTSm^
iMinto.
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thus far s«t out,~tJi'3 laws of Grammatical Purity, of Vocabu-
lary, the S-ntence, u;- Paragraph, the whole Composition-
maycoranrjute to Qeamess. Constant reieren-e to biisfart has
been made throughout the i.-recealn?- pages; and ex'en more
constant refoi ence might hax e be.- n made to H. Indeed, unless
these laws do contribute to the i : re su :-issfui, and, therefore
hie clearer expression of what oui- has to sny, they are scarcely
worth the time and attention they justly receive in books of
Kh< t.,vK. The truth is that all deparments and sub-depart-
tnems of Rhetoric in some sense overlap. Mr. Minto adverts
to tlas fact (in part, at least) whet: he says that were an exami-
nation of an author's style to be " Ideally thorough " under any
one of the thrpe divisions, Elemert and Qualities of Style, andKmds of Composition, such an examination would exhaust
everything that could be said. The convenience of treating
not Style only, but Rhetoric, from t^veral different points of
view justifies even some repetition.' The student will remem-
ber, therefore, that any means of expression, any rhetorical
device of any kind, may assist him in determining a point of
Clearness

;
and that, since Clearness is a quanty of obligation

the quality most essential lo the effective communication of
thought, he may gratefully accept to this end any help, from
whatever source it comes. At the risk, therefore, of repeating
what has been already said, the following specifications of
Means to Clearness are set down.

321. (a) Many English words have several meanings,
and should therefore be so used as to indicate in each
case the particular meaning intended.' Thus ;—
A man who has lost his eye-sight has in one sense less con-

sciousness than he had before.—The phrase, the art ofpatnting-
proved in a certain sentence, to me 'n the art of routing- —An
American clergyman once printed tatement that American
preaching was less from the Biblf u a. was preaching in Eng-
'
nd. He meant it was les : »» 1 Bible, less explanatory of
- Bible; but he was und . to mean more on secular

wptcs He appeased his brc. i -n by a manly public confession
that he had not expressed him ,< ); u-nriy.—The English auxil-
laij verb will expresses not oniy - . ity, but willingness or
dessre. Hence, the wummon mi3„., ierstandlng of "Ye tvUI

^Manual, p. 3. •SpedficaUoua va), (*), (c) are given by Bain.
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^ (^) Two meanings of the same word should nnf «m the same context. Thus ;—
'''^"''

of ordina"S^nir "' ""' *^«"^'"^''=<'^W those

W Clearness is promoted by usinff everv »,nr^ :„ •.
ecacts.se and h, always eUfn^Z^e^iS

(i6ii) was their express „' he ^t^ru^''''l °^ '^^ ^'^le

English words and diS?t rlS ^^l^'^^''^
by different

word. For exanTplet Rom :' Ttll *'' ^'"^ ^"^"^'^

/^^^«^^ all express the slm^' ,-^ ^' '
'"•''• ^''^^^ ^"^ ^^**-

«'a.A stands for trc^fflen^L'el'' '"'f
"'^' '"J^^nxiii. lo.

to wash. «
^'^"^ ^'^^'^ ^^'•ds. /^ Ar-t^ a ia/A and

On the other hand, Variety or Fim»,««
a change ofword evenX .1?

^"P^°"y "^^y demand
or not at T '^^^''^^^T'^'^^^^S^^^tm^
rhetoric--or rather ?ur/?/T"^ "^'^ '" "^^«^^« «f

traceabir^aSvto2 r "'^ '""'"' ^°^ ^' '« doubtless

andj^«,7/J,i„ Matt xH. . 5^ T"'^!"'
^^^^^^^^^^

Matt. XXV. 3. ^..^-2 tr;^:z:t fcf ?-

4. 5, "most readers, looking Ij;Z 11 "^^^
i ProC Th~ '

necessary lim'itewUWn''whi^rth^rf.f'-*f
ff—The paper also lays down the

Revision of ,88. has meLed both p^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^ "^ "PP»«« '« transition xJe
•DicUon, a, the term, are used in this w .k. .p^of ^^17 "Of' Thayer, «/^.
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would prefer to let stand as they are, rather than substi-
tute in each [case] some single identical term."* But
neither Variety nor Euphony should be allowed to out-
weigh Clearness. When the easy or the full under-
standing of a passage depends on the repetition of the
same word even many times, the repetition is vastly
preferable to any exchange of the repeated word for
other terms however euphonious or varied. For ex-
ample, in Gen. xliv. 22, "The lad can not leave his

father; for if he should leave \{\s father, his /aMer will

die," not a ^ord can be changed without destroying the
intelligibility of the sentence. Hence, the rule against
repeating an important word in the same context,—

a

rule often taught in so severe a form as, "Never repeat
an important word on the same page,"—is actually
vicious, unless it is understood to be simply a principle
of taste,—merely a law of form, to be set aside when-
ever Clearness requires,—a law true only in the light of
its converse,—Always repeat a word in any context,
provided no other word expresses precisely the thought
intended.

(<f) The reference of many Pronouns is ambiguous.
For example ;

—

** He told the coachman that he would be the death of him
if he did not take care what he was about and nrind what he
said."»

"A bull-dog attacked a man in an area. // is thought that
by careful nursing he will pull through."
"The steamer Danish Monarch, from Barrow, experienced a

succession of heavy gales during the entire passage, which
stove in a boat and the rail, swept the decks of everything
movable, and filled the cabin with water."
"As the matter stands now, while the belief exists that L.

will be elected, he will be hotly pressed by R., championed, as
he\?,, . .

."

"//<? [a friend of John Inglesant'sl was very particular in

inquiring after Father St. Clare, and whether Inglesant knew of

>Prof. Thayer.uicii. *QuotedbyAbbottandSeeley,£»^f/MAXMj<ww,p.ix8.
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anything Ae was engaged in • but Uh., .^ .

[nation, not knowing a^ythLo? the T. ^"^ ^'^" ^''" "° '"f^'-

hardtimes, >i^ said - 1 ^ ^ •'^'"" ' P'^"^. Theywere

and stop with Aim."
-°""eo"s-to come on to Ats house

and now .oLda aVX^^'rou^^'^hrJ"'"^'™''

.
..s merely .„.h fag^nds „? i„e ,r°" h"','?",'^^'"'"'•Iiingto have our children «.,H,-,^ '

' ' " ' ""nk .V a fine

dono..i„d.heirhei^;i^'rif'^:r::d"r"^'/^''''''

vention of another it ^Ldr^:' ^ '"'-
many clear e«ep,ion. to thsn,^" c^^^\^f'' "*
oftwo precedinK nouns hrfL^J,^ '" '''"'^'>

'

'»«

unless the cie is' o taWe" '^^^^^^^ '"^ ""le.

ofr- ence is possible ^^T'^ffT ""'T'^are cear enough and unobjeSt' ilf^ 't°™^
''»'»

"So sorrow's heaviness doth heavier .rrow '

'

.f for .^ .endeX-itLTr;;4r'!r'

p.= wtS:Xtr^^r/-r--eader;3

-r te-;rerr- -' ="-- ^fef'S ^1;"

Inglesanfs friend.
' ^^^ ~"*'^''' ">«kes it plain .hat the last he mean,

«ThBgj,„* .

•AsDr Abbott himself HuitslLlri'^.^^"^'''^" '"'''« <>ri«^

Shakspere A \f,,,
•""•--«'«' /o HTrite, R. ,5.

'
• 'H---Arw IS for »^j (sleep's).

m
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"Kenyon i i:;^;vj nionp: he Via Sistina, In the hope of
overtaking the model, whose haunts and character Ag was
anxious to investigate for Miriam's salce. //g fancied that he
saw Aim a long way in advance ; but before Ag reached the
Fountain of the Triton, the dusky figure had vanished."'

(e) If not and other negative words construed with
conjunctions often become ambiguous ; is ;

—

The writings < f a great number, if not the majority, of cele-

brated authors.'—He was not sad becausg some intruder had
cast a shadow on their mirth.—The remedy for drunkenness is

notXo be ascetic *—A house of business employing not less than
a hundred cerks at any time.*

(/) Often the obscurity is in the entire structure of th«>

sentence; as;

—

"He was twice married, and left six children. One grand-
child, the daughter of his daughter Mary, wife of , is now
his only surviving descendant."

"Thf widow called the boy Andrew again, whenever she felt

careless about h< spiritual condition, and the youth behaved
nimself but use he name of Sapphira's husband," etc,

"A Kising Sun man was so intent on making hi wife sorry
that he spent the money for an organ that he had been saving
to p-y the taxes with tAat he resolved to make death more than
uouuiysure."

322. Simplicity, Perspicuity, ana Prrcision, then, are
degrees of Intel: ^;bility. Precision leaches minuteness
of detail ; "spi^ Xy is contented with gener. 1 outline

;

Smplicity, su :ts that admit fit, is produced by the

use of cerlaiii clasb s of words an^l a certain structure of
sentence. Hence, Simplicity is t.)^entially incompatible

with Precision ; for exactness often can not be secured

except by the use of terms that are technical and un-
familiar,—terms the very opposite of those that promote
simplicity. Perspicuity and Precision are more or less

>Ha'"thome, The Marble Faun, \. 144.—The secret here is the maintaining
of a sintjle pronoun in reference to the subject, and the l hanging of this pronoun
to a noun ag.iin only when the subject changes.

•J98, abuve. « Cited in Eng sh Lessons, p. lao.

II
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incompatible; since "to dwell with m! .
the details tends rather tn 1 r

""^^ precision on
the general out i^el -% "^.'' °"'

^"^P^^^«'-"« as to

not Lessan^Ltrnpatib^r^.r ^^^^"^^^ -^
orthin.s can be conve/ed inLnlar at u'a^- ^

Th""to d>..,.„be the earth as "rounrl" i. r^^', ''"'s,

utmost simpHcitv h„t ,„
'° "P^"'' *'"' 'he

ofitsforTfto ';'h , itT"''""^''
«^"^''^' •>"""'

poles" is ti be nerW, k
'
'""""^ ''""«^"<^<' « ">e

from the easy comt'^hr'"' ". '° "'"""-"^ """^^l--'

"en ,.

.
to cii; it^TotrVh :.7 • ^°'';:

™'""^-
but to address fh,» „n^ .

spneroid is to be precise,

English spX,.
""d-tand.ng of but a handful of

ceifes de^r'itt'i
'

t'
"'" "^^^'^ ^ -"—

trouble, to put il rf ?•
P""""' '^ >= ""' b^ ^t the

ex-press' ct'; to ol's' " u't'lT'r^ *^' =• ">

it) absurd For Bllir ^!' u *^
^'^ *'"• ^''n'" 'erms

denote the three decree of . T'^."" ''^'^P'^"^'^ «°

must therefore mea?7l,
'"'"="«*'l«y

:
and his rule

general cIearnes:Tut even
'

."ti.r-"""'
"°' °"'^

every case. But, surely th" nh^ '^l-ffi f'^'"^"'
'"

ject »,avbe pleaded;!' ' '''ffieul'V of a sub-

or eve/of pe 'pfelv
'''"'" "" "'"" "^ ^™P''"'y

their intelligW^esL'tarion
'°"' ^"'-'''^'^ ''""'--^ ^^

of detaU, and tl'is ST' K T^f°P''^^ minuteness

patible with si„;[St rot" ;r etptZ ^T"
;nt:tr:hx:it::-^--^'""^^^
res'-s? Certai . mathe.nafcarn" ' "^""' ^"^ine

'Vht.rday, precisfa:rN I'lTru
V'

" "= '"^

them, are vet iheti-..^. »
"^ce can state

race. M!„ymi„dstre VT "''J°"'>' "' *- human
ofAstro„„l*t''!r"'°«'"""'-'"ertain problems

familiar as the f/ce ofo;XiX:te' frS,r"^"'^
"^ '^

iMinto.
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2. The Emotional Qualities.

324. Rhetoricians usually recognize only one Emc
^/r^«.r^/i. ^«^r^j,. J^arce. Bain is right, however innajnmg also (.) />.„., and (3) M/zJ^^.Jrfo"
although the last two are often so characteristic of whol^composuxons as to constitute distinct modes of discourse!they may a so beyond doubt, be qualities of style inany kmd of discourse, ^orce, the more generic'word

lation of the Greek i.ipreca than even ener^j. itself ispreferred here as the name of the quality intended

(i) Force.

3»5. Force is the quality of Style tliat produces oMvtpleasurable exciteme„t,-that pleasurabfe exSe^^'
wh,ch sfmulates the „,i„d to action. Mr. Min.o'Hsof synonyms g,ves a clearer idea of the meaning of the

1^„^'~ '^"'""".'°"' "'•"^"^y. liveliness, rapidity, bril-hancy,. nerve, v.gour, strength, energy, feA-our dig-nity, statelmess splendour, grandeur, magnifi«nc!
loftness subhm,ty;'. and his sub-groups (as indic'riby the sem,-colons) distinguish the three most markeddegrees of the quality. Exactly to define these termshowever would be impossible; their intention betag
necessarily general so long as different men feel differ!ently or are different in character. Indeed, it is per

ITJ,T T" "'"'•''''= "'^' '"'^ ««™= should teweighed with accuracy; for substantial agreement tapplying them will the so- er be reached, if they are nottoo narrowly marked oft from each other. At thetextremes they are easily distinguished
: it is only at theTpomts of contort tln,f fi,^„ * . ^ "^'^

lu^ • . ,
""-^ "w:di upon one other —the pomts where ammation (for example) in its liveliest
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"the thought
Both of lost happiness and lasting pain
Torments him: round he throws his baleful evesMixed with obdurate pride and steadfast hate

;'''

and then, lashed to madness, he boldly defies God ;^
" What though the field be lost ?All IS not lost-the unconquerable will,And study of revenge, immortal hate.And courage never to submit or yield "

"The mind is its own place, and in itselfCan make a Heaven of Hell, a Hel' of Heaven-To reign is worth ambidon. though in Hell
'

Better to reign in Hell than serve in Heaven "

Xte; ;:wt tir;v':nr o'^^
'^-^^-' -^

cordance with eternal dPrrl
^^^ Omnipotent, in ac

language ^^^^t^^^^^^J^ ^^ ^^^ his

address,— ' "''"^'^ '"^° ^^^^t sublime

•See j 328, **&«,.

•Bain.
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"Powers and Dominions, Deities of Heaven '-
For. since no deep within her gulf can hold"

ttZTl ^^TU' "^-i«P-ts carry with them all

After the toil o^' "atti: t'o^ repose"
'''' ^'^"

Your wearied virtue ? . . .

Or in this abject posture'have ye sworn
i o adore th^ conqueror? "

is now a body in which " out-fly "

"Millions of flaming swords, drawn from the thighsOf mighty Cherubim ; the sudden blaze
Far round illumines Hell. Highly they rage
Against the Highest, and fiercewith graspfd armsClash on their sounding shields the din of warHurling defiance toward the vault of Heaven. ''

So. the animated, the vigorous, the grand in Naturehave stirred men's minds, and charged tLr pens wkh adietioij more than usually powerful.

"The upper air burst into life !

And a hundred fire-flags sheen
;To and fro they were hurried about IAnd to and frg. and in and out.

The wan stars danced between!

"And the coming wind did roar more loud
And the sails did sigh like sedge •

And the rain poured down from one black cloud •

The moon was at its edge.
*

"The thick black cloud was cleft, and still
The moon was at its side

;

Like waters shot from some high cra^
Tlie lightning leJl with never a jag,

"'

A river steep and wide.''
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restrained, Th^dit: tr:&:«;? "'°^' -''•

AnH fh •
"

u^*^ ?^ ^°"'' "P°" the stage

Told by an idiot, full ofsound and fury
Signifyuig nothing." ^'

«o™ .hat swept ove.- En^SrL w^^"'-* ^ '^""^

reeled and staggered everTL ''^*' '^"^ Pea'-«ack

*e opposue sid^in^rrrchTe^r^a:^

like a„ army ofatcheSshSin'' "'' ""^ "^'"''^ " "P'-'-rds

one way, uLd cauiThtCl;":„or" "ritr"T"the ground flew im no-a,',, L ,
''""'"'^'^-

1 ne leaves from

dropped them ;Ld'henTclo:d of if'"
'""^'^^ ^^'^'^^ ^^^

ing, flustering caper n^ flin^^^^^

tree-top, and'd^J ^Tou^^^^^^^^^r hiefH ^'^^ '"^^^^^^^

''Alltheafternoonthesoinlkl f
^^^^^ shooting-stars.

one another, furious manTac d.d ^
faster screaming onward to

selves ar.d everythinr Then th
"^ '''''^^°"^'

^'"'^'"S them-
that the silence was more s^uLfK^'^^u ^ '""" ^^ ^"^^en
for sunset

;
for brTe me^ connr"^

"
'^l

*"''™°"- ^ P^"^«
"All that night irbWarbwi^ 'f

'^''' ^''' of sunlight,

fishermen's boats on tLbealh
'^"''^^^ «"d ^^^^er yet

; the

oraca.Wa.e..,:oror5::r--Si---^^
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as they had done to a thousand tempests, found that outcry go
for nothing, and with it went themselves. Seven hundred
towers of nature's building showed their roots to the morning
The old moon expired at 0.32 ; and many a gap the new moon
found, where its mother threw playful shadows. The sons of
Ytene are not swift-witted, nor deeply read in the calendar • yet
Jey are apt to mark and heed the great convulsions of natureThe old men used to date their weddings from the terrible
winter of 1787 : the landmark of the young men's annals is the
storm of 1859."

Many much-vaunted descriptions in the modern novel
are scarcely better than this ; many are far worse. The
older English dramatists, too,—even Shakspere in his
earliest authorship—erred in this way. Thus ;—
Marlowe's Tamburlaine, drawn in his chariot by two caotivp

Kings, fairly raves ;—
" Holla, ye pampered jades of Asia

!

What, can ye draw but twenty mi'es a day.
And have so proud a chariot at j^our heels,'
And such a coachman as great Tamburlaine
But from Asphaltis, where I conquer'd you.
To Byron here, where thus I honour you ?

'

The horse» that guide the golden eye of heaven,
And blow the morning from their nostrils,
Making their fiery gait above the clouds,'
Are not so honour'd in their governor
As you, ye slaves, in n^ighty Tamburlaine.
The head-strong jades of Thrace Alcides tam'd,
That King ^geus fed with human flesii.

And made so wanton that they knew tlieir strengths
Were not subdu'd with valor more divine

'

Than you by this unconquered arm of mine.
To make you fierce, and fit my appetite,
You shall be fed with flesh as raw as blood.
And drink in pails the strongest muscadel ':

If you can live with it, then live, and draw
My chariot swifter than the racking clouds

;

If not, then die like beasts, and fit for naught
But perches for the black and fata) ravens.
Thus am I ri^ht-the scourge of highest Jove;
And see the figure of my dignity,
By which I hold my name and majesty I

"

So, Shakspere's Love's Labours Lost begins witli more p,ound
than sense ;

—

» OJd plural.
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" Let fame, that all hunt after in their lives
Live registered upon our brazen tombs '

And then grace us in the disgrace of death:
When, spite of cormorant devouring TimeThe endeavour of this present breath may'buyThat honour which shall bate his scythe's keen edeeAnd make us heirs cf an eternity

"^en cage

Therefore brave conquerors,-for so you are.That war against your own affections
And the huge army of the world's desires -
Our late edict shall strongly stand tn force':
Navarre shall be the wonder of the world •

Our court shall be a little academe,
Still and contemplative in living art."

328 Further conditions to Force in Composition are
On^,»,/.^freshness of matter or newnei of fom^
pere liis only dramas, h,s works would be as little readto-day as are the miracle-plays or the interludes Ss
ioveir ,';

."""^°'. ""'* "'' K™''"'^^^ °» histories or

mil 7 i-^"™" » his day, so transform the baser

.nvenfoa." Many a talented novelist has made ship"wreck by employmg too repeatedly the same plo^scenery, or a.m in writing. For example, George Mac:donald whose ^Uc Fories of hJ6un, and Mrs

e^rtd ;• .•T''°''-^'''"
"'""^'•^^ Gentleman, rightlyearned tnem h.gh rank among novelists, later dissipatedhe.r strength in stories the sole purpos^ of whkh sCs

^ have been to preach. Even Sir Walter ScoU s arS"

interesting than Henry Esnund-isp^aaXy
, after HenrvEsmond, excessive length, as much as his'many "ZZm st.vle, has co„s.gned Richa.-dson to the limbo of booksforgotten; and both the Paraiise Lost and the ^^"^

Old play, touched .^-.tafap^^ ,pp„„„„.„„t,

Stak„„„., ,„dK for o,l,[i„.lU, .X'„.°'
""' ""« """K ™"P"i!<... leave.
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Queene would be oftener read and better known, were
their riches less embarrassing.

(2) Pathos.

329. Pathos is the Quality of Style that produces
Passive pleasurable excitement,—pleasurable excitement
that quiets rather than arouses the mind, -excitement of
the more tender feelings, such as love, pity, benevolence,
humanity. The term is not always so restricted, how-
ever; the most agitating "representations of pain and
misery '

'
b^ng often included under it. But such repre-

sentations are not always of one character. They may
be used by way of suggesting motives to action, and
then they are forcible rather than pathetic ; but they
may also be used for the so-called poetic end of giving
melancholy pleasure, and then they are pathetic rather
than forcible. This distinction may not be found in the
^ords pathos and>r^<?as commonly used : distinctions
between the several modes of mental action rarely are
observed in the popular use of even the technical terms
that name them. But such distinctions are none the less
useful, none the less to be observed in technical use.
An example or two will make the matter clearer.

A lawyer pleading for his client's life, a preacher aiming to
mov§ his audience to deeds of charity, will avoid no detail of
horror, of pam, of mental suffering, however harrowing- but
the novelist, the dramatist, the poet, will ordinarily reject details
that would carry his reader beyond the limits of passive into
the domain of active excitement. At the most, he will admit
such details, only that he may the more fully please his reader
by allaying the mental excitement they have produced by
righting wrong, by vindicating suspected virtue, by exhibiting
what has rightly been termed poetic justice. Or, if his purpose
IS to "hold the mirror up to nature," to portray real life with
a:i Its actual gnef and pain and wrong, its sickening, saddening
load or genuine tnis,ery, iie wili commonly have the further pur-
pose ofshowing the alleviations, the consolations thatman so bur-
dened may find in philosophy, in virtne, iu religion. Examples
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of novels, plays, poems, to which these remarks aonlv .«scarcely necessary

; a few examnlo^ nf thl
^^^^^ ^PP'y a«^e

may be given, "^ha ZST^lf'n^Z^'LTS^f'"'
xnis respect. They carry us. it is said, into scenes of actual nn^.deal, horror: they make too urgent demands upon 2 sympathy; they portray real and present suffering, suffering t^,^tstands at our doors and waits for alleviation from us And snthey undoubtedly do. Dickens does transcen" the lim^s of

to r.rr '"'"'^ '°'' '^ '^^ ^ '"^'^^'- '"^^^•on than merelyto please h.s countrymen
: he wrote also to correct aTuse.True, he allures men to listen ; but chiefly Tat hfr

iresh but, m that case, no master of Dothebov's H;,!!would ever have come to London to bring suit against Dickensfor hbe m reveahng the secret crimes of his school norwS
generationaftergenerationhaveporedoverthema^
teach such deep-smking lessons of sympathy, of pure humanhvof neighborly kindness and love. George MacdoLw^v?'
tt;f• r?^'r-""'^"^ ^^ ''' detail, probab^^^^^^^^^^^^

rSn;\Ve:si:Ttrdet;r^^^^^^ r ---
of Periect mutual understandtgtd rSciSti: .^ofT::!pentant schoolmaster and his long-suffering pupil the vict mof his unrestrained passion. The dismal picture of Denmlrkdrawn in I/am/ei is not all shadow a "liUf • k

"
,

^"'"^'^.^

"at eventide " frr.^ *u u
^°°^

• ^ "g"t breaks upon t

nur-ZTu 1 ^ ^°^'^ °"^ "^^y entertain that the state

aJ. O/^.^. except the sacrifice of Desdemona. mal be^px^med on the same princiole If rnrri^i.-^ ^ r^ ,

.:p:-'/^not be spared because of "L ?-^ r
"^ Desdemona

na,st be freei; conceded" ,afin tse'cL: sit'" ^'^H
''

passed beyond the limits of poetry no thrconfini ofhitt

"

has portrayed the horrible, not the pathedc.
^'''°'^'

330. Pathos like Force, can not be achieved merelyby the use of supposedly pathetic lan.„.J n „ '7
the language used must be genuine pa'thetic thourhttender eniotion either felt or sympatWzed with b" thewnter. and givmg character to his style. Mere pathos
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of language is SenHmentality, the corresponding vice to
Bombast. Even poets of high rank,—Wordsworth and
Tennyson, for instance,—have fallen into this error ;—
'"T is said, that some have died for love :

And there is one whom I five years have known :

He loved,—the pretty Barbara died
;

And thus he makes his moan :

• O move, thou Cottage, from behind that oak

!

Or let the aged tree uprooted lie.

That in some other way yon smoke
May mount into the sky

!

The clouds pass on
; tiiey from the heavens depart

:

1 look,—Llie sky is empty space

;

1 know not what 1 trace
;

But when I cease to look, my hand is on my heart.' "

»

' Full knee deep lies the /inter snow,
And the wmter winds are wearily sighing :

Toll ye the church bell sad and slow,
And tread softly and speak low,
For the old year lies a-dying.

Old year, you must not die

;

You came to ps so readily.

You lived with us so steadily.

Old year, you shall not die." •

^ Poems Founded on the Affections, xiii.

*The Death of the Old Year, st. i.-The very personification seems absurd,and the two lines next to »he last are absolutely nonsensical. Contrast with thisWhole poem Tennyson's truly strong and pathetic verses, In Memoriam, cvi. j-
" Ring out wild bells to the wild sky,

The flying cloud, the frosty light

:

The year is dying in the night

;

King out, wild bells, and let him die.

" Ring out ihe old, ring in the new,
Ring:, happy bells, across the snow
The year is going, let him go

;

Ring oi;t the /alse, ring in the true.

" Ring out old shapes of foal disease
;

Ring out the narrowing lust of gold

;

Ring out the thousand wats of old,
Ring in the thousand years of peace.

•' Ring in the valiant man and <r^^_

The larger heart, the kindlier hand
j

Ring out the darkness of the land,
Ring in the Christ that is to be." I
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i error ;
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vn:

ipart:

^rt.'"»

seems absurd,

itrast with this

toriam, cvi. ;—

I

Carried to an extreme, Sentimentality becomes mawkish
produces a mental nausea.

'

(3) The Ludicrous.

Jl\ '^^l
^"^'"'°"'' °^ the Laughable, is a genericterm for whatever promotes laughter. This may be (a)

dignified
; {6) the unexpected and ingenious association

of objects not usually connected. Further, the degrada-
tion constituting form (a) may be («') malicious, intended
to sting, or {a ) good-natured, (a') is Satire; (a"\Humor (,d) \s Wit.' Thus;— •

(aO "Close to those walls where Folly holds her throneAnd laughs to think Monroe would take her downWhere o'er the gates, by his fam'd father's hand
'

Great Gibber's brazen, brainless brothers stand :»
One cell there is concealed from vulgar eye
The Cave of Poverty and Poetry.

- Keen, hollow winds howl thro' the bleak recess.Emblem of Music caus'd by Emptiness.
Hence Bards, like Proteus long in vain tied down.
Escape m Monsters, and amaze the town. r?81Hence Miscellanies spring, the weekly boast
Of Curl's chaste press, and Lintot's rubric post •»
Hence hymning Tyburn's elegiac lines*
Hence Journals, Medleys. Merc'ries. Magazines;
Sepulchral Lies,* our holy walls to grace

. And New-Year Odes.« and all the Grub-street race.

'Bain and Minto.

letter";'
'"' '''"'°' "^" """"^^""^ *"« '-"- ^''vertised his books i„ r.^

thlfrot£":,':"*'=' '' ^^'"" -^-^P-'- (-retimes published elegies on

» Ailutling to fulsome epitaphs on church walls, etc
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I

** In clouded Majesty here Dulness shone

;

Four guardian Virtues, round support her throne •

Fierce champion Fortitude, that knows no fears
Of hisses, blows, or want, or loss of ears :

Calm Temperance, whose blessings those partakeWho hunger and who thirst for scribbling sake •

Prudence, whose glass presents th' approaching jail :
Poetic Justice, with her lifted scale.
Where, in nice balance, truth with gold she weighs
And solid pudding against empty praise. ' '

»

[54]
(a") "At one of these ['two groceries' in Cambridge] the

to ckss ^^
"'^"^ '° P^^ ^^'°''^ ^^""^^"^ '*°*" fr°^' ^'^^

DeafonT'
^' ^""^ ^^^ Suavely, 'Have you any sour apples,

*u

"
' y^^u' ".*^' ^ ^^ven't any just now that are exactly sour • but

there's the bell-flower apple, and folk., that like a sour apple
generally hke that.' {Exit A.)

'' Enter B. ' Have you any sweet apples, Deacon ?

'

"
'
Well, no, I haven't anyjust now that are exactly sweet • but

there's the bell-flower apple, and folks that like a sweet apple
general ly like that. ' {Exit B. )

" There is not even a tradition of any one's ever having turned
the wary Deacon's flank, and his Laodicean apples persisted to
the end, neither one thing nor another." "

(*) " Here lies, or lie,—decide the question, you,
If they were two in one or one in two,—
P. and S. Snow, whose memory shall not fade,
Castor and Pollux of the oyster trade

:

Hatched from one egg, at once the shell they burst,
(The last, perhaps, a P. S. to the first,)

So homoousian both in look and soul,
So undiscernibly a single whole,
That whether P. was S., or S. was P.,

Surpassed all skill in etymology
;

One kept the shop at once, and all we know
Is that together they were the great Snow,
A snow not deep, yet with a crust so thick
It never melted to the son of Tick

;

Perpetual ? nay, our region was too low,
Too warm, too Southern, for perpetual Snow.

•Pope, 7%.? Z>««rtarf, I. 39-54.

•James Russell Lowell, Cambridge Thirty Vears Ago (in Fireiide Travels,
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Or at a board stuck full of ghostly fork.Opening for practice visionary Yorks
'

tinJ^T' ".*= "''^ ^°"^' -"S we too go -
yr:r:is.?^^-^«'^-''-pi„gi„'o.,

antithesis to HumourTsSat^e i^,"
^''' '"^ "the proper

And, surely, If Wit has hln ,
'^ ^°'"'"on to both."«

holds. Th^'unXLTedandiTJeT'" ^''"^'^' this judgment
may certainly be lTti^er7^T''^'!f^'^''''^of o^^^^^^
natured promotion of the Ludicro,,, .k""

''''°"' ^^ ^'^^ S^od-
bined with either Satire or Hu^'r L^J^

'''

"^'f
"^^^ ^« ^°'"-

and for its own sake. uncompSed h
" '"'^ ^''° ^^'^^ ^'^"e

simply for the sake of hlZ^^ '^f
.^"^ '"^^"^•°" "whatever,

thing as pure Wit; as thLr! a e «l/
'' ^^•^^'"'y « such a

Humor. For example Dr HoL. '
^"'^ ^"''''^ ^"^ P"«

the main pure satire but eac" inn T*^"' ^^««/are in

Hohnes's method) with a flash of wft--^'''
^'^ '^ °^^^" ^r-

" My aunt, my poor deluded aunt IHer hair is almost ,^ay •

Why will she train that w/nter curlin such a sprinfj-like way ?

"l";""^^^^'*-
*>'=« Klasse, down,And say sh«.,ads as well.

When, througk a .iouble convex ten.She just nuikes out to spellf
" Her father

;
• • •*"' ^^"^ 'o a stylish'scho'oi;
Twas m her thirteenth June-

^"d^f ^er, as t;.e rules re^Jirea,Two towels and a spoon.''

On the other hand, his Eveninz-Bv a T. /no other intention than to comLf^.
^'a.^'- seems to have

mood of the soliloq.nst with ^hlm ^^"T^' ^''"^^t Pontic
description

: it is pure wTt Thus^!!
'^"^ ^^""'^ ^^ "ses in

P-r ^-'' --- --^' -'^ -«.^(in .>^ ^^
•Minto,

I8
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" Day hath put on liis jacket, and around
His burning bosom buttoned it with start.

Here will I lay me on the velvet prass,

That is like padding to earth's meagre ribs,

And hold communion with tht things about me—
Ah me I how lovely is the goMen br. d

That binds the skirt of night'sdesce ling robe I

The thin leaves, quivering on their silken threads,
,.' Do make a music like to rustling satin,

! As the light breezes smooth their downy nap.

" Is that a swan that rides upon t'le water?
O, no, it is that other gentle bii

Which is the patron ofour noble calling.

I well remember in my early years,

When these young hands first closed upon a gooie ;

I have a scar upon my thimble finger,

' Which chronicles the hour ofyoung ambition.

My father was a tailor, and his father,

And my sire's grandsire, all of them '^ ere tailors

;

They had an ancient goose,—it was an heirloom
From some remoter tailor ofour race.

It happened I did see it on a time

When none was near, and I did deal with it,

And it did burn me,—oh, most fearfully I"

So Pope's satire, quoted above, is absolutely free from wit,

(unless in lines 37, 38 and 53, 54), and is certainly guiltless of
humor; while Mr. Lowell's story of the grocer is simply
humorous, lacking the witty as completely as it lacks the satirical.

333. The Humorous and the Pathetic are apt to be
joined in the same composition—sometimes in the closest

union. Thus, Mr. Swiveller and the Marchioness^ stand

in marked contrast to Little Nell and her grandfather.

The truly pathetic death-scene of the child follows hard
upon some of the most amusing chapters of the book.
Launcelot Gobbo is not out of place in The Merchant of
Venice. Dr. Holmes joins in the same short poem ' the

two following stanzas ;

—

" The mossy marbles rest

On the lips that he has prest

In their bloom.

And the names he loved to hear

Have been carved for many a year

On the tomb.

> Dickens, The Old Curioiity Shop. » The Last Ltirf.
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oUows hard
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Merchant of

poem 'the

' A<f Lait Leitf.

" I know It is a sir

For me to sit an grin

'nm here

;

Biitthe ree-a lered hat,
And tht caches, and all that,

Are so queer!"

*,io„ willS Cldent in' eS- T''.''''
""'"P^-i asso-

such tem,, as &,rcn,m T^
""'elLgen ly through the mazes of

of class W aVd hbCist^r "' "' "'"" « '""^ "-«

3- The Esthetic Qualities.

more elaborate division could eas^^lv b^ mlT 1'

(i) Melody.-(2) Harmony.

together Tn Pi, * • \^
several such sounds heard

quality i„p1Ji„Vj,';=.'"|,P-'^ to ^.Z^.,, as a

inlan.n,=4f,.
." .y- "'"'r"'« <™tl> that sounds

cented;;SKl''tsXr^"° "*" ""^'^l <"• ""»<=-suggests ^4;,«„. as a further implication in
^\^, above.
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IlliJEaSi

the term. Harmony may be Imitative or Symbolical,"-

ImitaHve, when the words used mimic in sound the

thought intended; Symbolical, when they "designate

sensible objects or scenes" that "symbohze or image

forth the sense."'

The following examples illustrate these qualities ;—

"Methinks I see in my mind a noble and puissant nation

rousing herself like a strong man after sleep, and shaking her

invincible locks; methinks I see her as an eagle mewmg her

mighty youth, and kindling her undazzled eyes at the full mid-

day beam ;
purging and unsealing her long-abused sight at the

fountain itsdf of the heavenly radiance ; while the whole noise of

timorous and Hocking birds, w ith. those also that love the twilight,

flutter about, amazed at what she means, and in their envious

gabble would prognosticate a year of sects and schisms."

Pleasing in themselves, the sounds follow one another with-

out jar or break ; while the accents are so admirably distnbuted,

that, although the ear receives an agreeable sense of rhythmic

movement, there is no offensive regularity of rhythm.' So,—

" At summer eve, when Heaven's ethereal bow

Spans with bright arch the glittermg hill below.

Why to yon mountain turn"" the musing eye,

Whose sun-bright summit mingles with the sky?

Why do those cliffs of shadowy tint appear

More sweet than all the landscape smiling near?

•Tis distance lends enchantment to the view.

And robes the mountain in its aiure hue.

Thus, with delight, we linger to survey

The promised joys of life's unmeasured way.

Thus, from afar, each dim-discovered scene

More pleasing seems than all the past hath been.

And every form, that Fancy can repair

From dark oblivion glows divinely there."

Euphony and Melody at every point, and a regular Rhythm,

as becomes verse.

" But Ida with a voice, that like a bell

ToWdhy an earthquake in a trembling iowft,

Rang ruin, answer'd full of griefand scorn."

" But had you stood by us,

The roorthat breaks the Pharoi from hit base

Had i..n •••> »-,.y* "ft

» H N 0<-' by whose classification this whole paragraph hat been sugfjested.

*U\\^in,Areopagilica. _ *Uo, above.

«Campbell, Thv Pleasures of Hop*. » Tennyson, The Princess, vi.
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tgular Rhythm,

Tlie Italicized words are especially imitative ; but there is a
further agreement of Sound and Sense in each passage as a
whole. Of passages that sytnbolize the sense expressed the
following are good examples ;-

" How calm, how beautiful, comes on
» The stilly hour when storms are gone

;

When warring w.nds have died away,
And clouds, beneath the glancing ray,
Melt off, and leave the land and sea
Sleeping ir. bright tranquillity,—
Fresh as if Day again were born,
Again upon the lap of Mom I

" >

The dying away of the winds, the melting off of the clouds,
the bnght tranquillity of land and sea. all contribute to productm the mind of the .eader the impression actually made by " the
stilly hour when storms are gone." So. how perfectly one can

home ^-! '"
'"^'''^ ^'**'"'' "•''"'''"'^ r^taaxn^ are being wafted

" A favorable speed
Ruffle thy mirror'd mast, and lead
Thro' prosperous floods his holy urn.

" All night no ruder air perplex
Thy sliding keel, till Phospor, bright
As our pure love, thro' early light

Shall glimmer on the dewy decks.

" Sphere all your lights around, above
;

Sleep, gentle heavens, before the prow

;

Sleep, gentle winds, as he sleeps -tow,
*

My friend, the brother of my love." •

337. The question how far a prose writer may avail
himself of the rhythmic movement of language has
already been answered by impiication.' That the best
Prose has a rhythm of its own, and that exceptional
Frose may come quite near the domain of verse —
perhaps, may trespass upon it,—has been seen. But a
prudent writer will always prefer an unmistakable prose
rhythm, and will rarely or never choose a rhythm of any
other kind. If his subject, the feelings it naturally
arouses, any sufficient causes, lead him into a vpr«^-1Jt«
rhythm, he must be able to find the fullest justification for

» Moore, Lalla Rookk {The Fir* WonhipperiS.

•H 40 ff. 138 (2) ff, abovt.
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that rhythm in those causes. Inadvertencies in this mat-

ter, especially the unconscious joining of rhyme with an

unmistakable verse-rhythm, produce the most ludicrous

effects. The examples cited above * show the truth of the

first part of this statement ; the following evidently acci-

dental structures of sentences establish the other part ;

—

"A view closely analogous to the belief that good shallfaU
at last to all:"*

"When parallel rays come contrary ways, and fall upon

opposite sides."*

I (3) Variety.

338. Variety implies a judicious interchange of the

many forms of expression, modes of composition, all

the characteristics of discourse. Monotony is not only

displeasing to the taste; it imperils the success of the

work, both by diverting the attention tliat a judicious

exchange of forms, etc., excites a^ itains. and by

failing tq stimulate the mind of th«. .-adt>r to its best

exertions. Feeble as the itching for "something new"
undoubtedly is, when it is only tue idle desire of a gossip,

there is, nevertheless, a legitimate craving for something

new, a craving with which man has been endowed by

nature. Besides, Variety implies only something differ-

ent—rew, not in itself, but only so far as it is in con-

trast with its immediate surroundings. Many examples

showing this quality of style have already been quoted

;

and, hence, no special citations seem necessary here.

(4) Elegance.

339. Elegance is the Quality of Style by which dis-

course commends itself to the Taste of the hearer or

reader. By Taste is meant either
'

' artistic sensibility,

—

as Blair defines it, ' the power of receiving pleasure from

the beauties of nature and of art,
—

'
" or "artistic judg-

1 tt 40 <r, 158 (a) AT, above.

Quoted from Canon Farrar in 7h* Churchman, February 16, 1878.

Quoted by Day, } J6a.
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ment," correctness of Taste. Bain thinks it may also
mean "the kind of artistic excellence that gives th-
greatest amount of pleasure to cultivated minds ;" and^
hence, he accepts it as the name of the quality ; but to
say the least, the word is unfamiliar in this meaning, and
the term Elegance is now so well established, that it

would seem unfortunate to substitute for it an unfamiliar
name. As used here, Taste means arHsticjudgment, and
Elegance the quality of Style that disposes this judg-
ment favorably. A few examples of the Elegant in com-
position may be added ;

—

"They walked out hand-in-hand, through the court, and to
the terrace-walk, where tlie grass was glistening with dew, and
the birds in the green woods above were singing their delirious
choruses u..der the blushing morning sky. How well all things
were remembered

! The ancient towers and gables of the hall
darkling against the east, the purple shadows on the green
slopes, the r mint devices and carvings of the dial, the forest-
crowned heights, the fair yellow plnin cheerful with crops andcom. the shming river rolling through it towards the pearly hills
beyond; all these were before us, along with a thousand beau-
tiful memones of our youth, beautiful and sad, but as real and
vivid in ournmds as that fair and always remembered scene
our eyes behe donee more. We forget nothing. The memory
sleeps but wakens again; I often think how it shall be when,
after the last sleep of death, the rSveille shall rouse us foreverand the past in one flash of self-consciousness rush back likethe soul revivified. "

»

'

" My soul is an enchanted boat
Which, lilce a sleeping swan, doth float
Upon the silver waves of thy sweet singinK
And thine doth like an angel sit

Beside the helm conducting it,

While all the winds with melody are ringing
It seems to float ever, forever.
Upon that many-winding river,
Between mountains, woods, abysses,
A paradise of wiMernssses!
Till, lilce one in slumber bound,
Borne to the ocear., r float down, around
Into a sea profound of ever spreading •oiind.'t

» Thackeray, Henry Ssmond. •Shelly, Promelheiu UnAotmd.
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340. Bain has aptly defined two elements of Taste, one
permanent, and one variable. Certain questions of taste
though men should dispute about them forever, do not admit
of discussion. The points at issue have been decided by
an appeal to fundamental and unchallengeable truths: the
questions are closed. Many rules of Rhetoric are of this kind,
—the doctrine of judicious Brevity, the necessity of Clearness,
the evil effect of incessantly recurring mannerisms, the excel-
lence of an idiomatic style, the importance of being oneself in

composition, etc. But on other questions, tastes vary in different
ages and in individuals. Neither the drama of the Greeks nor
the "license of personal vituperation" they allowed their
orators are' in taste to-day. English literature of the Classic
Period--loosely 1660 to 1789—accepted many rules of composi-
tion which the common sense reaction of the succeeding period
abrogated. Lessing gave form as well as life to German litera-

ture, till his time almost a wilderness. So, "the emotional
constitution, the intellectual tendencies, and the education of
each individual " cause divergencies of taste. Poetry appeals
to many minds that music fails to touch, and vice versa. Men
"of wider literary knowledge and superior discernment groan
inwardly, some of them outwardly, at the judgment of the
multitude in the matter of sublimity, pathos, and humour."
Further, there are schools of writers, each with its own admirers
and its own clamorous defenders. In a word, as there are
" many men," so there are " many minds ; " and, provided the
disagreement turns solely on matters of a personal, individual
character, "there is no disputing about tastes." Perhaps the
whole case for both elements of Taste may be summed up in
a single law ;—Men differ most when their sensibilities are
engaged

; their intellectual judgments are more nearly at one.



PART SKCOND. *

INVENTION.

SUB-DIVISIONS.

341. Invention states the Rules that direct and control
the Discovery of Matter for the Composition} These
rules concern either the subject about which one writsu,
the Theme* or else the composition itself, what one writes
about the Theme, the Discussion. Hence, two sub-
divisions of Part Second,—(A) The Theme, (B) The
Discussion.

34a. The word Discussion is used here in a slightly broader
sense than In \ 280, above. There it meant the body of the com-
position, as opposed to the Proposition, the Introduction, and
the Conclusion : here it includes these parts as well as the Dis-
cussion properly so called. But, all told, these parts add but
httle, in proportion, to the Discussion Proper ; and the extension
of the term to include everyUiing but the Theme is, hence, not
a material variation of its meaning. Besides, although the
parts named must be considered as belonging to the Discussion
in this broader sense of the term, yet the rules to be stated for
the Discussion apply to it most particularly in its narrower
meaning. The Introduction and the Conclusion have already
been characterized as non-essential; and the Proposition itself
IS in a certain sense outside the composition, since, in any case
It IS determined rather as a part of the development of ti»e
i neme than as a part of tiie Discussion properly so called.

^l^i, above.

•Creek t4*w«. to pat (forward u the subject of. composition).

381
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(A) THE THEME.
343. The Theme may be {x) given, (2) suggested(oT.

at least, limited) by the occasion for which the com-
position is intended, (3) left wholly to the choice of the
writer. For example ;

—

(1) The lawyer has his "case" brought, to him ; and it is to
/Aa/cace, and no other, that he must address himself, whether
in the papers filed as preliminaries to the trial, or in what he
may say before judge or jury. His theme is chosen for him :

should he for any reason speak on a subject not fairly raised by
the case, the judge but discharges a plain duty in demanding
that he shall keep to his subject. So, the legislator must speak
on the bill before the house. A " Duluth " Knott or a " Sun-
set" Cox may spend his store of humor or wit on his colleagues

;

but there is no pretence that in this sort of talk the house is

occupied with the debate.

(2) The sacred preacher has, indeed, a wide range of subjects
for his sermons ; but, nevertheless, he meets much adverse
criticism, if he steps far beyond the limits of the religious or the
moral. Important public questions that affect these sides of
man's nature,—even the political life of the people considered
as one means of their education by Divine Providence,—may
(perhaps, should) receive his attention ; but merely secular
iopics, topics not even remotely his, are justly objected to in the
pulpit. Besides, the many special occasions that arise in the
year, even in the churches that do not observe a fixed order of
services, often limit the preacher in his choice of subject ; while
many occurrences are not unusual that render one subject more
fit than another. The preacher's subject is, of course, not set

;

but in many ways his choice is biassed.

(3) The public lecture, the magazine article, the opus magnum
of a scholarlike Casaubon, have their subjects at the will of their
authors. Circumstances, to be sure, may influence even these
cases

;
but, so far as any subject of composition is at will, the

subjects of these and other such works are so.

344. In all three instances, however, ample room is

left the writer to exercise his judgment.
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^ (i) In the suit at law, not a little depends upon how a case is

put before the court. The question that presents it.self on tl)e

surface is not always the real pt)int at issue ; and the lawyer
may therefore abundantly employ his ingenuity in finding this
real question: in fact, by thus "making" his case, he all but
chooses his subject. For example, John Hampden, sued in the
time of King Charles the First for non-payment of taxes, showed
the magistrate that the real question was whether the King
should be allowed to usurp unconstitutional powers. Many a
proposed act of legislature has been successfully represented or
misrepresented by a re-reading of its title or by an open or
covert sneer. The repeal of the Corn Laws in England wa.s,

on different views of the bill, either an act to put bread into the
mouths of starving women and children or a mea.sure to ruin
the English farmer. A certain " bill for the Relief of the Sur-
viving Officers of the Revolution"" was kindly mentioned by
Mr. Webster as proposing "an annuity:" a senator from
Georgia had sneered at its beneficiaries as willing to accept
"a pension."

(2) The clergjTnan, more than any other public speaker, will
find room for a wisejudgment in selecting his then- The pro's
and con's are often nicely balanced in regard to a i jject ; and
a mistake on his part is commonly fatal. When Slavery was
still a factor in American politics, a famous clergyman preaching
on the Psalms in course, found himself face to face with the
story of Doeg the Edomite who betrayed to Saul the hiding-
place of David. A general discourse on Doeg's treachery
would have avoided the "burning question" of the day, the
Fugitive Slave Law. But the preacher held decided Anti-
Slavery views, and he considered his meeting thus incidentally
a text that allowed him to free his soul of a long undischarged
weight of responsibility, a call from Heaven. Till then, had he
introduced the subject, he must have gone out of his way to
bring it into his pulpit ; and his conscience had hitherto absolved
him. But now the question had presented itself to him : to
evade it would be cowardice. His sermon broke some
old friendships, might have rent his church asunder ; but the
topic was not of his choosing, and consequences, he felt, might
wisely be left to Him in whose name he stood before the people.

(3) Even the writer whose choice csems wholly unbiassed can
not be absolutely indifferent to circumstances. A number of

> U. S. Senate, April iSaS.
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considerations determine him,—considerations that must be

detailed in full. The same considerations are often of value,

too, in the second case.

345. Whenever the subject is not definitely given,

—

cases (2) and (3), § 343, adove,—the writer must deter-

mine, before attempting a selection, (a) the occasion for

which he intends his composition, (6) the character of

the persons he may reasonably expect to address, and

(r) the end he has in view in writing. His selection will

tlien bCi made in accordance with his determinations

upon these three points. In case (2), condition (a)

will be in some measure satisfied ; but there will still

remain to be scitled the particular circumstances under

which the discourse is to be delivered. Of course, a

writer may work in ignorance of points (a) and (Ji) or

in indifiference to them ; but what he writes will then be

addressed to minds of a certain order only, and be

suited to occasions of only a certain sort. When brought

into use, it will either prove adapted as if by chance, or

else have to be recast.

346. Further, (</) the theme must be one that the

writer is capable of handling. Not that he must know
beforehand all that can be said about it : on the contrary,

the strongest incentive a writer can have, is the interest

that his subject has for his own mind ; and this interest is

never greater than when it is prompted by the discovery

of something new. All that is meant by the rule is that

the writer must be prepared by previous studies, etc. , to

understand his subject, to learn what he will need to know
of it, and, hence, to be able to express worthy thought

about it.

347. {e)
'

' Fertile '
* subjects are especially to be avoided.

They are commonly hackneyed and, hence, difficult to

make interesting. They involve, too, a great body of

details, for the definition and classification of which a

vigorous mental grasp is needed, and the presentation
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of which to the reader requires a commandinf^ use of

method. If such a subject must be written on, the writer

will find his powers tested to their utmost : he will need
to call to his aid every help that Nature or Art can
render him.

348. The theme obtained, it must be developed : (a)

its exact meaning must be determined ; and {b) the par-

ticular form it is to take in the work in hand must be

selected. This selc( tion may have to be postponed until

the student has read on the subject proposed, and has

collected at least a part of his material ; but in actual

literary work, the purpose in writing is always known,
and the material to be used is selected in accordance with

this purpose, not the purpose determined in accordance

with the material used. The Proposition may then be
distinctly written out; and now the writer is ready to

outline his Discussion, to set down its several heads and
sub-divisions, and to arrange for necessary introductory

or concluding matter. Of course, formality in this pro-

cess is fatal : i^^ finished work must show as slight traces

of the mechar C.J part of composition as may be. Ars
est celare artem. Yet, consciously or unconsciously, the

writer does take each of these steps, and must take them.

Thus, suppose the subject selected to be Self-Preservation.

The first question must be, What does the term mean ? Is self-

preservation only an instinct that keeps men from unnecessarily

endangering life or limb, that makes them avoid danger and
sufleriug when nothing is to be gained by incurring either ; or
is it a cowardly self-love that, indulged freely, would render
deeds ofheroism or self-sacrifice impossible ? Or, again, does the
word mean only the judicious care of one's life and health and
the promotion by every wise means of bodily vigor to old age ?

On the definition accepted will turn, of course, the form the

work is to take,—the Proposition, the matter proper for the

Discussion, cverj" part of the coriiposkion from its first word to

its last. In the first case, the Proposition might be, Self-Preser-

vation is a Law of Nature; the Discussion, an illustration of

the law and a definition of the privileges it confers and.;tlie
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duties it imposes. In the second case, the paradox might be
affirmed that, although seir-prescrvatiun has its root in scirish*

ness, yet, because a genuine sympathy comes only through
suflfering. and self-preservation inclines a man to avoid suffering
for himself, the instinct of self-preservation will irresistibly

draw him through his sympathi s to deeds of self-sacrifice and
even heroism in behalf of others. If the third definition were
accepted, the essay might consist of such a serier of hygienic
suggestions, and such moral applications of them, as the occa-
sion and other circumstances would warrant.

349. Thus, out ofa single theme, (stated most broadly,

to be siire,) three distinct compositions suggest them-
selves. Nor was the subject at first glance most promising.
A young writer, working without the directions here
given, would in all probability have set down the disjointed

thoughts that occurred to him, as they occurred to him,
without defir d purpose in writing, and without consist-

ency with either this purpose or one another. He would
have achieved such a result as "young Mr. Brown"
achieved, when he refused "to be put into the leading

strings" of a proposition, and tried to write on Fortune
instead of on the thesis Fortune Helps the Brave} He
would ignominiously have failed ; while the experience
of every teacher of Composition proves that reasonably
good work can be done by even young writers, if they
are taught the subject in this systematic way.*

»J. H. Newman, Lectureson IMiversity Subjeeti, p. 150.—Dr. Newman's idea,
however, that a young writer should always have a proposition staled for him,
—that (in the University tutor's words in the Brown case) " it would have been
very cruel to have told a boy to write on ' fortune

'
; it would have been like

asking his opinion of 'things in general,'"—loses sight of the valuable dis-

cipline a student receives in sUting his own proposition. Besides—supposing
always that idle jottings about Fortune or any other subject are rigorously
forbidden by the instructor—why not allow the young writer the freedom that
a choice of propositions gives him? Few subjects of thought, few themes
forced on a man by his experience, come in the shape of a sentence. Does not
every one, sooner or later, formulate /or Atixj;^judgments about Life and

taught Logic, and not the Art of Discourse.

Among the many thousand compositions read by the author as professor of
Rhetoric, only a mere handful have been like young Mr. Brown's.
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(B) THE DISCUSSION.

350. The collection of matter for a composition on any
theme is guided chiefly by the purpose of the writer

;

for it is this purpose, in the main, that determines /**

modg of discussion proper to the given work.' At me
same time, certain general rules can be stated ; though,
of course, no special directions can be given to meet each
theme. Hence, two chief heads of this sub-division of

Invention—I. General Rules, II. The Modes 0/ Discus-

sion,

350 <i. To give specific directions for the discussion

of separate themes. Rhetoric would have to teach

men universal knowledge ;
* whereas what a writer

needs to know on a given subject he must learn

from the authorities on that subject. Earnest writing

presupposes earnest reading—and not this alone, but
earnest thought and an earnest effort to make what is

read one's own, or even to be stimulated by it to truly

original thought. Simply to appropriate another man's
work, even if one expresses it in one's own words, is the

flagitious act called by the hard name plagiarism, or
literary theft: to "assimilate" what one reads, making it

the source of new life and power, is work worthy of the

highest intellectual and moral powers in man. The best

work on important subjects must be grounded on the
work of one's predecessors;* and, hence, whatever has
been written on a subject must be considered as at a
later writer's disposal. But this principle gives no
license to literary theft, nor does it warrant the trans-

ferring from another writer's pages to one's own his

matter bodi!".*

^3Si, below. 'Appendix, p. 331.

* Except, of course, in quoution-miirks.
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GENERAL RULES.

351. (i) Exhaustive treatment of a subject requires

on the writer's part a complete knowledge of that sub-

ject,—especially, a wide acquaintance with the views

of all previous writers. In this way, not only will com-

pleteness be secured, and the repetition as original of

opinions tried and found false or inadequate, be pre-

vented; but, and especially, will the stimulus that

knowledge broad and deep always applies to thought,

most sur€ iy be felt by the writer. It is only when the mind

is heavily charged with truth, that the finest display of

power in writing is possible. For example, Mr. Dowden,

in Shakspere : His Mind and Art, says that, although he

was writing from a new point of view, yet, "in order to

get substantial ground to go upon," he had "thought it

necessary to form acquaintance with a considerable body

of recent Shakspere scholarship;" and that, although

he was avoiding " purely scholastic questions," and was

aiming "to approach Shakspere on the human side,"

yet he believed " that Shakspere is not to be approached

on any side through dilettantism." So, Motley and

Macaulay—doubtless every great writer—spent years of

patient, pains-taking toil, often among musty, worm-

eaten state or private papers, before a single volume of

their works was possible.*

352. (2) Within limitedportions of a subject very good

work can be done without an exhaustive knowledge of

the subject as a whole. But constant watchfulness will

then be necessary, iest an essential relation between the

department under treatment and those left out of sight

»See Dr. Holmes's Memoir <if Motley and Trevelyan's Macaulay,
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escape attention. De Quincey's and Herbert Spencer's
essays on Style are examples of work good as far as it
goes, but misleading because it is incomplete.

353. (.i) For certain specific purposes, partial knowl-

?hnn
1' °J^^"

^"^^^if"*-
F^'- example, to show that

Phonet c Spelhng will or will not overthrow the etymo-
logical basis of the ^glish language, one need not have
as much knowledge of the proposed " Reform " as would
be requisite, were the question that of the merits or the
denierits of the system as a substitute for the received
spelling.

354- In all cases, however, there must be at least asmuch knowledge of a subject as is necessary to bring
that subject, in the form in which its treatment is pro
posed fully before the writer's mind. Preparation less
than this IS superficial

: more may actually be a hin-
drance; for the mind, like the eye, may read itself blind.
Thus, a study of Shakspere's Hamlet for the purpose of
Illustrating the state of the English language at a certain
epoch, must include whatever is necessary to accomplish
this purpose

:
but anything more would be out of unityThe author not only may be a specialist : he ofter musi

be. On the other hand, comparatively defined ques-
tions may require painfully extended work. The textof Chaucer s CanterSury Tales offers a diligent scholarwork for many years.

19
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11.

THE MODES OF DISCUSSION.

,c5 The second factor in determining the matter of a

composition is the/«^... of the writer
;
-d ^h. -^

is always to communicate thought, must be to address

nrimarUy and chiefly either the l/ndersiandtng the

5SX; or the mih An address to the understand-

S'Kever. may P-nt .ther
^^^ f^;^/-fl

Hon, a cmceptton^rn other word^, a /.m

ofDiscussion ^ ;
Argument, which deals with

P^rifcm.) ExcUoN, which s^^s -.use

the Feelings; and (IV.) Persuasion, which aims at m

fluencingthe WilL*

356. Moreover, <^^^^^^Z'"^^^ZZ::^tZ
-r>::rreis^^nr.;s.r^--

""-
^itT"l;chrd":S LuTrfeetg.; a«d even

Judgment » """-t;;r.Xdr,o brini *. object

rhrS\^r:;S>rg that « fa-se,, am™,ed to be that

?^?^ .°f.;;:^X*fr..:^" TfeeUngs a,.ady excited.

.rcaL"^rSS:H:n„-Hct.a,L.Even.,en.e
•8 5.6, a*w*. •'"
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nation, Argument,

.. Even when the

purpose of the composition is only one or another of the four
possible, the others may be more or less involved. Thus
Explanation often brings on Argument ; nothing (or but little) is
ever accomplished with uninterested or inattentive hearers ; and
neither powerful arguments nor seductive motives suffice to
enlighten the ignorant or to remove prejudices.

(I.) Explanation.

359- Explanation—from the Latin planus, level, plain
.
—IS the process of making intelligible the nature or the
meaning of an object or a word. It includes, also, the
converse process of removing obscurity from objects or
words. Another term for the same thing is Exposition •

but this word IS more formal and technical than Expia-
nation, and therefore less available for use here. In this
use. Explanation has the same sense as that which it hasm everyday life-the setting out of what a thing is, or
what a word means.

360. The Theme in Explanation is always a noun, the
name of an object of thought. It is presented intelli-
gibly to another mind, only when it is shown i. clearly
and 2 distinctly: that is, i. when it is separated from
all other objects, (as man from horse, dog, etc.,) and 2when Its (mn separateparts are plainly set forth, (as manm his essential attHbutes—rationality, mortality, etc - in
his component parts-head, trunk, limbs, etc.; or in
other such details.)

.
3^'; The difference between clear ^nd rf«AW/ presentation

IS aptly Illustrated by a familiar occurrence at dusk On a lawnplanted with trees and bushes, and ornamented, perhaps wuSstatuary, a distant object is seen that resembles aS butwhich may be a bush or a statue. On closer inspects iproves to be a bush. The object is then ./.... for it fs entirely

^!:Tt''r^' other objects. But a yet na'rrower examina-tion .uuw:. u,c ;.u5n to be a closely trimmed evergreen easilvmistaken, at a d stance and in the dark, for a statufor ; man

features as of that class, are fully made out. SimUarly. the
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traveller in the Tyrol spies at a distance an object perched on

the highest point of a rock. At first it seems to be but the top-

most crag of a ragged mass of hill; but, as the road comes

nearer, the object is plainly an animal. Next, it is a chamois

;

and the delighted tourist thinks he has seen a real example of

the now rare, if not extinct, mountain goat. Alas ! on coming

closer, his chamois is indeed a chamois, but one carved from

the solid stone, and set by some clever hands on an almost

inaccessible pinnacle of rock.

362. The intelligible presentation of an object of

thought proceeds by two means,— i. Definition, 2.

Explanation Proper. Definition (from the Latin de,

from, and /»w, a limit, or boundary) presents the object

clearly, separating it from all other objects, and setting

its limits or boundaries. Explanation Proper presents

an object distinctly, exhibiting it in its several parts, and

giving a full account of these parts by one or more of

several subordinate processes to be described below.

I. Definition.

363. The most exact Definition is that of a species

by its genus and differentia,^ the so-called "logical

definition.
'

' For example ;
—

^ecies. Differentia. Genus.

A whale

1
is a

1

mutilate' mammal.

Man J I rational animal.

364. But logical definition is often impossible. Either

the genus to which an object belongs or its differentia is not

known, and the definition is thus left incomplete. Many

simple ideas, color, beauty, goodness,^ life, etc., defy defini-

tion. So, no one has ever told the world what electricity is.

In such cases, other modes of definition must be used ;

—

(i) Division or ParHHon* ; .is, The animal kingdom consists

of Radiates, MoUusks, Articulates, and Vertebrates; The

» J 370, bflow. * Having fins instead of legs.

•Atwater.i^^.p.76. Hj^,Mow.
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pnsmatic colors are red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo
violet; (2) ColligaHon, the reverse of (i)

; {3) SubsHtuHon of
narrative or descriptive phrases or of symbols or names ; as,
Wisdom leads to virtue and happiness

; Religion is piety ;»
(4)The Methodfor Individual Objects; as, Abraham Lincoln was

the president of the United States who issued the Emancipation
Proclamation.—By the last method, the individual is assigned to
its species, as if this were a genus, and some distinguishing mark
IS taken as differentia. Such definitions are most like logical
definitions.

365. Definition is controlled by certain general prin-
ciples, of the first importance in composition ;»—

(i) A definition should be co-extensive with the objects
included in the term defined : otherwise it is too broad or
too narrow. For example, to define a horse as an animal
implies that all animals are horses ; to define an animal as a
horse implies that nothing not a horse is an animal. Of course
exposition by exemplification.-setting forward the horse as a
type in certain respects of all animals,—is perfectly legitimate ••

but it is not definition. (2) Negative definitions, except of nega-
tive words and conceptions, are useless. Thus, Men are not
birds is perfectly useless as a definition. (3) Definitions " in a
circle," or "in vague, ambiguous, or senseless language"
should be avoided

; as. Life is the vital force ; Poetry is the stuff
of which our life is made. (4) A single surplus word in a
definition may imply a falsehood. For example. The opposite
sides of a parallelogram are parallel and equal.*'

2. Explanation Proper.

366. Explanation Proper involves one or more of six
processes;

—

^

(1) Narration, "the relation of the particulars of any trans-
action or event, or ofany series of transactions or events • " • as
the story of a battle, a campaign, etc.

;

' '

(2) Description, the enumeration of the essential qualities of
a thing or species

;
as, a sketch (in language) of a batUe-field.

an account of a chemical substance, etc. ;

'Atwater, p. 79.

•Appendix, p. 329.

•Atwater, pp. 73 ff. , *lz^(5),ieIou.
• D*y. i 73- • tyebster-s Dictionary, 1864.
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(3) DiviHon, the separation of a class into its specific parts-as, animals into radiates, mollusks etc -^
*

JnL^^H'J''"'
*^\^5P"«t'°" °f «" 'W,i^«a/ into its cam-Ponent parts

; as, a ship into sails, masts, hull, etc •

{.<>) ExempiificaHon, the exhibiting of a member or of certain^^..,of a ./a„as represenHng ,^, u^Aolecl^s; fo ex^m"pie, the horse as representing all animals
(6) (roi«/am^« and Contrast, the exhibiting of an object bv

Object or other objects of the same class ; as, Christ's parable

AH ri^SJc ^'''''''f
"' ^^^'^ °f '^^ subo;dinate classe

; as

tL^f^t ^'^ ''"''"''^'•' ^^^ >*'^''"'«'« (the individual separated into Its component parts) can not be predicated of one of

oonentnfr;
^'*'j

^'l^-' ^
^^^P -' only the sum total of the com-ponent parts makes thepartitum.'

nnfn
^^.^;^.^^« P'-o^^ses defined in § 366. Narration

and Description, though they present the object tkrou^A
tfsparts, p.^ent it as a whole; Division and Partition,
on the other hand, exhibit the parts asparts; while Ex-
emphfication and Comparison and Contrast set forth a

knoTr'^
part (or parts) as a means to desired

knowledge. The six processes, therefore, are in oneview three pairs of processes, and will first be so dis-

wilTfollow
"""'' °" ''^" " ^'"^^^ P-^-«-

369. (1) Narration and Description are (to borrow aGreek word) anHstrophic: where each is weakest, the
other ,s most strong, (a) A narrative details at length
a course of events, shows a series of dissolving views •

presents ever changing scenery .—functions that lan-
guage is especially fitted to perform. A description, on
the other hand, exhibits a state of things, photographs

H7f>«,{i\, above,

•On this point Day is wrong, and is not followed here.
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EXPLANATION PROPER.
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its object at 3 de/iniie moment of time and in 7i fixed
expression, offers to view scenery that is always the
same;~ixxnci\ons fulfilled by language only with difficulty
and when used by a master; for the picture that a de-
scnption wouH call up can be only suggested in words,
can not be fully exhibited, {b) The historian, however
has a multitude of details to set forth, details that are
often complicated to a high degree and perplexing to
both writer and reader; while the necessary length of a
narrative, (for it must tell everything, and that com-
pletely.) often endangers its success. In a connected
story, subsequent details, intelligible only in the light of
those that have preceded them, fail to produce their
desired effect, if the preceding details have been for-
gotten; while, if the narrative repeats itself at these
critical points, it becomes prolix. The '

' word-painter '

'

on the other hand, h;^^ fewer details to exhibit; these
details are commonly less complicated, and therefore, less
Perpiextng

; v^M^ the necessary (certainly, the desirable)
brevtfyof a description enables even a hearer to keep it
well in hand Words, it has been said, can only suggest
a picture: hence, in a description, they need nevefbe
many, if well-chosen. (.) For this reason. Narration is
especially the work of the writer; Description, of thepamter or the sculptor. Language has its limitations,
just a- painting and sculpture have theirs.' But it is
important not to infer too much. Just as a picture may
suggest a long story, if a critical point in the tale hetaken for representation, so description may be effectedm ^vords. If the words are aptly chosen. On the otherhand the phrases "word-painting" and "historical pic-
ture, unless understood in a very moderate sense, are
actual contradicnons in terms,-too often the ca^t ofmen who forget that the chief excellence of a comnosiHn„
IS Its expressing worthy thought, not its bearing^taw^or
'i 8, above.
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ornaments, and who believe (or affect to believe) that a
page may glow like the canvas of a Tintoretto, a canvas
read like a page from Macaulay.

370. (2) Division and Partition must be carefully dis-

tinguished. The one is applied to classes of objects ; the
other, to individual objects. Classes are either genera
(higher classes) or species (lower classes); the essen-
tial difference or differences between any species and its

nearest genus constituting its differentia. Of course, the
sat..e class may be at once genus to a species below it

and species to a genus above it. Natural historians,

philologists, many writers on subjects that require and
admit of systematic classifications, have used other terms.
Kingdom, Class, Order, Variety, Family, Group, etc.;

but these are nothing more than genera or species,

according to the relationships in which they stand.

371. (3) Exemplification and Comparison and Con-
trast agree in always presenting single parts of objects.

Further, Contrast is only Comparison by negatives; so
that the double process of Comparison and Contrast is,

in fact, but one process,—a double mode of Explanation,
not two separate modes. Of course, in all cases, objects

compared must be also different, objects contrasted must
be also alike. Otherwise, the objects in the one case
would be the same, in the other case utterly without
relationship. The ground of the process is in the part
or parts that the objects have in common.

(i.) Narration.

372. A narrative may follow (a) the strict order of
time, {b) the order of change in the subject (c) that of cazise

and effect; and, though the several forms may be united
in the same composition, one or another will predominate
and give character lO the narrative. History of the first

form is Chronicles or Annals ; ofthe second form. Proper
History ; ofthe third form, Philosophical History. Proper
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History (^) rests upon (a), and both it and (a) are pre-
supposed in (c). Further, as (a) is the form natural to
the narratives of children, so it is tl e form of the earliest
histories

;
and as (6) and (c) correspond to a proportion-

ate mental development, so they are the forms of later
and the latest histories. As examples. Prof. Day cites
Herodotus, Gibbon, and Guizot : other e.xamples, and
all of histories of Greece, are Thucydides, Grote, and
Curtius.

373- In any form. Narration obeys the following laws
extensions of Canon (2) of the Whole Composition ;'—

'

374. (a) The events narrated must commonly be set forth in
the order chosen, whether of tune, of change, or of cause and
enect.

375- But (a) "A recent state of things more familiar to the
persons addressed," may be first exhibited, and then "the
previous steps by which that state was arrived at. " 1 he history
of Language is a notable example of this law. The philologist
begins with what is about him. and. from this present, by a
careful comparison of its several parts with one another, con-

T", .
,^./^'*' ^°' ^""'^^y introduces his First Sketch ofEnglish Literature with the following significant words ;-' Assoon as we can feel that we belong to a free country v^Mh anoble past let us begin to learn through what endeavours and

to what etid it is free." »

376. (/?) The complication of details is often best unraveledby following each stream of events as if it were a separate
narrative

;
care being taken, however, to keep the several

streams united by bringing on each, in its turn, to the greatepochs of the story. This plan is especially useful when the
narrative exhibit "a principal action wUh subordinates-'
several concurring streams of nearly equal importance," the

Sr.h l^T"' °J ^ ".P'"''^"'y °^ departments." For exam-ple the history of England is necessarily complicated by theentanghng of the nation in foreign affairs; and the reader'sattemion must often be diverted from England to the foreig^

account of the process (A^^'".' Z^^ff^TrT '"'T
^'""''' "'''^'"^^'^

been taken in nearly aU cal "
^'^'

^^ ^'""^ '^P'"*' ''°^'^*^'-' h*^'

•Page i.-The italics are inserted here.
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lands concerned. In each case, the points of divergence and of
return must be clearly indicated, and every other means be
taken to notify the reader of the exact relation held by the
subordinate story to its principal.—The history of the United
States before 1789 must trace thirteen streams of colonial history
flowing side by side.—Either English or American political
history is largely a story of the struggles of two great bodies of
the people (or of their leaders in or out of the national legisla-
ture) each to secure the adoption of its policy by the national
administration.—The Departments of Foreign Affairs, of the
Interior, of the Treasury, e/c, are convenient heads under
which to group the hi.story of an administration.

377- (*) A brief summary {risumi, recapitulation,) of ante-
cedent events often forms a proper introduction to a narrative,
and is sometimes necessary. Thus, Macaulay's first two chap-
ters contain a summary of English history from the Roman
conquest of Britain to the Death of Charles II. in 1685 ; Froude's
Chapter II. is concerned with "the Last Years of the Adminis-
tration of VVolsey." In like manner, the writer may stop at
certain points in his story to resurvey the ground passed over.
Each chapter of Freeman's General Sketch of History closes
with a brief risumi of its contents.

378. (r) A narrative may consist of a series of cross-sections
of the theme, made at different epochs of its existence, con-
nected by a thread of story, and each delineated as a status quo
rather than as a part of a movement or action. Or, in ordinary
narrative, such a cross-section may now and then be introduced,
in order to keep the reader aware of the state of affairs to
which the story has brought him, and from which he must make
a new start. Froude and Macaulay again furnish examples ;»

and, nearer home, Prof. McMaster's account of "the State of
America in 1784" is a brilliant specimen.* A short extract
from this account will show even more clearly the method
referred to ;

—

"The Americans who, toward the close of 1783, celebrated
with bonfires, with cannon, and with bell-ringing, the acknowl-
edgement of independence and the return of peace, lived in a
very different country from that with which their descendants
are familiar. Indeed, could we, under the potent influence of
some magician's drugs, be carried back through one hundred

> Froude, ch. I. ; Macaulay, ch. iii.

•John Bach McMaster, A Hittory <tf tk* P*oph qf the UnUti States, ch. 1.
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reaw. we should find ourselves in a country utterly new to us.Rip Van Winkle, who fell asleep when his townsmen were
throwing up their hats and drinking their bumpers to goodKing George, and awoke when a generation that knew him notwas shouting the names of men and parties unknown to him
did not find himself in a land more strange. The area of the
republic would shrink to less than half its present extent Thenumber of the States would diminish to thirteen, nor wouldmany of them be contained in their present limits or exhibit
their present a^.pearance. Vast stretches of upland, which arenow an endless succession of wheat fields and com fields and
orchards, would appear overgrown with dense forests aban-
doned to savage beasts and yet more savage men. The ham-
lets of a few fishermen would mark the sites of wealthy havensnow bristling with innumerable masts, and the great cities
themselves would dwindle to dimensions scarce exceedine
those of some rude settlement far to the west of tiie Colorado
nver Of the inventions and discoveries which abridge distance

*

which annihilate time, which extend commerce, which aid airril
culture which save labor, which transmit speech, which turn
the darkness of the night into the brilliancy of the day which
alleviate pain, which destroy disease, which lighten even the
mfirmities of age, not one existed. Fulton was still a portrait
painter, Fitch and Rumsey had not yet begun to study the steam-

Mnl"^' M r'""^-Y ""Tr' ^°"^ "P ^° *^°"«K«- Howe and
Morse, McCormick and Fairbanks, Goodyear and Colt DrMorton and Dr. Bell, were yet to be bom. "

»

' '

(2.) Description.

379. Description, like Narration, has three forms •

itmay exhibit (a) strictly the spacial parts, (6) the parts of
a substance,-especially, its attributes,-as representing
that substance, (c) the substance itself in its relations to
Its parts or attributes. Further, all three forms may
concur in a single composition

; and they are related to
each other as are the corresponding forms of Narration '

380. The Canon of Method has here the followin-
applications ;

—

*

'i 37*. adove.
»Vol.i.p,a.
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381. (a) When addressed only to the understanding, when
intended simply to present intelliRible and (as far as possible)

complete ideas, without regard to the vividness of the picture

as a whole, Description may proceed by a mere enumeration of
the parts or attributes. In this way a text-book of natural

history describes animals or plants, an inventory or a catalogtio

describes the objects it names, and even the didactic poet -

Virgil, for instance,—describes a fine cow or a handsome coli.'

383. {b) When addressed to the imagination, Description
must produce illusion; that is, it must call up a vivid picture of
the object described, and thus enable the reader, in his absorb-
ing consciousness of the presence of this picture, to forget the
words employed to summon it. Hence, such r. description will

always be brief and suggestive, never enumerative ; for lan-

guage, ill-fitted to description,* embarrasses rather than pro-
motes illusion, imprisons rather than sets free the imagination.

Homer, for example, portraying the divinely beautiful Helen,
for whose sake two Greek worlds were convulsed with strife,

speaks only of her coming to the walls of Troy to see the battle,

and of the impressions her beauty made on the old men who
sat there. Imagination does the rest.'

" Smalt blame is theirs if both the Trojan knights
And brazen-mailed Achaians have endured
So long so many evils for the sake
Of that one woman. She is wholly like

In feature to the deathless goddesses." *

"What can give a more vivid idea of her beauty," adds Les-
sing, "than that that cold-blooded age should deem it well
worth the war which had cost so mui 1 i[iyu<\ pnd so many
tears." "Constantinus Manasses," on t\n a hor hand, v 10

"sought to adorn his bald chronicle v itb a pictu'\j of Helen, '

enumerates the points of her beauty as might a colorer of
photographs ;—" She was a woman right beautiful, with fine

eyebrows, of clearest complexion, beautiful cheeks; comely,
with large, full eyes, with snow-white skin, quick-glancing,
graceful ; a grove filled with graces, fair-armed, voluptuous,
'-n athing beauty undisguised. The complexion fair, the cheek
rosy, the countenance pleasing, the eye blooming, a beauty

» Georgt • , iii. 51 , 79. » J 369, above.

• Barring " a paasino; mentjon that she had white arms and beautiful hair."
(Lessing.)

*Iiiad, iii. 156, translated by Bryant. (Leasing, xxi.)
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tinartificial, untlnted, of its natural color, adding brightness to
the brightest cherry, as if one should dye ivory with resplendent
purple. Her neck long, of dazzling wliiteness ; wJKnce she
was called the swan-bom, beautiful Helen."' Tlie pa.ssage
fills eleven fifteen syllabled lines ; and reading ; ;, says Lcssing,
"is like seeing stones rolled up a mountain, on whose summit
they are to be built into a gorgeous edifice ; but which all roll
down of themselves on the other side. What picture does this
crowd of words leave behind? How did Helen look ' No two
readers out of a thousand would receive the same impression
of her."

383. (<) Illusion is produced by mentioning certain in. 'ividual-
izing or associated circumstances, thoughts oxfeelings, a id then
leaving the reader to himself. Thus (as has been seen) lomer
describes Helen

; thus Shak.spere leaves his readers to co; struct
his characters. Of Portia, for instance, he says ;—

" In Belmont is a lady richly left

;

And she is/a/V and, fairer than that word,
Of wondrous virtues:

Her name is Portia, nothing undervalued
To Cato's daughter, Brutus' Portia :

Nor is the wide world ignorant of her worth,
For the four winds blow in from every coast
Renowneu suitors, and her sunny locks
Hang on her temples like a goldenfleece ;
Which makes her seat of Belmont Colchos' strand,
And many Jasons come in quest of her." «

Nothing more
:

the curious reader must draw his lady r

"

Belmont from these hints. Even Portia's character is thui
delineated ;

—

" nothing undervalued
To Cato's daughter, Brutus' Portia;"

" the full sum of me
Is sum of something, which, to term in gross.
Is an untesson'd%\x\, unschooFd, unpractised."*

So Bassanio's ambassador is pictured ;

—

" A day in April never came so sweet,
To show how costly summer was at hand."*

And so Edmund is described in King Lear.^ Gloucester Ed-
mund's father having said, " I have often blushed to acknowledge

1 C\*i.A K.. f «*:..^ r .

C-Ti, xit.

• Thf Merchant of Vemce, I. i. i6i.-Portia elsewhere adds of herself. "Bymy troth, Nenssa, my lUtU body is aweary of this great world "
•'"•«• '59. MI.ix.93. M.i.io.
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him," Kent replies,—"I can not wish the fault undone, the issue
of it being so proper." Later, Edmund claims for himself as
compact dimensions, as generous a mind, as true a shape, as his
brother's, and even "more composition and fierce quality than
go to the making of a whole tribe of fops." » One conceives a
handsome, strong, intellectually able, high-spirited villain ; but
Shakspere only starts the reader, the imagination does the rest.

384. \d) In such passages. Illusion is dispelled almost by a
touch. Add but a word, and the effect is spoiled; many
additional words veil the picture in a cloud that even the most
vivid imagination can not penetrate. Indeed, when the con-
ception desired by the writer is offensive or horrible, such
additions are made aforethought, in order to temper the other-
wise unendurable effect.* Thus, the crook-backed Ear! of
Gloucester paints his own portrait ;

—

" But I, that am not shapedfor sportive tricks,

Nor made to court an amorous looking-glass ;

I that am rudely stamp'd, and want love's majesty
To strut before a wanton ambling nymph ;
I, that am cdrtail'd of this fair proportion,
Cheated of feature by dissembling nature,
Deform'd, unfinish'd, sent before my time
Into this breathing world, scarce half made up
And that so lamely and unfashionable,

That dogs bark at me as Ihalt by them;
Why, I, in this weak piping time of peace,
Have no delight to pass away the time

_

Unless to spy my shadow in the sun
And descant on mine own deformity." »

The words in italics alone help the reader to conjure up the
monster whose crimes form the story of the play : the rest
serve only to break the otherwise offensive impression.

385. {e) Hence, the failure of many descriptions in novels
and poems. At best they are but faithful copies of their origi-

nals, interesting enough as such, but destitute of the picturesque.

;
At other times, they fall as flat as a handbill announcing the
personal details of a lost child or a stray horse. Most readers
skip them, impatient of the delay they cause ; and this, although
a wide-spread opinion of their excellence inclines these readers
to believe themselves guilty in so doing. Mr. R. D. Blackmore,
for example, is famed for his descriptions both of forest and of
sea-shore scenery. Yet even with really suggestive descriptions
he mixes dreary inventories. Nowelhurst Hall, as a house "too
^King Uar, 1. 11. 7. » Lessing, xxiii. • Richard III., 1. 1. 14.
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respectable for any loose doings of any sort," or as the oro-spective home of the retired seaman, sets theVeader s Z^Z
tion to work

;
but what of the rest of this paragraph ?

Nowelhurst Hall looks too respectable for any loose doingsof any sort It stands well away from the weeping of tree?
like virtue shy of sentiment, and therefore has all thi wealth offoliage shed just where it pleases, around it. From a risingground the house has sweet view of all the forest changes, andhas seen three hundred springs wake in glory, and three hun-dred au umns wanmg. Spreading away from it wider, widerslopes the chase ' as they call it, with great trees str;tchrngpatema arms m the vain attempt to hold it. For two months ofthe twelve, when the heather is in blossom, all that chase is agWmg reach of amaranth and purple. Then it fades away topale orange, dim olive, and a rusty-brown when Christmas

till the July tint comes back again. Sometimes in the sprinemorning the black cocks-' heathpoults.' as they call them-
hft Ujeir necks in the livening heather, swel/their rufflTng

rh'r ;.
^ k'T ^'''^^" ""^'^ *° '^^' ^'th them. BelowZ

h H
*^7]»^''«'^ °f the curling wood converge into a riantbeard, tufted here and there with views of a varying richn^sbu for the ma^n of it. swelling and waving, cris^ng^ frondSg

feathering, coying and darkening here and there, until h reachhe silver mirror of the spreading sea. And the ;eaman 00k-ing upwards from the war-ship bound for India, lookfng backat his native land, for the last of all times it may be, over bnish-wood waves, and billows of trees, and the long heave oHhegorse-land: 'Now. that's the sort of place,' hrsays as thedistant gables listen: 'the right sort of bertk forour^UySdadmiral, and me for his butler, please God. when we've Ikkedthem Crappos as they desarves. " '

»

So writers of a far higher reputation err in the same way-The Faun ,s the marble image of a young man leaning hisright arm on the trunk or stump of a tree one hand h-
carelessly by his side

; in the other he holds ^hefragment o"^pipe, or some such sylvan instrument of music His onlvgarmcnt--a lion's skin, with the claws upon his shoulderlfallshalf wav down his h^r-l- l»a..:«_. ^l . .. . .
'""'"<=r jaus

the fi^re nnnr" ^ru'^'r "f '"'' "mos and entire front ot

Sacef^ but hi; 7n' T' *''"' ^'"P'^y^^' '^ marvellouslygraceful, but has a fuller and more rounded outline, more flesh
> Cradock JVoweU, ch. I.

'
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and less of heroic muscle than the old sculptors were wont to

assign to their types of masculine beauty. The character of

the face corresponds with the figure ; it is most agreeable in

outline and features, but rounded and somewhat voluptuously

developed, especially about the throat and chin ;
the nose is

almost straight, but very slightly curves inward, thereby

acquiring an indescribable charm of geniality and humor. The

mouth, with its full yet delicate lips, seems so nearly to smile

outright, that it calls forth a responsive smile. The whole

statue—unlike anything else that ever was wrought in that

severe material of marble—conveys the idea of an amiable ar-l

sensual creature, easy, mirthful, apt for jollity, yet not incapable

of being touched by pathos. It is impossible to gaze long at

this stont image without conceiving a kindly sentiment towards

it, as if its substance were warm to the touch, and imbued with

actual life. It comes very close to some of our pleasantest

sympathies."*

What idea does one who has never heard of a faun get of this

statue? And does not each man who has heard of and con-

ceived a faun simply replace the printed words with his own

previously imagined idea? Such descriptions may sometimes

be necessary ;* but they add nothing to the novel as a work of

art.
. . •

386. Even though most strongly tempted to mventory-descnp-

tion, one writer* has set a good example in resisting the

temptation ;

—

" But, after all, the great wonder, the glory, ofthese Pompeian

houses is in their frescoes. If I tried to give an idea of the

luxury of color in Pompeii, the most gorgeous adjectives would

be as poorly able to reproduce a vivid and glowing sense of

those hues as the photography which now copies the drawing

of the decorations ; so I do not try."

387. (/) Descriptions of the "inventory" kind, however, are

useful in many subjects, and often necessary. They properly

begin with an outline, (comprehensive statement, general plan,)

the details of which are to be filled in afterwards. This outline

may even rise to the picturesque ; for it may serve, as does the

plate that accompanies and illustrates the text, to present the

description a'5 a whnle. For example, Hawthorne, in the

passage quoted above, doubtless believed a detailed picture of

1 Hawthorne, The Marble Faun, ch. i. * 8 387. below.

»VV. D. Howells, ItalianJourneys, p. 99.
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the Faun necessary
;
as, equally without doubt, he believed th.many descriptions of his romance essential to sloca colorintBut. to hghten the reader's task, he sets out the o^ecttl y f„h.s first se„ence,-"the marble image of a young man

frrrf'

^'"^ ^''" '"^ '" '""^ ^^^^"«- Indeed, kis oni;these first sentences that aid the imagination : th^ re mayaddress the understanding, but they add nothing perhaps to

Edmund Spenser,' the writer possibly had no alternative butIt may be questioned how far an artist painting from this description would reproduce the original -
•'Short curling hair, a full moustache, cut after the pattern

^nH 1^"T''^"''
close-clipped beard, heavy eyebrows anSunder them thoughtful brown eyes, whose upper eyel d^welgh^em dreamily down
;
a long and straight nose, stronX devfloped, answenng to a long and somewhat spare face Sa weH

by the moustache, but still showing rather full lips denotingfeehng, well set together, so that the warmth o feelfng shaUnot run not, with a touch of sadness in them " ^
388. (^) Where a picture is too extended for presentation ««a stn^le canvas, a succession of views may be bfough" fomarda sort ofpanorama or series of dissolving views This mX.Hof description has been aptly called -leTravel^lZt;^^

z/.^^/,; and ,s much used. Its advantage is in ks comb If«;e v.v.dness of picturesque description with the pecTa^fi nesf

pur^STM t"'^ V"^
P'^" ""'^ been Vcessfulypursued by M. Taine m h,s Tour through the Pyrenees;-The carriage leaves Eaux-Bonnes at dawn The sun i«scarcely yet risen, and is still hidden by the mountains Palemys begm to color the mosses on the western declivity Thesemosses, bathed in dew qp-iti 00 .v 1 •

"^^"^"^y- inese

caress of the div T' t .
awakenmg under the first

TJTLL ^' ^°'^ ''"^'' °^ «" inexpressible softnessrest on the summits, then steal down along the slooes S
ca°pfbreT

'^'^ '^"^-^^^ ^'^^^ '""^'^ gauntVd creatures werecapable of an expression so timid and so tender 411 vZl
bIL nTl'-"T

^''''^"'^' '""^ ^' '^ filled whhloTandfJ'^A

'tt/"' in
"'"^^ '"''^^ ^-^' -<^ ^-'^'r than th.v^»i..nuij out in an aureoie of flam#» aii „* 1

-'*
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Subsequent sections describe the country beyond Pau, and

tlie towns of Coarraze, Lestelle with its chapel, Saint P6, and

Lourdes. Here and there appears a thread of narrative, like

the first sentence in the paragraph quoted ; but oftenerthe mere

mention of a new place keeps up the sense of movement.

389. (A) Description is often involved in other kinds of com-

position. A narrative may be simply a string of bead-like

descriptions upon a slender thread of story ; an argument may
be rendered more convincing by a vivid presentation of the

scenes to which reference is made; while, in appeals to the

feelings or efforts to arouse the will, descriptions of the objects

of feeling or of the ends proposed often constitute the whole

work. Examples are Taine's Pyrenees, just cited ; Webster's

well-know* description of the murder of Mr. White, at Salem,

Mass. ; and his notable (but less known) picture of the "few

old, gray-headed, poor, and broken warriors of the Revolu-

tion" who appealed to Congress in 1828 for relief in their

decrepitude.

(3) Division.

390. Division is governed by the following laws,* ap-

plications of Canons (i), (2) and (4), § 289 ;

—

{a) It must proceed from the given genus to the species

immediately below,—from proximate genus to proximate

species. For example, animals are properly divided into

vertebrates, articulates, etc. ; each of these sub-kingdoms into

its classes; each class into its orders; and so on. A di-

vision into men, fishes, reptiles, etc., would be scientifically

useless.

(b) Ther^rmxsthehxA one principle of division; though the

same divisum may often be classified successively upon several

different principles. Thus, a library cannot be arranged at once

by subject, size, and cost; though all the books it contains may

be successively arranged by each of these distinctions.

{c) The classes obtained must be mutually exclusive, and, of

course, will be, if rule {b) is strictly applied. Otherwise, they

overlap, and the mind is puzzled rather than aided by the

attempt at cxpiaiiuiiuri. inus lu s-iaaanj rneii d^j^cC'*, <.,,-j«.t„

medans, and Believers in God would be faulty, since both Jews

and Mohammedans are also believers in the true God.

» Atwuter, Logic.
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id) The sum of all the parts should exactly equal the divisum.For example, the sum of the classes organic and ino^Z

.«*./««.« exactly equals the divisum .WV«/.._This rfTe ssimply an extension of rule (*).

trinL^'"''*""
''^'^'^' ^'"*° °"^ *^^^'^ «"d >ts inevitable con-tradictory; e.g parirtdges and not-partridges,) is "a com-pletely useless division." A useful division presents aU t^eclasses needed to exhibit the theme. At the same tfme a

numbT"f ^r'^"'''T
'°' " ""'"''^^ -' °bj-t« - even anumber of classes often results from an a priori divisionThus, the terms non-metals, invertebrates, etc. are valuable

designations, however useless as heads of a classification.

(4) Partition.

391. The laws of Partition are the same as those of
Division except rule (a). For example, to distribute the
component parts oi Man into head, limbs, and mental ox
nu>ral faculties: to assign his liver ^xvA his heart to the
class entrails, but his kidneys to another class, members •

to omit any of his component parts ; or to describe him
^ made up of/eel or hands and all his other Parts—
Each would be an invalid partition.

(5) Exemplification.

392- As a means to Explanation, examples must be,—

J'')
Intelligible ox ^v^n familiar to the persons addressed-

TJrW 'T"'"^;!"'
neigkborkood of a child's home by way ofteaching him Geography, political or physical

;

^

(*) Enough in number to relieve all difficulties, and to coverevery pomt of the subject to be explained
; as a mere W>«/

{c) Simple at first,{ipos^\h\^', tnore complicated afterwardsIf necessary
;
as, the ordinary suction-pum^v wav ofZS

"..y ucscnpuon ol the steam-engine
; many and more intricateexamp^s by way of detailed illustration of its const^cl^nf

natuLl^^— n''"'''''^'^'''^"''"''^^'^"^'-^' ««• wholesome,natural stones in illustration of right living, not sentimenta
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or even sensational love-tales that debauch the intellect while

they fail either to arouse the feelings or to stimulate the will.»

393. In systematic treatises, examples must usually follow the

rules or principles they explain ; but they may often and with

advantage stand first, arousing the reader's curiosity and

stimulating his mind to unwonted effort. Thus, long before a

child can conceive the idea noun, he can be made familiar with

the office of nouns in a sentence. Then to teach him that nouns

are the names of objects is an easy task ; whereas the reverse

of this process has perhaps never been successful. The child

has learned the required definition by heart, has committed the

examples in the same useless fashion, and, after all, has learned

both definition and function of the part of speech (if, indeed, he

has learned them at all) in the exercise of parsing. Many

recent and most approved modes of teaching the objective

sciences. Botany, Mineralogy, etc., proceed on this plan.

6. Comparison and Contrast.

394. Comparison and Contrast includes not only the

direct methods of exhibiting objects in the light of their

resemblances and their differences, but also the. indirect

methods of Repetition, Obverse Repetition, Illustration^

and the Presentation of Difficulties. Repetition and

Illustration are indirect methods ofComparison ;
Obverse

Repetition and the Presentation of Difficulties, indirect

methods of Contrast. Repetition adds to a statement

already complete another or others like it in thought but

different in expression. For example ;

—

"Rugged furrows, seamed with yawning gashes; reddish

wounds, torn and crossed by pallid wounds ; scar upon scar."»

Illustration compares examples under the rule or principle

with similar cases not under the rule or principle. For

example ;

—

" Could knights in armor pursue the herdsman into his bog?

What could they have taken as prisoners, except a few half-

starved goats? The daring climbers, hunters of the bear and

iThe rules are condensed from Bain. • Taine, Pyrenees, p. 170.
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[the] wolf, would willingly have played at this game, sure of
winnmg at it warm clothes, arms, and horses. It is M«j' that
independence has lasted in Switzerland."

Obverse Repetition adds to a statement its contradict-
ory denied. For example ;

—

" Beside him sat an English girl and her mother. The young
woman had not succeeded in extinguishing herself, she was
frozen at her birth."

The Presentation of Difficulties is the method of stating
objections etc. to truth, only in order to contrast them
when refuted with the truth itself. Thus, Paley's Moral
Philosophy "proceeds in the disquisition" only after the
reader's '

'
own doubts and solicitude about '

' the question
to be discussed have been excited. In other subjects
than Moral Philosophy, a capital incentive to hard work
is a humiliating sense of one's own ignorance.

(II.) Argument.

395. The theme in Argument is always a Judgment,
the assertion of the agreement or the non-agreement of
two terms; for example, The whale is not a fish; The
Constitution of the United States ought to be amended.
The Discussion establishes the truth or falsity ofthisjudg-
ment;—in other words, convinces the reader that the
judgment is true or false.

396. This judgment, however, is not always given as
the subject of composition. In actual work, subjects are
rarely so presented : they rather come in a shape not
prepared for discussion

; for example, the case at law,
the fact ofa crime—a fact that demands explanation—that
IS, tracing to a criminal as its author ; etc. In the usual
school or college exercises, it is, therefore, an excellent
plan, in order to allow the writer the greatest freedom
jSo far the case referred to is that of the people of Bigorre : now the similar
case of Switzerland is cited.-The words iUustratim and example, however
are otlen exchanged.
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in choosing his proposition, to state subjects as broadly

as possible : then the particular judgment that it is pro-

posed to establish,—the judgment, in other words, that

is selected as proposition,—must often be determined with

great care.

Thus, suppose a writer had a subject assigned him as Cowper
had when Lady Austen bade him write her a poem on The
So/a. He might do as Cowper did, string on this slender

thread many and diverse pearls of thought, bringing all modes
of discussion, perhaps, under contribution in the course of his

work ; or, reaching more or less immediately one of Cowper's

propositions,

—

\' Like a coy maiden, Ease, when courted most,

Farthest retires,"

—

he might make this judgment his proposition, developing and
establishing the moral truths contained in it. Even when the

subject admits of only argumentative treatment, no little skill

may be used in stating the proposition. A certain sermon on
the text, "And Jesus stood before the governor : and the gov-

ernor asked him, saying. Art thou the King of the Jews? And
Jesus said unto him, Thou sayest," argued the dilemma,

"Either Jesus was what he claimed to be, the long-expected

Messiah, or he was an out and out impostor."

397. The work of determining exactly what is the

question involved in a given subject, is materially pro-

moted by a knowledge of the meaning of the following

terms ;

—

{a) the subject of discussion, (^) the question

raised, (c) the point at issue. The subject of discussion

is the theme stated in its most general terms; for

example. Liberty. The question raised is the particular

question proposed for argument under this subject ; for

example, Is liberty an inalienable right of man's? The
point at issue is the special question on the answer to

which the question raised must turn ; for example. Ought

the power to control (govern) oneself to be a condition

to the enjoyment of liberty ? The theme in Argument

then will be. The power to control (govern) oneself

ought (or ought not) to be a condition to the enjoyment
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of liberty. So, the resistance of the American colonies
in the last century was ungrateful rebellion, if the point
at issue between them and the home government was
the refusal of the colonies to pay a mere pittance begged
of them to relieve the burdens of the motherland ; but,
if that point was the right of the home government to
impose taxes on British subjects without the consent of
their representatives in Parliament, then the resistance
was lawful opposition to tyranny.

398. The judgment thus obtained as the point at issue
in any argument, may be (a) " known both in its matter
and in its truth " or (3) " unknown either as to its truth
or as to both its matter and its truth." * In {b) it is an
Hypothesis, a tentative judgment held only for the pur-
poses of Investigation : in (a) it is a Theory, an established
principle exhibited for the purposes of Conviction. Thus,
when Galileo, first suspected the motion of the earth,
his proposed judgment, the earth moves, simply was an
hypothesis. Kepler and Newton, who established the
truth of Galileo's suspicion, placed the judgment in the
category of theories. To-day a widely received hypoth-
esis of electricity regards it as a subtle force possessing
certain attributes and qualities : as yet no theory of elec-
tricity has been evolved.

399- In all cases. Argument proceeds by the exhibition
of Proofs,—"the conceptions or judgments on which
the proposition to be confirmed depends."* The gen-
eral nature of this process is set forth in Logic, and does
not properly belong to Rhetoric ; but certain truths of
Logic essential to the due comprehension of the rhetorical
laws, must be briefly stated.

400. {a) Reasoning is (a) Immediate, from one judgment
directly to another

; (/?) Mediate, from one judgment to another
through a third. For example, (a) All men are mortal ; No
man is immortal. (/?) All M is P ; All S is M ; All S is P.

> Day, i 1 19. « Day, ^ las ff.
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401. (d) Proof is (a) Direct, " when applied immediately to
the establishment of the proposition;" (/3) Indirect, "when
applied to the overthrow of objections."' (/J) is known as
Refutation. For example, (a) Daniel Webster,* defending the
life-tenure of office for the Massachusetts judges by asserting

that only with it could they be independent, cites the venality

of the English judges before 1688, the noticeable change after

the establishment of life-tenure for them, the illet < l forfeiting

of the colonial charter of Massachusetts by judges; dependent
on the Crown, and the complaint of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence itself that the British King had made colonial judges
venial by limiting their tenure of office. (/3) In his famous
speech on the Knapp trial, before he says one word on the
direct evidence against the prisoner, he refutes certain objec-

tions on which the counsel for the defense had made no small
part of their stand ; viz., that he had been brought into the case
•'to hurry" the jurymen "agains he law and beyond the
evidence," that unusual means had been taken to discover the
perpetrators of the crime, etc. His replies to these objections

are made, not as proving the guilt of the prisoner, but simply in

order to free the minds of the jurymen from everything that

might deprive the direct evidence of its full weight.

.

402. (<•) Proofs have been classified and sub-classified as fol-

lows;—All proofs are either Analytic or Synthetic; Synthetic

proofs are either Intuitive or Empirical; and Empirical proofs

are A priori, A posteriori, and Examples.
Analytic proofs are given in the terms ofthejudgment itself;

Synthetic proofs come from outside the judgment. Thus, the
assertion, God did not create man a two-legged animal, and
leave it to Aristotle to make him rational, carries with it its own
proof, for the definition of man is tational animal; but the

assertion, Man is mortal, contains nothing in either term byway
of proof of the judgment

Intuitive proofs are furnished by the mind itself; Empirical
proofs, by experience. Thus, one's own existence is proved
by one's own consciousness.' That water freezes at a certain

temperature, or that heat expands iron, can be known only from
observation.

A priori proofs, or proofs from Antecedent Probability, are
arguments from whole X.opart,—either from substance to attribute

» Day,^ 125 ff. * Remarks in the Mass. State Constitutional Convention.
• "Cogito, ergo sum," said Descartes: " I think, therefore I exist."
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or from cause to effect. A posteriori proofs, or Signs, are
exactly the reverse of a prion proofs ; they are arguments from
part to wAote,—either from attribute to substance or from effect
to cause. Examples rest on '

' the common property or relation
that exists between parts of the same whole."* They are argu-
ments either by Induction or by Analogy. Thus, the facts that
a certain substance is gold, and that a certain man. having
swallowed a certain dose of arsenic, died shortly afterwards
are respectively a priori proofs that the substance is malleable'
and that the dose of arsenic killed the man. Vice versa
the facts that gold has been dissolved by a single acid, and
that water has frozen, are respectively a posteriori proofs' that
the acid was selenic acid, and that the temperature of the water
had fallen to the freezing point or below it. The arguments by
Induction and by Analogy can be exemplified by formute ;—
A, B, C, etc., cases observed, all show a common property X •

therefore, D, E. F, etc.,-sM other like cases,-will show the
same property; A and B resemble each other in having the
common relation X

: therefore, they will resemble each other in
having the relation Y.

403. The words cause and effect, as used here, mean
more than physical cause and physical effect. They intend
anything that, in the loosest sense of the phrase, accounts for
the effect, or which is accounted for by the cause. The in-
clusion o{ substance and attribute, too, in the definitions of a
prion and a posterion proofs seems just. Inferences from
either to the other are certainly not examples

; yet both are
known by experience, and, therefore, proofs of them are em-
pineal.

404. {d) Arguments of the several classes differ in value
from apodictic certainty (a) to the lowest degree of mere prob-
abihty. (a,) Analytic and intuitive arguments are of class (a) •

empirical arguments never rise to apodictic certainty, but may
reach the highest degree of probability. The weakest argument
IS that by Analogy

: its chief use is to refute objecHons by show-
ing that like objections in similar cases have no weight Con-
current arguments, if drawn from wholly independent sources
are cumulative in force, but, otherwise, are of no greater value
tnan each would h#» a1np»» Thi" n-f*- -» • •• t.- - —'— ' •"'' liitiii 11CCU3 especially to be
remembered in weighing Testimony or Authority, {aposterion
arguments respecting matters ol fact or matters of opinion )
'Day, 8 147.
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Either is truly cumulative, only when the several witnesses are
undeniably independent.

405. The successful presentation of a new judgment
may depend quite as much on (a) the state of the mind
addressed, (6) the mode of presenting the proposition,

or (c) the arrangement of the several proofs, as on the

intrinsic value of these proofs. Each of these points,

which are strictly rhetorical, needs elaboration.

406. (a) The mind addressed may be "without any
belief;" "in weak faith," or "in positive disbelief;"

and belief may vary in degree, ' * from a faint probability

to absolute \apodictic'\ certainty. " ' In each case, the

method of argumentation is in some respects different.

First, to a man who professes strict impartiality because he
has as yet reached no conclusion on the subject of discussion,

the method of Investigation may properly be proposed. For
example, the value of the study of modem languages for dis-

cipline is both affirmed and denied : a discussion of the subject

may, therefore, properly open with the question, Js the study
of modem languages as conducive to mental discipline as
the study of the ancient classics? Secondly, to one who
believes, indeed, but is seeking further and stronger grounds
for his weak faith, only supporting evidence should be pre-

sented ; as to one whom it is proposed to rob of even his

weak faith, only destructive argument should be addressed.

"If a man will know of the doctrine whether it be of God,"
said the Saviour, " let him do the will of my Father which is in

heaven ; " that is, let him assume it true, and test its truth by
practising it. On the other hand, modem Scepticism says,

"Miracles are scientifically impossible; and the whole Chris-

tian system iests on the story of the Resurrection of Christ."

Thirdly, when positive disbelief is to be met, two methods are

possible ;—either sudden, bold attack, in supreme confidence
that one is right, or else wary approach through principles gen-
erally conceded, but which lead ultimately to the truths in

dispute. For example, the public improvements that a certain

city needs are refused bv a state leo'islature the maiorit" rsf

which really believes that no necessity exists for the im-

iDay,22i3off.
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provements. In this case, argument may proceed either froma bold assumption that the buildings or water-works or aPD^^tus for hghting or other such public arrangement fshabbyoold- ash.oned or long since insufficient, or else from a conchatory settmg out of the many beauties of the city Ts advan-^geous suuation. the natural pride every citizen of the sta"ehas u, .t as the metropolis ofAis state, and so on, until he pot uof safety has been reached at which the suggestion may beventured that this really noteworthy city woukf be even mo^ean object of everyone's affection and pride, were its h^ZZonly newer, ,ts main streets lighted by electricity, ,/c.

"'""'"^

Compositions intended to be delivered can of
407.

course, be the more easily accommodated in this respect •

for the speaker IS able, in many cases, to estimate fairl^
well his probable audience, while the writer is far le^
able to judge what readers his argument will reach.
Hence, argument intended to be read must either be
specifically addressed to one class of minds, or else coverground enough to enable it to reach one class of readers
after another Thus, the argument by dilemma men-
tioned above' would have no weight with a man who
denied the aiithenticity of the New Testament ; Mr. Mor-mon s Proofs of ChrisVs Resurrection, a summary ofthe evidences to the Resurrection as an historical event,would have no weight with one who denied the possibility
of such an event. A complete defence of Christianity

tTbe b'r
'hf

'^' °^^""^^°"^ '^^^^'^^ ^^-"^^ '' o^ likely
to be brought against it.

^

408. (6) The Proposition must commonly be stated athe outset ;« but («) if it is complex, it may be set forth^m/.;«, (^VfthesubjectislikelytobeunpleLm^
general considerations calculated to excite interest may be
stated first; while (,) if prejudices exist, only the general

from'ron^J f ' .

"^"^^y "** necessary conclusionfrom conceded premises ; or (<J) the question raised

'J 396.

•I aSs, aiovt.
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may be proposed for investigation, and every care be
taken to preserve absolute impartiality in the discussion.

The last three cases need exemplification.

(js) In Ad Fidem, the Rev. Dr. Burr proposes, not only to

present some of the evidences of Christianity, but to bring his

hearers into a particular ^^ moral state in which alone [he
believes] they can fairly use the evidences." He therefore

unfolds his plan little by little ; his first eight lectures "prepare
the ground" for his house; the rest "build it." (j3) In

the same work, (a volume of Parish Lectures, and addressed,
therefore, not to believers only,) Dr. Burr evidently takes
especial pains to make his subject attractive, and to postpone
argument^ that might prove unpleasant, until an interest in the
general subject has been aroused, {y) In another work. Pater
Mundi, Lectures addressed to the students of Amherst College,

his plan is evidently that of allaying prejudices by proposing, in

the extreme of fairness, to test Christianity by experience.

409. (f) The arrangement of the several proofs in an
argument is also a matter of the first importance. It

depends on the following principles ;

—

(a) The state of the mind addressed may influence the order.
{a') If the hearer is without belief, or if there is " weak faith

"

to be strengthened, the less powerful arguments naturally stand
first, so that the strongest impression may be made last. But
to this rule circumstances may indicate exceptions, (a'f) If

there is "positive disbelief" to be overcome, this opposition

must be borne down at once, and that by unmasking the
"heaviest guns,"> This done, the order of what follows is of
secondary importance, except that the argument must not close

so weakly as to leave an impression that damaging concessions
have been made to the other side. Two methods of avoiding
this unfortunate result have been suggested ;—a capable reserve

may be kept up to give "the finishing stroke ; " or the argu-

ments, exhibited from strong to weak, may be recapitulated in

inverse order. The danger of tediousness, however, is always
great in recapitulations.

•Cf.§4o6, /"AiVrf/y, a*oi/#.—The two rules are not contradictory ; for this rule

refers oniy to the order of presenting the proofs, that to the whole process of
argument.
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s." He therefore

(/J) Proofs depend upon each other. "Some are eynlnin^^byothe^; some presuppose others; some h^TreatS

n^l.« fi^ ;. A , ^ Pnncples determine the followingrules;-(/30
'>4«a6'^^ proofs precede all others. " Theterm!of the proposition must be explained ; and proof that com^sout dunng th.s process will clearly be of primary impor^nce

sufficient cause once shown, (..^.. a motive to thefommis^sion of cnme,) proofs from the effects of that cause backZiecause .tself, or from examples of the action of such a ca^seback to the cause, acquire double weight : no amount of aZs-tertort^rooior examples can make an allegation of crime sfemprobable, when no motive can be found fofits comSon
410. The process ofArgumentation varies further as the

speaker has or has not on his side the Burden of Proof
ionusprobandi.) In the former case, he must make the
attack must act on the offensive : in the latter, (when he
IS said to have the Presumption in his favor,) he maysimply stand on the defensive. The Greek word apoloJy
(«.«^„,ca a pleading off,) was once commonly used,and IS still used occasionally, to denote an argument of

though really intended to enforce belief, takes the form
of a reply to possible or actual objections. Thus, even
in the early Christian centuries, when the onus was upon
Christiamty to establish its truth, and to convince men of
ts superiority to all other systems of religion, it never-

cS; ^yTpXt^
''-''''' -'' --' - ^^ "- <^oes.

the Rnr?"
'"^Portance of determining on which sidehe Burden of Proof rests, lies, not only in the fact thathereby the labor of proving one's thesis may often besaved but also (and still more) in the fact that to under!take to prove what may fairly be/r^.r«;«^^;s to ^n^o.^.j.

one s own position. It would be arrant folly to vol^nScr

pu.tr f'^'^'^'^fy
°^ - -tness, till this'had beenlm-pugned

:
the very offer to do so would arouse suspicion.
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412. The Presumption is always on the side (a) of iAe
negative of every issue, "^ {b) of what exists, as opposed
to a change, (f) of the innocence oi a. person accused, and
{d) of what promotes the well being of men, as opposed
to what is restrictive and injurious. Thus;—
He who maintains that Anglo-Saxon is the same language

as modern English, or that Shakspere did «o/ write the plays
received as his, must show reasons for his thesis ; the advocates
of the substitution of modem languages for the classics in the
college curriculum, or of the admission of women to colleges
for men, certainly had the burden of proof, whether this has
more recently shifted or not. So, charges against a man in
politics, simply because he is in politics, on the assumption that
all politicians are dishonorable men, fall of their own weight •

as the reactionary policy of a Julian or a James the Sea)nd
was censurable as tending to impair the prosperity of his realm.

413. Presumptions may be opposed to each other; or
they may shift from one side to the other, even in' the
course of a single argument.

Thus, the presumption that once existed against the admis-
sion of scientific and modem language studies to the college
curriculum has been borne down by the opposing presumption
in favor of what will benefit mankind ; the allegation that the
education of women should be as thorough and as advanced as
that of men finds few disputants, however much men (and
women, too) may question the propriety of admitting women to
men's colleges. So, Luther nailed theses to the church-door
at Wittemberg

; while to-day, in Luther's and all the other
protestant churches, the burden of proof rests on a «o«-pro-
testant theology. In a single suit at law the presumption raised
by a charge in a "book of original entry" may be shifted to
the defendant's side by a showing of fraudulent book-keeping
or of a receipt for the amount claimed.

in the first case a balance must be struck, and a decision be
reached by this means

; while, in all the cases specified,—espe-

>That is, on the side that does not make the affirmation. This affirmationmay -s a r.egsJsve jiidameut, of ihc ncr;ativc side of U»e ibaue may be expressed
in an affirmative judgment. For example, The earth does not move, or The
sun does move (if now opposed to the established truUi that the earth moves
round the sun.)
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dally when the argument is by way of refutation,—it is politic as
well as right to concede whatever the other side can fairly claim.

414. Argument is often joined in the same discourse
with Explanation,—as, of the terms employed, the
attendant circumstances, etc} Such explanations may
commonly be placed in the introduction ; but they may
sometimes be better inserted between the parts of the
argument. The self-evident rule on this point is to
place such helps to the proofs where they will help
most,-—especially where they will best serve to render
the argument intelligible and convincing.

415. Further, certain personal relations,—for example,
between the speaker and his opponent, the speaker and
his audience, etc. ,—as well as certain relations between the
audience and the proposition advanced, the mode of dis-
cussion, and the occasion of speaking, may also demand
attention in an argumentative composition. Such matter
will commonly stand in the introduction ; or, if it must
be admitted into the body of the discourse, should always
be distinctly marked as constituting a digression. An
introduction of this kind has been called the Introduction
Conciliatory. Thus, Mr. Webster, in a speech on the
Panama mission,' defends his own consistency in opposing
a certain amendment, and in the same speech, describes
as follows the special relations he and his fellow public
men held to the questions before them as representatives
of a great people ;

—

"Mr. Chairman
: it is our fortune to be called upon to act

our part, as public men, at a most interesting era in human
affairs. The short period of your life, and of mine, has been
thick and crowded with the most important events. Not only
new interests and new relations have sprung up among States,
but new societies, new nations, and families of nations, have
risen to take their places, and perform their parts, in the order

»A notable, and very familiar, example is Webster's description (in theKnapp murder case) of the death of old Mr. White.
•U. S. House of Representatives, April, 1836.
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and the intercourse of the world. Every man, aspiring to the

character of a statesman, must endeavor to enlarge his view3 to

meet this new state of things. He must aim at adequate com-
prehension, and instead of being satisfied with that narrow
political sagacity, which, like the power of minute vision, sees

small things accurately, but f.an see nothing else, he must look

to the far horizon, and embrace, in his broad survey, whatever
the series of recent events has brought into connexion, near or

remote, with the country whose interests he studies to serve."

416. The Conclusion of an argumentative composi-

tion is generally occupied with a summary of the argu-

ment presented. The full force of an argument is

more or less dissipated, of course, by the necessity the

writer—much more the speaker—is under of presenting

it part by part : the summary serves to bring these parts

into their smallest compass, and thus to show their rela-

tions. But the conclusion may also be either explanatory

or further confirmatory ; and it is frequently occupied

with an appeal to the feelings or the will. In the latter

cases, it will be guided by rules to be stated below.

(III.) Excitation.

417. The theme in Excitation is always an object of

thought towards which the feelings may be called out.

Hence, it will always be expressed by a noun or noun-

clause; as, "The Sufferings of the Poor," or "That the

poor are suffering.
'

'

418. Passion is aroused either by Pathetic Explanation,

the proper setting forth of the object of feeling, or by the

Employment of Sympathy. The latter alone will excite

blind, unintelligent feeling, for "passion" (as Antony
says) "is catching;" but both fairness and good policy

urge the laying of a sufficient ground for the feeling

appealed to. Vice versa, while explj«nation alone may
suffice to evoke feeling, an unsympathetic speaker or one

who is plainly "acting his part" will inevitably fail of
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oun or noun-

or "That the

his end: dispassion. too, is catching; and discovered
hypocrisy only disgusts. Pathetic Explanation is effectedby the proce^es set forth under the head ol Explanation
above

;
but these processes will be modified according to

principles to be stated presently. The Employment ofSympathy is goKernert by rules entirely its own.
419. Regard tor the persons addressed is nowhere

more imperative than here :
" ignorance or mistake may

occasion an entire failure." » Three states of mind are
of course, possible.-favorable disposition, indifference.'
and unfevorable disposition. A mind favorably disposed
or indifferent maybe approached directly; but a mind
that IS in a position of unqualified antagonism must be
addressed with great caution. In this case, the unfavor-
able feeling must first be allayed ; or "other feelings, in
their nature incompatible with those to be allayed? and
yet not directly opposed to them, may be awakened, and
thus the unfavorable feelings be displaced. ' ' » Prof Day
cites an apt example of these two methods ;—
Brutus who finds the people disposed to demand rathergnmly the reasons why their favorite. Casar. was murdered,

appeals to their love of country, and so displaces their love forCasar; Antony most craftily hides his real feeling, "appears at
first, as the friend of Brutus, disclaims all intentions of praising
Caesar gets the attention of the crowd, fixes it on Caesar, and
then, though at first he speaks of Cesar's faults, gradually
passestodefendhischaracter." Theeffect is just what Antony
ntended. The rage of his hearers at Cesar's usurpations andtyranny gradually subsides; Brutus's warnings are forgotten-
the feehngsof the mob are turned m the opposite d'Sn

;'

?iar\' en:res^'°"''
'^""'""^ '""°"^'^ '°^ ^' ^^^^ -'

420. The place of the Proposition in Excitatory Dis- |jcourse has been much d^hatpH wrh-*-!- t»-.--L- -u - "
' » noLcijf iiiiukB inai an if

appeal to the feehngs should never "be introduced as
!|

' Day, j 189.

•Day. I I9i.-Day's whole passage,

•I
§? i55-ao8, is worth careful study.
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such, and plainly avowed ; '

' for, if the purpose is to

suggest motives that the hearer ought not to act on, then

plainly cautious approach is necessary ; whereas, even if

the motives are such as he may rightly act on, the

hearer will nevertheless resent
'

' the apparent assumption

of superiority in a speaker who seems to say, ' Now I

will exhort you to feel as you ought on this occasion ;

'

'I will endeavor to inspire you with such noble, and

generous, and amiable sentiments as you ought to enter-

tain ; ' which is, in effect, the tone of him who avows the

purpose of Exhortation.
' '

' But, as Day points out,' bad

as '^ such avowals of intention are on every principle of

correct taste," it is their form, rather than their being

avowals of iritention that is objectionable ; and they are as

objectionable in one sort of discourse as in another. "In

pronouncing a eulogy," for instance, "in endeavoring

to inspire sentiments of confidence and courage," or

"in seeking to strengthen the sentiment of Christian

gratitude for the blessings of the gospel,
'

' there surely can

be no impropriety in setting the Proposition at or near

the beginning of the work ; or, if there is, the Thanks-

giving Day preacher blunders who proposes '

' the tiihely

fruits of the earth " as a reason for gratitude to God, and

Demosthenes was no orator when he told the Athenians

that, if Philip's growing power had not made them afraid,

he would briefly give them reasons for entertaining such

a fear.* Whately's statement is by far too sweeping : the

truth is, that, in Excitation,—and, indeed, in discourse

of all kinds,—the Proposition must stand wherever

it will contribute most to the end in view in writing.

Doubtless, reasons will often exist for postponing its

introduction ; but, vice versa, good reasons often deter-

mine its bold presentation at the start. Other things

being equal, Variety may be allowed to control a writer

in this particular.

Ul.ii.lz. >ii94.
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421. When, however, opposition is reasonably to be
expected, or when known prejudices are to be met, a
gradual approach to the subject is judicious. Obscurity
as to what the speaker "is coming to" will excite
curiosity and secure attention ; adroit management will
also engage the interest; and thus the most resolute
opponent will be outgeneralled.

For example, a famous living preacher, who has loosened
more purse-strings, and led the way to more true charity, per-
haps, than any other one man, always approaches his theme
gradually. Perhaps without intention, though apparently by
intention, he announces a text that does not even suggest a
"begging " sermon. The flood of his eloquence is irresistible.
Before they know it, his listeners are committed to principles
the logical consequences of which they little suspect ; and then
a sudden turn in the sermon applies one or more of these prin-
ciples to the charity, the church-work, the toiling and suffering
missionaries. The generous response of the audience is se-
cured

;
and the indirect approach has accomplished infinitely

more than a direct appeal could have achieved. A feeling of
agreeable surprise is felt, almost epigrammatic in its power
and resistance is disarmed. On the other hand, the case of
another preacher is doubtless typical. He was famous for
sermons of this class that were simple presentations of the
" object, " supported by the most irresistible logic. They were
always announced on the previous Sunday, they always occu-
pied the whole hour, (Dr. never preached short sermons,)
and they always presented a distinctly avowed proposition,
" Tnis object demands your unqualified sympathy and support.''
The preacher was not eloquent, except as worthy thought is
always eloquent

; liis manner was quiet, but deeply charged
with sincere sympathy with his subject

; yet his congregations
were never smaller on one Sunday than on another; and it
was actually said of him that men who went to church resolved
not to give, always gave liberally before they came away.

422. The presentation of the object of feeling—the
process already called Pathetic Explanation—is governed
by certain special rules. These, as stated by Prof. Day
are four; but Day's first and third rules may conveni^
ently be combined ;

—
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423. (a) The Canon of Selection must have wide scope in

Pathetic Explanation. Only those points or features in the

object that are especially adapted to the feelings or sentiments

to be awakened^ and only the most prominent and striking

features and outlines of the object should be presented. More
will only obscure the reader's view, and so tend to defeat the

writer's aim. In the passage already cited from Shakspere's

Julius Casar, Brutus speaks mainly of Caesar's usurpations,

Antony mainly of his lov-^ for the people ; and each selects the

details especially suited to his own purpose.

424. {b) Particular rather than general views of the object

must be taken. Examples under this law, too, will be found

in the extract from xhejtdius Ccesar. So, Sheridan's Invective

against Warren Hastings describes "the paroxysm, fever, and
delirium," the natives hastening their own death by tearing

open their wounds, and their prayers to God that their blood

might cry aloud for vengeance.

425. {c) Clearness and distinctness are not necessary : some-

thing may wisely be left to the imagination. Thus, Antony
does not tell the Roman mob Aqw much Caesar had left each

citizen in his will ; and, in fact, '^e did not dare to, the amount
was so small.—In the motto, "Not one cent for tribute, millions

for defence," the accurate "one cent" expresses the conclu-

sion the American people had reached, not to yield to tyranny,

while the vague "millions " was an appeal to patriotism.

426. The emotion that controls the speaker's mind,

and into sympathy with which he would bring his hearer,

may be expressed either directly or indirectly. By the

first method it appears naturally : rein is given to his

feeling. By the second method, the feeling appears only

"by glimpses." A sob that wi// break through one's

self-control,—the "One, two, three, fire; he's dead!"

of the maniac duellist,—and Antony's cunning disclosure

of his love for Caesar,—are apt examples of the second

method cited by Prof. Day.

(IV.) Persuasion.

427. The object in Persuasion is always to themove
will, to urge it to a resolve to do or not to do a certain
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conduct T^ ?
''^"'' '" '^°P^ " ^^^^'^ -"'^^ ofconduct. lh,s act or course of action is the theme ofthe composition, and is. of course, expressed by a nounor a noun-clause. For example, /^efienfance; lliliariseand go to my father; Your man shan^t stand; Not onecent for tribute, millions for defence

urti'
^l^l^'or^y'oc^^^^ («) by explaining the decision

urged. (3) by assigning motives. Hence, fair and judi-

• Exdtafion"'''''"
'"^°^'^' Explanation. Argument, and

paritmemtomV"^''
^"^^^^°""^ *« ^'-^ade the British

Sie wTnir/h
^^'"^ '^''^' °" ^"•*="^^' fi'-^t explains thattoe whole scheme was a going " out of the plain high road offinance." a giving " up of most certain revenues and the clear-est mterests merely for the sake of insulting the Colonbs ••

toen agues that, while tea could readily "bear an imposk on'ofthree-pence, no commodity will bear three-pence, or will be^r

mmZ' ?'" *he general feelings ofmen are irritated, and twomihonsof menare resolved not to pay;" and finally appells

Swarreril^"^'^"'^
'^^^'^" ^^^°^ ^'^ conciliato'ry^p^olicy

At the same time, the will, like the feelings, may be
influenced unintelligently, and then but too often wrongly

429. A motive is anything that "occasions or induces
free action m man." By a minute classification, moral
philosophers have distinguished motives according to sev-
eral principles

;
but these the writer will learn best from

the books of Moral Philosophy. However interesting asummary of these principles might be. and great as their
value undoubtedly is to the writer, their discussion except
at a length that would be out of all proportion to the neces-
sary limits ofthe present work, is dangerous. The follow-
ing general truths, however, may be at least stated ;-

is Self1?'
^j^'^'-^" ^^'•^"•^h^ and, hence, consummate skill

/i
'^^^""ed in their presentation.

evi?t^hr'' !l*^^;'?.
their own purity and excellence areever to be preferred;" and such as are lower in character
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should always be exhibited as subordinate to the higher, or as
reinforcing them. Ths good of mawkind, the promotion of
public ends, the reasonableness of considering others' rights as
well as one's own,—these and other such motives are superior
to feelings of narrow selfishness or of a brutal intrusion upon
the rights or privileges of others. Honor, the doctrine of
noblesse oblige, etc., are other examples.

(y) Motives must be chosen by "the specific tendencies of
the minds addressed." For example, a notably selfish man
can not atfirst be reached by an appeal to his consideration of
others, a coarse man by feelings 01 delicacy, a bigoted man by
the beauty of toleration.

(«J) The larger the audience, "the more freely may the higher
motives be urged, since the higher are the more universal."

Doubtful as this statement may seem, it is unquestionable.
The race as a whole, whatever may be true of individuals, is

most susceptible to the nob! est influences. Pessimistic views
on this topic are as untrue as they are depressing.

430. The state of the mind addressed is a vital ques-

tion : success in persuasion requires prudence, tact,

high intelligence, and remarkable powers of other sorts.

The mind addressed may be in any of three states ; —
ia) Indecision, {b) Indifference, {c) Adverse decision.

In each case great care, sometimes extreme strategy, will

be required in one's approach. Many a failure to per-

suade is doubtless explained by the unwariness, the

awkwardness, sometimes the downright brutality, with

which the attempt was begun. It is far easier to talk a
man into stubborn resistance than to bring him into

intelligent compliance. Especially, when efforts are made
to induce a victim of some evil habit to abandon that

habit, caution, deep sympathy, the avoidance of every-

thing that may even seem like self-assertion or self-suf-

ficiency, are absolutely necessary. It was the remark of

a most pious woman, deeply stirred by the sight of the

sin and misery around her, that-, in her opinion^ the first

lesson a minister of the gospel needed to learn, was a
knowledge of his fellow men and of human nature.
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431- The rule for the Proposition is the same as in
Excitation

:
it may safely be announced whenever the

needs of the discourse shall demand it. To spring the
proposition on a prejudiced listener is, indeed, unwise

;

but there is surely as great imprudence in arousing his
suspicion by evidently talking "all round" the subject,
because one is afraid to declare it.

432. The Arrangement of a persuasive discourse will be
determined mainly by the laws thus laid down. Of course,
regard must also be had to the purpose in writing ; and the
student must remember that, in all kinds of composition,
any principle of Rhetoric may for the nonce be ofsuperior
weight to the special rule for the particular subject in
hand. But, other things being equal, a knowledge of
tne persons addressed, and a careful estimate of the real
character of the motives to be presented, will give
method to persuasion. One truth, however, should
never be forgotten, that, although it may sometimes be
necessary to approach men through an unworthy appeal
to their lower natures, yet the work of persuasion can
not rightly be looked upon as ended, till action has been
secured based on the higher, and, therefore, sufficient,
grounds. Otherwise, the writer may fail of his end, or
even find that he has only induced a stubborn continu-
ance in regretted courses of action or a stubborn refusal
to move from the ground first taken.
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I. The Definition of Rhetoric.

Two objections have been brought against Prof. Day's defini-
tion of Rhetoric, accepted in the text;-(i) That it is equally
true of Grammar

; (2) That it characterizes Rhetoric only as
an art. Each of these objections demands attention.

First, According to the objectors, Grammar as well as Rhet-
oric teaches the laws of speech and writing : Rhetoric seeks to
make discourse effective ; it teaches men, not only how to
convey intelligence to other minds, but how to obtain over
these other minds a mastery. The time-honored definition of
Grammar describes it as teaching men how to speak and write.
Surely Rhetoric is something more than this ; and in \^ Uat,
if not in adapt;n<r 11^;^, ,rse to its purpose, or end in view ?

But all this piuceeds upon a time-honored misconception of
the office of Grammar, which has not necessarily anything to do
with speaking and writing. Grammar seeks only to discover
and establish in a system the theory of the sentence : Rhetoric
deals with the whole composition, and with the sentence as
only one part of this whole. Grammar is not an art, but a
science

: it aims at knowledge, not at skill. » The ancient defi-
nition of Grammar simply confused it with Composition ; for,
the moment Grammar gives lessons in romposition, that
moment it becomes Rhetoric, on however low a plane. Camp-
bell long ago commented on the close-lying border lands of
Grammar and Rhetoric

; and, but for his fauh definition of Rhet-
oric, he might have commented, also, on the erroneous definition
of Grammar. Further, the words effective, etc. add nothing to
Prof. Day's definition of Rhetoric : the qualification they ex-
press is already in the word art; for all arts aim at efficiency,
and the only possible results of adding a qualifying term to the
definition are to set up a tautolo.^y and to give color to th^
unjust aspersion of Rhetoric as an art that teaches an unusuai,
bookish, or /ussily ornamented style of writing—the very mode
'Seep. 331, *«/««/.
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of expression that a true Rhetoric pillories as mere "jewelry
and rouge,"—the acme of the unrhetorical, because it is unnat-
ural and displeasing to every cultivated mind.
Secondly, Rhetoric is often defined as a science as well as an

art; but m no true sense is Rhetoric a science. It discovers
nothmg

;
it simply states laws that are true in the nature of

man, and grounded on principles furnished by its nomothetical
sciences.* To argue this question fully needs the light ofcertain
distinctions to be set out in the next section of this Appendix.
Before passing to these distinctions, however, a glance must
be thrown at several other definitions of Rhetoric anciently or
even still adopted by many writers.

(i) The Ancients, whose only means of addressing large
bodies was speech, and who had only written books and but
few of them, naturally thought of Rhetoric as the art of
Oraiory, or Spoken Discourse. (2) Many writers, both ancient
and modem, have limited the art to Prose Composition^ ^yi-
eluding Poetry (or both Romance and Poetry) as fine 'arts
The end of Poetry (and Romance), they say. is to please:
while Rhetoric strives after an outward end, "that mastery
over other minds which it does not quietly wait for, but obtains
by a struggle.'" (3) Whately, accepting Aristotle's dictum,
Rhetoric is an offshoot [dvr/errpofH-] from Logic," still further

limits Rhetoric to Argument, and practically considers Persua-
sion as the end of the art. (4) On the other hand, Quintilian
extended the province of the art. In his view, Rhetoric was
more like an encyclopaedia of all arts and sciences, than a

limited and specific branch of knowledge."* It included
"everything that could conduce to the attainment of the object
proposed-Law, Morals, Politics, etc., on the ground that a
knowledge of these subjects is requisite to enable a man to
speak well on them."*
On these definitions, the following criticisms seem just, (i)

The Ancients' definition of Rhetoric was due solely to their cir-
cumstances. Had they known printed books, or had even the
manuscript copies of their books been many in number, they
would doubtless have extended the scope oftheir art. As things
were, they were by no means ignorant that much oftheir teaching
applied equally to writing.* (2) The restriction of Rhetoric to
Prose Composition is often useful by way of limiting tlie scope
H 16. above. tl 73, above. » Theremin, Eloquence A Virtue, I. H.

.
•Shedd, i.t^^frao' ^^ifflyi, p. 106. »Whately,ii.
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of a text-book or a course of study ; but it can notbe maintained
in a definition of the art. Many rules apply equally well in all

kinds of compositions ; and any restriction would be unscientific.

(3) So, too, with regard to the proposed limiting of Rhetoric
to Argument or Persuasion : the full definition of the art is

squarely against the advocates of restriction; and nothing
would be gained by it, but much lost. (4) Quintilian's exten-
sion of the art is equally unwise. Rhetoric is no more under
obligation to supply the knowledge needed by a writer than
is Architecture to supply bricks or mortar or other materials
for building. One might almost as well insist upon its furnish-
ing men with mental faculties. At the same time, Quintilian's
notion that only a well-informed man can write well,—that, in
this art, as everywhere in nature, nothing comes out of nothing,
—is an important truth. Dr. Shedd's maxim, printed on the
title-page of this volume, is even more binding on the writer,

who addresses his thousands, than on the speaker, who has
comparatively a small audience.

II. The Sciences that give Laws to Rhetoric.

The relations of Rhetoric to its nomothetical sciences will be
better understood, perhaps, in a careful consideration of the
following distinctions.

I. Science, Art, Criticism.—Science analyzes the finished

art-product or other fact presented to it, in order to discover
the laws of its being. By way of preparation, it observes and
classifies all the related facts and processes. Its work, there-
fore, is one of discovery, and teuds to knowledge. Art teaches
the rules by which this finished product is constructed ; either
grounding these rules upon the related science or sciences, or
stating them arbitrarily. Its work, therefore, is essentially con-
structive, and tends to skill. "It uses knowledge, not as knowl-
edge, but as power. '

'
1 Criticism examines the product, in order

to pronounce upon its merits or demerits, basing itself upon
knowledge of both the art-rules and the scientific principles.
Its work, therefore, is judgment, and tends to the improvement
of the art-product.

" = '-^- ANu j-vrrLmu oCinrMcis.—oLicHcc IS eitner Fure or
Applied ;—Pure, when it teaches necessary truths as abstract

>A. S.Hill, p. iii.
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proposttions; Applied, when it adapts these truths to particularconcrete cases. "Applied Science is a knowledge of facteevents, or phenomena, as explained, accounted for, orproduced

l/r^Tf P°''^'''' ^^"'^'' °'"^^^«- P^re Science is the know-
led.^e of these powers, causes, or laws, considered apart, orLpure from al applications." Hence, the principles o puTescience are always true, true in themselves and in all possib e

and'fn .h ^"""f
'"' "^^^^P""^ ^"""*=^ ^'^ *"^« °"»y «« applied!and in the special cases.

'

3. THEORY.-Theory is a body of scientific principles under-ymg and explaining or justifying the rules ofan^rtfor it s

onnH 1

"^ » "'" "'•^ "'"^^^ '" ^^^ "^'^t °f ^-'r "nderi; „gpnnciples. Hence, it is properly opposed to Practice -a sense
says Sir Wimam Hamilton.^ in which it both was kn;wn to1^Ancients and is now commonly used on the continent ofEurope
_

Hence, (i) Art is more than Applied Science ; for the latter
.s content ^o ^„ow the truth in the special case, while theformer ,s dissatisfied until it has done the work that the ^JX
Applied Science teaches special iruiAs. For example. Survey,ing may be taught either as an applied science or a^ an artAs the one, ,t seeks only knowledge for its own sake; as theother. ,t seeks to make skilled surveyors. (.) Science and

fffir^^hir?Tr''^''
tenns,-terms. that is, which are notaffirmable of the same object at the same time. The samename, indeed, may be given to both science and art --for ex-ample, to Mechanics, which is either "the science of theaction of forces on bodies " or the art of constructing machinesand other mechanical contrivances ;-but, unless the twothinS

true that they are at once a science and an art than
rt IS that two men, both named John Smith, are only oneman. Confusion is often created by this loose way of speak-ing, and serious errors have been inculcated by it rifsrience and Theory, though often interchanged, are n fac

"

essentially different terms, and should not be conf^s'ed Thesc^n ific principles on which an art is based are often drain

inU '^"/."^\!" Rh«t°"<=) from several nomothetical sci"ences; and, in this case, though they constitute a /Aeoty theycan not be said to constitute a sti^nr^- the" <"-
orx'--

- - •

from severai sciences. Even when they all' come frimTsS!
> Metaphysics, Edited by Bowen, p. 113.
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gle science, they are, with reference to the art, plainly not a
science but only a body of scientific principles underlying the
rules of an art,—that is, a theory. This error has led to erro-

neous definitions, as well as to false, and, therefore, misleading,

conceptions of the nature of art.

In order of time, the art-product is always evolved first

;

then come rules ; and finally, the underlying theory is made out,

and both rules and theory are arranged in a system, (i) Prac-
tice necessarily precedes theory ; for neither scientific principles

nor rules for work can be discovered except through experi-

ence, and this experience "can have no foundation, other than
previous practice. Such must obviously be the case with
ail the arts. Many a house must have been built, before a
-y :':eni of architecture could be formed ; many a poem com-
; o -d, before an art of poetry could be written. "' (2) Rules
^ - always suggested by the work already done, and are inferred

from it. At first, they are but "rules of thumb,"—mere dicta

of experience, liable to revision, correction, and even retracta-

tion ; but later, when brought to the bar of Criticism and care-

fully tested, they become more accurate and more trustworthy.'

This criticism, it is true, is at first uncertain, because without a
sufficient foundation in knowledge ; but, the underlying art-

theory being once detected,—knowledge exists abundantly, and
Criticism has a fair field. (3) Finally, guesses are made at the
"why" of the rules ; scientific principles are brought forward
to explain or justify them ;—that is, a theory of the art is con-
structed

; while the rules themselves are more and more revised,
till they are perfected into a system. Thenceforward, the art,

its theory, and intelligent criticism of the art-work are mutually
dependent ; each throws light upon the others ; each helps to
make the others perfect.

In the light of all this. Rhetoric is plainly not a science, but
an art. Its end is to construct the composition, not to discover
knowledge. Its rules are the dicta of experience ; its under-
lying principles, truths drawn from four nomothetical sciences

;

and the phrase science of Rhetoric is simply a blunder for
theory 0/ Rhetoric.

*John Quincy Adams, Lectures, I. pp. 73, 74.

•In Pope's trite couplet,—

" Those rules, of old discovered, not devis'd,

Are Nature still, but Nature irethodiz'd."
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III. The True Method of Studying Rhetoric.

The principles thus established would seem to determine,
also, beyond dispute, the correct method of studying Rhet-
oric, (i) The goal before the student should be skill in
writing and speaking; (2) the order of study should be the
order of development, and no one of the three elements.
Practice, Rules, Principles, should be omitted

; (3) the study
should rest on all the nomothetical sciences—not on any
number less than all.

And yet the study of Rhetoric has constantly proceeded in
violation of one or more of these principles,

( 1

)

Rhetoric has been treated as if its chief end were to make
critics, not writers. It has tended to skill in judging, not in
constructing. Hence, not only has undue importance been
attached to the form of discourse, and too little attention
been paid to the thought expressed, but the course has been
narrowed to a theoretical discussion of rules and principles,
while practice in composition has been wholly or in great
part omitted.

(2) The natural order of teaching the art has been inverted,
and one or more of its three elements been omitted or else
unduly emphasized. » Hence, three mistakes in the methods of
teaching;—(a) Rules and principles are put before practice in
writing, although it is practice that in the highest degree
makes rules and principles intelligible. Earlier practice in
composition, (such as is, or certainly was, common in the
preparatory schools,) is confined to the writing of themes;
and the student, who is ill-prepared for such work, gains but
little benefit from it. Simple exercises in sentence-building
or in the recasting of work that is more or less defective,—
exercises that tell most powerfully on all subsequent prac-
tice, and which need only the briefest rules by way of sug-
gestion to guide the student,—such exercises are rarely em-
ployed.' {b) A second blunder results from the error already
noted, the error of treadng Rhetoric as the art of Criticism.
Men whose end in teaching is only to make competent judges
of discourse, can not be expected to value highly either

Mn all arts, the .ff>-^fl/«/ amount of attention must, of course, be given to
practice; but this greatest amount is not necessarily an undue amount.

•How to Writt CUarly is a capital boolc for the purpose.
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rules for composition or practice in it. Hence, their instruction
omits both rules and practice, while it gives at length abstract
^scussions of the scientific truths (especially, the truths of
Esthetics) that underlie tlie art. Rhetoric with them becomes
a philosophical study, both interesting and profitable in itself
but contributing as little as may be towards the making of com'
petent writers, (c) Still more serious, because (if possible)
more misleading, is the error of teaching Rhetoric by practice
alone,-practice guided only by "rules of thumb" and the
study of worthy models. Whatever value an empirical study
of Rhetoric rnay have, formal Rhetoric has^ also its place in
the course; for, had not practice needed the guidance of
underlying truths, only one element of art would in all
probability have been developed. The very men who quarrel
most bitterly with formal Rhetoric are often the men who
unconsciously, to be sure, seek its aid. Macaulay is a notable
example.*

(3) Rhetoric has not been based on all its nomothetical
sciences, but now on one of them, now upon two. Campbell
starts from his famous dictum, "It is by the sense that Rhetoric
holds of Logic, and by the expression that she holds of Gram-
mar " Blair grounds his work on Esthetics Theremin
thinks Eloquence a virtue. Whately says Rhetoric is an
offshoot of Logic. Day seems to have been the first to
state formally the truth that Rhetoric rests on four nomo-
thetical sciences. The opposite belief has enfeebled and be-
httled the art, and disgusted many really sensible persons,who have (unfairly, no doubt, but not unnaturally) charged
the vices of "fine writing." puerility, desultoriness, e^c, on the

7^* P'f'^ssed to teach something better, but failed. As a
result. Rhetoric has become extremely superficial in its char-
acter and influence, so that the term ' rhetorical ' has become
the synonym of shallow and showy."' " Considered as jew-
elry and m.^^" says another autlior, "Rhetoric is sufficiently
contemptible."* '

The Pivn"*"
*''* ""**"*' '"^' °^ Engineering and other scientific professions,

the eart TrdrvTh""
°"^^'"""='* '" '"e field, the geolo«ist in the bowdsotneearU>. To-daythey are instructed—som^ sa"""»r-:"—!i -<_!-, - -i

t'htw^h""^
•""""'"• '"'''= ""'**'''^"'« tnrths'oVthdr'artr WhTSdth.nk ofshowing a raw country boy a finished bridge or a " crack " coal-mS

»W. G. T. Shedd, Pri^ace to Theremin, p. x.

• T. SUrr King, in Whipple's Introduction to Substance and Sh^w, p. xU.
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IV. Certain Technical Terms of Rhetorjc.

The following table will help the student as he reads the

older modem or the ancient writers on Rhetoric ;

—

Rhetoric*

j Composition.*

\ Oratory.*

Invention.*

f Composition.*

J Discourse.*

(^
Eloquence.*

Eloquence.*

/ Elocution.*

I Style.*

f Oratory.

\ Elocution.

Greek.

•H (t<xvij) pifTopuc^.

A6yo<.

Aoyitfri)t.

'PrfToptia,

Latin.

(Ars) Rbetorlca.

Exercitatio.

Inventio.

Oratio, Eloquentia.

Eloquentia.

Elocutio.

Oratoria.

Certain terms

—

oratory eloquence (in the sense of the Greek
^yubrriq)^ z.x\di elocution—refer wholly j spoken discourse. The
other terms have the double reference to either speech or writing.

V. The Latin Word Tropus.

What did tropus—Greek Tp&Koq and Tp(}7r7—mean? Cicero

(Brutus, xvii.) defines t' (moq as verborum immutationes, and
says that the Greeks caliv^d sententiarum orationisque formas
ax^ftara. But Quintilian says, "Tropus est verdi vet sermonis

. . . mutatio," and, "vertique formas non verdorum modo,

sed et sensuum el compositionis. Quare mihi videntur errasse,

qui non alios crediderunt tropos, quam in quibus verbutn pro

verbo poneretur."'' Curiously enough, no Greek writer now
extant seems to have used rpdn-of in its rhetorical sense, and
Lucianus alone of Greek writers (A. D. i6o?) has Tp&irri in this

meaning. [See Liddell and Scott's Lexicon, s. vv."] More
than this, the confusion of trope and figure—especially the

modem use o{ figure as genus—had begun in Quintilian's time.'

^l I, above. *i lo ff, above. *l 23, above. *i3,abof>e.

'Obsolete in this sense.—Eloquence seems to be used sometimes by Camp-
bell to mean as much as Rhetoric. (See. I. i.)

* Theremin defines Eloquence as " thought in a flood,"

» VIII. vi. 1-3. .Cf.IX.1.4. •IX. i. a.
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)d sometimes by Camp-

AsBRBVIATtONS, 99.

Abstrusencss, 352.

iGsthetics, 14.

Alienisms, 76.

Ambiguity, 154; in pronouns, 958 ; in
negatives, 360.

Anglo-Saxon words, 139.
Antithesis, 237.

Anticipation, 170.

Archaisms, 85.

Arrangement, 19; grammatical, 94; of
words and clauses, 160 ; unusual for
emphasis, 163 ; in persuasion, 327.

Argiinient, 309 ; proposition in, 315.
Art, 331.

Balanced sentence, 184.

Barbarisms, 86.

Bathos, 230.

Brevity, 149 ; exceptions to, 154 ; viola-
tions of from excess. 15a ; from defi-
ciency, 156 ; means to, 158.

Burden of proof, the, 317.

Canons for divided use, 127; of the
whole composition, 333.

Choice of words, 133.

Circumlocution, 152.

Clauses, order of in sentence, i(5o; modi-
fying, 166.

Clearness, 354.

Climax, 330.

Colloquialisms, 134.

Composition, 9, 13; the whole, 323 ; parts
of, 333 ; canons of, 333.

Compositions with respect to form, 33 •

to intrinsic character, 30; to pur-
pose. 49.

Completeness, 334.

Comparison and contrast, 394. 308.
(Jumpounds, 89.

Condensed sentence, 188.

Connectives, i;'3, 300.

Conjun'-tions, initial, 303.

Conclusion, the, 333.

Continuousness, 250.

Contrast, 294, 308.

Criticism, 331.

DARTMotTTH Orftege case, 30.
Definition, 293 ; of Rhetoric, 9, 319.
Departments of Rhetoric, 19.

Description, 394, 299.
Dicta, 16.

Diction, si; varieties of, 114 ; of poetry,
116; figures of. 236.

Discourse. 9 ; matter, or content, of. 14:
form of, 14, so; kinds of, 33; reprc.
sentative, 36.

Discussion, the, 333, 387 ; general rules
for, 288 ; modes of, 290.

Divided use, 125 ; canons for, 127.
Division, 294, 306.

Due proportion in sentence, 194; in
paragraph, 219.

Elegance, 278.

Elements of style, 51, 139.

Emphasis, 163.

Ethics, 14.

Excitation, 330 ; proposition in, 331.
Exceptions to purity, 114 ; to brevity, 134.
Exemplification, 394, 307.
Explanation, 391; proper. 393; pathetic,
3».

Explicit reference in sentence, 174; by
repetition, 178; in paragraph, 198.

Figures of spetch, 335 ; of diction, 336

:

of thought, 336; rules for, 243.
Force, 362.

Form of Discourse, 14, 50.

Fundamental maxims, 16.

aa

GroD use, 55 ; characteristics rf, 64.
Grammar. 14.

Grammatical purity, 53; propriety, 87;
precision, 95.

S37
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tili

Harmonv, aj%

Humor, 271.

Hybridism, 91.

Hypothesis, 311.

Idiotisms, 69.

Illustration, 308.

Improprieties, 86, iii.

Impassioned prose, 119.

Initial topic sentence, 197; coiijunc-

tions, 303.

Introduction, the, 333.

Invention, 19, aSi.

Issue, the point at, 310.

Kinds of discourse, 33.

Language, xo.

Letter, the, 35.

Literature and Rhetoric, 33.

Logic, 14.

Long and short words, 146 ; sentences,

179.

Loose sentence, 179.

Ludicrous, the, 371.

Maxims, iundamental, 16.

Matter, or content, of discourse, 14.

Means to brevity, 158.

Melody, 375.

Metre, 33.

Method of paragraph, 314; of «^oIe

composition, 333 ; of studying Rheto-

ric, 334-

Metric prose, 36, 119.

Modes of discussion, 390.

M 'ifiers, 163.

Modifying clauses, 166.

Motives, 335.

Narration, 394, 396.

National use, 65.

Naturalness, 350.

Negatives, ambiguous, 36«,

Neologisms, 85.

Nomothetical sciences, 14, 331.

Nonsensical, the, 348.

Novel, the, 43,

Number of words, 149.

Obvbrsb repetition, 308.

Offenses against purity, 69.

Oratory, 30 ; spurious, 348.

Order of words and clauses in sentence,

160.

Paragraph, 196; initial topic sen*

tence, 197; parallel constructtou, 309 i

method, 314 ; unity, 316 ; due propor-

tion in, 319.

Parallel constructir :^ in paragraph, 309.

Parentheses, 193.

Paraphrase, 152.

Partition, 394, 307.

Pathetic explanation, 330.

Pathos, 268.
'-

Periphrasis, 153.

Perspicuity, 354.

Periodic sentence, 170.

Persuasion, 334 ; proposition In, 397.

Phraseology, 51.

Pleonasm, 153.

Poetry, 44.

Point at issue, the, 310.

Precision, grammatical, 95; rhetorical,

254-

Present use, 67.

Presumption, the, 317.

Prolixity, 153.

Pronouns, relative, as connectives, 177,

202 ; ambiguous, 258.

Properties of language, 51.

Propriety, rhetorical, 87 ; grammatical,

9S-

Proportion, due, in sentence, 194; in

paragraph, 219.

Proposition, the, 223 ; in argument, 3x5 ;

in excitation, 321 ; in persuasion, 337.

Proofe, 311.

Prose, 34 ; metric, 26, 1x9 ; rhythmic,

?7 ; impassioned, 119.

Prose rhythm, 25.

Provincialisms, 76.

Purity, grammatical, 53; standard of,

55; offenses against, 69; exceptions

to, 1x4.

QuAUTiBS of style, 52, 347.

Question raised, the, 310.

Redundancy, isa-

Relative pronoun as connective, 177, 309.

Repetition, tautological, xS2 ; justifi-

able, 154 ; for emphasis, 163 ; for ex-

plicit reference, xjS, 200; obverse, 308.

Reputable use, 64.

Representative discourse, 36.

Rhetoric defined, 9, 329; proper, xa;

departments of, 19 ; sciences that give
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in paragraph, aog.

osition in, 3*7.

:al, 95 : rhetorical.

sentence, 194; in

laws to. 14, 331 ; true method of study-
*««. 334 ; cerUin technical terms of, 336.

Rhetoric and Literature, aa.

Rhetorical propriety, 87 ; precision 254.
Rhythm, 33; of prose, 25.

Rhythmic prose, 37,

Romance, 4a,

Satire, 271."

Schemata, 236.

Sciences nomothetical to Rhetoric, 14
33»-

Science, 331 ; pure and applied, 331.
Selection, 233,

Sentence, the, 160 ; order of words and
clauses in, ,60; periodic, 170; loose,
170; explicit reference, 174; long and
short, 179; balanced, 184; condensed,
188; unity of, i88; due proportion in,

194 ; initial topic, 197.
Shall and will, 108.

Short and long words, 146; sentences.
179.

Significance, 248.

Simplicity, 252.

Solecisms, 86, 94.
Spurious oratory, 248.

Standard of purity, 55.
Style, 19, so ; elemenu of. 5a, ,32 ; qujji

ties of, 52, 247.

Suspense, 170.

Tastb. 278.

Tautology, ,5a.
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Technicalities, 76.

Terms, 10; technical, of Rfietorlc, 336.
Tliat, who and which, ic6.
Theory, 311, 333.

Theme, 282.

Thought, 9 ; figures of, 236.

[

Tropes, 236.

Tragus, the Latin word, 336.

Unity, of sentence, t88 ; Blair's rule*
for, 190; of paragraph, 216; of whole
composition, 232.

Use, 55; reputable, 64; national, 65;
present, 67; divided, 125.

Varibtv, 278,

Verbosity, 153.

Verse, 23.

Violations of purity, 69; of brevity, 15,.
156.

Vocabulary, 133.

Vulgarisms, 69.

Wbbstbr, Dartmouth CoUege caM
30.

'

t^ho, which and that, 106.

Whole composition, the, 223 ; canons of,
23a.

IVill and shall, 108.

Wit, 271.

Words, choice of, 133; Anglo-Saxon,
139; short and long, 146; number ot
X49

;
order of in sentence, 160; em.

phatic,i62 ; ambiguous, 236.




